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An Evaluation of Anti-Feminist Attitudes in 

Selected Professional Victorian Women 

MayWitwit 

Abstract 

The Victorian era paved the way for the emancipation of the modem British 

woman. The women who fought for the parliamentary vote, especially those who 

were imprisoned and experienced the torture of forcible feeding, eventually won 

This thesis argues that those women who opposed were a subaltern group and 

compares them with the colonised subjects of the British Empire. The 

their cause. Women who opposed enfranchisement did so for their own reasons. 

Both sides of the suffrage campaign claimed the majority was on their side and 

struggled to prove it. 

emancipation of women ran against the interests of the state which treated the 

cause as an insurgent movement. The political leaders spared no effort to thwart 

the liberation of women and the middle- and upper-class Anti-Suffrage women 

sided with ruling class interests. This work divides women into three sub-sections; 

resistance, colonised public and collaborators. 

Eliza Lynn Linton, Flora Shaw, Janet Hogarth and Gertrude Bell are well known 

middle-class Victorian women for whom the emancipation was of more benefit 
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than opposition. The study throws a fresh look at these women by tying the notion 

of the collaborative elite with the State's exploitation of the intellectual subaltern. 

Linton, Shaw, Hogarth and Bell are studied in detail as case studies for this 

theory. Through the textual analysis of selected works, published articles, public 

and private correspondence, available diaries, biographies and autobiographies it 

emerges that although these women were ardent 'Antis' in public they were 

feminists in private. The thesis explains the reasons behind their public opposition 

to the emancipation of women. 
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Preface 

Being familiar with the subjugation of women in Iraq, I have always tried to 

explain why some women sided with men against their fellow women. I saw them 

as traitors to their sex. I watched with interest how many women, both literate and 

illiterate, tried to overcome the oppressive conventions of society, and how some 

obtained their goals without drawing too much attention to themselves or 

contravening social conventions. My interest was particularly directed at the 

attitude adopted by educated professional women and I noticed that even among 

these successful women there were those who opposed the call for emancipation 

and advocated the conventions that they themselves broke. My idea was too 

complicated to carry forward in the society I was in at the time because it meant 

breaking too many taboos, and it did not really crystallise in my mind until the 

invasion of Iraq in 2003 . Then, men and women, intellectuals and ordinary 

citizens changed sides - advocating ideas contrary to the ones they previously 

held - to conform to the new prevailing ideology. And those who had been 

previously conformist were now resisting the forces of occupation and were called 

insurgents and were outlawed. I also noticed that compliance and obedience did 

not necessarily mean conviction but were in fact tactics to achieve personal goals. 

At that point I began to be increasingly impressed by the similarities between 

State-oppressed intellectuals - Iraqis collaborating with the occupation forces -
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and subjugated women. I still could not frame it within an academic discourse but 

the striking similarity was always at the back of my mind. 

At the time I was teaching the 'Nineteenth Century Novel ' in the University while 

Baghdad was being bombarded. Our class continued and, as I noted in Talking 

About Jane Austen in Baghdad (Rowlatt, Witwit, 201 0), I felt a longing for 

Austen's novels which depicted a structured social order. What caught my 

attention was that the Victorian marriages, as in Arab culture, were more between 

families than individuals: As I further read I also came to realise that Charlotte 

Bronte' s  depiction of the anger Jane Eyre feels towards Mr. Brocklehurst and 

Mrs. Reed reflected an intelligent woman's  resentment of her subordinate position 

and her refusal to allow others to rule her life, punish, or humiliate her. On the 

other hand, Edward Rochester's  shame of having to admit the existence of his 

mad wife, the confinement of Bertha to the attic and his speech on the wedding 

day in which he depicted himself as a victim to justify why he declined to admit 

being married, drew my attention to the injustices inflicted on both Jane and 

Bertha. The silent suffering of duty-bound Isola from her dominating husband, 

who eventually turns insane and dies, the difficult lonely life Jane Osborne has to 
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face to maintain her independence (Linton, Sowing the Wind, 1 867), these led me 

to believe that there were common aspects between life in twentieth century and 

early twenty-first century Iraq and the Victorian age. As I read more widely I 

found striking similarities between the social conventions in modem Iraq and 

those of the Victorian-Edwardian era in Britain beyond fiction and in the real lives 

of women. Although Iraqi upper-class women began to enter the country' s  job 

market in the 1 920s and 1 930s and had enjoyed equal pay and promotion, they 

were not declared equal to men til l the 1 979 constitution. School leaving age for 



girls was then made 1 6  and in the 1 980s women were granted the right to vote and 

stand for election. Despite this legislation, Arab patriarchal society continued to 

oppress and control women' s  social freedom. Common credence was given to 

theories of women' s  biological inferiority, and unequal gender restrictions were 

socially accepted; I saw parallels with popular understanding of women's  roles in 

Victorian Britain. I became convinced of the radical feminists' argument that the 

oppressed status of women in contemporary Iraq or Victorian Britain was the 

which exert control over women. 

I was also a woman seeking to maintain her professional role teaching English 

Literature in a university at a time when her country was being invaded by the 

US-led Coalition Forces. As a country it became subject to oppression and a form 

of colonisation. I began to see how the exploitation of women under patriarchal 

hegemony corresponded with the notion of colonisation in the sense that the 

colonisers govern, exploit and control the colonised 'Other' and thus frame the 

roles of those under their power. Of course Iraq has a long historical association 

with British Imperialism from before the time of Gertrude Bell, whom I study 

result of a patriarchal system based on dominance, power and hierarchy which 

was manifest within the rules of society, established religion and family structures 

here and whose life is viewed differently by Arab scholars. As I studied more 

deeply, the description of these Victorian and Edwardian women who struggled 

for their rights and were persecuted as insurgents was more forcibly paralleled in 

my mind with members of the resistance groups and liberation movements in 

colonised countries such as Iraq. 

No parallel has yet been drawn between the coloniser and the subjugated woman 
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which explains the opposition of some intellectual Victorian and Edwardian 

women to the emancipation of their kind. But an understanding of imperialist 

patriarchical control may be extended to explain how women who sided with men 

against their sex and opposed their emancipation had something in common with 

those natives who joined forces with the coloniser against their people. 

Reading Simone de Beauvoir ' s  argument in The Second Sex (1949) and Edward 

Said' s  Orientalism (1978) the correspondence grew deeper. De Beauvoir argued 

that society regarded man as the positive model and the woman as the negative, or 

'Other' ,  criticis ing men ' s  biological , psychological and economic discrimination 

against women. Juliet Mitchell following on from de Beauvoir gave a detailed 

analysis of how culture and literature were employed by patriarchy to subjugate 

women (Mitchell, 1984). Said, in his work, argued that literature negatively 

stereotyped the natives as ' incapable' in order to perpetuate their subservience, 

stressing that the power relationship between the (subjugated) Orient and the 

(governing) Occident was enacted with varying degrees of hegemonic control. 

Similarly the patriarchal society (the Occident) employed knowledge, literature, 

economic superiority and religious teachings to control women and enforce 

restrictions on their position in the house and in society. 

As my research continued, I found that I could address  the question of the feminist 

women who denied their sex. (The term 'anti-feminist' was not officially used 

until 1894, though it was common for many women to oppose women' s  

emancipation and suffrage. In this work the term i s  used to describe all women 

opposing both Suffrage and emancipation regardless of the time period.) I saw 

that although gender may decide the performance of the subjugated individual, 
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ambitious subalterns, regardless of gender, share certain characteristics and apply 

similar methods to overcome their subaltemity. The women examined in this 

research show an ambivalent attitude to women's  subjugation. They are loosely 

linked by a shared interest in the anti-suffrage campaign, but they all at some time 

in their lives advocated the views of the governing patriarchal classes - from 

Queen Victoria to Lord Curzon - and, I argue, therefore collaborate in their 

subjugation like the native elite in the colonies (or other subaltern groups such as 

the intellectuals who advocate what they do not believe to please the dictator) . 

This relationship with the state, as the coloniser, was for mutual benefit. 

Said, Memmi, Adams and others have pointed out that rulers attempt to convince 

the ruled that their domination and control are necessary. As a consequence there 

has always been a proportion of the ruled who recognise in one way or another, 

the invader' s right to exercise control and hegemony over their country and 

people. Such people may be seeking to protect their pre-existing interests or to 

develop a beneficial alliance with the rulers and are often members of the elite 

such as civil servants, industrialist, businessmen and intellectuals or 

interpreters. Such behaviour is seen in occupied or colonised countries such in 

India under the British rule, in Belgium and the Netherlands under German 

occupation in WWII, and in post-2003 Iraq. 

even 

As in colonised societies, there were Victorian and Edwardian women who fought 

for suffrage and emancipation while others accepted or justified the dominant 

ideology. This research will focus mainly on a third category of Victorian women 

who benefitted from the change but said 'no '  to franchise. The attitude adopted by 

those women strongly parallels that of the native elite in the sense that although 
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some members of the collaborating elite were not entirely convinced in the 

righteousness of the coloniser's occupation and control, they still collaborated to 

maintain the 'authority' of the occupier in an effort to keep secure their own 

power and status. And as the coloniser's main objective was to control the 

inhabitants of a conquered territory, it was necessary for such powers to employ 

the assistance of indigenous elites who could act as intermediaries between the 

occupier and the occupied. More often than not such intermediaries were 

appointed in leadership positions in their communities. The occupier supplied his 

the new hierarchy. (Weber, 1 947, p.6 1 1 ). 

Another feature of these selected women is that though some campaigned for and 

some against suffrage, they all at one point in their lives, swapped sides. I 

examine them in chronological order, tracing their public and private lives. The 

women I have selected come from middle-class backgrounds with varying 

financial positions and different levels of education, but they were all pioneering, 

had access to journalism and enjoyed politically influential circles of friends and 

connections. 

My research will refute the former explanations attributing the Anti-Suffrage 

attitudes of many successful Victorian women to their individual achievements, 

conservative natures, belief in prevalent theories or their fear of men. Instead I 

argue that the reasons behind their conversion were not a change of belief but 

pursuit of a private goal. To achieve their aims these women utilised their 

secondary positions and employed subaltern tactics to gain the trust of the 

native representatives with status and a staff and, therefore, instituted one or more 

agencies to control the pattern of occupation and establish appropriate roles within 
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colonisers. And although gender influenced their tactics, their perfonnance 

resembled that of the collaborators of other subaltern groups. These women 

occupied an intermediary position between the fully oppressed and the conscious 

members of the resistance. In addition, they are all examples of educated women 

with professional standing who were particularly vulnerable to being taken as role 

models and exploited by the patriarchal elite to convince the majority of the 

legitimacy of women's subjugation. On the one hand they interpreted the views of 

their masters to the oppressed and ridiculed the need for liberation. On the other 

hand they provided the coloniser with inside infonnation to derail the resistance 

movement and other attempts for women's liberation. In short, the attitude 

adopted by those women strongly parallels with that of the native collaborators 

who support the enemy against their own in return for private gain. 

A poem published by the Anti-Suffrage Review in 19 14  shows how ambition 

played a powerful role in the conversion of such women. A note at the bottom of 

the poem mentions that it had been written when two prominent suffragists signed 

the original Anti Suffrage Manifesto : 
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A Song of Degrees 

( 1 )  

'T  was in the dull Victorian days, 

When the law was still respected 

I caught from Mr. Mill the craze 

With which I am infected; 

My mind received a curious twist, 

And so, in desperation 

I soon became a Suffragist 

Through lack of occupation 

(2) 

And then when Mr. Mill was proved 

A failure in predictions, 

And grievances were all removed 

Despite his airy fictions, 

My former view I quickly changed 

And said it was a j est O !  

And in a magazine arranged 

An "Anti" manifesto 

(3) 

Alas ! I found this enterprise 

Too smal l  for my ambition; 

An "Anti" will not advertise, 

Or probate about her mission; 

And as she does not seek for fame, 

The papers hardly heed her, 

So Mrs. Fawcett soon became 

My prophetess and leader 
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If you would reach the height of fame, 

When Lincoln ' s  bishop dare not blame, 

And Kensington applauds you 

(For breach of laws such high applause 

(4) 

The Suffrage method then I saw 

Must needs be law-abiding 

But soon I spied a fatal flaw 

That made the rule misguiding; 

I therefore j oined the Churchmen' s league 

For bishops, deans and parsons 

Subscribe and thus condone intrigue 

With outrages and arsons 

(5) 

A while I toiled with the other claims 

The Actors and the Tories ' 

Whose leaders ' skills in borrowing names 

So  I will be a militant 

And smash the nation ' s  picture 

(6) 

When Israel Zangwill lauds you, 

Must fully re-imburse one), 

Then Emmeline should be your queen 

Till you find a worse one 

J.A.P. 

(Anti-Suffrage Review, April 1 9 1 4, p .49) 

Has earned undying glories; 

And some have merit _but I grant 

That all deserve our strictures; 
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Chapter 1 :  Victorian Professional Anti-Suffragist Women 

1 . 1  Overview of Work on the Anti-Suffrage Women 

researchers from examining their stance in detail. Campaigners for the vote wrote 

had multiplied in suffrage publications during the heat of the battle ' (p. 1 ) .  

However, Suffragist heritage usually portrayed anti-suffrage movements and 

figures as bizarre, narrow-minded and irrelevant, thus a convincing justification of 

extensively to memorialize their path to victory and were the early recorders of 

their own history (Bush, 2007). Through their published biographies and accounts 

of suffrage adventures, Julia Bush in Women against the Vote (2007) comments 

that they have also provided later researchers with influential 'retrospective 

accounts to set alongside the lively sketches and parodies of anti-suffragism which 

their stance remains to be tackled. Mrs. Fawcett, for example, wrote in 1 9 1 2  of the 

' inherent absurdity of the whole position of anti-suffrage women' ,  while Ray 

Strachey in her 1 928  account of The Cause said that the anti-suffrage Leagues 

formed in 1 908  and 1 9 1 0  brought about 'great delight and comfort to their 

opponents by the ineptitude and futility of their ways' (Bush, 2007, p. l ) . Writers 

like Brian Harrison, Julia Bush and Susan Kingsley Kent mention an 

Women who opposed the progress of their own sex were neglected by many 

historians. Their reputation seems to have minimized their impact and prevented 
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inconsistency of stance as one of the main features characterizing anti-suffragists, 

while Beth Sutton Ramspeck in 'Mary Ward and the claims of conflicting 

feminism' describes anti-suffragist Mary Ward as a ' lady novelist who held the 

wrong ideas, ' and whose reputation was based on her misunderstood opinions , 

arguing that, 'she spent her life negotiating between competing and contradictory 

feminism. ' Ramspeck concludes that no thorough analysis has been made and 

thus it was generally concluded that she was a strong anti-feminist. Brian Harrison 

in 'Separate Spheres' ( 1 e978) says that 'A paradox lies at the heart of organised 

anti-suffragism' because, ' It carries to an extreme the tendency for a conservative 

movement. ' He attributes anti-suffragist opposition to change to their being 

' instinctive conservatives ' ,  stressing that prevalent theories shaped their thought, 

that anti-suffragist' s  agitation stemmed from widely held preconceptions, and that 

the anti-suffrage league was a 'mere' superstructure based on common popular 

opposition to suffrage. He mentions that two types of women, advocated the anti

suffrage ideal ; the political hostess and the female philanthropist, adding that 

'both displayed some of the qualities attributed by Professor H.eJ. Eysenk in Uses 

and Abuses of Psychology to the "tough-minded" category. ' Eysenk explained that 

' tough minded' women ' clung to self-image of conventional femininity defined 

by subservience to and adulation of men, while at the same time showing 

evidence of an exploitive and hostile attitude towards them' (Eysenk, 1 953 ,  cited 

(in translation from original German) in Harrison, 1978, pp.268,27 1 ). Harrison 

justifies his detailed clarification of chronology and morphology of organised 

anti-suffragism to neglect of its history. Among prominent members of the 

National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage established July 1908, Gertrude 

Bell and Mrs Humphrey Ward are mentioned. Eliza Lynn Linton on the other 
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hand is referred to for her anti-suffrage journalistic activities. The social network 

linking many anti-suffrage men and women leaders such as Lords Curzon and 

Cromer and Arnold Ward with Gertrude Bell and Mrs Humphrey Ward in 

addition to many academics, influential politicians, social and industrial figures 

indicates that anti-suffragist women may have been influenced by such strong 

male "Antis" (as the Anti-Suffragists were widely known and will be referred to 

throughout this work for convenience) in their opposition to their own 

achieved on the bases that men would contribute the money and women 

(Bush, 2002). Cromer's reaction was to Mrs Ward's establishment of a Local 

Government Advancement Committee which risked antagonising supporters and 

academics like Patricia Hollis are less enthusiastic over women's  genuine 

intentions to achieve change, when she for example, describes the Anti-suffrage 

League's advocacy of women 's participation in local government as 'Mere 

theatre- all talk and no result' (Hollis, 1 987). 

Susan Kingsley Kent in Sex & Suffrage ( 1 990) finds that apart from the Separate 

Spheres ideology, many suffrage and anti-suffrage women feared provoking the 

' in many men, but Anti-suffragists believed that antagonistic relations'brutea

enfranchisement. Harrison mentions that the amalgamation of the men's and 

women 's  leagues into the National League for Opposing Woman's Suffrage was 

disrupting the League's  non-party status. Gertrude Bell (friend of Cromer) on the 

other hand is mentioned for her strong commitment to anti-suffrage activities, yet 
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contribute in numbers. This step was soon regretted by Lord Cromer. Both 

Harrison and Bush quote Cromer writing to Curzon on 8 Feb .a1 9 a12 ,  ' I  really have 

not the health, strength, youth . . .  to go on dealing with these ' infernal women ' 



concentrated on criticising the behaviour of the New Woman, and encouraged the 

thinly a deep inward sex-antipathy' (p. 1 68). On the other hand Kent adds that 

between men and women were natural and separate spheres were the 'protective 

barrier' limiting men' s  demonstration of their most primitive instinct. She justifies 

anti-feminists ' inconsistent stances which rejected the vote while advocating other 

changes for women, arguing that, 'There was however a logic to their inconsistent 

activity' , because Education, Property Rights and Custody of children were 

perceived as reforms that strengthened the role of women and did not interfere 

with the set roles and qualities of each sex (Kent, 1 990). Kent discusses the 

suffrage cause from many perspectives, pointing out that feminist movements 

were in response to the sexual degradation of women created by the ideology of 

separate spheres, the double standard morality, the sexual objectification reducing 

woman to her basic sexual functions. She adds that many feminists attributed 

women's  degraded position and victimization to 'a socialization process' backed 

by scientific and medical 'proof' and legitimised by law. However she does point 

a finger at the contradictions in Eliza Lynn Linton' s  attitude, saying that Linton 

woman of her time to remain passive (Kent, 1 990). 

Kent explains that the separate sphere ideology, which rested basically on the 

notion of men's  chivalric intentions towards women, was seen by feminists as an 

' illusion and utter sham . '  Feminists were convinced that male brutality was 

inherently directed against women and that the ' sex attraction has come to veil but 

anti-suffragists feared that women's  participation in politics threatened men's 

position. Eliza Lynn Linton is quoted as warning that woman's participation in 

politics would lead 'to the loss of men's  personal consideration and to the letting 
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loose the waters of strife, ' and ' . . .  redoubled coercion and suppression' (p. 1 72). 

For Linton, Kent says, ' the rule of law concealed only thinly the rule of force in 

society' (p. 1 72). Linton and many other anti suffragists, Kent says saw ' the strong 

hand is the ultimo ratio and God will have it so; or as Linton had confirmed the 

' state of women would be worse than their first' (p. 1 72) .  Kent attributes the 

participation of many educated accomplished and powerful women in the anti

suffrage cause to a ' fear of men' .  Yet the examples given - Eliza Lynn Linton, 

first woman in England to draw salary for journali stic efforts, Gertrude Bell who 

served in an unofficial capacity as a diplomat, helping to form the state of Iraq and 

Flora Shaw, first woman colonial editor of The Times and others - do not 

convincingly justify this theory. But Kent does not go beyond fear of men and 

prevailing social and religious theories in her analysis of causes for anti-suffragist 

stances despite the fact that these women were successful in the sphere denied to 

fellow women. 

( 1 860- 1 925), Mary Ward ( 1 85 1 - 1 920) and Violet Markham ( 1 872- 1 959), did not 

believe in boundless possibilities for women. She said that women cautiously 

outlined particular domains as suitable for women and that their rights depended 

on the realization of their obligations. Lewis adds that Mary Ward was 

particularly aware of the hazards of crossing boundaries, but like the other women 

The women studied in Jane Lewis ' s  Women and Social Action in Victorian and 

Edwardian England ( 1 99 1 )  are articulate, unlike the majority of women involved 

in philanthropy and local government. These women she says, sought by their 

writing and speeches to promote a particular approach to social problems. She 

adds that Octavia Hill ( 1 83 8- 1 9 1 2) ,  Beatrice Webb ( 1 85 8- 1 943), Helen Bosanquet 
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she was 'convinced that some sort of boundary had to be preserved in the interest 

of society. Mary Ward saw domestic and public work as essential to social 

'civilized relations' between the sexes and stressed theorganisation to secure 

fulfilment of responsibilities of men and women because well-ordered families 

will build an ethical state. The seriousness of these women Lewis attributes to 

their belief that the future of the country depended on their achievements. 

'her talent for effective administration makes it very likely that it was she who 

organized the first collection of 250,000 signatures for the anti-suffrage petition in 

1 909 '  (p.76). Further investigation shows that such activities were a natural home 

for Gertrude. However Howell does point out that Gertrude's anti-suffrage 

activities were influenced by Florence Bell, her stepmother. She argues that 

'Gertrude betrays lack of mission in the affair . . .  that suggests she had taken the 

work largely to please Florence' (p.76). Harrison on the other hand mentions that 

Bell had in 1 9 1 2  prevented a meeting for the 'Church League for Women's 

Suffrage' (a small Anglican suffragist organisation founded 1 909) by slipping a 

word to the Archbishop of York thus preventing the suffrage question from 

coming up at the Middlesbrough Church Congress. Martin Pugh however 

observes that female Anti-Suffragism appears to have been on firmer ground with 

Gertrude Bell and Mary Ward, yet they were full of contradictions, adding that 

though Bell 'ostensibly accepted the conventional view of the woman's sphere, in 

practice, she paid scant regard and enjoying a liberated lifestyle . . .  and the 

Georgina Howell in Daughter of the Desert: The Remarkable Life of Gertrude 

Bell (2006), comments that the movement against women suffrage in 1 908 

became Bell 's first work, adding that she entered the debate with the same zest for 

winning the argument that she had exercised at Oxford. Howell comments that 
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satisfaction of a public role . . .  (Pugh, 2000, p .g1 48). Pugh adds that Bell chose to see 

her public role as an expert as proof of her personal talent (Pugh, 2000, p . 1 48). He 

quotes H.V.F. Winstone ' s  view that this made her ' look scornfully on the 

shortcomings of the female sex in general ' (p. 1 48). Ethel Snowdon in Feminist 

Movements ( 1 9 1 3 ) touches on anti-feminist contradictions between speech and 

personal behaviour by commenting that 'With fine disdain of logic they have 

proclaimed that the sphere of women is the home and have come out of the home 

to prove it' (p . 1 64 ). 

John Sutherland, Mrs Ward's  biographer, said that Ward believed women might 

be seen ' ridiculous' in fighting for the vote, commenting that, 'No one least of all 

herself, has convincingly explained why [she] was so hostile to the cause of 

women ' s  rights ' (Sutherland, 1 990, p.200). He points out that, in a debate in 1 909 

with Millicent Fawcett, activist and leader of the Woman' s  Suffrage movement, 

Mrs Ward focused on the imperial argument in her opening speech, stressing that 

the Empire was the creation of male brawn and male combativeness (p.302). 

Ward told her listeners that the reason why woman' s  suffrage had become a more 

dangerous leap than it was in the 1 860s: ' Is simply because of the vast growth of 

the Empire, ' stressing that 'men . . .  who bear the burden ought to be left 

unhampered by women ' s  political inexperience. ' Her views did not much differ 

from her early opinions expressed in the 1 889 Appeal, which welcomed the 

changes but argued that ' . . .  women . . .  do not and can never provide . . .  material for 

sound judgment, ' despite the fact that by the 1 900s she operated under enormous 

pressure to keep writing in order to maintain the 'two inadequate men in her life

her husband and son' (Pugh, 2000, p. 149). 
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Eliza Lynn Linton has been described as fighting for women and with women. 

Her contradictory attitude towards her sex can be traced as far back as her first 

essay, The English Republic. This essay expressed admiration of Mary 

Wollstonecraft' s  'Vindication of the Rights of Women' ,  saying that there was no 

woman stronger, more independent or nobler than she and that her book was one 

of the boldest and bravest ever published. In her second article however, written 

for Dickens ' s  Household Words on 'Rights and Wrongs of Women' ,  she 

advanced that a woman's  place was the home. Herbert Van Thal comments that 

her new attitude comes 'as rather a shock' ( 1979, p.46). He adds that Eliza 

reflected an uncertain approach towards her sex. for although she advocated in her 

second article that woman's influence is greater in the home than in a career, she 

was not fully against giving women their rights: 'Let women have their rights, in 

Heaven's name, but do not thrust them into places which they cannot fill and give 

them functions they cannot perform-except to their own disadvantage . . .  ' ( 1979, 

p.47). 

Women' s  work in general and anti-suffragists ' in particular remain a relatively ill

documented field. No book has so far examined the real and undeclared motives 

and reasons behind the stances adopted by anti-suffragist women as had been 

done with suffragist leaders like Millicent Fawcett. The fact that many female 

'Antis ' were highly professional and very successful contradicted with their 

preaching and gave the impression that they allowed themselves what they denied 

others. Their public lives, speeches, vocations, travels and most important of all ,  

independence contradicted the Victorian ideals they defended. The other fact was 

that most nineteenth century feminists believed and worked for improving 
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women' s  status and were not divided until the vote became the barrier separating 

them into suffragists and anti-suffragist also creates the need for further 

investigation, and raises the question of why would such highly successful 

independent women rej ect the enfranchisement of their sisters. When declared 

justifications do not harmonise with actions, it becomes rather hard to accept that 

women like Mrs Humphrey Ward, Gertrude Bell and Eliza Lynn Linton could not 

effective to community than the vote itself. This brings back to mind Martha 

Vicinus ' s  suggestion in Victorian Studies on the need for writing a good book on 

the enemies of Feminism who fought against the advance of the feminist cause 

and also insisted on their independence. In her introduction to Suffer and Be Still: 

Women in the Victorian Age ( 1 972) she also attributes the comparatively few 

studies on women to minimal finance for research in this field because of financial 

cutbacks in higher education, but ' primarily because of the continued refusal to 

1 .2 Anti- suffragists : Cat Paw of Aristocratic Government? 

Organized Anti-Suffrage lasted almost as long as the suffrage movement itself. It 

was found upon widely held gender beliefs which had developed over time and in 

a broader social and political context. Therefore it did not simply disappear during 

the period when collective campaigning became dormant. Previous historical 

narratives have recounted the successful defeat of the first parliamentary suffrage 

ignore the prevalent social and religious theories of the time like Separate 

Spheres, submission to men as part of the religious law, or their belief that 

women' s  role as bearers of the moral and spiritual values was more important and 

take seriously the study of women as a paramount, and not merely legitimate, field 

of study' (Vicinus, 1 972, p.vii). 
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efforts of the late l 860s and early l 870s, followed by an anti-suffrage revival 

linked to the extra-parliamentary Women' s  Appeal of 1 889, then the climax of 

organized opposition through the anti-suffrage leagues of 1 908 and 1 9 1 0 . 

Opponents of women' s  suffrage marshalled all sorts of sentiments in support of 

their refusal to grant women the vote, they insisted that men had always protected 

women' s  interests and had no intention to stop doing that. They expressed fear 

that casting votes could be unfeminine and the interference in affairs of the state, 

apart from harming the Empire, might ruin woman 's  character (Kent, 1 990). 

Gladstone ' s  words clarify this fear: 'The fear I have is lest we should invite her 

unwittingly to trespass upon, the delicacy, the purity, the elevation of her own 

nature, which are the present sources of its power' (Rover, 1 967, as cited in Kent, 

1 990, p . 55 ) .  

As hinted here by Gladstone the female sources of  power lay in her 

submissiveness to men in all spheres of life. Agitation for enfranchisement 

threatened male dominance in all spheres of life. John Stuart Mill stated that votes 

for women would raise them from ' the stultifying servitude of sex' ,  which means 

it would bring them to a down to earth status and acknowledge them as real 

human beings. The anti-suffragists feared that votes for women would constitute a 

revolutionary transformation of the relations between the two sexes that would 

affect every aspect of society including sexual relations (Kent, 1 990). Frederick 

Harrison acknowledged the danger of the suffrage campaign, describing it in 1 90 1  

as ' . . .  an incident of  a social problem far vaster and more deep . .  . lt cuts down the 

roots of our family life. ' He continued that female suffrage would 'disintegrate 

families ' and 'plant anarchy' in the home, warning that it is ' no mere affair of 
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constituencies and House of Commons. It affects life on a thousand sides ' 

(Harrison, 1 978,  p. l ) .  

Men and government were united against suffrage and the pronounced fear of 

men was that women ' s  suffrage would upset family balance as the vote would 

eventually change the roles within the family. They emphasised the woman's  

natural reproductive role and the responsibility of  raising children. Women who 

opposed suffrage claimed that the majority of women did not want the vote. The 

fact that there were women who opposed the vote was employed to strengthen the 

anti-suffrage argument. Those women launched fervent campaigns, wrote and 

lobbied to tum public opinion against women's  suffrage. Their success was 

largely based on the support they received from the influential government figures 

and the Press .  

'Antis '  insisted that granting women the vote would lead to a sex war that 

Frederick Harrison said, 'calls out all the latent discontent which too many women 

unconsciously nurse, and is often a mask to the wish for separation in families. 

Equal electoral rights could not fail to inflame a standing war between the sexes, 

by giving equal power to man and woman where the practical capacities and 

responsibilities are not equal ' (Kent, 1 990, p .57) .  Prominent figures like 

Gladstone, Frederick Harrison and others threatened that any change in the roles 

ordained by nature would incur great harm and result in 'weakening of men ' s  

respect for women's  opinion' and ultimately weaken men's  respect for  women 

(Harrison, 1 978, p. 7). On the other hand imperialist figures like Lord Cromer, 

Joseph Chamberlain and Lord Curzon emphasised the dangerous impact of the 

franchise on the Empire and women' s  role in producing the superior race to rule 
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Saturday Review. 

the colonies of the continuously expanding Empire. These two arguments were 

also backed by fierce Press campaigns launched by papers like The Times and The 

Public agitation was not a strong point for anti-suffragists and their early 

parliamentary champions specialised instead in depreciating the agitations 

organised by the suffragist whom Henry James (pioneer anti-feminist) described 

in 1 87 1  as 'A few itinerant ladies - My Lady A here - Miss B there - [who] pass 

from town to town, delivering their often repeated and well learnt speeches. But 

what support did they receive from those they addressed. ' They often depreciated 

the suffragist petition, stressed the unrepresentativeness of the suffragist leaders 

and emphasized the pressure groups defects as a guide to public opinion 

(Harrison, 1 978 ,  p . 1 1 1 ). 

'Antis '  to the end believed that they had numbers on their side and some even 

trusted in a referendum to indicate their stand. Henry James in 1 883 said 'were it 

not for that class of women who are happy in gazing upon and being gazed upon 

by crowds, there would be no demand at all for women' s  suffrage '  (Harrison, 

1 978, p . 1 1 1  ). Active women 'Antis '  were, as their leader, after the merger in 

1 9 1 0, Lord Cromer admitted. ' . . .  of necessity placed in the position which has an 

appearance -and an appearance only-of inconsistency, for, in combating the views 

of the suffragists, they are obliged so far to belie their own principles as to enter 
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into all the hurly-burly of political strife' (Harrison, 1 978, p.g1g1 2). A number of 

anti-suffrage women were already professional working women who either played 

an actual role in politics or had political views. Apart from political hostesses like 

Lady Jersey, women like Gertrude Bell and Flora Shaw were deeply involved in 



politics. Octavia Hill, on the other hand, refused Cromer's request to sign a letter 

and hand it to the press supporting anti-suffrage. Hill whose weak financial 

position forced her to start work at the age of fourteen commented that the whole 

campaign was political : ' the very thing which makes me feel how fatal it would 

be for women to be drawn into the political arena precludes my signing the letter 

and joining in what must be a political campaign' (Kinnear, 1982, p.e146). 

Anti-suffrage women inevitably lacked campaigning experience. Women speakers 

were most required but once a woman became skilled in public speaking she 

revealed through her actions the competence of women in public affairs which in 

her speeches she vigorously denied. 'Antis' like Mary Ward quickly mastered the 

arts of platform oratory and committee work. Ironically the perfonnance of the 

women 'Antis' on the other hand, had convinced Lord Cromer by 1910 that if 

women were to have a vote at all, it was the Anti-Suffragist women activists who 

could be trusted to exercise it wisely (Harrison, 1978, pp. 1 e1 3 - 1 e14). Apart from 

acknowledging their competence, Cromer's comment suggests that those women 

could be their trusted allies. If family backgrounds, connections and networking 

opposing Woman Suffrage. Despite the backing of the government and the Press 

and their remarkable efforts their opponents enjoyed a head start. By the time 

'Antis ' started to form a distinct organisation, suffragists had been fully mobilized 

for half a century. 

Figures like Gertrude Bell, Beatrice Chamberlain, Mrs Asquith, Mrs Humphry 

Ward and others, stood by their fathers, husbands, brothers and sons. Their reason 

were to be taken into consideration, most of the female 'Antis' were in fact the 

daughters, wives and close family friends of the influential aristocratic figures 
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in general was to provide support for the political aristocracy and the influential 

men they depended on in their lives. Ambitious women utilised this support to 

achieve personal obj ectives, whereas the majority were content with their 

conventional subjective roles. Those women reinforced the importance of female 

subj ectivity through advocating the social restrictions imposed on women but 

enjoyed freedoms and broke conventions in their private lives. Their tactics 

granted them male support they needed to maintain those freedoms, find work or 

advance their careers. Powerful anti-suffrage administrator Miss Gladys Pott, for 

example, admitted in 1 9 1 3  that when she first agreed to assist the movement, she 

made it a condition that she should not be asked to speak because ' I  did not know 

how' ,  later Pott became Chairman of Executive of Society for Overseas 

Settlement of British Women (Bush, 2007, pp.292-3) .  

Among the male opponents to women ' s  suffrage was S ir  Henry James. He 

provided the 'Antis '  with intellectual and political foundations. He argued that 

'women ' s  political incapacity resulted 'from many causes, but principally from 

the excess of sympathy in the mental constitution of women which shuts out from 

their mind logical power and judicial impartiality' (Harrison, 1 978, p . 1 1 4 ). James 

feared that women' s  sympathies and lack of legal , diplomatic and military 

knowhow will make them vulnerable to the influence of the churchmen. In his 

speech in 1 875 he insisted that ' a  woman' s  vote was a dependent vote' (p.g1 14) 

and in 1 876 he expressed fear that women' s  ' enthusiasm and sympathy' would 

influence the Empire ' s  policies of peace and war (Harrison, 1 978). This and 

similar arguments voiced by members of the Anti-Suffrage campaign point clearly 

that the issue of women' s  emancipation is largely connected to the policy of the 
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British Empire. The 'Antis ' fear in the 1 880s, that self-interest might cause the 

Conservative government to enfranchise propertied spinsters and widows, also 

seem to have prompted some organizers of the Nineteenth Century's 'Appeal ' 

against women suffrage. 

1 .3 The Appeal against Women's Suffrage 

The 1 889 Appeal against Women' s  Suffrage stemmed from the on-going debate. 

The New Woman' s  disturbing presence in the late 1 880s provoked debates over 

gender roles . Meanwhile, the rapid advance of 'civilizing' British imperialism was 

becoming part of the Woman Question as well as many other social and political 

dilemmas (Bush, 2007). 

In the early 1 880s, both male and female anti-suffragists were considerably 

effective and achieved substantial success after the initial suffragist activity in the 

late 1 860s and 1 870s (Bush, 2007). The anti-suffragists mobilised political and 

public opposition. Women' s  involvement in the 1 889 Appeal brings to the 

forefront Mary Ward's  role. A letter from her to Louise Creighton dated 24 

January 1 889 shows that Ward and Knowles discussed the possibility of a 

manifesto against Women ' s  Suffrage at a dinner party at the French Embassy in 

January 1 889. The joint 'male-female conspiracy ' is revealed when she tells 

Creighton: 'He is very anxious for it.. . He is to keep it in mind and communicate 

with me. Meanwhile he suggests that you and I should keep our eyes and ears 

open, and note down the names of as many sympathisers as we can . . .. ' 

(Sutherland, 1 990, p. 1 99). She also writes to her father describing this joint 

decision making: 'The Lord Justice was delightful and Mr K was entertaining. He 
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and I concocted a women's manifesto against women's suffrage, which we mean 

to . . .  when the critical moment comes' (Kent, 1990, p .145) . Julia Bush notes that 

Ward's effort in writing the 'Appeal ' is worth emphasising 'for too many 

historians have assumed that she was merely the instrument of her male anti

suffragist friends' (p.145). This assumption in my view is largely accurate; 

Ward's  willingness ' to seize the initiative as well as to collaborate' (p. 145) do 

make her their ' cat' s  paw' because what Mrs Ward achieved in return was far 

more than many women of her time were able to achieve. 

Preparation of the Appeal was incomplete until a notable selection of prominent 

figures could be persuaded to put their signature. This was not an easy, 

straightforward matter. 'The difficulty about names is indeed more serious' wrote 

Mary Ward to Frederick Harrison in May 1889. In another letter on the same day 

to Ethel Harrison, Ward confessed being 'much disheartened' (Bush, 2007, 

p. 146). Ward and Creighton approached friends who they believed to be 

sympathetic including Ward 's  Oxford friends and Louise Creighton's Cambridge 

and church connections and many of their acquaintances. A letter by Ethel 

Harrison shows that not all women approached agreed that their signatures be put 

on the 'Appeal ' ,  ' the political ladies ' were particularly 'shy of us' when we made 

' our little effort ' (Bush, 2007, p. 147) . Other women 'feared upsetting friends or 

were inhibited by unexpressed fear of overstepping the bounds of feminine 

propriety' (p . 14 7). There was also a large number of refusals and the 104 

signatures were not all 'first choice candidates ' (Bush, 2007, p .147). The 1889 

Appeal relied on women's  existing social networks as a source of organized 

support. Family groups were a particularly useful source of networked support for 
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the anti-suffrage cause. For example Ward was pleased about the signature of the 

' Ladies Churchill '  whose opposition added social prestige to the Appeal . 

Although she was able to produce signatures from her aunts, Mrs. W.E. Forester 

and Mrs Mathew Arnold, Mary Ward's  own family was divided on the suffrage 

issue still (Bush, 2007, p. 148). 

Many Victorian upper-middle class women are seen as inconsistent in their 

stance. Martin Pugh gives an example of Florence Nightingale's inconsistency. In 

The March of Women (2000) he mentions that Nightingale considered claims 

about rights for women to be 'Absurd' and believed that 'women failed to take the 

opportunities already open to them ' ,  yet when ' invited by Mill to lend her name to 

a suffrage petition she grandly claimed to command as much political influence as 

a parliamentary borough' (Pugh, 2000, p . 1 48). Pugh commented that 'Despite 

lack of sympathy, she did subsequently agree to support the cause' (p . 1 48). For 

Gertrude Bell and Mrs Humphrey Ward, Pugh finds ' that Anti-Suffrage appears to 

have firmer ground, yet ' they too were full of contradictions' .  Mrs Ward privately 

grumbled about the time her anti-suffrage work consumed because ironically her 

family depended on her income. She also complained to Mrs. Creighton in 1 9 1 0  

' . . .  Every year brings its fresh interest and claims and one can't let go the old' 

(Harrison, 1 978 ,  p. 1 1 9) .  

The Appeal was published in the Nineteenth Century in June 1889. It claimed that 

the direct participation by women in politics ' is made impossible either by the 

disabilities of sex or by strong formations of custom and habit resting ultimately 

upon physical difference, against which it is useless to contend' (Harrison, 1 978,  

p . 9 1 ) . I t  argued that women had their own spheres in local government, school 
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boards and as Poor Law guardians - whereas the state must rest on male physical 

force. Women's  legitimate influence would be impaired if sullied by partisan 

political involvement and women suffrage would endanger the integrity of the 

family. The Appeal originally signed by 1 04 prominent women, including Mrs 

T.H. Green, Mrs Leslie Stephen, Mrs Beatrice Potter (later Webb), Mrs. Lynn 

Linton, Mrs Bagehot, Mrs H.H. Asquith, Mrs W.E. Forester and Mrs Matthew 

Arnold, was reinforced by a supplementary list published in the August Number 

of nearly 2,000 names had been collected of whom 128 were titled, including 

Lady Strachey and Lady Randolph Churchill. In reaction to the 'Appeal ' ,  

Millicent Garrett Fawcett, the leader of the constitutional, law-abiding National 

Union of Women Suffrage Societies, replied in the Nineteenth Century July 

edition of 1 889, describing the list of signees as ' a  very large preponderance 

and that the women 

of 

ladies to who the lines of life have fallen in pleasant places' 

women's suffrage. The 1 889 Appeal was important for revealing the considerable 

division among women on the suffrage question. Men on both sides of the 

question abstained from signing the documents but male 'Antis ' remained active 

known for their social and charitable work were absent because they supported 

at the parliamentary level . The politicians associated with the Whip issued by the 

opponents of women suffrage in the 1 892 debate included Asquith, Joseph 

Chamberlain, Lord Randolph Churchill, Labouchere, Henry James and W.V. 

Harcourt (Harrison, 1 978). 

On the pages of The Times the anti-suffrage movement gained momentum. A 

letter from Frances H. Low in December 1 906 warned 'if women were directly 

involved in politics . . .  the triviality which pervaded newspapers written by or for 
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women might descend on Westminster. '  (Harrison, 1978,  p .118) This triggered a 

flow of correspondences and in a letter published in 15 January 1907 Sophia 

Lansdale remarked, ' I  think we should be doing something. ' In response to the 

suggestions made in recent letters for an anti-suffrage campaign, Lansdale, 

announced in February, ' that a committee had been formed to promote the 

petition, with Miss E.M.K. Taylor as its honorary secretary' (Harrison, 1978). The 

committee operated through collecting signatures for a petition, that emphasised 

'the importance of women's work in education and the Poor Law' but stressed 

that the enfranchisement of women 'would destroy rather than add to their real 

influence in their own sphere of work within the world' (Harrison, 1978, p. 1 1 8). 

The petition succeeded in collecting 37,000 signatures within two weeks. 

In early 1908 a plea for leadership was made by Frances Low in The Spectator ( l  

February 1908). Anti-suffragist editor S t  Strachey, was very sympathetic and 

much interest was aroused. A parliamentary committee of 'Antis' urged the 

women to form an anti-suffrage organisation. Lady Jersey was telegraphed in 

Cairo to chair the 2 1  July inaugural ceremony for the Women's National Anti

Suffrage League at Westminster Palace Hotel. Eighteen distinguished and 

cultivated ladies were then appointed to serve on the executive committee, 

including Lady Jersey (Chairman), Mrs Ward (Chairman of the literature 

committee), Gertrude Bell (Hon. Secretary), Mrs Frederick Harrison, Miss 

Lonsdale and Miss Beatrice Chamberlain. (Harrison, 1 978,  p . 1 1 8). 

'Antis' and Suffragists did not differ in their middle-class and philanthropic 

background. However, the 'Antis' lacked personalities like that of the charismatic 

suffragettes Christabel Pankhurst and Emmeline Pankhurst, whose leadership of 
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the militant Women's Social and Political Union (WSPU) and speaking qualities 

could capture the attention and admiration of their audiences. Nor did they have a 

speaker like Emmeline Pethick Lawrence, the third leader of the WSPU, with her 

' capacity to stir the audience's deepest emotions and profoundest loyalties' 

(Harrison, 1 978 ,  p. 1 20). 

Henry James's description of the 'Antis' as 'my lady A here, Miss B there' who 

travel from one place to another 'delivering their often-repeated and well learnt 

speeches' emphasises that the difference between the leading ladies in the two 

opposite campaigns largely depended on their enthusiasm for the cause. Despite 

the considerable achievements of the league in 1 908 and their collection of 

337 ,01 8 signatures for their petition 'a  larger total than any suffragist petition 

since 1 874 ' (Harrison, 1 978,  p .e120), the 'Antis' exhaustion of their funds by 

March 1 909 consolidates the suffragists' slighting references to coerced anti

suffrage signatures from servants and emphasise that conventional camp lacked 

the support of the majority. 

By December 1908 the men launched their own Men's Committee for Opposing 

Female Suffrage that included ' a  collection of major public figures, ' which a 

suffragist periodical admitted in 1908 were ' representatives of all that is best in 

Art, Science, Literature, Statesmanship and Finance. ' Among those figures were 

some 'early sympathisers ' like Lord James of Hereford, Henry Chaplain, Austen 

Chamberlain, Sir Edward Clarke, Sir Hugh Bell (Gertrude's father), Lord Curzon, 

Lord Cromer, Elgar, Sir George Goldie, Rudyard Kipling, Sir Alfred Lyall, Henry 

Newbolt and several aristocrats and academics. Lords Curzon and Cromer (both 

Gertrude Bell 's friends) were the most famous active members of the Men's 
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Committee and had in 1 909 organised a major effort to mobilise the public who 

they were convinced would support the cause (Harrison, 1 978). 

Sandra Holton (Purvis, Holten, 2000) notes that a broad spectrum of women 

accepted the doctrine of Victorian social and medical scientists on sexual 

difference. 

motherhood. These beliefs determined the idea of women' s  citizenship which was 

already :fractured by social class. Men's world comprised both public and private 

spheres whereas women were restricted to the domestic sphere and subordinated 

to the public. Women like Eliza Lynn Linton, Gertrude Bell, Janet Hogarth 

Sexual difference, unlike class difference was deemed to be a natural 

phenomenon therefore women's lives depended on their capacity to bear children 

thus their chief occupation would be that of a wife and mother (Lewis, 1991 ). 

Spinsterhood on the other hand was seen as unsexing but women believed that 

they can still be useful within the community, yet true womanhood and happiness 

were believed to depend on the achievement of marriage and preferably also 

(Courtney) and Flora Shaw (Lugard) shared with many other women of their time 

the belief that they were exceptional yet there were almost enough exceptions to 

make a rule disproving their claim (Lewis, 199 1 ). The following chapters throw a 

fresh look at the attitude of those professionally successful anti-suffragists, and 

prove that being members of a subjugated subaltern group, those ambitious 

women adopted their anti-suffrage attitude to please the ruling aristocrats, to 

further their careers and gain independence. The Suffrage cause will only be used 

as an example to emphasise that some ambitious members of this oppressed group 

employed tactics similar in nature to those exercised by the collaborative elite and 

oppressed intellectuals regardless of gender. This of course does not dismiss the 
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fact that gender played an essential role in determining the kind of performance 

facilitating the achievement of their goals . 
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Chapter 2 :  An Examination of the Changing Role of 

Women 

2.1 Women and the Expansion of the British Empire 

In the early nineteenth century expansion of the Empire and the industrial 

revolution transformed the economy of Britain. The men who lead the 

industrialisation of the country were heralded as ' captains' and 'men of invention 

and industry' and the enduring image of mid-Victorian Britain is highly 

patriarchical .  However, in their literary and the domestic worlds women began to 

question their subordinate position and seek new, active roles in society. From the 

1 850s to the mid- 1 860s single-issue pressure groups emerged lobbying on such 

boroughs. This caused discontent among some middle class women who called 

for equal rights and the topic of women' s  right to vote became a subject of debate 

issues as higher education, employment, female emigration to the colonies, and 

married women' s  property. The Reform Bill of 1 867 extended the franchise for 

men, lowering the threshold to vote from £5 0 to £ 1 4  in counties and £7-£ 1 0  in 

in the press, social and political circles. However members of the upper classes 

and the majority of the middle classes did not favour those calls, arguing that 

women should remain under the protection of the family - a notion which was 

supported by conventional political and religious beliefs. They subscribed to the 
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popular Victorian image of the woman as a Madonna-like guardian of morality, a 

self sacrificing mother and wife. Coventry Patmore' s  'The Angel in the House ' 

( 1 e862) typifies this ideal; 'Man must be pleased; but him to please,e/ Is woman's 

pleasure' (Patmore, 1 89 1 ,  Book 1 Canto IX). Girls were taught to be content with 

submission, yield to the control of others, and find fulfilment in abnegation. Most 

aristocratic women, whose interests were entwined with the welfare of the 

Empire, 

S tate, then I say fearlessly the interest of the State must prevail ' (Curzon, 1912, 

pp. 1 8- 1 9). Influenced by the politicians in their family and social circles they 

reiterated the argument and dismissed any need for the vote; Lady Salisbury's 

believed: ' If the interest of women were opposed to the interest of the 

comment, 'What earthly good wil l  it do to any woman to have a vote? ' (Lady 

Salisbury to Lady Frances Balfour, 1 1  Febuary 1 897) may serve to clarify the way 

p.e1 47) .  

Working-class women did not join the Anti-Suffrage movement, but many 

intellectual middle-class women did through writing and lobbying against the 

cause to convince other women that success could be gained without having to 

break conventions and that woman's strength lay in her weakness, virtue, and 

observation of details, sensibility and docility. It was not uncommon to find 

highly educated professional women fighting against the vote and forming a 

counter movement in reaction to the suffrage campaigns. Their opposition is 

generally attributed to the fact that many of the intellectual anti-suffrage women 

were achievers and as Brian Harrison observed, such Anti-suffragists women had: 

' never experienced the disabilities felt by many other women' (Harrison, 1978, 

many aristocratic and upper middle-class ladies reacted to Suffrage (Pugh, 2000, 
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p. 83) .  Suffrage supporters like Mona Caird, Millicent Fawcett and others usually 

portrayed women 'Antis' as bizarre or narrow-minded and ridiculed them in 

counter press articles. However most of the information available on anti-suffrage 

figures are taken from suffrage records and do not do justice to the complexity of 

the arguments put forward by both sides of the debate nor the practical difficulties 

those ' achievers ' faced. Therefore in this thesis I look closely at the lives of four 

professional Anti-feminist women, examine their public and private personae for 

reasons behind their anti-feminist attitude and assess the extent to which they 

conformed with or defied existing conventions in their private lives. 

The women are: Eliza Lynn Linton ( 1 822- 1 896), the first woman in England to 

draw a fixed salary for her j ournalism, and the first to gain Reader 's membership 

to the British Library; Flora Lugard (nee Shaw) ( 1 852- 1 929), the first professional 

woman staff correspondent, the highest paid British woman journalist of her day 

and first Colonial Editor of The Times ; Janet Courtney (nee Hogarth) ( 1 865-

1 954), the first superintendent of women clerks at the Bank of England, a member 

class degree in History at Oxford, first professional female diplomat, first female 

Intelligence Officer, first woman elected a fellow of the Royal Geographical 

Society in June 1 9 1 3  soon after membership was opened to women, and received 

the ROS Founders Medal 1 9 1 8 .  They all successfully penetrated men's 

of the editing team of the Encyclopaedia Britannica eleventh and twelfth editions, 

acting editor of the Fortnightly Review from November 1 928 to June 1 929, 

appointed Justice of the Peace, and awarded an Order of Chivalry OBE (Order of 

the British Empire); and Gertrude Bell ( 1 i868- 1 926), the first woman to get a first 
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professional spheres and overcame many of the social and professional 

restrictions imposed on other women of their time. 

In this chapter I examine some of the determinants of women's role in society to 

understand the particularities of the Victorian and early Edwardian manifestation 

of patriarchy, such as the masculinity of the Empire, the notion of ' separate 

spheres' that identified and confined each sex to certain roles and subjugated 

women either by idealising or inferiorising them, the legal, social , financial and 

educational disadvantages women had to overcome before they could take part in 

public and professional life, or more precisely the disadvantages that drove 

women to go out and seek a professional life before looking at the origins of 

feminist and anti-feminist activities and opinion in the following chapter. This 

provides a historical context for the further analysis of Eliza Lynn Linton, Flora 

Shaw, Janet Hogarth and Gertrude Bell. 

2.2 Women's  Lack of Legal Identity 

Tracing how the legal status of women changed in Victorian and Edwardian 

Britain will give us an overview of their status within society. Women were said 

to be 'under coverture' because their legal identity was subsumed under that of 

their father as a minor and later upon marriage, under that of their husband. 

Married women were deemed to be 'under the direction of their husband who 

Sheridan left her husband George Chapple Norton, barrister, Member of 

Parliament for Guildford, and began to earn an income as an author. Her husband 

legally owned their property, and any inheritance or earnings would be paid 

directly to the husband. One well-known example was in 1 836  when Caroline 
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won a court case against her and claimed her income. Caroline retaliated and ran 

up bills in her husband's  name, directing the creditors to sue him. The law stood 

as Sir William Blackstone ( 1 723 -1 780) had written in 1 765 in his Commentaries 

on the Laws of England: 

'By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the 

very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the 

marriage, or at least incorporated and consolidated into that of the 

husband: under whose wing, protection, and cover, she performs every 

thing; and i s  therefore called . . .  a feme-covert . . . . ' (Strachey, 1978 ,  

p .e1e5). 

Blackstone said that husbands could administer 'moderate correction' 

disobedient wives. Married women had the same legal status as minors or the 

insane; the husband was fully responsible for her debts and contracts, and for any 

to 

breaches of the law committed by her during their marriage. Men also retained the 

right to withdraw their consent to a woman's  wil l  and testament even after her 

death. The husband' s  rights also extended to the children of the marriage who 

were his chi ldren. When a marriage was dissolved, custody was automatically 

given to the man (Levine, 1 987). In the case of Caroline and George Norton, her 

husband refused to allow Caroline to see her children, accusing her of having an 

affair with Lord Melbourne, the Whig Prime Minister. As the injured party, 

Norton demanded £ I 0,000 compensation from Melbourne and took him to court -

before l 857 the law allowed the husband to claim damages for 'criminal 

conversation '. Although Norton lost the case against Melbourne, the public 

scandal almost brought down the government. Melbourne was taken to task by 
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Queen Victoria; he insisted that women should not be given ' too much 

right. .  .there should not be two conflicting powers . . .  a man ought to have the right 

in a family' (Mitchel, 1 997, p.226). Caroline fought hard for reform to the law and 

eventually the government passed the Custody of Infants Act 1 839 and the 

Matrimonial Causes Act 1 857. 

Until 1 857,  the divorce law granted a husband the right to petition Parliament to 

divorce his wife on grounds of adultery. Wives on the other hand had no such 

rights over their husbands. The Divorce and Matrimonial Causes Act of 1 857 

gave courts the power to order ex-husbands to pay maintenance to their divorced 

wives and enabled a deserted wife to keep her earnings. It also allowed a divorced 

or legally separated wife to enjeoy a legal identity and recover the property rights 

she had before marriage. Eliza Lynn married W.J. Linton in 1 85 8, a year after the 

Divorce and Matrimonial Causes Act, while Shaw, Hogarth and Bell grew up with 

these new rights for married women. However while the Act relaxed the age-long 

male hegemony imposed on women, it did not change it. The Act did not alter 

men' s  rights and they continued to be able to divorce their wives on accusation of 

adultery, while women were placed in the almost impossible position of having to 

prove not just the husband's adultery but also his cruelty, desertion, incest, rape, 

sodomy or bestiality. No single standard for divorce was established till 1 923 

(Craik, 1984, pp . 1 59- 1 89). The fate of women at this time remained subject to the 

patriarchal family. 
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2.3 Mill and Ruskin on the Role of Women 

The Victorian period is the first in history to debate the issue of patriarchy and the 

conditions of women under its rule publicly through journals, newspapers and 

books. The Victorians were divided between two different camps, rational and 

chivalrous, each claiming to have at heart the interest of both sexes and the larger 

benefit of society. The two central documents of sexual politics of the time were 

John Stuart Mill ' s  The Subjection of Women ( 1 869) and John Ruskin' s  Of 

Queene's Gardens ( 1 865) . Mill portrayed the realism of sexual politics, while 

Ruskin depicted a sentimental vision of women. Ruskin' s  lecture, presented at the 

Town Hall of Manchester in 1 864 before a mixed audience of middle-class men 

into the Victorian male 's  fantasy about women. Of Queene's Gardens is an 

expression of the more normative beliefs of the Victorian middle class: woman i s  

to  be  ruled, to  offer succour and the safe haven of  the home, her abilities are in 

and women and was published 1 865 and re-issued in 1 87 1 .  It gives us an insight 

'Queens ' ,  Ruskin directed his efforts against the political ' left' of feminist thought 

at the time, proposing the 'Separate Spheres '  argument commonly used to restrain 

insurgent women (Millet, 1980). Ruskin' s  lecture captured a typical conservative 

view of Victorian womanhood and a fervent campaign, using all the biological, 

religious and patriotic pretexts, was launched against women who advocated 

change. 

ordering, arranging and in self-renunciation. Kate Millet argues that despite the 

flattery in which he approaches women in his audience, whom he addresses as 
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John Stuart Mill ( 1 i806- 1 873) on the other hand is regarded as the most significant 

liberal thinker to apply the doctrine's premises explicitly to women. His strong 

conviction for sexual equality in all legal, political, social and domestic relations, 

'were among the earliest results of the application of my mind to political 

subjects' (Mill, 1 869, p.23 8). The Subjection of Women, written in 1 86 1 ,  three 

years before Of Queen 's Gardens but not published until 1 869 two years after 

Ruskin reprinted his statement, was devoted completely to the emancipation of 

women (Coole, 1 993 ,  p. 1 23) .  Mill's book attacked the condition of women, 

criticising their subjection to legal bondage, debilitating education, and the ethics 

of wifely subjection. In his public writings Mill concentrated on issues of 

marriage, employment and the vote. He attacked marital conventions and believed 

that as long as the law insists on recognising only personal ownership (as a 

qualification for :franchise) then each spouse should retain what was theirs before 

marriage (Coole, 1 993). Not only a spokesman on the rights of women, Mill also 

took practical action. As a Member of Parliament for Westminster, Mill spoke to 

the House of Commons in favour of single women's suffrage. He also gave 

evidence on the Contagious Diseases Act, which he claimed offensive to 

principles of liberty, and contributed to scholarships which would assist women ' s  

entry into universities (Strachey, 1 988) .  He was strongly opposed by conservative 

thinkers who described him in their reviews as mad or immoral and sometimes 

both (Millet, 1 980). Social, economic and political factors prevented the 

realisation of Mill's ideal and women increasingly felt the need for an 

independent income to overcome sometimes a very humiliating dependency. 
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Changing demographics also put on pressure for change: the nineteenth century 

saw a rise in the female population, and an increasing number of educated middle

class women who lacked a male provider. The expansion of the Empire created 

opportunities to modify the professional, educational and legal status of women 

and wealth, 

and the interdependent factors of scientific discoveries, and religious scepticism, 

industrialization the growth of middle-class the needs of 

administering the Empire and the ruling of the colonies challenged the 

conventional roles for women. Such issues played a significant role in creating the 

fertile  ground for change. 

Although those changes were gradual and over a period of years, in general the 

era i s  marked by events that led reformers and brave women to call for and 

impose change. However the early calls for the education of women m a 

patriarchal society like Britain did not begin in an effort to 

independence but to serve man's needs and ultimately the needs of the Empire . In 

1 844 Dickens spoke, at the Liverpool middle-class clientele Mechanical 

Institution and encouraged women to seek education not for their own selfe

development or as a preparation for employment but in order to become better 

human beings and gain the appreciation of their husbands (Purvis, p. 102). The 

notion had not changed twenty years later, and in 1 865 John Ruskin advocated 

that women should be given knowledge that would enable them to aid and 

understand men. 

secure their 



Before the nineteenth century, the schools were merely run by the established 

church for rel igious education. When the State in England tried to introduce 

secular education in the schools, it faced extreme opposition from the Church of 
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England. This, in my view, had a double objective; firstly it maintained the 

Church' s  control over the people, and secondly it faci litated the Church ' s 

manipulation of the State in the name of the people. The State in such a case was 

obliged to maintain good relations with the Church to secure the people ' s  consent. 

The Church in return held the view and preached, for exainple, that interference in 

political matters is prohibited for Christians. This served the State' s  objectives and 

kept people away from interfering in the affairs of running the country. Thus it 

was convenient for the State to have the Church undertake the task of shaping the 

people 's  thoughts through convincing them that the best Christian would be the 

one that has no concerns for worldly affairs and only cares for the hereafter. 

2.4 The Notion of Separate Spheres 

Between 1 780 and 1 850  the idea of separate spheres became sanctified in middle

class thought and practice. Women were identified with the private domain of 

home and family as wives and mothers or unmarried depen<lents, while men were 

identified with the public sphere of paid work, pol itics, business and jural 

responsibility. Thus the middle-class domestic ideology was based on the 

assumptions of a 'natural ' division derived from the biological differences 

between men and women. Since women were primari ly wives and mothers their 

dependent existence was regarded as relative rather than autonomous and their 

class was defined according to the class under which their men were classified. 

This notion of relativity was linked to the assumption of women ·s inferiority and 

subordination and so women were advised to be content with their roles. 

Therefore all calls to improve women ' s  status and education in the early half of 

the century were measured according to their benefit to men and created and 
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maintained gender stereotypes, while men trade unionists in 1877 said a woman's 

place was in the home not out of working-class respectability but out of men's 

fear of economic competition from women. 

The belief in the power of education was one of the important elements of 

nineteenth century liberal thought. The importance of education increased with the 

expansion of industrialization and in 1 833  Parliament granted funds for the 

establishment of schools reserved for the underprivileged pupils that also gave 

birth to Lancashire Public Schools Association. The proposal for the funding of 

non-denominational institutions was that it should be made through the collection 

of local taxes. 

suitable for the period. Various movements followed the 1832 Reform Bill and 

from 183 8 and 1 848 ,  they kept up the pressure. They largely ignored the political 

rights of women and failed to convince Parliament to reform the nineteenth 

century voting system, however it laid a foundation which eventually aided later 

suffrage movements (Hovell, 1966). 

2.5 Education and the Rising Demand for Emancipation 

The increasing number of educated women and the rise of labour allowed them to 

challenge the pattern of relations between the two sexes. The education of the 

Harriet Martineau in the Monthly Repository, February 1823 , called for exercising 

care in shaping the female mind. Even as a reformer Martineau did not challenge 

the prevalent theories of Separate Spheres or of the woman's subjection to man, 

but tried to achieve her point through employing these conventions in a way 
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middle classes, between 1 800 and 1 9 1 4, was carefully segregated from that of the 

working classes and seen as superior and prestigious. Middle-class girls were not 

expected to work like their working-class sisters or earn an income and therefore 

for most of the period, education for them was only regarded as a mean to impress 

and attract a suitor. The schooling of middle-class girls was similar to that of the 

upper classes in that both classes educated their girls at home. Middle and upper

middle class families sometimes sent their daughters to small private schools 

managed by middle-class ladies. There were no differences in education between 

boys and girls in their early years and both were educated at home until the boys 

reached a suitable age for public boarding schools .  The gender differentiations in 

education were justified in terms of the different roles and future of each sex. 

The quality of education for middle-class girls was variable and the girls were 

mostly taught by mothers, fathers, older sisters or family friends. Such teaching 

was mostly free and the teachers were not expected to earn an income. The 

education of girls in wealthy families followed a slightly different pattern. Boys 

and girls were taught in the nursery when very young then by a visiting or resident 

governess. Girls were taught accomplishments such as singing, languages and 

drawing. Other subjects like classics, arithmetic and science would be taught by a 

tutor hired on a daily or hourly basis .  Boys were then sent to boarding schools and 

to universities. Florence Nightingale, born in 1 820, for example, was taught music 

and drawing by a governess and French, German, Greek, Latin, history and 

philosophy by her father. Lower middle-class families did not employ 

governesses to teach their children. 
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Eliza Lynn Linton, self-taught daughter of a clergyman born in 1 822, belonged to 

a lower middle-class family. She was neither taught at home nor sent to a day 

school due to her father's negligence and to a general middle-class indifference 

towards girls' education, and financial constraints. To be able to assess Linton's 

educational situation, the Victorian stratification of social class must be taken into 

consideration. This means that Linton may not be compared with Frances Power 

Cobbe who was born in the same year because of differences in class nationality 

or ethnicity. As a daughter of Anglo-Irish gentry, Cobbe attended a fashionable 

school in Brighton ( 1 836 - 1e838) while Linton struggled with her education. It is 

however possible to draw an analogy between the similar backgrounds of 

Charlotte Bronte ( 1 8 1 6- 1 855)  and Emily Davies ( 1 830- 192 1 ) . Bronte, six years 

older than Linton, was also the daughter of a clergyman. After initial home 

education by her sister Maria, Charlotte and her three sisters were sent in 1 824 to 

Cowan Bridge boarding school set up for the daughters of poor clergymen. Had 

Davies on the other hand, eight years younger than Linton and a daughter of a 

clergyman, was mostly taught at home. The education of a clergyman 's daughter 

Linton not pursued her career in journalism she may have also ended up as a 

governess and gone through similar difficulties as those faced by Bronte. Emily 

tended to be more restricted than that of other middle-class girls; they were 

prevented from reading novels and light literature on the grounds that these would 

tempt young people to look at the pleasurable side of life. 

As time progressed we notice that class differences had to some extent subsided 

but the financial factor continued to govern the process of female education. Flora 

Shaw, for example, thirty years younger than Linton and daughter of Anglo-Irish 
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gentry, did not receive formal education due to hard financial circumstances and 

was taught by her mother and a governess. However Janet Hogarth and Gertrude 

Cambridge University clearly made Emily perceive it as a denial of equal 

opportunity due to her gender and triggered her enthusiasm to promote girls' 

education (Hirsch, 1999; Orr, 1995). 

2.6 Feminist Literature and Eminent Flag Bearers of the Feminist 

Cause 

The nineteenth century witnessed a growth in literature and printed material 

written by women. By the 1 840s the desire for change was not restricted to 

movements and many of the letters and fiction expressed directly or indirectly 

many women's desire for change; Charlotte Bronte, for example, complained in a 

letter 1 84 1  to her friend Mary Taylor; of the burdensome etiquette imposed on 

women and governesses in particular to ' seem always easy, cheerful and 

conversable. ' Her letter reflects a burning desire for freedom and the wish to have 

'wings-wings' and ' to see, to know and to learn'. She laments the convention 

preventing women from expressing their feelings: ' I  would hardly make that 

confession to anyone but yourself (Murray, 1 982, p. 1 5 7). Not daring to speak out 

in public, Bronte under the pen name 'Currer Bell ' puts forth in Jane Eyre ( 1 e847) 

Bell, thirteen and sixteen years younger than Shaw, both went to Oxford despite 

their different financial backgrounds. Bell ' s  family paid for her education while 

Hogarth also a daughter of a poor middle-class clergyman, received a Lady 

Margaret 's  Hall scholarship. Male education on the other hand was of utmost 

importance; Emily Davies' three brothers (and likewise Linton's) were sent away 

to boarding school. The success achieved by Davies' older brother in his course at 
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cause; these pamphlets also include the famous Remarks on the Education t�t'Girls 

( 1 854) which cal led for ' an education that develops the faculties '  and A Brhtf' 

· and Shirley ( 1 849) several points related to women' s  right to work, love and 

decision-making (Hirsch, 1 999; Orr, 1995), points that are similarly made in 

Harriett Martineau and Linton' s  earlier works and in the works of many other 

women writers. 

Girls Education reform began quietly in the 1 840s with the establishment of the 

first two serious colleges for women. Queen's College, founded 1 848, was funded 

by the Governesses' Benevolent Institution in an aim to certify women as 

governesses and raise their potential earning power and professional standards in 

the only and most important vocation of middle-class women. Queen ' s  College 

provided separate specialised education. But this institution later declined into a 

secondary school . The second college, more ambitious in scope, was Bedford 

College. It was establ ished in 1 849 by wealthy widow Elizabeth Reid and 

eventually won affiliation with London University in 1 900 (Orr, 1 995). 

Women in the mid-century were aware of their marginality but social restrictions 

prevented them from seeking solutions outside their sphere. The cal l s  for 

education and work opportunities for women gathered momentum in the l 850s 

and 1e860s. Each decade saw the opening ofnew secondary schools and the launch 

of various lecture series for ladies, and eventually the admittance of girls to 

nationwide examinations (Vicinus, 1 992). In 1 846 Bessie Rayner Parkes and 

Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon met and the meeting made them close friends. 

This friendship in coming years further enhanced the amount of efforts made for 

the women's rights and together they wrote several pamphlets advocating this 
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Summary in Plain Language of the Most Important Laws of England Concerning 

their thought would contribute toward the cause. 

In 1 858, their mutual agreement gave birth to The Englishwoman 's Review. Parkes 

assumed the responsibilities of an editor and by the virtue of her efficient efforts, 

Women ( 1 854). Both Parkes and Leigh Smith-Bodichon agreed on the point that a 

journal of exclusive issuance in which educated women are encouraged to publish 

the journal was open to activists advocating for women's rights in acquiring 

higher education and assurance of their equal opportunities. Barbara Leigh Smith 

and Elizabeth Rayner Parkes were both born into progressive Unitarian families 

and became interested in the education of girls and increasingly aware of the 

existence of prostitution and the responsibilities of philanthropy. Several other 

essays written by feminists forced the reading public to think of women 's status in 

new terms. Writers like Josephine Butler and Frances Power Cobbe called for 

middle-class women to be released of idle confinement and to play a role in the 

productive world (Murray, 1 982) .  

Women who had the courage to  trigger change were mostly :financially 

independent and enjoyed a good circle of influential friends and relatives. When 

Leigh Smith, for example, reached the age of maturity in 1 848, her father 

dedicated an annual allowance of £300 for her, on his death in 1 860 this 

allowance was increased to £1 ,000. The allowance was fairly enough for her to 

independently live her life. The independence was sometimes seen as too much in 

the minds of many of her contemporaries. In 1 849, Julia Smith, the aunt of Leigh 

Smith, enrolled her in Bedford College. It was then a new college and was 

reserved for women. Here she decided to focus on studying arts. At this time 
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public education was still very new in Britain. The next year, Leigh Smith 

accompanied by her close friend Bessie Raynor Parkes - who proved to be her 

lifetime companion - in their quest for artistic allure decided to travel to different 

European countries. They were both from Unitarian families and made a good 

match throughout their lives. They beautifully painted parts of Belgium, 

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland on their canvases. During this enlightening 

journey, Leigh Smith observed her internal political and intellectual views to be of 

despotism; this discovery created an awareness in her of her internal political 

activism that later on reflected in her actions too. In general it was only middle

class women who used the educational structure to break down the restrictions of 

home (Hirsch, 1999; Orr, 1995). 

There is an omission in the historic record here, as no specific reason can be found 

writing the pamphlet A Brief Summary in Plain Language of the Most Important 

Laws of England Concerning Women in which she focused on the laws pertaining 

for why she took deep interest in the issue of property rights of married women 

and other laws related to married women, which she believed should be reformed. 

In 1 854, she collaborated with her family friend Mathew Davenport Hill in 

After returning from their European tour, Barbara started her social activism by 

establishing a school. The school was special as it was reserved for poor students 

and the segregation of sexes was abolished as both girls and boys were to study 

together. There was also no restriction to any particular religion; children from all 

faiths were welcomed to acquire high standard of education. Religious education 

was not part of the syllabus and ethics was introduced to replace it along with 

other secular subjects. 
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Edinburgh in 1 856,  Parkes met Isa Craig, also a journalist and poet, and with her 

contributed to a women's periodical based in Glasgow, the Waverley Journal. In 

April 1 857 Parkes became editor, advertising the paper by means of ' a  working 

woman's journal ' ,  and Craig came to London to assist her, but by January 1 85 8  

the paper had failed. In March 1 859, the English Woman '

to women, particularly married women. This pamphlet was a success in creating 

sensation and consequently encouraged her to issue two more editions, one in 

1 856 and the other in 1 859. Unlike previous activist writers, she had success in 

bringing notice to the legal exploitation and disabilities of married women and 

attracted greater public attention towards this sensitive issue (Hirsch, 1999) . 

In the following year they fom1ed a committee to organize a petition to the House 

of Commons to reform the laws relating to married women's property. In 

s Journal was founded 

by forming a limited liability company, in which Leigh Smith, now married to 

Eugene Bodichon, was the major shareholder, through her sister Anne's holding 

(since married women could not own shares). Male shareholders and sympathizers 

included Samuel Courtauld and Peter Alfred. The main theme was employment. 

Soon the place became a meeting place for feminists that remained open till 

Press (Hirsch, 1999). 

The exploitation of women however was not restricted to the married, and the 

Contagious Disease Act in 1 864 and its amendments in 1 866 and 1 869 

demonstrated the double standards with which the Victorians dealt with the so-

1 Opm. In the summer of 1 859, the Society for the Promotion and Protection of 

Women's Employment (SPEW) was founded, which also established an archive 

for women's work. Emily Faithful and Maria Rye founded the famous Victoria 
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called 'Social Disease ' as the whole aim of the Act was to protect men of the 

British Army against venereal disease (Shiman, 1 992, p . 1 3 8) .  This led to a great 

debate and to the rise of the anti-Contagious Diseases Movement. Harriet 

which underlines the argument that all the measures carried out against women in 

general were employed to serve the state. 

The employment of women was a major theme in many periodicals .  Employment 

was associated with the need to improve the education of women of all classes as 

well as raising the awareness of middle-class women about their responsibilities 

for women of the working classes. To ensure the protection of employment for 

women, appropriation of sexual division in regards to employment opportunities 

was emphasized and strong demands were heard during this time. Women in 

search of a job often faced inappropriate environments for a woman to work in 

conventional male-dominated surroundings . There were also other social aspects 

related to this demand as the social class, and status of women were also 

important determinants in this issue, as was the extent to which a married woman 

could continue her employment. These and other such questions were usually 

raised in feminist circles .  Parkes, as editor of the journal, and SPEW constantly 

sought to broaden the range of occupations which women of different classes 

might take up, beyond the oversupplied markets for governesses 

needlewomen, though for the most part still within a clearly gendered division of 

labour. Increasingly Parkes herself condemned the work of married women 

and 

Martineau' s  articles and letters, against the state regulation of prostitution 

throughout the 1 860s were also reissued as pamphlets. What triggered the Act was 

the concern of the state over the poor performance of soldiers in the Crimea, 
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outside the home, though Boucherett and Faithfull argued that ' every woman 

should be free to support herself by the use of whatever faculties God has given 

her' , without obstruction by prejudice or legislation (Faithfull, p .70). These liberal 

feminists recognized a potential conflict with orthodox political economy, often 

invoked against women' s  work as depressing the wages of men in free 

competition. Some, like Boucherett, were of a 

free market in labour. Parkes 

prepared to face the consequences 

and others suggested ways in which association and 

co-operation among women might moderate the harshness of the free market, 

though some proposals looked more like philanthropy than co-operation (Hirsch, 

1 999; Orr, 1 99 5) .  The limitation of women's roles was also backed by campaigns 

advocating the scientific and the conventional theories that restricted women to a 

domestic role. 

2.7 Education and Victorian Opposition to Change 

The Victorians often faced problems in addressing the women' s  questions 

discussed above, which also merged with a number of political and social 

conflicts. Social evolution and improving educational opportunities were a major 

preoccupation in the late Victorian era. Nineteenth Century romantics and 

moralists thought of woman as man's  haven to which he resorts to get away from 

the outside world. It was women's  duty to be submissive to men; Stickney Ellis 

advised, explaining that : 'Her part is to make sacrifices, in order that his 

enjoyment may be enhanced' (Kent, I 990, p.34 ). The romantic stereotypes of 

Victorian men and women and the underlying assumptions about human nature 

justified that each sex has an ordained sphere in life. These ideas and theories 

were validated by science. The medical profession took the stereotypes offered in 
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literature and grounded them in what they called medical observation, thus 

creating a model for women's behaviour (Kent, 1990, p .32). Women were 

assumed, for example, by sociologists such as Herbert Spencer, to be less 

developed and less evolved than men and completely incapable of abstract 

reasoning and justice. Geddes and Thompson, in The Evolution of Sex, carried 

Spencer's  ideas to a more primitive level also related to human reproductive roles, 

asserting that 'what was decided by the prehistoric Protozoa cannot be annulled 

by act of Parliament ' (Kent, 1 990, p.3 5 ). Further, the influence of Darwin's 

Origin of Species ( 1 859) had raised more questions than it had appeared to settle 

and had left unclear the significance of sex differences in the evolution of higher 

forms of life (Conway, 1 972). 

The Victorians saw education as means for both social control and individual 

betterment. The two themes existed side by side . Social control was emphasized 

in the education of the lower classes whereas individual betterment in the middle 

classes (Levine, 1987). This applied particularly to men's education. Lower and 

middle-class parents were practically anxious for their sons to learn money

making skills and many of them thought of education as a means of teaching their 

sons a useful skill. The school curriculum, on the other hand, did not include these 

'useful ' subjects but on the contrary boys were taught mathematics, Latin and 

Greek which was not so useful for the working classes. The middle classes 

however wanted their sons to learn subjects relevant to their field of work but 

many of them were satisfied with the curriculum as these subjects, particularly 

Greek and Latin, were marks of the upper classes. Social control on the other hand 

was the predominant theme in women's  education and was expressed through the 

ideal of womanhood, which cast women as an entity. This meant that there was 
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little room for variations among individuals, thus women were not taught as their 

brothers of the same class but like women in other classes because women, it was 

argued, should not compete with men on examinations because they were bound 

to do less well .  However women's  education in general lacked academic 

acquirements. Frances Power Cobbe commented in her Autobiography in the 

1 890s about her education in an expensive boarding school in Brighton, where 

"everything was taught us in the inverse ratio of its true importance" (Levine, 

1 987, p .27). 

The foundation of new educational opportunities for women was one of the major 

areas of the new feminist activities. Women saw education as the route to end 

boredom, expand their freedom and open doors to paid employment which in tum 

paved the way towards independence in other areas of life. Throughout this period 

and even after the successful establishment of girls' schools and colleges by the 

1 890s, many opposed the education of women and prominent universities like 

Oxford and Cambridge still refused to admit them to degrees (Levine, 1 987). 

energy a woman could muster. If women were to spend these energies in a 

Arguments were voiced about the mental and biological risks inflicted on women 

by education. Henry Maudsley ( 1 87 4 ), an eminent British psychiatrist, sought in 

the Fortnightly Review to justify attempts to exclude women from education and 

professions limiting their role to the reproductive, which in tum demanded all the 

different direction like education, they would risk ruining forever their child

bearing capacity, thus endangering the future of the race. Maudsley insisted that 

the real educational strain began just at the time of puberty when the great 

revolution takes place in the body and any interference with the development of 
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the process of reproduction in the critical years and immediately following 

puberty threatened to destroy women ' s  health completely, that is ,  destroy their 

ability to bear children. By this Maudsley determined that women were unfit to 

follow men's path or strive for their goals (Kent, 1 990), "They cannot choose but 

to be women; cannot rebel successfully against the tyrant of their organization." 

He concluded that a woman should not be permitted to take any form of education 

that would 'unsex' her (Kent, 1 990, pp.40-4 1 ) . 

Nineteenth Century traditional society regarded women as sexually treacherous 

whereas industrial society defined them as pure. The two ideas existed side by 

side. In asserting the non-sexuality of women, doctors helped to encourage the 

establishment of prudery in social interactions and the idea that sexual ignorance 

was tantamount to sexual innocence. The doctors ' characterization of women as 

non-sexual involved another element: fear of women's sexual power. At the same 

time they announced that women had no sexual feelings at all ,  physicians insisted 

that women were governed by their sexual and reproductive organs .  

So exclusively were women represented as 'the fairer sex' in the nineteenth 

century that any behaviour on their part that deviated from the functions of the 

woman as a wife and mother was denounced as 'unsexed' (Kent, 1 990, p.46). 

system would leave women susceptible to mental and physical disease. Disorder 

in women usually meant her refusal to perform her duties as a mother and wife or 

the tendency to exhibit unwomanly interest in sex. The doctors ' solution to the 

Women, in the language of nineteenth century physicians, were not just defined 

by their reproductive systems but also controlled by them. Maudsley and others 

were convinced that any tiny complication especially in the female reproductive 
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threat of women's  emancipation from patriarchy was that any woman showing 

any ' sexual ' rebellion or attempting to step out of the ordained sphere of 

submission would be castrated (Kent, 1 990, p.4 7). 

By the turn of the century arguments about women ' s  nature had moved to 

practical application and Maudsley' s statement that sex lies deeper than culture -

as opposed to the association of men with culture - proved to be a powerful agent 

in urging for the subordination of women. Anthropologist Sherry Ortner has 

asserted that the symbol of women as nature meant her identification with 

' Something that every culture devalues . . .  as being a lower order of existence than 

itself. ' Men on the other hand are associated with culture or 'the notion of human 

consciousness, or with the products of human consciousness (i .e. systems of 

thought and technology), by means of which humanity attempts to assert control 

over nature' (Kent, 1 990, p.45). Since this task is assumed to be cultural and a 

culture should learn to overcome and transcend the natural taboos so it would only 

be natural for women to subordinate to men. 

Ortner ( 1 978) says that this connection (women with nature) was due to 

connecting the woman ' s  body and its functions with nature whereas man's  

physiology enabled him to take up the proj ect of  culture. Nineteenth Century 

physicians were also deeply concerned about the masculinisation of women, 

which they believed could result from excessive physical or mental work. 

Maudsley' s predictions about the consequences of educating women reflected the 

validity of the distinction separating the sexes each in its own sphere (Ortner, 
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such as reason versus the passions; objectivity versus subjectivity; mind versus 



body and physical matter; public versus private etc. In each of these cases, the 

nature-based side is perceived as threatening the culture-based patriarchal system 

unless the culture side takes firm control over nature. Harding insists on the 

distinction between culture and nature even though they are 

intertwined in individuals and in cultures. '  She argues that although those 

' inextricably . . .  

' dichotomies are empirically false, ' they cannot be viewed ' as irrelevant as long 

League in which she hints that women's employment in the Victorian England is 

mainly obstructed by two reasons; most importantly women also share insecurities 

independence and also to the increasing number of women lacking male financial 

support. The 1851 Census had revealed that there were considerably more women 

than men in the population. This directed attention to the fact that there would 

inevitably be women who would be unable to find a 'provider' in the shape of a 

husband and who might in the absence of material support from male relatives, be 

forced to rely on their own earnings. One of the most distinctive features of the 

as they structure our lives and our consciousnesses' (Harding, 1986, p .662) . 

Philippa Levine finds that the questions of labour and that of women are really 

united. She refers to Harriet Mcllquham's address to the Woman's Franchise 

of employment like her male colleagues that resulted from the fluctuations in 

Victorian economy in addition to their struggle against the view defining them are 

exclusively domestic (Levine, 1987). For women, employment is linked to 

early campaigns that were run during 1 850s and 1 860s concerned the issue that 

women's employment was for single women. Married women were not part of the 

interest of the campaigners. The problem was growing among the middle class 

whose daughters were unable to find husbands to replace their father' s  financial 
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support, thus becoming a financial burden on the family. Their upbringing was 

that of gentility where women in possession of a male relative able to support 

them rarely worked for pay. This meant that they were brought up unprepared to 

face the world of work. Restriction of employment opportunities was not merely 

an issue with working class women but the same restriction applied to women 

from middle-class backgrounds. So few occupations were mutually acceptable to 

society and the needy woman, that the governess occupation became an 

overpopulated and poorly paid field where the labour of individuals was 

p.66). 

Gender distinctions for the working class were expressed in the division of labour 

which led men and women to do different j obs. It also led to a big debate over 

gender defined by economic roles between patriarchal waged jobs and unwaged 

labour which fell to women in the home. These were also articulated in the 

ideology of family life that portrayed men as responsible for the economic 

wellbeing of the family and women as in charge of children and housekeeping. 

These representations were embedded in employers' hiring and public policies. 

Gender distinctions also affected men and women's  roles even if they worked side 

by side at the same job, for men were given privileges at work that were denied to 

women. The hostile environment led women, who needed jobs, to be more 

exploited. The solution mid-century feminists perceived lay in extending 

education and training for women to be able to find work opportunities. By the 

early 1 870s the range of occupations open to women was beginning to widen, but 

not free from exploitation. Women were paid much less than men and were seen, 

as Sir Algemon Edward West of the Inland Revenue described 'cheap and there is 

no superannuation because women left work on marriage' (Martindale, 1 938, 
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vulnerable. The fear of losing their jobs, led them to allow discrimination, accept 

lower wages and shoulder more tasks or responsibilities to please employers. The 

inequality of treatment at work and in the home enslaved women who needed to 

work and there were many cases in which women combined domestic work with 

economic contribution. Women without men, who had to be self-supporting and 

in many cases responsible for others, had to subsist on earnings that were 

inadequate to maintain themselves, let alone their dependents (Rose, 1 993) .  The 

exploitation of women in this way parallels the situation of colonised indigenous 

people who "suffer the greatest economic disadvantage" and "are on the lowest 

rung of the ladder in every aspect of living standards" (Adams, 1999, p.5) .  

Even in the conventional domestic context, women were assigned with various 

tasks and had certain important responsibilities . Whether a working woman or 

not, earning money or not, they still handled the household budget and were 

responsible for food expenses, the rent or any other expenditure. Women kept the 

difficulties of running the home from their husbands. Although women of all 

always the first to sacrifice (Steams, 1 972; Vicinus, 1 992, p. l 05) .  Their 

dependence on their husbands made them inferior and their lack of health 

the role of working class women and increasing their expectations. Towards the 

end of the century their numbers rose significantly in various fields of 

manufacturing and transport (Steams, 1 972; Vicinus, 1 992). Yet the majority of 

classes suffered from some kind of exploitation, women of the working classes 

suffered most; their poor knowledge l imited their expectations and they were 

awareness and poverty led to high death rates among their children. Although 

most women accepted that as normal, new attitudes were also developing and 

education and expanding work opportunities played a significant role in changing 
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women, even the working ones, remained colonised and unorganised. They 

accepted their oppressive environment as natural . Women usually gave their 

husbands the best food either because they were the breadwinners 'masters ' or it 

was the ' done ' thing to grant privileges to the ' superior' sex. During the years of 

depression, 1 873- 1 896, women suffered most. In 1 884 for example, a great 

increase was recorded in the number of wedding rings pawned (Perkin, 1 983). 

S ocial investigator Anna Martin wrote in 1 9 1 1 that an important psychological 

reason lay behind women ' s  handling of family finances, namely that, "The 

(Perkin, 1 983,  p .85) .  

The early reforms achieved by feminists especially those that expanded 

employment and education opportunities as well as the Married Women' s  

Property Act of  1 857, did relax the situation of  women to a certain extent but the 

politicians opposing the enfranchisement of women drew upon all the feminine 

stereotypes and theories that disqualify women on the basis of their biological and 

intellectual inferiority (Perkin, 1983 ;  Kent, 1 990). Being classified with lunatics, 

minors and idiots, women 's  emotional and 'unstable' intellectual capacity 

disqualified them from taking part in running the country. H.G. Wells is quoted 

explaining, in his opposition to the votes for women in the House of Commons : 

women feared a vague dread of being superseded or dethroned. Each of them 

knows perfectly well that the strength of her position in the home lies in the 

physical dependence of husband and children upon her, and she is suspicious of 

anything that would tend to undermine this .  The feeling of that she is the 

indispensible centre of her small world, is the j oy and consolation of her life" 
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'An adult white woman differs far more from a white man than a 

negress or pigmy woman from her equivalent male. The education, the 

mental disposition of a white or Asiatic woman reeks of sex; her 

modesty, her decorum, is not to ignore sex but to refine it ' (Rover, 

1 967,  p.43). 

and the women themselves. He described changing women's mental 

characteristics 'by training in politics would be a crime against humanity' (Austen 

Chamberlain, 30 March 1 909). 

Susan Kinsley Kent clarifies that Chamberlain identified women with the concept 

of nature which according to Jardanova 'has not yet been penetrated. '  'It was 

woman 's emotions and uncontrolled passions, which gave her special qualities. 

Women, being endowed with less reason than men, indeed with less need for 

reason since their social lives required of them feeling and not thought, were more 

easily dominated by extreme emotions ... therefore conceptualised as dangerous 

because less amenable to the guiding lights of reason . . .  ' (Kent, 1 990, pp.54-55). 

Austen Chamberlain in the debate of the second reading of the Conciliation Bill in 

19 1 e0, argued that nature had distinguished between men and women as bases for 

opposing woman suffrage ' In my opinion the sex of a woman is a disqualification, 

in fact, we had better continue to regard it in law' (Kent, 1990, 39) . In a letter to a 

Mr Gough Chamberlain said women's suffrage was an injury to both the country 
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2.8 Gradual Change leads to Breakthrough 

Throughout the nineteenth century, England experienced gradual dismantling of 

aristocratic and patriarchal institutions, and concentrated on building a society 

based on liberal, individualistic egalitarian philosophies . Middle and working 

class groups agitated and asserted their rights to participation in the new industrial 

order. They based their claims on the ideology of  liberalism. With the traditional 

forms of power and authority facing challenge from insubordinate groups, women 

too, joined the battle, to change their role in the family. Even if post-matrimonial 

arrangements and family structure were strongly rooted with ideals of romance, 

love and affection accompanied by some notion of equal roles for the men and 

women, under the law the economic and legal position of women in society had 

yet to affirm itself. 

The expansion of the Empire in the nineteenth century led to the steady 

development of wealth and a great improvement in the general well-being of all 

sections of society. The material uplift provided more work opportunities and 

encouraged educated middle class women with no male provider to enter the work 

market. This was reflected in attempts to relax some of social restricti ons which in 

tum allowed the blossoming of literary talents; not just the great names but a 

general increase in women belonging to the world of  j ournalism than to the realm 

of genius . Mid-Victorian literature provided an arena for tackling social issues and 

allowing their readers to have knowledge of competing ideologies and various 

ideological positions considering multiple points of view. As the industrial 

prosperity of the country advanced, wealthy spinsters and widows were a class 

which increased both in numbers and in influence. They lived comfortable lives 
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and many devoted themselves to worthy objects as the building of churches and 

chapels and the relief of cholera victims and the (religious) conversion of blacks 

(Fulford, 1 957 ,  p.34 ) .  

The social advancement of British society brought evolution in all social aspects 

and more significantly to the aspects pertaining to woman and her role in society: 

the 

strength, with which she can compete with the opposite gender and prove her self

reliance. Women were no longer constrained only to their conventional roles of 

real ization that woman deserves social acknowledgment not only for her 

biological existence and reproductive role but also for her immense beneficial 

mother, daughter, wife, etc. but could visibly play 

as charm others with their 

a key function in a male

dominated society and make their mark as well 

society about the social gender arrangement in the British Empire and its 

implication on the social and economic progress of the Empire. This generated a 

new debate among Victorians as to what would be the ideal role of women in the 

post-suffrage era. As Victorians were clearly divided over anti- and pro-suffrage 

issues, there was much uncertainty in their ideas about womanhood. However the 

anti-suffrage argument had more emphasis on the natural differences between the 

sexes as ordained by God and thus should be respected as these differences carry 

immense social advantages (Bush, 2007). 

The first challenge to property in women and children occurred in the 1 830s when 

Caroline Norton sued for control over her children after her husband absconded 

with them. The 1 839  Custody Act gave women custody of their children under the 

impeccable endeavours. The diversion and change in the contribution of women 

and their ability to meet up with manly challenges also created confusion within 
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age of seven in cases of divorce or separation. The Act was modified but did not 

overturn paternal control .  Only by 1 886 did the Guardianship of Infants Act give 

mothers the guardianship of their children upon the death of the father; and the 

right of full custody of children was not granted until 1 925 (Strachey, 1 978). 

In 1 874 the first leaflet issued on women's  suffrage, published by a Quaker, Miss 

Anne Knight had clearly called for the removal of the sex disability in the 

franchise. Also women like Harriet Martineau, Lady Morgan and Mrs Jameson all 

wrote about social questions reflecting women ' s  difficult lives (Fulford, 1 957). 

Even women like Sarah Stickney Ellis, who wrote famous books on The Women 

of England, The Wives of England, The Daughters of England, and The Mothers 

of England, did not strictly speak of the "inalienable right of all men . . .  to be 

treated with deference in their own homes.", but also drew attention to the talents 

of women both through her own skill as a writer and by the subject matter of her 

books (Fulford, 1 95 7, p .3 6). 

With the passage of the ground-breaking Married Women' s  Property Act in 1 870 

and 1 882, married women were legally permitted to control their earnings, and 

retain and own property they might bring to their marriage. It was intended 

primarily to benefit working women. Husbands no longer had full control or 

access to their wife' s  assets. This economic position of women being independent 

of men was enhanced by the movement for women's education. 

2.9 Women's Suffrage 

Female suffrage was the moral and intellectual debate of the age but nothing 

which could be called a movement for the emancipation of women was organized 
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until late 1 860s and the majority of middle-class women remained busy and 

contended in their homes. Fortunate ones either married and bred or at least had a 

male relative to provide for them, and the less fortunate ones took posts as 

governesses or companions (Fulford, 1 957). However many immensely successful 

women opposed it and it was common therefore to find highly educated 

professional women fighting against the vote. With the formation of Suffrage 

movements counter movements were formed to abort those efforts. 'Antis' also 

formed leagues and associations to combat the rising calls demanding the 

enfranchisement of women. 

Initially the franchise represented no more than one objective amongst the many 

objectives tackled by the single-issue pressure groups that had emerged between 

the late 1 850s and mid 1 860s, largely inspired by the so-called ' Ladies of 

Langham Place ' in London. The leaders of this early women's  movement 

They founded the society for promoting women's  employment in 1 859,  tried to 

extend higher education for women, promoted female emigration to the colonies 

followed a pattern well-established in middle-class, mid-Victorian radical circles. 

and demanded entry to the medical profession; they established the Married 

Women's Property Committee and also the Ladies' National Association for the 

Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Act. It was not until the election of John Stuart 

Mill at Westminster that the Parliamentary vote emerged as a significant goal 

(Pugh, 2000; Levine, 1 987). 

For some time the significance of the franchise remained unclear because various 

women issues scattered efforts and limited their impact. Some women like Emily 

Davies, Mrs Ward and others concentrated on education while other like 
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Josephine Butler worked for the repeal of Contagious Diseases Act .Some women 

activists were sometimes engaged in up to five campaigns at a time. Roger 

Fulforld describes women who dedicated themselves to the attainment of political 

power as "possibly cleverer than some of their sisters and possibly a little dubious 

about the paradise awaiting them in the world to come." Their courage, Fulford 

adds, "deserves to be applauded because it was difficult to stand up in support of 

an unpopular cause" (Fulford, 1 957,  p.35) . But things did not run smoothly as the 

passage of one law affected the other and postponed it for some time, e.g. the 

1857 Divorce Law reform deprived the campaign of Married Women's  Property 

of its momentum for several years. 

Despite the gradual attempts to better the conditions of women, the general 

environment remained hostile and Victorian females rebelling against the status 

quo seemed odd, almost ridiculous. The delay in establishing 

continued to insist that daughters followed the rules of society: 'Never be 

conspicuous' ,  'Don't get yourself talked about ' ,  and many other instructions. 

a woman 's  suffrage 

society could thus be attributed to conventions and family restrictions. Mothers 

Even in fiction, when Victorian writers wished to portray unorthodox women, 

they generally did so by removing them from a normal background; Jane Eyre and 

Dorothea in Middlemarch are portrayed in this way (Fulford, 1 957, p.42). Writers 

who wanted to convey their liberated views risked being shunned and their works 

described as immoral or breaching codes of Victorian respectability. The strength 

of these conventions sometimes restrained women even if they were convinced of 

the need for change. There was a strong dislike for all improprieties and oddness 

and only women who were determined and generally independent enough to 

change reality were able to ignore and defy these conventions, thus women had no 
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hope of advancing their rights without seeming at least odd and slightly improper. 

This research proves that there was a third category of women who publically 

supported conventions to enjoy the freedom of breaking away from them in their 

private lives and enjoy privileges not granted to other women. 

The year 1 866 may be considered a turning point in the history of the franchise in 

England. Its significance for the position of women lies in the fact that it marks 

the gradual change in the modes of thought. The men ' s  1 866 deliberations in the 

House of Commons concentrated on the single issue of parliamentary reform, 

which eventually led to include working class men. Although this was achieved 

immediately, it directed people ' s  attention to the value of the borough franchise. 

The Reform meant giving the vote to a section of the working class for the first 

time in history and thus it opened people ' s  minds to possibility of achieving 

further progress (Fulford, 1 95 7) .  

The Liberal Party gained a maj ority in the 1 865 general elections and in 1 866 the 

Government Reform Bill laid before Parliament reduced the value of property 

qualifications in Counties from £50 to £ 1 4  and in Boroughs from £ 1 0  to £7 . 

Anyone with £50 in the Savings Bank, for two consecutive years received the vote 

along with certain classes and lodgers. Gladstone estimated that roughly 400,000 

new men would be given the vote, of which half were from the working class. 

This was not accepted despite Gladstone' s  efforts (Fulford, 1 957). The Bill was 

eventually passed in 1 867 by the Conservative government that followed, yet it 

was not much different from that of the Liberals .  As the property qualification 

was lowered in the 1 867 and 1 884 Franchise Reform Acts, women, particularly 

the rich, became more incensed as they watched the increasing numbers of 
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working class men granted the vote. Thirty thousand women in 1 884, for 

example, had male hired labourers eligible for vote while they were excluded 

(Fulford, 1 957). 

The mind of the public became receptive to all kinds of unusual arguments and 

new ideas, the proposal to extend the vote to the working class received scant 

attention in Parliament. But it was at this juncture that John Stuart Mill, elected to 

Parliament in 1 865, rendered an immeasurable service to the woman's question. 

Being the son of James Mill whose article argued for the exclusion of women 

from the vote on the ground that their interest was included in those of the 

husband and father, John Stuart Mill avoided his father's impact, by placing 

himself at the head of the feminist movement in 1 869. During the campaigns to 

reform suffrage in the United Kingdom, John Stuart Mill campaigned for 

amendment of the Reform Act to include women. Continually defeated in 

Parliament under a Conservative government, women's suffrage became a 

Union of Women's Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) was formed. They held public 

meetings, wrote letters and articles, and addressed politicians. In 1 907, the 

NUWSS organized its first large procession in which over 3,000 women took part. 

(Kent 1 990) Not all women supported suffrage and a reactive movement grew and 

shrank in response to the success and failures of the suffrage campaign. 

strongly debated issue. During the later half of the nineteenth century, women 

formed campaign groups to gain parliamentary support. In 1 897 the National 
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Chapter 3 :  The Collaborative Elite : The Victorian 

Intellectual Anti-Feminist Women 

This chapter ties the theoretical arguments regarding women as a subaltern group 

with the notion of the state's utilisation of the subaltern intellectual to shape the 

mind of the masses, through paralleling the role played by a selected group of 

Victorian professional anti-feminists with that of the intellectual subaltern as 

members of the collaborative indigenous elite. I explain how and why those 

women utilised their subjugation, and allowed themselves to be exploited by the 

ruling aristocrats, representing the state, at the expense of their fellow kind, which 

is the central idea to this study. I also explain through the critical analysis of their 

letters, diaries, articles and texts how the social, financial and psychological 

factors drove those women to demonstrate loyalty to their colonisers while 

exercising agency on their own behalf. Through this study I show that the 

colonisation of women, regarded as an accident of birth and a formative social 

process that constructs their attitudes, actions and opinions, does not significantly 

differ from those in other oppressed groups. 
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3.1  The Construction of Patriarchal Hegemony 

In its most traditional aspect, patriarchy refers to the legal and economic control 

the male head of a household had over his dependents. As Carole Pateman defines 

it, 'The patriarchal construction of the difference between masculinity and 

femininity is the political difference between freedom and subjection' (Pateman, 

1 988, p.207). This difference, as we have seen, was embedded in society's legal 

framework. According to Barker and Chalus patriarchy can be said to have been 

institutionalised in antiquity but came to an end in the nineteenth century when 

women were freed from absolute male control by the changes in the law that gave 

women' s  subjugation and that of the colonised (Tickner, 200 1 ,  pp. 1 1 97-98). 

Patriarchy became dominant in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as the 

British Empire expanded. The King ruled with the absolute power of the 

monarchy as Head of Church and State. With the decline of Roman Catholicism, 

the Puritans were eager that the male head of the household replace priests as 

moral and religious instructors . Patriarchalists found in the unlimited power of the 

father a foundation for the absolute sovereignty of the king: family relations were 

perceived as a paradigm, or metaphor, for political relations and the father was 

credited with natural authority over his sons and household and equivalently the 

King over his people. The State was interested in reinforcing the father's power as 

them civil rights and in particular the right to own property as a married woman 

(Barker and Chalus, 1 997). However inequalities in the law remained and 

patriarchy continued as a social system. In this thesis I analyse its practices, for as 

Tickner says, the way to conquer it is to investigate it, drawing parallels between 
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by the end of the century Mary Astell was calling for an institute of higher 

learning for women. Diana Coole comments that the late seventeenth century was 

useful agent of social control at a time of changing values and emerging 

marketing relations threatening social disorder. Although patriarchy was secured 

with the Restoration in  1660, feminist ideas were not completely suppressed and 

also ' an age of emerging market relations, when men and women were for the first 

being thrown into economic competition with one another' (Coole, 1993 , p .  77). 

She adds that perhaps for this reason patriarchal sentiments should have been 

allowed to slide into modern thought, which continued to benefit its male 

proponents via a series of specifically modem oppositions between masculine and 

feminine, public and private, work and home, reproduction and social production. 

In this context, gender identities and sexual division of labour would be 

constructed and interwoven into that complex formation that feminists identify as 

modem patriarchy, which by that time came to mean men's power over women 

(Coale, 1993). 

The early liberal theories of Thomas Hobbes ( 1 5 88- 1 679) and John Locke ( 1 632-

1 704) sustained an implicit inconsistency between their egalitarian logic and the 

natural infirmities assigned to women. Both Hobbes and Locke were radical 

enough to allow women the potential of forging contracts, though doubtful of 

their ability to succeed with them. Both Hobbes and Locke believed that authority 

is ' indivisible ' .  Jean-Jacques Rousseau ( 1 7 12- 1 778) made clear distinction 

between the sexes. In Of The Social Contract, Or Principles of Political Right 

( 1 762), he reverts to an Aristotelian conservatism advising that women be trained 

for their particular role in a manner quite different from that of men. Ideally, 
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Rousseau believed, mutual dependence will limit the excess of both sexes. The 

male uses strength and reason while women use love to temper the husband's  

competitiveness and coldness, reminding him of the sentiments that bond people. 

1993) .  In 'The right of the strongest' ,  Rousseau says the strongest is never strong 

enough to be always the master unless he transforms strength into right, and 

But he adheres to Aristotle's view in excluding women from citizenship (Coole, 

obedience into duty (Rousseau, 1 762, p.2). As Roger Fulford observes, the 

question of women's equality with men was not completely alien to seventeenth 

and eighteenth century British society. The religious Society of Friends or 

Quakers believed, radically for their time, that women should be equal with men 

and for them it was natural for women to take their place in the wider world 

(Fulford, 1957) .  Since English society became civil there had been attempts to 

address the question of women's  place in society (Spencer, 1983) .  Therefore the 

famous A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and 

Moral Subjects ( 1 792) by Mary Wollstonecraft ( 1 759- 1 797) was by no means the 

first appeal for more equal status for women, but it was arguably the first effective 

argument for women's rights in English (Coole, 1993) .  

In her A Vindication, W ollstonecraft describes the position of women as that of 

'either a slave or a despot ' and that these two positions equally 'retard the 

progress of reason, ' attributing the source of 'female folly and vice' to 

'narrowness of mind' (Wollstonecraft, 1 792, p.4). She combined the natural rights 

argument inherited from Locke with utilitarian claims concerning the social 

benefits of sexual equality. The advantages of giving women education she argues 

are that women would overcome their narrow-mindedness and be able to serve the 
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nation through the appropriate education of its children, they would also be 

'companions' to their husbands instead of property to be traded in marriage. 

Wollstonecraft stresses the need for careful education of women which would 

make them into 'useful members of society' (Wollstonecraft, 1 792, p.4). She 

maintains that women are human beings deserving of the same fundamental rights 

as men. In her argument Wollstonecraft came close to Rousseau's vision of 

citizenship and she also shared with him the distaste for women who ignored their 

motherly duties. But she criticised him for his restriction of women to the 

domestic sphere. She sought to show men that the liberation of women from 

Rousseau' s  ideal would benefit them, arguing that the education of women in 

reasoning would turn them into good mothers, wives and citizens. Wollstonecraft 

sought to overcome the cultural and psychological foundations of women's  

oppression through equality of education and rights. In conclusion, in essence 

W ollstonecraft argued that without the protection of civil rights and rational 

education, women cannot perform their domestic duties properly and that if they 

fail then social decay will ultimately follow because rights and duties are 

inseparable (Coole, 1993 ). Wollstonecraft warned: 

Let woman share the rights, and she will emulate the virtues of man; 

for she must grow more perfect when emancipated, or justify the 

authority that chains such a weak being to her duty. If the latter, it will 

be expedient to open a fresh trade with Russia for whips; a present 

which a father should always make to his son-in-law on his wedding 

day, that a husband may keep his whole family in order by the same 

means; and without any violation of justice reign, wielding this 
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sceptre, 

duties 

sole master of his house, because he is the only being in it 

who has reason; the divine, indefeasible, earthly sovereignty breathed 

into man by the Master of the universe. Allowing this position, 

women have not any inherent rights to claim; and, by the same rule 

their vanish, for rights and duties are inseparable. 

(W ollstonecraft, 13, p .6) 

At the end of the eighteenth century, the position of the Church and the stances of 

Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Wollstonecraft were the key arguments in the 

debate on the role of women in society. These were taken, argued, modified, and 

through active campaigning by the likes of Caroline Sheridan, concerns about the 

inequality of women continued to rise slowly against enormous cultural resistance 

until it came to dominate nineteenth-century political , economic and social 

discussions - the great Victorian debate over women. 

3.2 Patriarchal Colonisation 

From a feminist perspective, the term Patriarchy emphasises men's pnmary 

authority over women where men enjoy authority and privilege entailing the 

subjugation of women. The Patriarchal construction of difference between men 

and women reflects the relationship between freedom and subjection (Pateman, 

1988,  p .207). This definition corresponds with the concept of colonisation. In this 

work the concept of colonisation does not entirely mean the occupation and the 

control of one country over another but it will be used to mean any form of 

domination and control over a subordinate group. Patriarchy is thus a hegemonic 

and colonising force that controls, subjugates and marginalises women confining 
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them to subaltern roles of support, facilitation and servitude. This relationship of 

domination and control parallels other oppressor-oppressed, master-slave, 

victimiser-victim and coloniser-colonised relationships. In all these relationship 

the subjects are dominated by a power enabled by government and/or economic 

dominance and/or intellectual superiority and facilitated by circumstances, be it as 

an occupier, master, employer, governor or paterfamilias. Feminist theory also 

takes into consideration all the social constructions that aid male control over 

women and design gender roles. It may thus be claimed that those social, 

psychological and financial constructions are the coercive tools employed in the 

process of colonising women. 

Goldberg and Butler take different approaches illustrating two opposmg 

viewpoints on gender difference: biological determinism and social construction. 

In The Inevitability of Patriarchy ( 1973) sociologist Steven Goldberg argues that 

patriarchy is a social behaviour determined by human biology, therefore physical 

characteristics and sexual selection within our species lead inevitably to a society 

dominated by the stronger sex. Judith Butler on the other hand argues that 

gendered behaviours are not natural but learned. She says that gendered behaviour 

is an act or a performance that is forced upon people by 'normative 

heterosexuality' (Butler, 1990, p.273). According to Butler the social construction 

of gender is a construction and therefore open to change and contestation: 

'Because there is neither an 'essence' that gender expresses or externalizes nor an 

objective ideal to which gender aspires; because gender is not a fact, the various 

acts of gender creates the idea of gender, and without those acts, there would be 
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force which drives women to survival behaviours. In this work I examine how 

these Victorian Women reacted to their subordination, dealt with the urge to 

no gender at all. Gender is , thus, a construction that regularly conceals its genesis' 

(Butler, 1 990, p .273) .  

From Butler' s  argument we can thus infer that biological sex does not necessarily 

lead to different reactions in identical situations. I borrow the literal meaning of 

the scientific  term of flight-or-fight to clarify the argument, where 'the fight 

response . . .  manifested in angry, argumentative behavior' may represent the 

groups resisting hegemony, and 'the flight response . . .  manifested through social 

withdrawal ' (Friedman and Silver, 2007). In other words humans, regardless of 

their biological sex, tend to respond more or less in the same way towards many 

forms of threat. However another form of behaviour has also been acknowledged 

as a survival mechanism in animals, including humans where there is a need to 

protect their offspring. The need to protect someone or something involves the 

element of fear, insecurity and the need to affiliate with others; in other words the 

individual is ,  due to circumstances, placed in a vulnerable position requiring the 

support of the social group. I again borrow the scientific term 'tend and befriend' 

(which refers to the survival tactic of social groups who protect the vulnerable 

though care and social bonding) to highlight that not only women but individuals 

in vulnerable financial, social or moral positions may 'tend and befriend' as a 

means of survival . 

From a colonised woman's  perspective, patriarchal hegemony, dictatorship, 

economic hardship, and military occupation are different forms of the coercive 
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overcome oppression and found a pathway within their society through using their 

own subaltemacy and agency. 

Women are supposed to be very calm generally: but women feel just 

as men feel ; they need exercise for their faculties, and a field for their 

efforts, as much as their brothers do; they suffer from too rigid a 

restraint, too absolute a stagnation, precisely as men would suffer; and 

it is narrow-minded in their more privileged fellow-creatures to say 

that they ought to confine themselves to making puddings and knitting 

stockings, to playing on the piano and embroidering bags. It is 

sex. (Bronte, 1 847, Ch. XII, p.XXX) 

Through his analysis of the metropolitan-periphery analogy in Victorian literature, 

David Cannadine argues that the British tended to compare the working-class 

urban population of industrialised cities with the natives in the colonies 

(Cannadine, 200 1 ,  p .5 ) .  Paralleling the British working classes with the natives 

allows us to ask if, as an oppressed group, women were also subjected to policies 

similar to those applied to the natives. Thus a parallel may be drawn between the 

responses of the oppressed women to the coloniser' s policies in Britain and those 

thoughtless to condemn them, or laugh at them, if they seek to do 

more or learn more than custom has pronounced necessary for their 

of  the colonised natives. In my view, people within an oppressed group are of 

three types .  Firstly the resisters or the insurgents who are like the women who 

confront subjugation by word or action (i .e .  fight) such as Mary Wollstonecraft, 

who defined marriage as a form of slavery, and members of the suffrage 

movements that developed later. Secondly, we have the silent majority who are 
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comparable to the 'helpless' natives who prefer to withdraw or have no opinion 

(i .e . flight). Then, thirdly we have the collaborating Victorian women who 

opposed the emancipation of their kind and sided with men; they are comparable 

with the collaborative indigenous elite who operated as tools in the hands of the 

coloniser to further the oppression of their people. This group is also divided into 

two sections : firstly those women who were financially dependent on their anti

feminist men and the second group who sided with men to overcome men's  

hegemonic control over their lives and become socially or financially 

the colonies .  

3.3 Hegemonic Patriarchy: The Coloniser 

independent. Cannadine ' s  metropolitan-periphery analogy enables us to compare 

how the same policies shaped the minds of the women at home as in the natives in 

In the nineteenth century and early twentieth-century cultural hegemony enabled 

one social class to dominate the other social classes through the manipulation of 

the system of values in society to justify their domination (Bullock and Trombley, 

1 999). The hegemonic class thus uses different aspects of knowledge to control 

and guide the other classes into perceiving its ideology as natural while the actual 

objective only serves the dominant class. 

Patriarchy is thus similar to Imperialism as both are 'phallocentric supremacist' 

ideologies (Caslin, n .d) that subjugate and dominate the subordinate, thus 

paralleling the oppressed woman with the colonised subject. The prevalent belief 

was that the Orientals (like women) couldn't study or govern themselves, and the 

Europeans looked for a biological basis for this belief in a 'natural ' weakness or 
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inferiority in the race and the weaker sex. The definition of the 'other' has 

parallels with the conceptulisation of difference between the sexes in that both are 

invested with notions of collusion in their inferiority. Said described a binary 

relation between the Orient and the Occident, i .e .  the East and the West, (Said, 

1 978 ,  p . 5 ), arguing that the relationship between the Orient and Occident is one of 

power and domination with varying degrees of hegemony. The East, says Said, 

has been oppressed and prevented from expressing itself due to the concept that 

the East was created by the West (Said, 1 978, p.6) . S imilar to the binary man

woman relationship, Said' s  concept depicted the East as inferior, backward and 

irrational (woman-like) and the West as the opposite rational , civil, progressive 

and superior (man-like) . Let us compare this with Marilyn French' s  view in 

Beyond Power ( 1 986) . French finds that the relationship between man and woman 

is one of power and control where power is defined as domination. She argues that 

the character of the dominator (man) is defined by the dominated (woman). Thus, 

the dominated, says French, is seen as different in kind and is identified with 

' those qualities the dominator disdains in himself' (French, l 986, p. 1 20). 

them. 

S aid points out that the expansion of knowledge is necessary for control ( 1 978, 

pp.32-36) . He argued that since knowledge is inseparable from power, the 

knowledgeable party dominates and lays the rules of speech and conduct for the 

dominated on the basis of knowledge and allows the dominator to deny autonomy 

to the dominated (pp.32-36). Thus, like the colonised natives, women' s  lack of 

awareness, knowledge and education allowed men to control and manipulate 
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Rulers throughout history seek to convince the ruled that their control is justified 

and their power and authority are necessary. It is seldom that such powers can act 

unaided and the complicity between the coloniser and sections of the colonised 

community is a recurrent pattern wherever there is a situation of domination and 

control .  To realise this goal the dominant employs agents to consolidate this right. 

Through collaboration and entente, the coloniser achieves the goal of gaining 

public consent for his presence. Those individuals who act as intermediaries 

between the dominator and the dominated, victim-victimiser or the occupier and 

the occupied are often appointed in leadership positions in their communities. The 

dominant more often than not select people who are considered as role models or 

opinion leaders of the masses, or members of the same ethnicity or sect (and of 

the same sex in the case of women) to create a form of indirect control. As Lord 

Cromer put it: 'We do not govern Egypt, we only govern the governors of Egypt' 

( quoted in Said, 1993 , p.239) .  The role of these governors is to further the 

coloniser's  interest, convince the colonised of the necessity of coloniser's 

presence for the general good and coerce their people on behalf of the dominant. 

These native governors are usually from the intellectual elite: civil servants, 

industrialist, religious clerics, tribal leaders, technocrats or individuals of higher 

military ranks. This group is usually governed by its interest and therefore is less 

l ikely to rebel . Similarly, colonised intellectuals or academics seek to protect their 

existence by rallying ranks with the coloniser as part of their survival tactics or 

else j oin the resistance movements, risking death, torture, displacement or 

imprisonment. 
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3.4 The Concept of the Subaltern 

The term subaltern, originally a military tenn meaning a ' subordinate, ' or a junior 

was later developed by social thinkers and anthropologists to mean people, who 

due to race, class, gender, ethnicity, or religion, are not totally independent, 

exploited or made subordinate by a superior or hegemonic force. The figurative 

reality, even when they appear triumphant, the subaltern groups are merely 

anxious to defend themselves' (Green, 2002, p.2). 

Green draws several conclusions regarding Gramsci ' s  interpretation of the 

subaltern groups. Firstly, it is clear Gramsci believed that it was possible to 

produce a history of subaltern classes, even if it was an arduous task. Secondly, he 

use of the term was initially used in the work of the Marxist theorist, Antonio 

Gramsci, who first applied the concept of the subaltern figuratively to mean 

people of lower classes and skills. In Prison Notebook 3, note 14, Gramsci used 

the term subaltern with regard to social classes: ' Subaltern groups are always 

subject to the activity of the ruling groups, even when they rebel and rise up . . .  In 

In Notebook 25, Gramsci classes women as part of the subaltern social groups 

along with slaves, peasants, religious groups, different races, and the proletariat 

(Green, 20 1g1 ) . Green argues according to Gramsci 'there is a strong link between 

subaltemity and subjectivity, ' stressing that Gramsci was also 'aware of the ways 

in which subaltemity could be constructed around particular personality traits and 

that values, or morality, were strongly related to changing social and economic 

circumstances ' (Green, 2002,  p.2). Basing his argument on Gramsci ' s  analyses, 

argued that subaltern groups develop in various degrees or phases that correspond 
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to levels of political organization, which the historian has to take into 

consideration. Thirdly, subaltern groups are faced with an ensemble of political, 

transformation of the subaltern' s  subordinate social position was Gramsci ' s  

ultimate goal and, through his analyses, he  formulated a political strategy for such 

a transformation (Green, 2002, p . 1 5) .  This is evident in the way the Victorian 

women selected for this thesis transformed their positions and operated within 

their milieu. 

institutions as well as in families. In his definition of subaltern groups Homi 

Bhabha stressed the importance of social power relations describing them as 

crucial to the self-definition of the majority group . He argues that subaltern social 

groups can subvert the authority of those in power. Therefore winning the 

subaltern intellectual groups is crucial to the coloniser (Bhabha, 1 996). In Toward 

a New Legal Common Sense (2002) Boaventura de Sousa Santos uses the term 

social, cultural, and economic relations that produce marginalization and prevent 

group autonomy. Fourthly, although subaltern groups face many difficulties, they 

have the ability to transform their subordinate social positions. In fact, the 

Marcus Green (20 1 g1 ,  pp.3 87-404) demonstrates that Gramsci's concept of 

subaltemity is  not restricted to class relations and that subaltemity includes an 

' intersectionality' of race, class, gender, and religion, and is ' constituted through 

constructions of identity, otherness, and marginality that are subject to social, 

political, and economic relations . It is thus understandable for an ambitious 

educated subaltern to seek a way out of victimization. 

Following Said and Gramsci, Homi Bhabha emphasised the importance of power 

relations and their practice in everyday life through educational and religious 
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subaltern to denote marginalized and oppressed people specifically struggling 

against hegemonic globalization. Such definitions of the relations between 

coloniser and the colonised can be compared with French's notion that the 

relationship between man and woman as one of power and control where power is 

defined as domination (French, 1 986, p. 1 20). Thus feminist discourse and post

colonial theories both concentrate on the struggle against oppression and injustice. 

Both fields also rej ect the established hierarchical, patriarchal system, which is 

dominated by the hegemonic white male, and deny the supposed supremacy of 

masculine power and authority. 

3.5 The Subaltern Woman 

Recent work in post-colonial studies has concerned itself with the issue of gender, 

questioning the impact of colonization on female subjects. The white Victorian 

woman like the native and other oppressed groups suffered from a subaltern 

mentality of which collaboration and resistance are its main elements (Bhadra, 

1 989 ,  p.9 1 ) . Gayatri Spivak argues that the native subaltern woman has to put up 

with a three-fold colonisation; colonial, patriarchal and that of class depending on 

the class to which she belonged (Morris, 20 1 0). If we apply Spivak's argument to 

the position of the Victorian professional (mainly upper working-class women) 

such women, like the native woman, suffered from triple colonisation: patriarchal, 

class and professional. 

I have already argued that oppressed people under hegemonic control ' tend and 

befriend' to overcome their circumstances or at least relax the tension surrounding 

or controlling their lives . The strongly ambitious members of the subjugated 
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groups who revolt, form resistance movements or resort to militancy normally 

require independent financial and logistic resources to avoid counter influence 

over their actions; this parallels the financially independent women who 

advocated suffrage. The majority however accommodate and comply with the 

dictate to the powerful or resort to passive resistance and indirect means to get 

what they want. The first group are the women who accept subjectivity as an 

ordained predicament while the second group of women tend to express their 

anger by resorting to covert and indirect ways. (There were various means to 

express passive anger for Victorian women from budget mismanagement to 

engaging in excessive social activities that left no time to supervise the children or 

the household). However this research only focuses on the third category; the 

members of this group neither revolted nor fully complied with the subjugator' s  

dictates but cleverly used their skills to rise above their subordinate positions. 

Women of this group, like the indigenous elite, were seen as traitors by the 

resistance groups and as models to be followed by the majority. Although it is 

impossible to generalise, most active members of the anti-suffrage group 

benefitted from their stance in one way or another. 

3.6 Siding with the Dominant 

The anti-suffrage campaign was launched in the late 1 860s and supported by the 

conservative figures of the government for political and imperialist reasons. If we 

consider the capacity of the ruling class to punish in the British colonies, and, as 

patriarchs, within the family, it becomes understandable why the majority of the 

conservative figures ' wives and daughters sided with their men. This was 

reinforced by Victorian conventions of loyalty to those upon whom they depended 
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financially. The four women studied in this thesis felt these conflicts deeply. 

Gertrude Bell, for example, who resented the stifling conventions imposed on 

women, also felt the Victorian conventions of loyalty strongly. She belonged to an 

upper-middle class governed by mutual economic interests with the ruling elite . 

But the others - Eliza Lynn Linton, Janet Hogarth and Flora Shaw - did not 

depend on a man for their living, and would have benefitted from the 

emancipation and franchise. All four women put their skills at the service of the 

subjugators who exploited their education, knowledge and intelligence in return 

for personal privileges .  In their private lives they stepped over many of the social 

limitations allowed to Victorian women. They had feminist tendencies and 

soon 

delayed the emancipation of women for many years. 

Although each woman had her private reason for putting forward anti-suffrage 

arguments they each sought to pursue personal and financial independence and 

retreated and complied under pressure . Their public views betrayed their 

own position and their participation in the anti-suffrage arguments may have 

silently achieved for themselves what the pro-suffrage and feminist women sought 

to achieve for all .  The thin line separating them from their pro-suffrage and 

feminist sisters was that they all at some point in their lives outwardly rejected 

feminism and suffrage yet they cleverly legitimised their escape from the 

subordinate and conventional lives they led, leaving those seeking general good to 

revolt, resist and consequently be punished. Those women utilised their 

subordinate position to avoid the Victorian social restrictions from which they 

changed their mind on the issue of suffrage at one point of their lives. They were 

ambitious but at the same time they dared not voice rebellion or if they did, they 
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suffered, secure a position and an income and are therefore comparable with the 

native elite who felt obliged to collaborate with the enemy in an attempt to 

liberate themselves. In tum representatives of the state (the coloniser) welcomed 

their voice in the public domain. Alongside clerics and educationalists, these 

intellectual women were used by the government to propagate conservative social 

attitudes through their j ournalism and anti-suffrage activities. As the Anti-suffrage 

Review reported in 1 9 1 3 :  

It i s  satisfactory to note that the Bishop of Bristol, in consenting to 

preside at a meeting to consider "the religious aspect of the women' s  

movement" was careful to dissociate himself from the Woman 

Suffrage cause .  

As the Bishop said he was on neither side . . .  he  ended by saying "He 

was perfectly certain it would be better for the world that women 

should have greater power; but very much doubted whether it would 

be better for the women themselves ." (Anti-Suffrage Review, March 

1 9 1 3 , p.XX) 

that it was her duty to adjust, serve and look after the man's needs and so women 

were brought up to accept their roles as 'natural ' in every way. bold enough to 

The fusion of the two opposing ideas of dominance and subordination in the 

consciousness of the subjugated Victorian woman shaped her mentality to believe 

doubt these religious ideologies and it is highly unlikely that their attitude against 

the emancipation of women stemmed from the belief that it was an ordained 

predicament. Through their professions they yearned to be equal with men and 
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imitated them in actions, speech or writing. They were sometimes described as 

women with a man ' s  mentality and so they were permitted to rise above their 

subordinate positions and occupy prominent posts. Memmi argues that the 

colonised admire the coloniser and feel proud of their status. This is reflected in 

their mimicry of the coloniser's language, dress, politics, views and cultural 

attitude because their minds have been colonized to believe they are ' inefficient 

and derisory' (Memmi, 1 967, p . 1 23) .  While this cannot be directly applied to the 

women under study here, some elements do appear to be relevant: these women 

mimicked the politics, views, and on occasions language and dress of their male 

counterparts. Their connection with the coloniser may be interpreted as means to 

achieve ( consciously or unconsciously) pseudo-independence and gain power at 

the expense of  their fellow citizens. Although they rose to high-ranking positions, 

they failed to overcome full subaltemacy as they had probably hoped. 

3.7 Shaping the Minds of the Masses 

Emphasis on the importance of the Intellectual in shaping the mind of the 

populace can be traced as far back as Plato's Republic in which Socrates stressed 

the importance of censorship to authorize good literature which may be used to 

fashion the minds of the young: 

Then the first thing will be to establish a censorship of the WTiters of 

fiction, and let the censors receive any tale of fiction which is good, and 

reject the bad; and we will desire mothers and nurses to tell their children 

the authorised ones only. Let them fashion the mind with such tales. 

(Jowett, trans. 1 87 1 ,  Bk. II) 
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Gramsci later defined the 'organic ' intellectual as the intellectual and moral leader 

of society whose influence is exercised through education and culture. He also 

pointed out that the expanding category of intellectuals exercise a mass of 

functions to serve the requirements of the dominant group (Gramsci, 1 996, p. 1 3). 

He compared the function of the urban intellectual to that of subaltern officers 

stating that the urban type intellectual lacked 'autonomous initiative '  and their 

function was restricted to articulating the relationship between entrepreneur and 

the populace to generate public consent, conversely he argued that the organic 

development of the peasant masses depends to some extent on the movement 

among the intellectuals that will achieve the effective subordination of these 

masses to the intellectual ( coloniser-colonised). Contemporary Syrian writer 

J awdat Said puts this clearly stating that the intellectual and not the oppressor is 

most effective in subjugating the masses; ' the problem of subjugation does not lie 

in the oppressor or their demeaned slaves, but in the "teachers" or "people of 

knowledge", '  and blames the intellectuals' indifference for the cultural crisis of 

today (Said, 2000- 1 ,  pp. I 09- 1 1 0). 

Ideological hegemony, Gramsci pointed out; requires that the majority of the 

population accept what takes place in society as 'common sense' or as 'the only 

way of running society ' .  He saw that the ruling classes dominated through gaining 

the consent of the populace and that coercive measures were only used as a last 

resort against those unwilling to comply, stressing the crucial role of the 

intellectual to achieve the participation of the majority. This echoes the way in 

which Alfred Milner, for example, wrote on the inferiority of the subject races 
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(Milner, 1 9 1 3 )  and the political speeches of Joseph Chamberlain who justified 

imperial rule as a 'national mission' (Chamberlain, 1 897, p.244). 

Gramsci defined the traditional intellectuals as those who think of themselves as 

independent of the ruling groups, but they are essentially conservative, allied to 

and assisting the ruling group in society, whereas the organic intellectuals group 

grow with the dominant social group, the ruling class, and represent their thinking 

and organisation. Gramsci saw them as the product of the educational system; 

their function is to maintain the hegemony of the ruling class over the rest of 

society. Gramsci did not overlook religion as a powerful source to influence the 

hearts and minds of people. He argued that, 'The most typical of these categories 

of intellectuals is that of the ecclesiastics, who for a long . . .  held a monopoly of a 

number of important services: religious ideology, that is the philosophy and 

science of the age, together with schools, education, morality, justice, charity, 

good works, etc ' (Gramsci, 1 996, p. 7). Gramsci identified education, language 

and religion as the means utilized to instil the values and morals in society. These 

factors are tied together to influence the opinions of people and prevent counter 

ideologies. In Victorian and Edwardian England specialised education and 

exposure to a carefully controlled Press were used to partially colonise the minds 

of the people to form the desired opinions. A similar method was also applied by 

the British command in India as precautionary measure to steer the minds of 

constantly to get entertainment, penny readings and the like to amuse the men and 

keep their minds occupied, for if once soldiers begin to think of the terrors of 

soldiers off the epidemic during the outbreak of cholera in Allahabad 1 866. Lord 

Frederick Roberts of Kandahar wrote; 'part of our experience was that we had 
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cholera, they are seized with panic, and many get the disease from pure fright' 

(Roberts, 1 898 ,  p.27). 

Literature plays a significant role in channelling thought towards desired goals. 

Themes hailing the expansion of the British Empire, the white man's role in 

civilising the savage world, convinced the people that there is a humanitarian 

cause behind colonising remote parts of the globe. Similarly the control exercised 

during the nineteenth century on middle-class women's choices of papers and 

novels, sought to channel their thoughts through idealising the conventional roles 

of women; likewise religious teaching encouraged women to remain within their 

domestic sphere for their own good. 

3.8 Combating Emancipation for Political Purposes 

The emancipation of women not only threatened patriarchal hegemony, but also 

had strong political dimensions. Several pretexts were used to justify the state' s  

opposition to the cause. Apart from the Separate Spheres, arguments about 

biological difference, and from the Scriptures, there was the pretext that explicitly 

reflected the 

women would become less interested in marriage and reproduction, the biological 

and religious arguments were effective in convincing the majority into accepting 

the argument that women's  emancipation risked the continuation of the race 

Empire ' s  expansionist policy. The argument ran that enfranchised 

which was needed to rule both the mother country and the colonies as 

' commonsense ' ,  which reflects the effect of the intellectuals on the views of the 

population. The other major argument stated that women's intervention in politics 

would negatively impact the expansion of the Empire as they would ' directly 
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influence the national councils in the choice of peace and war, ' leading the 

country to accept ' shameful peace' (Linton, 1 889a, p .5 82). This disclosed that the 

actual reason behind opposition to the enfranchisement of women lay in the desire 

to keep the 'balance of political power in the same hands as the balance of 

physical force' as Mr MacCullum Scott phrased it in the parliamentary debate on 

women in 1 9 1 2  (Parliamentary Debates, Mar 25-Apr 1 2, 1 9 1 2). 

The argument of MP John Bright in the Houses of Parliament in 1 876 clarifies 

that behind the opposition were social and political fears (Bright, 1 876, Speech on 

the Women's  Disabilities Removal Bill, 26 April 1 876 ' ,  Hansard 's Parliamentary 

Debate April 1 876, Vol. 2, No. 228, pp. 1 732-42). 

A later parliamentary debate in 1 9 1 2  on the Conciliation Bill to enfranchise some 

one million property-owning women shows that the competition among parties 

governed the franchise issue; ' if the Bill is going to be a good bill for the 

Conservative Party the other side will never rest until they have extended the 

Franchise until it embraces the whole of Adult Suffrage of this country' (Mr. 

Cator, 1 876, Speech on the Women' s  Disabilities Removal Bill, 26 April 1 876, 

Hansard' s  Parliamentary Debate April 1 876, Vol. 2, No. 228, pp. 1 732-42). 

This also is evident in the changing attitude of the Labour Parliamentary 

Committee in 1 897 that began to support equal franchise for women because they 

feared an imbalance in the number of votes if the bill would enfranchise women 

of middle and aristocratic classes, leaving their supporters of the working class 

women 'voteless '  (Lewenhak, 1 977, p. 1 07) .  
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The Liberal Party and the Parliamentary Labour Party opposed that the legislation 

of women ' s  suffrage should be based on property qualifications, while the 

Conservative Party saw no reason why women with property should not be given 

the vote. This consolidates the idea that the Conservatives did not mind granting 

the vote to propertied women who would naturally vote Conservative but minded 

enfranchising women of the working classes (the natives) . Leah Leneman 

suggests that this was a strategy to obstruct the Adult Majority Bill (Lewenhak, 

1 977, p.33). 

The above suggests that the whole suffrage issue was mostly a political one in 

which a party representing one class feared the victory of the other and women 

were caught in the middle. The fact that the anti-suffrage campaign was largely 

aimed at the middle classes also suggests that it may have stemmed from the 

government' s  fear that each group of this multi-layer class would vote depending 

on their social stratum; the lower the level the more likely it was they would vote 

Labour. To contain this rising threat, it was thus necessary for the government to 

seek the help of the intellectuals. This is clearly reflected in the actions of several 

ruling figures of the Empire such as Queen Victoria ( 1 837- 1 90 1 ), Gladstone, Lord 

Cromer, Lord Curzon, Sir Winston Churchill and many others whose disapproval 

obviously encouraged the launching of a fierce press campaign to confront the 

emancipation of women. Queen Victoria' s  role, not as a woman whose public 

image contradicted the private sphere theory of women's  place in society, but as a 

monarch and an iconic imperial figure, was, for example, in 1 870 ' .. . most anxious 

to enlist anyone who can speak and write . . . [against] this mad, wicked folly of 

women's rights . '  The Queen requested hiring good writers to confront the threat; 
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' . . . Pray try and get some good writing against it. The Times has written extremely 

well about it' (Letter from Queen Victoria, May 1 870, to Theodore Martin, quoted 

in Trollope, 1 983 ,  p.29). 

Also Gladstone' s  sugar-coated fear that the vote would lead women to 'trespass 

upon the delicacy, the purity, the elevation' of their nature, reflect agreement 

Papers of high circulation like The Times, mouthpiece of the Conservatives, 

continued to oppose the enfranchisement of women after Queen Victoria' s  death 

in 1 90 1 .  The Times' successive owners and editors from 1 847- 1 9 1 9  were either 

graduates of, or Professors at Oxford University. Their views had a marked 

influence on the paper' s  tone despite efforts to keep it as a national opinion organ. 

The exchange of letters from women 'Antis' with The Times eventually led to the 

establishment of the women Anti-Suffrage League in 1 908 (Brown, 2008). 

The imperial argument and the protection of national interest thus served as 

perfect pretexts to stop the enfranchisement of women. The 'Antis' ,  who were 

mostly anti-democrats and operated as the Conservatives' agents concentrated on 

bordinatethe womanly duty of the maternal role to ensure that women remained su

and dedicated themselves to the reproduction of the race. 'Antis ' also advocated 

among the ruling aristocrats to oppose the emancipation of women. However it is 

worth noting that Queen Victoria strongly influenced her nation particularly the 

middle classes; when her husband Albert died in 1 86 1 ,  for example, she donned 

widow's  mourning attire for the rest of her life. This largely influenced the 

nation' s  opinion of mourning till the end of the century. 
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that women's sphere of power came through gentle influence and behaviour to 

ensure peaceful compliance. 

3.9 'Four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than a 

thousand bayonets' - Napoleon Bonaparte 

The tactics employed by the Press to steer public opinion may have not been 

disclosed to the public and the 

'central idea of English life and politics' (Arnold, 1 996, p. 7 4 ). The State 'as 

circumstances may require' and for the benefit of the nation, (Arnold, p.82) had to 

mere knowledge of their existence may have been 

restricted to the policy-makers who in tum manipulated and exploited the 

intellectual elite. Britain stressed that the 'assertion of personal liberty' was the 

indirectly steer the English people's views to secure its interests. Thinkers such as 

Mathew Arnold described the intellectual as society's 'best selves' (pp. 82-97). 

Edward Said interpreted Arnold's argument as carrying the fear of granting 

further freedoms to people in order to maintain the government's grip over society 

the editors themselves' it also suggests national corporate identity' (pp.2 1 -22). 

Said also highlights how language is capable of twisting truths through reiterating 

George Orwell ' s  view that 'political language is designed to make lies sound 

(Said, 1 994, p.22). For Said, Arnold's argument implies that intellectuals are 

needed 'to quieten people down' and convince them through the 'best ideas' and 

literature of the value of belonging to a national community and to prevent them 

from 'doing as one likes.' Said also points to the importance of the language and 

tone in winning over support: 'the editorial use of "we" and "us" refers directly to 
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truthful, murder respectable and to give appearance of solidarity to pure wind' 

(pp.2 1-22). 

The efforts made by the ' intellectuals' to make 'the best thoughts' prevail or 'give 

the appearance of solidarity to pure wind' can be detected in the way the 'Woman 

Question' was handled by the press and, other non-fiction publications in addition 

to the publication of novels and articles by famous women that directly and 

indirectly encourage and define the conservative's viewpoints; the Anti-Suffrage 

League Manifesto, by Mrs Humphry Ward in 1908, justified, for example, that the 

modern state depended 'for its very existence on naval and military power, 

diplomacy, finance . . . in none of which can women take any practical part . . .  ' 

(Phelps, 1 9 1 6, p.257) .  

Periodicals like the Saturday Review, The Times and Punch magazine sided with 

verbally linking women' s  rights to lack of womanly attributes and sexual 

unattractiveness. The Saturday Review, on the other hand, launched a heated 

campaign against female suffrage, and most probably censored any article against 

Conservative policy. (In a much later Saturday Review article (December 1933), 

A.A.B. (identified by initials only) draws the reader's attention to how a journalist 

is censored, blacklisted and described as 'thoroughly objectionable and to be 

watched' for writing; 'what I imagined to be the truth about the war, the result 

was that I was not popular with the Conservative Whips. ' ) 
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Therefore authors of fact and fiction in press and publishing played a pivotal role 

in shaping mass opinion and planting the ideologies of the government-Just as 

the pretexts advocating the supremacy of the race, the White Man's burden, and 

the religious duty to convert the heathen savages to Christianity were used to 

convince the public and justify sending soldiers, missionaries and agents to the 

colonies, the notion that women's emancipation threatened the greatness of the 

Empire and the supremacy of the race were employed to hamper women's 

emancipation efforts. 

3.10 Same Wine in a Fancy Bottle 

The ferocity of the anti-suffrage campaign launched by the press parallels today's 

modem form of colonialism which dispensed with coercive military occupation in 

favour of cultural imperialism. Just as today's media, a more influential substitute 

for literature, plays a major role in guiding or provoking the masses to safeguard 

the interests of the dominant powers, Victorian and Edwardian press and 

literature, less advanced in technological means and scope, played a similar role. 

Noeline Gannaway (converge.org) argues that the compliance of the media to fit 

official expectations is now more common than the obvious censorship of a 

dictatorial regime, pointing out that in many democracies; a link is found between 

political leaders and the owners of mass media. Gannaway gives the example of 

Rupert Murdoch's  ownership of 3 7  percent of the daily newspapers (Gannaway, 

n.d.). Similarly Lords Rothschild, Cromer and Northcliffe, for example, owned 

shares in the Anti-feminist paper The Times (The New York Times, 14 July, 1908). 
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intervention of an external source-the coloniser- in the mental sphere of a subject 

or a group of subjects-the colonised' in a way affecting structure, operation and 

Marcelo Dascal, on the other hand, defines the colonisation of the mind as: ' the 

content of the colonised mind and inflicting long-term effects. The definition is 

close in context to Plato's stress on the importance of literature in shaping minds. 

Dascal also points to a 'marked asymmetry of power between the coloniser and 

the colonised' ,  stressing that the parties may be conscious or unconscious of the 

roles (Dascal, n.d). 

In other words colonisation is achieved through the effect of remotely controlled 

information such as media and literature on the mind of the individual. Literature, 

Harrichand Itwaru argues, indoctrinated the colonised from a distance to love and 

admire the superiority of coloniser. This in Itwaru's  view is accompanied by the 

colonised negation of the self and his pride in being colonised. (Itwaru, n.d., 

pp.a1 0- 1 3 .  

the students' thinking towards England and the dream of becoming like the 

occupier; 'We were physically assaulted by our teachers to sing praises to the 

continuation of the British occupation' (Dhawan, 1 997, pp. 1 2- 1 3 ). Dhawan's 

experience with colonisation parallels the voluntary imperialist education that was 

directed at the young generations. Although both sections were colonised, they 

had opposite roles to play. Both were utilised to serve the goals of the British 

On another level R.K. Dhawan asserts the role of education in colonising minds. 

As a native, he maintained that the coloniser set to colonise their minds through 

schooling and education. He demonstrates how the teachers were the tool of 

coercion used by British colonisers; apart from utilising English literature to turn 
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Empire; associations such as the Boys' Brigade ( 1 884), the Church Lads' Brigade 

( 1 89 1 )  and the Boy Scouts ( 1 908) received imperialist training. A similar 

approach was applied with girls but was 'conducted differently and separately' 

(Bush, 2000, p. 1 27). 

The comparison between the indirect educational and cultural roles of today's 

media in shaping the minds of the masses is not only similar to Plato's emphasis 

but also to Mathew Arnold's ( 1 822a- 1 888) advice that one should like 'what right 

circumstances is the state (p. 82). He stressed that the 'best fitted' 'candidates for 

authority ' are the disinterested people of culture (i .e. the intellectuals) who can 

'seize on the best and make it prevail' for the good of society as a whole (pp.72-

84). 

importance of financial independence for realising and maintaining personal 

freedom. Those women emphasise that financial, social and psychological 

reason ordains' and his call to follow its authority to counteract anarchy (Arnold, 

1 869, p.82). For Arnold, the authority that provides ' right reason' according to 

These comparisons highlight how educationalists, intellectuals, clergy and 

journalists have been utilised to shape the minds of the public throughout history. 

Thus the metropolitan-periphery analogy suggests that the nineteenth century 

approach laid a similar emphasis on culture and education at home to achieve 

public support for issues of concern to the state. 

This research shows that Professional Victorian anti-feminist women had, like the 

elite of other subjugated groups and the organic intellectual, benefited from acting 

as agents of the State to secure personal goals. Emphasis is also laid on the 
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pressures lead humans to seek a way out. Although their performances vary and 

are governed by the restrictions of gender, they ( consciously or unconsciously) 

collaborated and betrayed their sisters. 

The following chapters show how those women traded with the feminist cause 

through depicting how they were not entirely convinced in their opposition to 

women 's emancipation and had themselves broken the conventions they 

advocated. Their commitment and loyalty to the enemy ideology largely stemmed 

from their dependency on the income they received from the coloniser whether 

from a patriarch or an institution to maintain their personal independence. The 

research also emphasises that the urge to salvage the colonised self is existent but 

it had been gained at the expense of the majority. 

Gautam Bhadra's ( 1 989, pp.54-92) argument that a subaltern mentality consists of 

both collaboration and resistance, suggests a two-fold interpretation of their 

attitude; either those women exploited their subjectivity and accommodated with 

male speech and ideology in an act of defiance to prove the falsity of the 

stereotypes restricting their gender, or as will be demonstrated they 'tended and 

befriended' and achieved their independence without drawing too much attention. 
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Chapter 4 :  Market Suitability: The Case of Eliza Lynn 

Linton 

Eliza Lynn Linton ( 1 e822- 1 898), novelist, was the first woman to receive a fixed 

salary for her journalistic work in England and the first to gain a B ritish Library 

reader's membership. She was a defiant feminist who turned into a fierce 

opponent of women's suffrage. Her importance for this research does not lie in 

her career as a novelist, but in her success as a journalist who employed her skills 

as a conservative apologist for the role of women. Linton resembles the colonised 

subaltern who adopts the coloniser' s  view in his attempt to please his master and 

secure his private goals. Through her profession, Linton functioned as a member 

of the colonised intellectual elite who furthered the coloniser's  interest by 

persuading the colonised of the necessity of the coloniser 's presence. Tracing the 

story of her life will show that she had not been a genuine anti-feminist, but a 

victim of a closed-minded society and financial necessity. She began her life as a 

rebel who defied social conventions and wrote 'bold' novels supporting women's 

sensitive issues such as women's education, the right to divorce, to own property 

and have equal parental custody rights. Her attitude became misogynistic later in 

emancipation. An evaluation of her literary products will show that her novels 

were in fact mild and often presented both sides of the suffrage argument. Her 

earlier articles called for the emancipation of women and she wrote in support of 
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life; her opinions changed as a result of personal circumstances. Her anti-feminist 

articles show she did not hold deep philosophical views and they were merely a 

reiteration of prevailing conventional ideas. The content and style of these articles 

suited the taste of the anti-suffrage press (which was backed by the ruling 

aristocracy) because she addressed the reader with a simplicity of style and 

language which was accessible and used examples from everyday life. Her anti

feminist articles influenced the debate on women, and her access to the reading 

public enabled her to mobilize public opinion against women rightists at a time 

they most needed support. 

Part I of this chapter will trace the development of her life and her writing style 

through shedding light on the factors that played a role in developing her 

misogynistic approach. It also shows that her misogyny was a tactic employed to 

overcome her harsh social and financial circumstances. Setting the gradual 

development of her anti-feminism against events in her private life, highlights the 

argument that people in subordinate positions are driven by necessity to change, 

camouflage or mask their principles to survive. 

Part II analyses how her attacks against women's emancipation and suffrage 

played the role of the native informer who collaborated with the enemy through 

highlighting his people' s faults and exposing their points of weakness, allowing 

the coloniser to tighten his grip over her fellow women. Linton's  influence 

extended all the way to the colonies and to America raising much controversy 

over the question of women ' s  education and rights . The influence of her first 

actual attack; 'The Girl of the Period' ,  published in The Saturday Review ( 1 868) ,  

was translated into Hindi. Its impact (similarly effective in  the colonies as part of 
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the metropolitan-periphery analogy and sameness) created controversy among 

colonised Indians as to whether they should educate their women and meet the 

same kind of dilemma as the English (Heisinger et al. , 1 983). In America, her 

Saturday Review articles on women were reprinted and excited a great deal of 

indignation for a long time (Heisinger et al. , 1 983) .  

Her sensational article 'The Girl of the Period' and her other similar essays, 

written during the long path of her career, brought her fame and kept up a 

reasonable flow of income. Eliza Linton did not seem to mind the apparent 

contradiction between her essays and conduct, but to the contrary she ' . . .  went out 

of her way to get herself talked about because of her vehement views . . . . ' (Van 

Thal, 1 979, p. 1 55) .  

PART I 

4.1 Vanguard of Modern Womanhood 

The inconsistency between Linton' s  private life and her career has been attributed 

to several reasons. Although she was in the vanguard of modem womanhood, she 

women who were striving to acquire the like privileges ' (Paston, 1 90 1 ,  p .509). 
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interpretations that were given for her attitude seem lacking in one way or 

another. George Paston, for example, in 'A Censor of Modem Womanhood' 

attributed her change of opinion to her being ' in a curiously transitional state' .  

'With one hand . . .  holding fast to  the rights and opportunities she had demanded -

and obtained - in her youth, while with the other she was striking at the younger 



Nancy Fix Anderson suggests that she might have had lesbian tendencies ( 1987, 

p.64). Anderson also names Eliza Linton' s  identification with male position in 

society as another reason behind her opposition of the cause, whereas G. S .  

Layard attributes i t  to  her realisation of the grave impact women's  emancipation 

would have, because she had 'realised that emancipation had not proved such a 

success in her case as to warrant its general adoption' (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p. 1 39). The 

interpretations of Paston, Anderson and Layard lack well founded reasons and do 

not present a realistic assessment because Linton was not totally uncaring for the 

Cause and it i s  known that she supported women ' s  education, right to divorce and 

other rights and sympathised as will be demonstrated later in the chapter with 

women. Anderson's  suggestion that Linton' s  being lesbian and identification with 

Layard' s  argument is also unrealistic because Linton' s  opposition to the 

emancipation of women and women's  suffrage was strongly hostile and 

misogynistic unlike other women opponents of the cause. 

As was common in Victorian times, a large part of her private letters and her diary 

have been destroyed. However the available data, biographies, private and 

business correspondence, short stories, novels, and most importantly her 

autobiographical fiction, The Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland ( 1 885), 

men lay behind her opposition are also insufficient because they contradict with 

her approach to life, which was typical of a woman at that time: apart from the 

fact that Linton' s  lesbianism has not been proved, she fell in love with two men in 

her life; first: with Edward Mac Dermot, a physician with whom she separated for 

difference of faith and second her love and marriage to W. J. Linton. She also 

attacked lesbians in the strongest terms in the Rebel of the Family ( 1  880). 
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clearly depict inconsistency between her private life and her public face. The 

Autobiography has been acknowledged as a credible depiction of her life by G. S. 

Layard, her biographer. Eliza Linton herself describes it as: 'an outpour no one 

hears me make by word of mouth, a confession of sorrow, suffering, trial, and 

determination not to be beaten, which few suspect as the underlying truth of my 

life

Kirklandj should be used in the following pages. As it is . .  . I  have felt it 

obligatory to make copious extracts, dotting the i 's  and crossing the t's 

where necessary. (La yard, 1 90 1 ,  Preface) 

The fact that The Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland ( 1 885)  was written 

much later in her life helps to uncover parts of her character and serves to confirm 

' (La yard, 1 90 1 ,  Preface). Layard says: 

To me, as Mrs. Linton's biographer . . .  , I should have been in two 

minds as to the extent to which it [The Autobiography of Christopher 

that the ambition she pursued with vigour and determination, had been stimulated 

from early childhood; ' It is from Kirkland that we learn so much of her life, 

friendships and interests' (Van Thal, 1 979, p . 1 47). Linton defended her anti

feminism by emphasising her past mistake and justified her opposition as an 

attempt to achieve general good: 

I belong too, to the generation which made the first steps for the 

emancipation of women . . . I have lived to see my mistake . . .  I would 

prevent with all my strength young girls from following my mistake, 

and guard them with my own body from such insults as you and your 
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change and adjust to the requirements of that superior rather than adhere to her 

convictions: 'Could I not alter it to suit you? I am teachable, and grateful for 

kind have showered on me when differing from you m opinion. 

(Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p.a1 40) 

Linton' s  articles do not reflect, as she claimed, her keenness to guard young girls 

with her 'own body' against repeating her mistake, but on the contrary, they are 

an attack on her sex's limited mental abilities, shallowness and other limitations. 

The exaggerated self-confidence she portrays in her autobiography and some of 

her other works was more likely to have stemmed from lack of self-confidence 

and need for security. The concessions she gave to John Blackwood in 1 863 to get 

published were gradual and humiliating; Linton begins with advertising her newly 

written novel Dearly Beloved as 'not weaker' than Adam Bede and Jane Eyre. 

When it was rejected by several publishers including Blackwood, she appealed, ' I  

have faculties that might be utilized; '  and when her appeal did not succeed, she 

begged for sympathy : ' I  have never been advised . . .  it has been hard solitary fierce 

struggle' (Anderson, 1 987, p. 1 00). Her humble appeals parallel that of an inferior 

seeking the approval of a superior. Linton 's tone also shows a strong inclination to 

criticism' (cited in Anderson, 1 987 ,  p. 1 00). 

In her adjustment to the anti-suffrage argument, Linton adopted the 'general good' 

pretext and in a patronising tone concentrated on the welfare of the British Empire 

and the threat posed by women on society : ' She who cannot stand up against the 

discovery that a few candles have been taken to swell the grease-pot would have 

the right to her practical say in the matter of a fight with Germany or a death 

struggle with Russia' (Linton, 1 889,  p.5 82) .  Her attacks parallel in tone the 
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Occident's criticism of the Orient as she depicted women as the inferior 'Other. ' 

Her criticisms only happened after she was driven by necessity to change her 

attitude. In two stages of her life Linton encountered difficulties trying to publish 

her work; firstly after the publication of Realities ( 1 8 5 1  ) ;  secondly, after her 

separation from her husband wood-engraver, poet, writer and a Chartist agitator 

W. J. Linton. The fact that her feminist views remained unchanged while she 

adopted a different public attitude suggests that she had made concessions to get 

published and secure a regular income. 

4.2 Early Feminism 

Conversion in general requires the total commitment and adherence to the new 

principles adopted by the converted. Though a virulently traditional anti-feminist 

in public, Linton was revolutionary in private. She held strong political views, 

defended woman's causes and did not tolerate 'sarcasm at the expense of her sex' 

(A. W. Benn, cited in Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p.200). Although her attacks on women form 

a major part of her literary product, in her private life she remained the strong 

defiant girl of twenty-three, who left the family house and ventured on her own to 

London in pursuit of a career and whose difficult start did not deter her because 

she was determined to succeed. Her accounts of her childhood and family life 

reveal neglect on the part of her father, Vicar Lynn of Keswick, who did not 

concern himself with the education of his children and did not send them to 

school. They had to learn as best they could on their own. The self-educated 

Linton later complained that her father, a well-educated man, could have taught 

them himself, but 'he was too impatient and indolent, ' and the children suffered 

from the 'dead weight of his inertia' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  p.37). This home 
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environment was fertile ground for revolt. Her attempt to gain control over her 

destiny in the first phase of her life as well as her early feminist works reflect her 

attempts to end the hegemonic control of her family. This is supported by her 

resentment of the subjugated lives of women: 'You hold my fate in yr. own hands, 

and I by yr. decision must either remain a purse knitting, embroidering, flirting 

young lady or hope . .. I may dare to rank with the highest' (Anderson, 1 987, 

p.25). 

isolated from her father, brothers and sisters. The lack of active parental 

tyranny exercised by these unfledged viceroys of Providence over 

subordinates' (Linton, 1 885, Vol. 1 ,  Ch. from male 'trial 2 ,  p.46). Linton suffered 

their 

of strength', 'favouritism' and 'the knowledge that no justice was to be expected' 

(Linton, 1 885,  Vol. 1 ,  Ch. 2, p.4 7). Her frequent fights with her family imply that 

Her conversion to anti-feminism in the later part of the 1 860s suggests a change in 

tactics rather than conviction. Linton's compliance with the prevalent ideology, 

point to her attempt to avoid the risk of keeping up defiance. Her lack of proper 

education weakened her position and created constant lack of self-confidence; this 

she tried to cover by standing out from the crowd. Linton fought all her life to 

avoid returning to financial dependency and being at the mercy of others. Her 

earliest memories depict her as a family outcast who was 'out of harmony' and 

supervision consolidated her subjectivity because it enabled the older in the family 

to dominate the younger. This she describes as 'the most disastrous system of 

she had rejected this form of subordination. Her violent tempers eventually drove 

her sisters to send her away to Coventry for some time. Linton admitted that she ' 

only longed to receive the same love as that which was given to others-to be 
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included-to be taken out of the solitude and banishment in which I lived' (Linton, 

1 885, Vol . 1 ,  Ch. 5 ,  p . 1 45) .  Her decision to leave home and pursue a career 

suggests that she had been desperate and explains her early writings on women's  

emancipation. 

4.3 Ambitions for Financial Independence 

Linton' s  ambition was a strong motivating force throughout the long course of her 

career. Her hard work and persistence reflect an attempt to impress her father who 

she felt did not love her: ' I  cannot kiss you, for I neither believe in you nor respect 

you' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  Ch. 5 ,  p . 1 45) .  Her strong desire to 'rank high with the 

best' and overcome subjugation inflicted by being continuously ' snubbed by my 

father . . .  roughly handled by my brothers, whose authority I defied' (Linton, 1 885 ,  

Vol. 1 ,  p .74). Linton associated liberty with independent income; 'Once give me 

my liberty, my majority, and my share of the small fortune left us by our 

grandfather, and let me go into the world for myself, and I would be happy and set 

out to London to pursue a career (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol . 1 ,  p . 1 09). She recalls that 

leaving home upset her family who wanted her to be like 'other people' (Tweedie, 

1 894) . 

By the end of her first year in London, Linton was obliged to return home but 

could not resume her old life in the family home and this time not much 

persuasion was needed to convince the family and Linton settled in London as a 

woman of letters . To overcome the problem of irregular income, she boldly 

applied for a job at the Morning Chronicle and became the first woman journalist 

to draw a fixed salary in England (Linton, 1 885, Vol .  1 ,  p .52) .  Despite the 
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restrictions on work available to women, Linton also succeeded in publishing 

some of her poems and several short stories in Ainsworth 's and the Metropolitan. 

Her story 'Fanny Lawson' s  New Bonnet' reflects fear of her new life in 'London, 

the centre-place of sin! Alas ! Alas ! '  (Anderson, 1 9 87, p .36) . 

Linton's  ' first mental offspring' ,  Azeth the Egyptian, published in January 1 847, 

does not reflect feminism but is a careful classical on the struggle between sexual 

passion and spiritual purity. The recognition it received and the favourable 

reviews from papers like The Times encouraged her to continue: 'This changed 

the whole aspect of life for me. I seemed to walk on air . . .  It was the first taste of 

success, and oh, how sweet the draught' (Tweedie, 1 894, p.35 8) .  It also made her 

'more than ever in love with liberty and literature ' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  p.262). 

From that day onward she financially supported herself (Tweedie, 1 894, p .359). 

Encouraged by success, Linton tackled a more daring theme in Amymone ( 1 848), 

a historical novel set in classical Greece. In Amymone she refuted the Victorian 

notion that women are sexless and that love for them is only an emotion. She also 

presented two opposing female characters in which she used the character of 

Aspasia, the mistress of Pericles to advocate women's rights and free love 

(Anderson, 1 987, pp.49-50). Her third novel Realities ( 1 85 1 )  however, 

transgressed the Victorian standards of propriety and brought about a negative 

reaction. On the publication of this novel, Linton was shunned by her circle of 

friends, lost her job around the same time and faced difficulties when she tried to 

publish her freelance work. Those difficulties mark the first turning point in her 

life although her conversion to anti-suffrage came about much later. Linton' s  

feminism was not only evident in  her Amymone and Realities but also in  other 
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works during the 1 850s such as her essay in support of Mary Wollstonecraft 

( 1 854), a poem in The English Republic, call ing for the liberty of women and a 

short story, 'French Love ' ( 1 855)  in Household Words. 

A mild anti-feminist attitude is detected from the mid 1 860s marking the decline 

of her unhappy marriage to W. J. Linton; wood-engraver, poet, writer and a 

Chartist agitator. Her vehement articles against women were not published till 

1 868 when full separation took place. This suggests that Linton adopted this new 

attitude to rebuild her life through marketing sellable articles; the Woman 

Question had already gained substantial force since 1 866 when Member of 

Parliament John Stuart Mill submitted a petition, on behalf of 1 ,500 women, to 

grant women the right to vote. Although it was unsuccessful, it raised controversy 

and triggered the formation of campaigns for the enfranchisement of women 

across Britain . 

Linton' s  conversion at that particular time suggests that she sought to compensate 

for the decline in her career. The Press was against the emancipation question 

whereas many educated women and writers supported emancipation; it thus 

seemed lucrative to write against women and reiterate the argument of the 

influential forces of government and society: Walter Berries Pollock described 

Linton as a ' clever' woman whose article 'The Girl of the Period' was 'written as 

a deliberate attempt to make an earthquake in a coffee cup ' (Pollock, 1 90 1 ,  

pp.705-6). Being self-educated intensified the subordinate feelings she had 

suffered at home. This made her fiercely envious of anyone whom she suspected 

received the love or the support she was denied. This also parallels with the 

native ' s  envy of his more privileged fellows who climb up to a position closer to 
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that of the coloniser. Her fierce envy of George Eliot, for example, was a form of 

competition among the similar. Heider ( 1 958) says that envy rises among the 

similarly situated, whereas Parrott ( 1 99 1 ,  pp.3-30) emphasizes that ' social 

comparison' is the basis of envy. Linton' s  envy is also noticeable in her 

relationship with her sister Lucy who enjoyed Vicar Lynn's  attention. Many of 

Linton' s short stories reflect her feeling of marginalisation and her excesses in 

adolescence and self-punishment reflect her longing to seek attention (Linton, 

1 885). Her ' religious ' practices failed to win Vicar Lynn's approval, as she had 

hoped, and he was appalled by her extremism. Those fanatic childhood tactics 

suggest a strong parallel with her later fanatic attacks on women. Both tactics 

seem to have been employed to gain attention and approval of some dominant 

force in Linton' s  life. 

Her first rebellion is that of a discontented subject who attempts to evade 

colonisation by emigrating elsewhere. Her refusal to combine a vocation with 

useful domesticity, though it was common for women with higher aspirations to 

fulfil both their aspiration and the expected domestic role without breaking the 

norm, indicate a desire to escape the oppressive circumstances of her life. Many 

contemporary women writers in similar positions wrote from the comfort of their 

home without breaking the social rule, like Charlotte Yonge, Elizabeth Sewell and 

the Bronte sisters, while others gave up their vocation upon marriage; but Linton 

chose to pursue the course of few women, like Harriet Martineau, who were 

forced by circumstances to write for a living. Linton seems to have planned her 

future by focusing on education: 'when I was about eleven years of age, almost 

suddenly I seemed to leap out of this narrow circle and to demand a larger mental 
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area altogether. There woke up in me the most burning desire to Know' (Linton, 

1 885 ,  Vol. l ,  p.68) . In her desire for success, she exceeded the narrow limits of 

Victorian ladyhood, and at the age of seventeen she also abandoned her religious 

beliefs; and in later years she changed her feminist convictions and her political 

views too. 

Linton' s rejection for her subjugated position explains both her early rebellion and 

later conversion: 'When I am my own master I will be happy . . .  I would be 

famous and do great things .  I would cover my name with glory and all those who 

had not believed in me . . .  should be proud of me' (Linton, 1 885 , Vol . 1 ,  p. 1 09), 

although her Autobiography ( 1 855 )  was told by a male persona there was no limit, 

and failure was out of the question: 

succeed. And I felt as I could not fail .  (Linton, 1 885, Vol. 1 ,  pp. I  09-

1 1 0) 

4.4 Letters : Manipulative Subordination 

Linton saved no effort to get her way. The subordinate tone of her letters 

I used to dream of senior wranglership at Cambridge and of the 

leadership of the House of Commons.  I would go to the bar and be 

Lord Chancellor, or remain a free lance and be Prime Minister. I 

would make a name: I would be great. Whatever I did I would 

manipulated people of authority in her field. Her early letters suggest that she 

made concessions to useful figures while refusing to comply with those lacking 

ambition. Her description of her father reflects her resentment for an unmotivated 
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pass till I see the messenger of my future fate, and put me soon out of misery, ' 

She portrayed herself as a helpless creature whose fate lay solely in his hands and 

who had taken a grave risk by writing to him: ' I  shall be undone-lost forever. ' If it 

were to be known that she was corresponding with him and signs off as his 

'newspaper-expecting friend' (Eliza Lynn Linton to Richard Bentley, n.d., Dec. 

1 837,  quoted in Anderson, 1 987, p .24) . 

person who 'might have undoubtedly won [a name in literature] with a little 

industry' and was 'not liberal as a home-provider' (Linton, 1 885,  Vol . 1 ,  p.40). 

This is stressed by the little regard she paid to his opposition regarding her future; 

aged fifteen she took the initiative of writing secretly to Richard Bentley, 

publisher of the successful Bentley 's Miscellany. The manipulative tone she used 

reflects an attitude contrary to the rebellious tantrums she displayed at home. 

Similarly in adulthood she was compliant in her relationship with Walter Savage 

Landor and did not try to provoke his temper. The style in which she wrote her 

letters was more like an appeal from a dej ected soul than a letter asking for an 

opportunity to publish. After the initial apology for taking the liberty of 

addressing him, Linton stated that desire has overcome reason ' . . .  my desire to be 

a contributor to Bentley Miscellany has overcome my better reason' and admits 

that her sex is an obstacle. This acknowledgment, though naive, is usually quite 

effective for gaining sympathy; ' I  know not, if you think my sex a disadvantage or 

not - I do the former. . .  ' Linton does not hesitate to emotionally blackmail Bentley 

by pleading with him to 'take pity on the sleepless nights, the restless days, I shall 

Encouraged by Bentley' s positive reaction Linton wrote again using her name this 

time and forgetting the alleged risk. Unable to conceal her ambition, she goaded 
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' If ever in after life the name of Eliza Lynn shall be known, if I do not live and die 

a thing overlooked by all, the world and everyone shall know that to Richard 

Bentley the true the generous is due the praise' . (Eliza Lynn Linton to Richard 

Bentley, n.d. , Dec. 1 837 ,  quoted in Anderson, 1 987, p.25) . After a couple of 

letters Linton sent him a story attached to a letter, but Bentley did not publish the 

story. Her tactics to ' rank with the highest' are reflected in her marketing skills 

after she settled in London. In 1 848 she boldly approached Bentley proposing a 

flat payment of £ 1 50  for her Amymone, 'no reverse, no contingency . . .  simply 

because I have often wished that you would one day publish my books, ' and 

Bentley agreed to see the manuscripts. To secure the deal she resorted to 

emotional blackmail ' I  shall be heartbroken! I feel as if my whole life were on this 

chance ! How anxiously I shall look to its publication' (Eliza Lynn Linton to 

Richard Bentley, quoted in Anderson, 1 987, p.47); to speed up the publication of 

her work she pleaded: 'Do let me beg of you to begin it ! My heart is  very sore and 

heavy . . .  my future life depends so much on the success of this book' ( quoted in 

Anderson, 1 987, p.48). 

Her letters had their impact on some publishers like Ainsworth who published two 

of her poems in Ainsworth 's Magazine, and paid her two guineas. At the 

beginning of her career Linton was anxious to establish a name for herself: 

' literature and literary fame are more to me than mere pleasure or profit; - they are 

my true and only life' (Eliza Lynn Linton to Richard Bentley, quoted in 

Anderson, 1 987 ,  p.47). 

However not all the publishers were affected by her appeals: her continuous 

appeals to Blackwood, for example, to publish one of her works in Maga did not 
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bring about the desired effect. Although she made a lot of concessions and begged 

to rewrite her article: 'Could I not alter it to suit you? ' Blackwood refused. 

Although she humiliated herself further by pleading to be guided: 'I have never 

been advised, never guided, never helped, Blackwood was not moved (quoted in 

Anderson, 1 987,  p. 1 00). 

4.5 Linton's Literary Industry 

The editor used to send me a little note in the morning with the House 

of Commons discussions or the Blue Books. I wrote my leader; and at 

four P.M [sic] the printer' s  devil came to fetch the 'copy' for the next 

morning' s  edition . . .  I was paid £20 for six leaders, so that it brought 

me a regular income . . . .  ' (Tweedie, 1 894, p .359). 

Linton passed Douglas Cook's test that earned her the Morning Chronicle job .  For 

the ' sweet after the meat, ' Linton continued to please her superiors and produce 

the right material in a very short time. She did what she was told: 
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Linton took to j ournalism out of necessity: ' The first necessity was to get steady 

employment outside my novel-writing, which was to be the sweet after the meat' 

this explains why she sought quantity over quality (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol . 1 ,  p.263) .  

Her confession that she was more interested in science than literature and the fact 

that her novels were not very successful directed her attention to journalism. Her 

fervour for success and skilfulness enabled her to contribute articles of good 

standard of workmanship to suit the requirements of each paper: 



' I  give you three hours and a half, '  he said, taking out his watch. 'Not 

a minute longer, by --. By that time your work must be done . . .  You 

must take the s ide of the men; but. . .you are not to assassinate the 

maters. (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  p.269) 

Linton' s  professionalism relied on supply and demand. Realising the extent of 

competition in the l iterary market she needed to do something different in order to 

be recognised. Her ambition for literary fame is reiterated in many of her letters 

and stressed in her autobiography. Her l iterary industry enabled her to match the 

editorial tone of diverse journals, this i s  clearly reflected in a remark she made to 

Bentley many years later: ' every magazine has a certain keynote, and I have 

almost invariably found that a paper written for one does not suit another. If you 

do not care for it, I will tum it into a different key for another' (Bentley Collection 

MSS .  Eliza Lynn Linton to George Bentley, 1 8  April 1 894, quoted in Anderson, 

1 987, p .7 1 -72). Linton' s  ability to suit the market force also led Dickens to write, 

next to her name, in his list of contributors, ' good for anything, and thoroughly 

reliable (Leah and Meyer, 1 996, p. 1 20) . Despite her devotion to work her literary 

products were not regarded as having great literary value. On her death Sidney 

Low objected in the Pall Mall Gazette to seeing Mrs Linton ' dismissed with 

reproach to the bottom of the literary class as one who was merely shallow and 

ignorant. ' The Times on the other hand saw the warmth and kindliness that lay 

'beneath her militant exterior' (Anderson, 1 987, p.230). 

Apart from the above mentioned the tone of her essays on women reflect 

exaggerated animosity towards her sex rather than a logical or convincing 

argument. Her 'Girl of the Period' aroused the anger of women advocating 
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women ' s  rights and also liberal men supporting of the cause. Many of those who 

attacked her were women. Linton recorded an incident that took place while she 

attended a meeting at St. James ' s  Hall ; a fellow authoress had refused to shake her 

hand. She also received numbers of abusive and critical letters : ' Surely you must 

feel for your own sex ! '  (Anderson, 1 987, p.a123 ;  Van Thal, 1 979, p .88). 

It is not really clear if Linton' s  misogyny harboured intentions other than rousing 

public opinion. Although she agrees with John Stuart Mill that a restricted life of 

suppressed selfhood can bring about tyrannical interference in the lives of those 

with creative ability, she differs with him in solution; Mill recommended 

expanding women' s  horizons, while Linton urged women to accept the 

restrictions of nature without trying to bring men down in the name of refinement 

or love (Anderson, 1 987 ,  p. 129) . She held women responsible for all that may 

deviate from the course in life, arguing that it was the woman's duty to change 

according to her husband' s  requirements ;  'the ideal woman changes, chameleon

like, to suit the taste of men . . . .  she is bound to study the wishes of man, and to 

mould her life in harmony with his liking' (Linton, May 9, 1 868b, p.6 1 0). Her 

public discourse is highly contradictory with her attitude in real life. Where 

useful, Linton let her husband down, breaking the conventional Victorian norm 

that required women to side by their husbands. She declared her views as 

independent from that of her husband; in a letter 1 86 1  to one of her useful friends, 

Thornton Hunt, Linton announced that she had an independent view from her 

husband who had rejected Runt 's  request, to reconcile and forget their disputes 

over the policies of the Leader in 1 85 1 :  
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I cannot adopt his views or principles of life: I obey his wishes .. . but I 

must and do dissociate myself from the principle on wh. he acts in this 

and other circumstances ... And again I say this severance is none of 

my doing, none of my willing. I had hoped to have seen you all once 

again and to knit up some of the long lost threads of my past life. 

(Linton to Hunt, n.d., UCLA MSS, quoted in Anderson, 1987, p.95) 

invariables; women's  right to education, equality in parents' right to child custody 

and women's right to control their property: 

My own creed in these things may be summed up in these three 

clauses: --That women should have an education as good in its own 

way as, but not identical with, that of men; that they ought to hold 

their own property free from their husbands' control without the need 

of trustees, but subject to the j oint expenditure for the family; that 

motherhood should be made legally equal with paternity, so that no 

such miserable scandal of broken promises and religious rancour as 

this later Agar-Ellis case should  be possible. But these are only the 

alphabets of the movement; the main theme goes far beyond. (Linton, 

1 885 ,  Vol. 3 ,  pp. 1 -2) 

Her little regard for the rules she advocated in her real life, suggest that she had 

traded with the cause by adopting the discourse of the period, because despite the 

severity of her public attacks, she adhered in her writings to three basic 
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Her feminism is also supported by Alfred William Benn, distinguished 

philosopher, whom she met in Rome in 1 877 .  In a long character sketch of Mrs 

Linton to G. S. Layard in 1 899, Benn says: 

. . .  It must be mentioned . . . that Mrs. Linton supported some important 

items in the programme of feminine emancipation .. . I  believe she 

would have made marriage dissoluble at the pleasure of either party; 

and at the very least she would have granted divorce in every instance 

where judicial separation can now be obtained . . . . 

Benn's description of Linton as 'a professed Communist' emphasises that she 

believed in equality among humans and accordingly between the sexes: 

When I first knew Mrs. Linton, she was a professed Communist; nor 

am I aware that she had ceased to be such when I saw her for the last 

time in 1 886 (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  pp. 1 97,203 ). 

Linton's communist ideas are hardly based on the Marxist concept of class 

revolution and she had used the term synonymously with socialism. (Leah and 

Meyer, 1 996, p.a1a26). It is to be noted that the reference to Mrs Linton's  

communist tendency in this research is  only made to reflect her belief in the 

concept of human equality and not any other concept of communist theory. 
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4.6 The Backlash of Feminism 

Linton' s conversion was gradual; following the negative reaction to Realities 

( 1 85a1 ), Linton adopted a more careful tone; in her Household Words essays 

( 1 854), she assured readers that her real intentions were to lift injustices done to 

women and not advocate fanciful rights or seek to grant them advantages at the 

expense of their main womanly duty or encourage them to work in unsuitable 

professions or plunge into politics. Her insistence on womanly duties could not 

have been generated, as Paston suggested, from her being 'A victim of fixed ideas 

and of her own temperament' because Linton accepted modernism and scientific 

theories with open mind: 

Still, I had not so much interest in pure literature as I had in science. 

In the former almost everything had been already said. From 

JEschylus to Shakespeare and onwards, not many thoughts had been 

left untouched; but in science were FACTS, and these were of the 

kind to make a new mental era--a new departure of thought for the 

whole world, as well as for myself individually. (Linton, 1 885, Vol . 3 ,  

No. 3 ,  p .8 1 )  

She knew that theories o f  the past were mostly false and welcomed emancipation 

of the intellect: 

It was all in the air. The emancipation of the human intellect from 

superstition in the substitution of the scientific method for the 
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theological was the great event of the time and made itself felt 

everywhere. (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol .  3 ,  No. 3 ,  pp.80-8 1 )  

The publication o f  Realities ( 1 8 5 1 )  may be paralleled with a thwarted act of 

resistance carried out by a colonised intellectual . Accordingly Linton was shunned 

by her own circle in London, and the novel was refused by publishers, and was 

published at her own expense by Saunders and Ottley. Realities ( 1 85 1 )  turned into 

a long nightmare not only for being very bold but the strong negative reaction it 

spurred (Anderson, 1 987, pp.58 ,62; Paston, 1 90 1 ,  p .503) .  

In the preface to Realities Linton admits defiance, acknowledging that despite 

pressure, she was determined to publish her 'unwelcome social doctrines. ' The 

preface 

attributed her determination to her being from a ' courageous stock. ' However by 

the publication of Realities in May 1 85 1 ,  Linton had already lost her job in April 

of the same year. Her account of the dismissal in The Autobiography of 

Christopher Kirkland is interesting. Linton wrote, 'All I do know is, I suddenly 

to her ' social doctrines '  implies that she had been influenced by Mary 

Wollstonecraft and had not been afraid to express her strong feminism. She 

failed to please . . .  I was abruptly dismissed, and told to go to the devil, but never 

to show my face again in that office' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 2, p. 1 42). 

Her account of the incident and the timing highly suggest that John Douglas 

Cook, editor of The Morning Chronicle, had already heard and anticipated public 

reaction to Linton' s  objectionable Realities, and had taken a pre-emptive measure 

to avoid the paper 's  attachment to her name. This is backed by the fact that Linton 

found great difficulty in getting her freelance work published after her dismissal . 
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She does however accuse Althea; the fictitious name of a certain Lady Monson 

with whom Linton had kept an association, of convincing Cook to dismiss her in 

an act of revenge. This is refuted by Anderson for not matching in chronology 

with her dismissal and is recognised as an attempt by Linton to save face 

(Anderson, 1 987, p .64). 

went on three-month trip to Europe but this was ineffective and she was depressed 

again on her return to England which highly suggests that the adverse reaction to 

Realities 

The Leader, a paper selling mainly to middle-class reformist public and the 

brainchild of Thornton Hunt, which included others like her future husband 

engraver W. J. Linton, who had suggested that The Leader should become an 

had been quite strong. 

In an act of survival, Linton in 1 853 accepted the job of a Paris correspondent for 

W. H. Wills on 1 6  June 1 853 , ' I  would rather stay here on £ 100 than live in 

London on five [Hundred]e' (Anderson, 1 987, p.66; Van Thal, 1 979, p.42). To 

The impact of this persecution and dismissal was grave because it coincided with 

the termination of her relationship with Edward Mac Dermot. The pressure led her 

into a period of discouragement, depression and isolation that lasted almost two 

years. During this time Linton had no regular work. To escape the pressure, she 

international paper but did not remain on board for long due to differences in 

opinion. Life in Paris was not financially comfortable but she preferred it to her 

life in London. In this period she wrote to her friend, also Dickens ' s  sub-editor, 

overcome financial hardship Linton contributed regularly to Dickens' s  Household 

Words .  In Paris she began to socialize with English society in Paris but her 

reputation followed her all the way to France and she was sti ll regarded with 
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suspicion as an atheist and a socialist, who supported all sorts of subversive 

opinions. Her unconventional attitude constantly reminded the Victorian circles in 

Paris of Realities. Linton also neglected to observe conventions because she 

admitted that while in Paris she did go ' to doubtful places as all young people do' 

(Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 2, p.e1 83). She was not accepted in every home and many like 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, who was then living in Paris, did not like her. Later 

Linton learned that Browning regarded her as ' not true' .  Nothing on Browning' s  

part seems to  have offended Linton in any way but she suspected: ' something 

about me must have jarred her highly strung sensitive nature, ' and she felt uneasy 

when talking to the poetess : ' I  used to feel as if l were on a moral dissecting-table, 

while she probed my thoughts and touched speculative tracts which probably 

seemed to her hopelessly wrong and corrupt. . . .  ' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 2, p. 1 56;  also 

cited in Anderson, 1 987 ;  Van Thal, 1 979). A similar kind of dislike was shown by 

Henrietta Corkran, daughter of Frazer Corkran, the Paris correspondent of the 

Morning Herald, who was criticised for letting his family associate with someone 

who had written a book as shocking as Realities. Although Linton got on well 

with the rest of the family, Henrietta' s description helps shed light on a side of 

Linton' s character: 

had claws . I often heard her make bitter remarks in a soft but intense 

tone of voice. Sometimes I thought she resembled a bird of prey- a 

vulture . . .  ' (Corckran, 1 902, p . 1 7 1 ) 

I dislike gush, I distrusted her purring caressing manner. Though I am 

fond of cats she reminded me too much of that animal ' s  scratching 

propensity. I was afraid of her claws; for I quickly detected that she 
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Corckran records that people avoided Linton because of Realities and Amymone: 

' I  believe many people fought shy of her because of the novels she had written

Realities and Aspasia [sic] ' (Corckran, 1 902, p. 1 7 1  ) .  

Outward hostility was also shown towards Linton by actress Fanny Kemble . . 

(Anderson, 1987, p .68) .  Linton' s  friendships with women often turned into 

animosity; the sisters of William Loaden also turned against her in her early 

London years and George Eliot later cut her from her circle. Infuriated by Eliot, 

Linton condemned her as an ' artificial, posee, pretentious unreal . . .  the upholder of 

the sanctity of marriage while living as the wife of a married man' (Linton, 1 899, 

pp.97-98). Although many Victorian women such as Jane Carlyle and Mrs 

Oliphant had also scorned Eliot ' s  air of superiority, Linton was especially 

resentful. It seems more likely that this jealousy had been generated not only by 

Linton' s  less professional success but by other factors such as Linton's  failure to 

hold on to Mac Dermot due to the less restrictive factor of religious differences. 

However, Linton' s  support for the emancipation of women in the mid fifties is 

Van Thal, 1 979, p.46). 

Linton also wrote a feminist short story 'French Love ' in Household Words after 

her return from Paris in 1 854, in which she tackled the topic of how unmarried 

evident in several of her articles. Among the most outstanding is the one 

published in the radical The English Republic ( 1 854) in praise of Mary 

Wollstonecraft, followed by a poem in the same paper, signed Agathon, in which 

she urges women to aim 'beyond the fingering of a curl . . . .Be thou Strength' s  

diviner wife' (The English Republic, 1 854, pp.4 1 8-24; Anderson, 1 978, pp.7 1 -72 ; 
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English women living in France were thought to be sexually free. The story, not 

published till 1 855 ,  highlighted the point that a woman broke her relationship with 

a man who suppressed her freedom (Household Words, June 9, 1 85 5 ,  pp.442-

( 1 848) and Realities ( 1 85 1 ) Although Anderson ( 1 987) and Sanders ( 1 996), argue 

that Linton ' s  article on Wollstonecraft is of minor significance because it was 

shortly followed by an anti-feminist article in Household Words i ssue in the same 

year on the 'Rights and Wrongs of Women' (Anderson, 1 987 ,  p .7 1 )  or that 

446). In those articles Linton, probably encouraged by the radical English 

Republic owner James Linton, continued on the path of  her earlier Amymone 

Linton' s  attitude ' shows her working through her response to feminism' s  most 

radical figure to arrive at a carefully discriminated anti-feminist stand point' 

(Sanders, 1 996, p .34) ,  the fact the two very feminist publications in the English 

Republic were not repeated or referred to in future works, suggests that Linton had 

been discouraged from continuing to write in that line. 

In the 'Rights and Wrongs of Women' (Household Words, April 1, 1 854) Linton 

was rather cautious . She does not express outright anti-feminism but concern over 

the type of work suitable for women. Although she advises women to find 

'happiness in love, ' and keep to the role designed by nature, she does not oppose 

granting women their rights : ' Let women have their rights,  in Heaven's  name, but 

do not thrust them into places which they cannot fill , and give them functions they 

cannot perform-except to their own disadvantage'  (Household Words, 1 854, 

April 1 ,  p. 1 60). Unable to dismiss the existence of women like herself: Linton 

concludes that a woman who does not relinquish her ambition because she is · too 
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gifted, too intelligent ' to 'be kept satisfied with her domestic sphere' is an error of 

nature (p. 1 60). 

Apart from backing women's  rights to education, control over property and the 

right to child custody, she also admitted, sometimes openly, the injustices inflicted 

on women. In her 'The Modern Revolt' (Macmillan 's Magazine, December 3 

the changing times, was merely a natural continuation of the approach that had 

made her name, because anti-suffrage was the policy of state and strongly 

opposed by the ruling and the influential figures of the time, including Queen 

'all those who had not believed in me .. . ' (Linton, 1 8 85, Vol. 1 ,  p. 1 09). 

4.7 Detaching the Incompatible 

Linton ' s  unsuccessful marriage triggered her misogynist articles not in the sense 

that it caused a change in her convictions towards the Woman Question, but in the 

Victoria. Had Linton converted to the 'The Shrieking Sisterhood' she formerly 

attacked, she would have probably lost her individuality and ceased to prove false 

fact that she needed to rebuild her life and maintain her independence. In 'The 

Philosophy of Marriage, ' (Universal Review, 1 888) she attributed the failure of a 

marriage to poverty, the inversion of roles and duties, which she thought had 

soured W. J. Linton and turned him into a bitter enemy. 
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1 870) she supported the married women's property reform strongly debated in 

1 870 and admitted that some of the women's  claims were realistic and justified 

(Sanders, 1 996, pp.i1 3 3- 1 i34 ). This suggests that her opposition to suffrage, despite 



The woman who marries beneath herself in education and refinement 

for the most part gives herself a brutal tyrant, not a devoted lover; the 

woman who marries into poor conditions that she may help sustain, 

and benefit, gives herself a bitter enemy and not a grateful friend. This 

functions and duties sours a man's temper (Linton, 1 888 ,  p.29) .  

The circumstances of Linton ' s  marriage may be traced from the stories she 

published in the 1 850s .  Apart from her essays on women, she wrote short stories 

for Household Words that revealed the inner conflict she experienced with 

William; 'Faithful Margaret' (August 1 854) for example reflected her intention to 

take the place of his ail ing wife Emily. Guilt in 'My Confession' (February 24, 

1 855 ), develops into doubt in 'Winifred's Vow' appearing in (September 29, 

1 855)  and in ' Sentiment and Action, ' November 1 7, 1 855 :  'My love for him will 

be always in proportion to his own manliness and common sense . . .  My husband 

must be a man who can help and direct me, not a child sobbing out melancholy bits 

1 90 1 ,  p . 1 0 1 ) . 

Linton' s  complaint of her husband's  failure to provide for his family was a replica 

of her life at her father' s  house .  William's engrossment in his theories of pol itical 

reform left him past care for his family and little time for money-making. Mrs 

brutality of ingratitude from men to the women by whom they benefit 

as its raison d'etre in the inherited sense of superior strength which all 

the men should, and most English men do possess . . .  This inversion of 

of poetry' (p .375) .  However, the marriage took place in 1 85 8  and soon proved 

that it was an ill match (Van Thal, 1 979, p .65) and ' For my own work it was 

ruinous; for the children destructive both to their health and education' (Layard, 
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Linton was left to shoulder the responsibility of his home and children (Van Thal, 

1 979 ,  pp.64-65). All her efforts to change the 'crooked stick' failed; ' I  could not 

convince him of the need of method, regularity, foresight or any economic virtue 

. . .  .I never touched the core' (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p.98). With this situation in hand 

Linton was like a subaltern bossed by an incapable superior. However they 

published a j oint book, The Lake County, in the spring of 1 863 and were separated 

in the spring of 1 864 when William left her in London and returned with the 

children to his old home at Brantwood. They separated permanently in 1 867 when 

he left for America (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p. 1 05). 

Linton does not hide that she married William to end spinsterhood; in her 

' Crooked Sticks , '  (National Magazine, 1 85 8) Linton tackled the theme of a 

woman rejecting several suitors (apparently herself) when she is young and 

beautiful then having to marry the less suitable of all because time ran out and he 

was her last chance, admitting ; 'When a girl is close on the borders of that 

desolate country where women first are thirty' she would then agree to marry 

someone less suitable than the ones she had rejected earlier (Linton, 1 858 ,  p.98-

1 00). In 'Tantalus and I '  a more explicit autobiographical story, in the same 

magazine, she disclosed that her husband's  professional envy affected her career. 

Assuming a male persona Linton regretted her marriage to a widow 'whose will 

was [not] moulded on my wishes ' and had cared for the advancement of her 

partner and not 'the greatest barrier to my success I have ever yet had' (Linton, 

1 858 ,  'Tantalus and I', National Magazine, July 1 858, p. 1 46- 1 49). This is refuted 

by Mrs Mather, William Linton's daughter, who assured G. S .  Layard that her 

stepmother's work was not much affected during her marriage and that she was 
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able to produce novels such as Lizzie Lorton and Grasp your Nettle (Layard, 

1 90 1 ,  p . 1 05) .  This, however, is not very convincing because William' s eldest 

daughter Emily, who Mrs Mather said was, 'quite capable of looking after the 

household' was epileptic and had suffered mental deterioration that eventually 

paralyzed her (Anderson, 1 987, p. l 02). Mrs Mather also recalls how Linton was 

'always ready and came to us at anytime if needed, owing to illness among us . '  

She adds, 'how well I remember what a comfort she was at such a time, how 

untiring in her care !o' (cited in Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p. 1 05). This statement gives 

credibility to Linton' s  dissatisfaction with the impact of marriage on her career 

and justifies her comment that sickness in the household of a bread-winning wife 

is 'only a degree less destructive than her own disablement (Saturday Review, 

Dec. 2, 1 87 1 ,  p. 7 1 2) .  It is also thought that there had been no physical side to the 

marriage and the couple ' s  social lives were worlds apart (Van Thal, 1 979, p.64). 

A table by Layard ( 1 90 1 ,  p.o1 25) also shows that her literary production dropped 

significantly during the years of her marriage. 
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24 

Year 

1 860 

1 86 1  

1 862 

1 863 

1 864 

Names Of Periodicals 

All the Year Round, London Review, Athenaeurn, 
Literary Gazette, Cornhill Magazine. 

All the Year Round, London Review, Temple Bar. 

All the Year Round, London Review, Temple Bar, 
Monday Review. 

All the Year Round, Temple Bar. 

All the Year Round, London Society. 

Number 
of 
Articles 

62 

47 

9 

1 3  

1 865 All the Year Round, Temple Bar, London Society, 2 1  
Watch Tower. 

1 866 All the Year Round, Athenaeum, Temple Bar, Saturday 
Review. 

32 

1 867 All the Year Round, Temple Bar, Saturday Review, 
Tinsley's  Magazine, Examiner, St .  Paul ' s .  

25 

Linton' s  knowledge of William' s  circumstances casts doubt on the reasons for 

their separation. The fact that she did not enter blindly into the marriage and had 

ignored the advice of her friend Walter Savage Landor to get out of a commitment 

'formed inconsiderately. ' Smith ( 1 973 , p . 1 32) suggests that apart from 

incompatibility, Linton 

Her reasons for separation in The Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland ( 1 885) 

ended the marriage because it failed to achieve her goals .  

may well be another attempt to save face: 'Personally, Esther [William] failed to 

satisfy my taste. [He] She was short, ungraceful, and careless in [his] her dress, 

which was also of notable neglect. ' It seems hard to accept that after years of 

' intellectual companionship' ,  Linton over thirty-five, regretted her marriage only 

two months later. Linton admitted that William was that kind of person: 

No man or woman who knew [him] her could have failed to love and 

reverence [W. J .  Linton] Esther Lambert. No matter how little you 
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sympathized with [his] her methods, you could not do other than 

respect and admire [his] her personality . . . something beyond the 

ordinary thought of humanity seemed to shine in her soft grey eyes 

(Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 3 ,  No. 1 ,  p .20). 

Anderson argues that Linton married out of desperation because marriage would 

grant her respectability in an age that regarded unmarried women as redundant 

(Anderson, 1 987,  p . 82) . Although this is very realistic, there is also the possibility 

that she had also hoped to further her career and their fortune through combining 

efforts with a famous radical newspaper owner and engraver. This is largely 

supported by the fact that she had made the family move to London, spent most of 

her money on furnishing a luxurious house to receive visitors and probably market 

Linton' s  engravings. 

The precautionary measure of drawing a marriage settlement also suggests the 

existence of a motive other than being madly in love, because it suggests that the 

idea of separation had already been on her mind; not rich herself, she 

circumvented the restrictions of the law to prevent her husband' s  full control over 

her finances. Her attitude denotes that apart from being a feminist, Linton had 

doubted the quality of the marriage and feared William's  control over her future 

income. Nevertheless marriage settlements in the nineteenth century did not grant 

women the right to make contracts, sue or be sued in court unless they were 

formally separated. Ironical ly a contract signed by Linton and Richard Bentley, 1 9  

July 1 886, in which she sells the copyright of  her three-volume book Millionaires 

and Misers for £300 stated in red ink that if the author is 'a  married lady, this 

agreement should be countersigned by her husband' (MSS .  Add.46622.F. 1 23 July 
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ahead is strongly suggested through the character of Georgina who becomes a 

governess. Linton knew the options that lay ahead if she was to separate from 

Linton. Her pen was her asset and worked hard to maintain her independence, 

1 886, British Library) and Linton's separation from her husband was not in any 

way formal (Van Thal, 1 979, p.68 ;  Layard, 1 90 1 , p. 1 08). 

Although the couple separated on friendly terms, when William left for America 

in November 1 866, they never got together again even when he visited Britain 

some time later. William seemed to have rejected her playing a role in his life; on 

his departure to America; he placed his daughters in a boarding school and his 

sons at Brantwood and not with her. Linton left her marriage like she had left 

home; both arrangements had hindered her progress and the years she spent with 

the Lintons cost her several useful acquaintances. She realised what lay ahead but 

nevertheless took the step. In Sowing the Wind, published ( 1 867), the last year 

before final separation, Linton expressed the fear of becoming a 'desolate 

creature ... whose husband has ceased to be her support'. Such a woman, she said 

for marriage and family and feared the 'agrim ogres of destiny waiting at the back 

of all unprotected females .. . whose own hands are the only safeguards against 

destruction' (Linton, 1 865,  p.262). Her understanding of the difficulties that lay 

realising that defiance would not deter the 'grim ogres' awaiting her were she to 

fail in her literary career. Her tactics had to undergo change now that she was 

'must bear her own cross without a friend, if her husband fails' (Linton, 1 867, 

Vol. 3, p.27a1 ). In an earlier short story 'Faithful and True' published by London 

Society in 1 865, Linton presented the argument of love being an insufficient basis 
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going to face a world where Vicar Lynn and Walter Landor were no longer 

available to support her. 

PART II 

In Part II of this chapter I show that Linton, similar to members of the 

collaborative elite, did not genuinely believe in the righteousness of women's  

subjugation to man. The misogynist language and imagery she employed in her 

arguments were part of her j ournalism, written to suit market requirements and 

that the severity of her attack on women was merely a mask to achieve her goals. 

The difference between Linton' s public and private personas highlights this point. 

This is examined by setting the change in her public attitude against real life 

events and incidents taken from her biography, letters and fiction. 

4.9 A Colonised Coloniser: Change in Attitude 

Financial security was Linton' s primary concern after the separation. Penniless, 

she began her independent life by borrowing from her editors and paying them 

back in articles (Anderson, 1 987). A similar situation is portrayed in her earlier 

work, Sowing the Wind ( 1 867), when Jane Osborn asks her editor for a twenty

pound loan to be paid back in articles (Linton, 1 867, Vol . 3 ,  pp. 1 46, 1 5 1 ) . 

Financial need triggered a natural human tendency to survive. Although this 

tendency had always been present in Linton ' s  life, it was less intense because she 

had not been entirely on her own. Even when she, for example, was shunned for 

Realities ( 1 8 5 1 )  she still had Loaden and Landor and if all went wrong she could 

still tum to her father. From 1 866 she had no alternative support if things went 
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wrong. According to Marxist theory, Linton's reiteration of prevailing 

conventional ideas suggests that she masked her actual beliefs to enter the 

competitive literary market. By focusing on biological limitations and citing 

examples 

Linton 's  attitude also parallels Margaret Atwood's second victim position by 

which the victim acknowledges the fact of being a victim but explains it as an act 

of fate, the Will of God and the dictates of Biology (Atwood, 1972, pp.36-40). 

Victim of her own financial circumstances Linton sought to escape this position 

of ancient texts and scripture ordaining the subjugation of women, 

by changing her attitude 

that 

and advocating 

Sowing the 

the ideology of the dominant. This is 

supported by the fact in Wind ( 1 a867) Linton was still 

contemplating the two opposing sides of the women's question; Jane Osborn, the 

female journalist, is independent, unconventional and free thinking, much as 

Linton thought of herself. In this largely autobiographical novel, the 

circumstances of Jane's appointment are only thinly disguised and may easily be 

identified with Eliza's appointment in the Morning Chronicle. The heroine is 

determined to succeed and prove herself professionally equal to male j ournalists 

because she 'despises the whole idiotic class of womanish women. ' These views 

are contrasted with the more conventional female character, Isola; the subjugated 

woman who believes that women must keep to their sphere and that, 'A married 

woman cannot be independent if she would keep the peace' (Linton, 1 867, Vol. I, 

p. 1 4). Jane's liberated thought stirs an inner conflict that confuses Isola about the 

proper role of women and leads her to realise the shortcomings in her life. The 

novel does not express a definite view over the question of women because both 

characters are left contented, which suggests that the argument had still been 
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brewing within Linton herself. Sowing the Wind roused diverse press 

interpretations over Linton's presentation of the conventional woman who 

receives a fond kiss; each paper interpreted it in a totally different way; the 

Athenaeum, for example, thought Mrs Linton had put Isola in an embarrassing 

position: 'But we would not have it supposed that Mrs. Linton is a misogynist, or 

a scoffer at women. She has a sincere admiration for grace and virtue. ' The 

Saturday Review on the other hand saw it as Mrs Linton's motive to show the 

supremacy of women, while The London Review described Isola's goodness as 

'almost oppressive' describing her as 'one of those faultless monsters the world 

has never known' (Anderson, 1 987, pp. 108- 1 09). 

(Household Words, 

However, there are indications of her satiric style of the 1 860s from as early as 

1 85 5  In 'Passing Faces' 1 855 ,  pp.26 1-264), Linton 

unconsciously adopted an orientalist attitude through identifying lower classes 

with animals; the article is a combination of misandry and misogyny where men's 

faces are classified as those of a hawk, an owl, and a bull-dog with the latter as 

'essentially British. ' She scornfully wonders 'from what invading tribe of 

savagery' have the large number of ugly people in the multi-raced London come. 

Her disdain for the poor makes them 'scarcely human -positively brutified out of 

Linton dehumanized the 'Other ' whether male or female to get published. Her 

criticism was not restricted to one subjugated class. Both women and lower-class 

men were classified with 'lower races' and given animal characteristics. Her 

concentration on women however made her articles more sellable. Interestingly, 

all trace of intelligence by vice, gin and want of education.a' If set against the 

description of those who closely knew her, the severity of her article reflects that 
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only the setter woman which mostly represent her is the ' ideal ' woman among all. 

She 'who walks with a firm trade but a light one, and who can tum her hand to 

anything' is always married, ' graceful, animated, well-fonned, intelligent, with 

large eyes and wavy hair (like herself). The other types were either the 

manifestation of inadequacy or vice; the rabbit woman has 'few brains in 

working-order' ,  the greyhound is generally distorted, and the cow woman 1s 

phlegmatic and melancholic, whereas the cat woman is elegant, stealthy, clever 

and caressing, 'great in the way of endeannent' and capable of extracting 'your 

secrets from you before you know that you have spoken. ' Her description of the 

cat woman recalls to the mind Henrietta Corkran's description of her. Linton 

names other types such as the poodle, kangaroo, rat, the pretty marmoset, the 

horse-faced, the tumspit and many more. The worst and most undesirable is the 

'New Woman' who is strong-minded and 'wears rough coats with men's  pocket' 

and 'electrifies foreigners by climbing their mountains in a mongrel-kind of attire 

. . .  as if grace and beauty were the two cardinal sins of womanhood' (Linton, 1 855 ,  

pp.26g1 ,264). Black women, also had their share; they were beasts with glittering 

eyes and white pointed teeth chasing a white man. Linton dehumanised a black 

woman physician, concentrating on her looks not on her achievements: 

I remember . . .  a certain Miss Red-mayne a woman as black as her own 

had studied medicine under the Stars and American grapes; who 

Stripes . . .  She was a dreadful looking woman, with a kind of devouring, 

wild-beast air, oppressive and almost terrifying. Her glittering eyes and 

tufted hair, wide mouth, white, pointed teeth and jet-black skin, made 

her remarkable enough in a room full of fair-faced Saxons . . .  it is easy to 
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understand how antipathetic she must have been to the majority, even of 

Liberals (Linton, 1 885, Vol. 3 ,  pp. 1 3 - 1 4) .  

In Countess Melusine ( 1 86 1)  Linton mildly shifted her support to men, a 

gradually-obtained misogynistic attitude that she maintained till the end. In Loops 

and Parenthesis Linton does not openly admit hatred for women but her hostility 

is definitely felt: 'O  women, women! What noble possibilities of manhood you 

have wrecked and ruined, all for the base, poor, paltry pleasure of trifling with a 

brave man ' s  heart!e' (Linton, 1 862, p.53). 

Linton emphasised the role of women in maintaining a comfortable home 

atmosphere for men. Her resentment of her life is clearly felt when she stressed 

! 

(p.56). Her understanding of the ' ideale

that 'The man to work, and the woman to love; the man to earn, and the woman to 

distribute; the man to protect; and the woman to cling- ahe That is the ideal life, 

which, unhappily, so few ever attain ' ' 

gives an insight that she did not think William Linton deserved 'a  little sunshine 

in his home; he does not want to be met with reproaches or tears, or 

lamentations . . .  ' (Linton, 1 862, p.56). 

4.10 Horizontal Hostility: 'The Girl of the Period' 

Horizontal Hostility among members of the oppressed and marginalized groups 

divides them and prevents them from working together to confront oppression 

(B lasingame, 1 995 ;  Passman, 1 993). As a victim of her circumstances, Linton 

assumed the role of the coloniser in her struggle to provide for the Linton family. In 

her strife, she worked for several papers such as Household Words and its successor 
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All the Year Round, the National Magazine, Athenaeum, Cornhill, Temple Bar, 

Chambers Journal, and Literary Gazette. Linton' s  modest literary standard would 

not have gained her recognition in a competitive milieu, had she not stood out as 

different. All her articles were similar in style and point of view 

focused on people ' s  mistakes, wrong conduct and unhappy marriages, concluding in 

and many of them 

February 1 862 that most English marriages were ill-suited. Those articles went side

by-side with her first regular attack on women in a series of articles on 'Modem 

English Women' in the London Review from 1 860 to 1 862. Linton' s articles strongly 

suggest that she had found it more lucrative to express her anger and frustration 

toward her sex than it was to defy the prevalent conventional ideas backed by the 

ruling aristocrats. In the London Review articles, which form the basis of her later 

attacks on women, Linton openly admired men and stressed the dominant idea of 

separate spheres and women's role as the guardians of purity. She condemned 

strong-minded woman (like herself) who took to literature instead of fun and 'bell

shaped petticoats . '  

Her contributions to the Saturday Review began in 1 866 and her articles, more fierce 

this time, continued the argument she had articulated in the London Review. Her 

attacks brought much success to the already very successful paper. 

Linton made use of the opportunity provided by the heated debates sparked by 

significant changes in the position of women. Women at this stage looked for 

economic satisfaction and self-fulfilment in their work. Social restrictions became 

less oppressive and formal schooling was provided for girls. Women activists of the 

time turned their attention to gaining political rights and 1 866 witnessed the 

formation of the first Women's  Suffrage Committee led by Barbara Smith Bodicon. 
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Although efforts to amend the Reform Bill in women's  favour, it did however drive 

women to form a National Society for Women's Suffrage, with local branches 

throughout England. 

The question of woman suffrage and the support it received came mainly from the 

educated middle-class or independent woman. In her forties, penniless and on the 

verge of final separation, Linton could not risk expressing her original emancipator 

views even if she wanted to because the press was very much against it. Linton's  

need for an income and her former experience with Realities ( 1 85 1 )  suggests that she 

had adopted this attitude to secure her career. 

From 1 869 women began to achieve several victories such as the municipal franchise 

and the passage of the first Married Women's  Property Act in 1 870. These newly 

acquired rights and freedoms encouraged younger women to seek more fun and 

fewer restrictions. This evoked strong opposition from conservatives, which Linton 

utilised. Her Saturday Review articles answered the requirements of the conservative 

elite. By attacking emancipated women, Linton sided with the coloniser against the 

colonised. Her articles became evidently more confrontational than her London 

Review ones. The Saturday Review's policy was already hostile to the emancipation 

of women and her attitude in 'The Girl of the Period' was not an unprecedented topic 

for the press. Although the Westminster Review had already published in 1 864 an 

article by Justin McCarthy lamenting current immorality and criticising fashionable 

women, a woman vehement against her own kind made it more effective and brought 

about success. The sensational impact of her article paved the way for her fame and 

made her other Saturday Review essays also effective. Linton acknowledged that she 

chose topics of strong impact. The two major topics Linton focused on in her 
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sensational articles were women rightists and the fashion-conscious woman 

(Beetham, 1 996, p. 1 80) . 

I wrote what struck and made its mark on the things of the time . .  . I  had 

something to say, and I said it with what literary force and moral vigour I 

possessed . . .  And those at whom I struck were naturally indignant, and gave 

me back blow for blow, sometimes hitting below the belt, with even a few 

odd scratching thrown in (Van Thal, 1979, p .73 ). 

Linton' s articles went in accordance with the basic argument of the British 

government; she mainly advocated that women cannot and should never abandon 

their natural role for the sake of entering the professional sphere. Modern women, 

from her point of view, can be independent, active, self-supporting individuals but 

woman 'may be pretty . . .  not vain, though she prizes her beauty as she ought ' 

(Linton, n.d 'Womanliness' ,  The Girl of The Period And Other Social Essays. 

on the condition that they do not lose their 'womanliness' .  Linton's womanly 

Vol. II, 1 868, p. 1 1 5 ) .  

'The Girl of the Period' ,  published 1 4  March 1 868 ,  attacked the English modern 

woman, who has relinquished the ideal of womanhood to become a painted 

creature and whose dress is the chief object of such thought and intellect. 

Although Linton's  attack was against shallow women, her statement that those 

women live to please themselves is by itself an attack on independent thought. 

Linton resented the woman who 'does not care if she displeases everyone else ' .  
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Her choice of the word ' girl '  in  the title of her article emphasised immaturity and 

her bias towards influential figures is evident in her comment that men who 



oppose the emancipation of women are the ones 'whose opinion is worth having. ' 

The Saturday Review issue sold out immediately and the anonymously written 

article was re-published as a separate pamphlet, seeing the success of her article, 

Linton forgot her urging women to avoid fame and insisted that her name be 

printed on the republished pamphlet (Bevington, 1 94 1 ,  p. 1 1 2). 

' The Girl of the Period' thus marks a radical change in Linton's public attitude. 

Her earlier articles and essays were either impartial or concerned with the 

traditional rights and duties of women. The Conservatives were against women's 

emancipation and the calls to curb the rising movement of women were voiced by 

the dominant figures in the government and her article was positively received, 

they would work silently to succeed' (Linton, 'The Shrieking Sisterhood', The 

Girl of the Period and Other Social Essays, 1 883, Vol. II, pp.64-7 1 ) .  

Linton's acute attacks, from 1 868 onward, stressed the natural and biological 

limitations separating the spheres, thus marking a sharp divergence from her early 

views as a defender of women's freedom. She also focused on the sensitive topic 

of Empire welfare at a time when lack of interest in Empire welfare was 

interpreted as unpatriotic. By this time Linton focused on attacking the whole 

question of women's emancipation and :franchise. 
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increasing the sales of the paper. Not a conservative herself, she as a minor 

novelist found a lucrative way to make a name for herself. Swept by success, her 

attacks became more antagonistic. Although Linton shows open bias towards men 

against women by adopting the male argument that the majority of women have 

no brains, we still sense hidden feminism when she reconsiders that 'if they had, 



Events in Linton' s  private life suggest that her sharp divergence was the result of 

her modest skills which prevented her from 'rank[ ing] with the highest ' novelists 

of her time, such as George Eliot. The difficulty she faced in publishing her 

novels that led her to focus on journalism recalls to mind her earli er choice of 

literature over art when she realised that she had not become a ' second Rafael ' 

(Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol . 1 ,  p. 1 1 0). By 1 868 Linton, at forty six, had no time to waste 

on miscalculated actions; she was not prepared to go over the experience of being 

shunned again and the hardship that followed due to publishers ' rej ection of her 

work. Had Linton advocated advanced but unpopular opinions, as many other 

women writers had done, she would not have been recognised in the journalistic 

sphere. 

fashion, while in fact she attacked every aspect she believed would facilitate 

women ' s  equality with men. In her battle against her sex, Linton betrayed women 

by exposing their defects . She fervently applied every possible pretext to support 

her argument and touched upon all kinds of points central to women to convince 

them of the patriarchal doctrine, warning women against male practises such as 

smoking, fishing, hunting and sports. Her collaborator role and betrayal of her 

What seems to consolidate the point is that Linton' s  articles lack analytical depth 

and falsely claim that her attacks were restricted to the followers and imitators of 

kind is evident in the lengths she went to in turning men against women and 

convincing her male readers (probably law makers), through simple carefully 

chosen examples, of the catastrophic impact of emancipation on family, society 

and most importantly the Empire. In 'Woman ' s  Place in Nature and Society' 

(Belgravia, a London magazine, 1 876), Linton also confirmed that, 'Women as a 
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rule do not care for knowledge qua knowledge. On the contrary they prefer 

ignorance' (Linton, 1 876, pp. 3 55-356). She warned that working women pose a 

threat to the institution of marriage and therefore threaten the country's social 

construction; 'the greater the number of women who invade the professional 

provinces, the fewer the number of men who can find employment and the fewer 

the marriages to be made' (Linton, 1 876, pp. 355-356). Many of her articles 

concentrated on the faults and shortcomings in all types of women; wives, 

mothers, daughters, mothers-in-law, widows, women's men and what she called 

Epicene women. In 'The Shrieking Sisterhood' she challenged women to prove 

themselves fit for a certain role or job and not to get their rights through raising 

their voices because, 'they do not remember that their very demand for help 

vitiates their claim to equality' (Linton, 1 870, p. 342, from The Saturday Review, 

1 2  March 1 870). 

In Ourselves: Essays on Women ( 1 a869) Linton's exposes in fourteen articles all 

kinds of womanly frailties, faults and secrets. Her attitude parallels the indigenous 

collaborator seeking promotion at the expense of his people; the reference to men in 

her preface as the 'enemy' and her emphasis that she 'by no means wish[ es] to 

strengthen the hands of the enemy; but on the contrary, I have endeavoured to do the 

cause of women real good by showing where their weak points lie,' strongly 

highlights the parallel and reflects her acknowledgment of men's animosity. Yet, 

Linton hardly overlooks anything that may contribute to bring down her sex to the 

extent of describing women as holders of sins meaner than men's crimes (Linton, 

1 884, p.6 1  ). If Linton did advocate anything for women, she advocated for their 

retreat while she herself aimed to 'rank high with the best'. Her essays always gave 
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examples on women playing a major role in ruining a country or a situation. The 

only women she regarded as exceptions were saints, heroines, some biblical figures 

or publicly renowned women. 

4.1 1  Feminist at Heart 

Her hostile attitude may be interpreted as definite misogyny had she not been 

sympathetic with the woman's cause in her private life; Alfred Benn (Layard, 

1 9 0 1 ,  p. 1 99) says Linton 'feminine to the finger tips' could not stand hostility to 

women from others and contrary to her public anti-suffrage views had strong 

political opinions of her own: 

while not sparing in sarcasms at the expense of her sex . . .  she could not 

forgive Froude, the historian, for his real or supposed hostility to 

women . . .  

This great opponent of female suffrage was herself an ardent politician 

and held very decided opinions on every public issue.. . .  ( cited in 

feminist: 

The contradictions in her nature always puzzled me. She had the 

reputation -founded on her Saturday Review articles, I imagine-of 
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Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p.200). 

Mrs Campbell Praed's, the first Australian novelist to achieve fame in Britain, 

comments to G. S. Layard also supports the notion that Linton was actually a 



being very hard on women . . .  yet in actual intercourse, the only side of 

her I ever saw was that in which womanly sympathy with other 

women seemed the most prominent characteristic. I have never known 

a woman more intensely sympathetic with all the little cares and 

troubles of domestic life and womanly weaknesses and emotional 

frailties . Her tenderness with such was extraordinary. (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  

p .22 1 ;  Van Thal, 1 979, p . 1 1 7) 

Her materialism (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p.222) and 'worldly-mindedness' (Linton, 1 885 ,  

Vol. 3 ,  p .58) thus explains her public attitude towards women and her idealisation 

of men. Her description of herself as ' to be relied on at a pinch' and her filling 

' the office of handy-man about the paper' (Linton, 1 885, Vol. 1 ,  p .27 1 )  thus 

parallels more with the notion of the Algerian modernist Kateb Yacin's  ( 1 928-

1 989) comments that a promoted native would be assigned to tasks like ' clearing 

the European officers ' cigarette butts or coercing his own people' (Acheraiou, 

2008, p.50) . Linton was given the task of writing social leaders 'but never the 

political ' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  p.27 1 ) . 

With the progress of the woman's  movement, Linton' s  articles lost their 

attraction. The articles that gave her fame among Victorian society did not sell 

when reprinted in 1 883 .  'The Girl of the Period' and Ourselves were by then 

behind the times; the women's  movements had progressed and were demanding 

greater freedoms and becoming more articulate and insistent. Linton herself 

observed that they were becoming more concerned about fundamental threats to 

society and family than about painted faces and dyed hair, and the essays must 

have seemed irrelevant and dated (Anderson, 1 987, p.g1 74). Despite the relatively 
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relaxed attitude towards women, Linton adhered to her stance, because many 

important names, including Queen Victoria, still opposed the enfranchisement of 

women. 

Linton's lack of self confidence is also evident in her emphasis on physical beauty 

as the basis of success. Her repeated warnings to women not to lose their beauty 

secured a better marriage or even an easier career; 'A lovely woman fulfils only 

half her mission when she is unpersonable instead of beautiful . . .  When we are 

young the beauty of woman has a supreme attraction beyond all other possessions 

or qualities ... ' (Linton, 1 883, Vol. 1 ,  p. 128). She expressed her readiness to drop 

all her intellectual talents in return for beauty; Harvey Orrin Smith, son of W J 

Linton's partner, quoted Linton as saying that she would gladly renounce any 

intellectual gifts to which she might claim, for the compelling power of great 

physical beauty (Van Thal, 1 979, p 64 ). 

4.12 Linton and the Marriage Debate 

Linton backed granting legal rights to women. Layard ( 1 90 1 ,  pp. 83-84) attributed 

change in Linton's views, among them the marriage question, to her 'Parisian 

experiences,' that convinced her 'society is built up by experiments and that the 

final word has not been said on anything.' Layard, who neglected the mention 

details of the misfortune surrounding Realities ( 1 85 1  ), sought to cut off Linton's 

earlier links with feminism. Nevertheless her support for the freedom to divorce in 

were cleverly designed to achieve a certain effect. On a personal note they explain 

why she attached great importance to her career. Linton believed that, had she 

been more beautiful than handsome, she might have achieved more out of life, 
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1 854 strongly confirms her earlier feminism: 'the worst possible legislation is that 

which multiplies unnecessary restrictions and thus creates artificial offences. The 

best, that which leaves the individual unchecked liberty up to the point which 

harms no one' but himself (Linton, cited in Layard, 190 1 ,  p.84). Before 

advocating her anti-feminist views in the late 1 860s, Linton had in 1 854 joined the 

Household Words campaign, championed by the unhappily married Dickens, to 

make divorce more accessible. In her post-Realities caution of the 1 850s, Linton 

their main womanly duty or encourage them to work in unsuitable professions or 

plunge into politics. 

pp.257-260) for example defends Caroline Norton and calls for the recognition of 

for which he has not wrought,' also reflects her belief in the justice of granting 

rights to women. 'Marriage Gaolers ' (Household Words, July 5 1 856) attacked the 

makes clear that her real intentions were to lift injustices done to women and not 

to advocate fanciful rights or seek to grant women advantages at the expense of 

Linton did not seek divorce or an official separation herself, although the 

Matrimonial Causes Act passed in 1 857  would have facilitated it. This may be 

interpreted as another tactic to comply with the Victorian principles of propriety. 

Her memory of Dickens's plight remained vivid when she repeated more than 

thirty years later in 'The Judicial shock to Marriage' (Nineteenth Century, 1 89 1 )  

Stephen Blackpool's famous words in Hard Times, 'it's all a muddle.' 

Linton's support for women's legal rights remained constant throughout her 

career. Her 'One of Our Legal Fictions' (Household Words, April 29 1 854, 
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the women's natural rights as mothers and the permission for them to live 

'untaxed by the legal Right and moral Wrong of any man to claim as his own that 



English marriage, property and divorce laws. Linton' s feminism in the 1 85 Os 

compared women to slaves and domesticated animals. Her views that women 

were prisoners and subject to man's  mood and temper under the pretext of 

patriarchal laws of matrimony reflect the influence of Mary Wollstonecraft and 

parallels in context with the master-slave, coloniser-colonised relationships: ' if he 

be a man of coarse or fickle passions-if he be a man without conscientiousness-if 

he be a man of violent temper. .. he may ill-treat, ruin and destroy his prisoner at 

his pleasure-all in the name of law, and by virtue of his conjugal rights, ' 

comparing man's protection to slavery in America, she attacked the under 

coverture law and English bigotry that classed woman with infants and idiots. 

This feminist attack was also launched by feminists like Frances Power Cobbe. 

Linton's defence of women's legal rights seems more misandrist than misogynist; 

her argument that man's sole right to divorce, may lead him to fabricate a case of 

adultery against his wife without having to defend his action, whereas she was 

banned from defending herself. In the 1 870s Linton' s  'The Modern Revolt' 

(Macmillan 's Magazine, December 1 870), supported the Married Women ' s  

Property Act and equality between spouses, describing th e  marriage relationship 

as one of domination and control based on the enslavement of women. She 

defended the revolt of women wondering how they could have borne such an 

injustice for so long: 

The revolt of women against the undue power of their husbands, 

against the virtual slavery of marriage, has not been without cause. 

Not that they have revolted, but they have borne for so long, is the 

wonder. .. Now however, things have got somewhat put to rights in that 
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quarter, . . .  til l  it is all worked through and the theory of marriage will 

be no longer based on the enslaving of one but on the equality of the 

two ( Linton, 1870). 

When the important debate on the subject of marriage, divorce and the position of 

women, invoked by the expanded Married Women's Property Bill in 1882, took 

place in newspapers from the mid-1880s to the mid- l 890s, Editor of the 

Westminster Review John Chapman encouraged the debate on the pages of his 

paper; in 'The Christian Harem' (July 1884) Chapman dealt with the double 

standard and inequalities facing women in marriage, whereas Mona Caird's  article 

'Marriage' (August 1888) prompted 27,000 letters to the Daily Telegraph on the 

I '  

question. Many others contributed to the debate such as Eleanor Marx, Henry 

Havelock Ellis, Elizabeth Rachel Chapman, Jane Hume Clapperton and Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton. All of them were members of the of the more extended 

Westminster circle that included members of the Men and Women's Club, initially 

called the Wollstonecraft Club .  Writers like Elizabeth Chapman expressed 

profound opposition to divorce and placed those who criticized marriage into two 

groups: the rejecters and the reformers (Rosenburg, 2005, p .130) .  In The Story of 

an African Farm (1883) Olive Schreiner 's (1855-1920) characters suffer and the 

solution for the well-being of both the society and the individual is to strengthen a 

reformed system of marriage, citing George Eliot's life as the illustrious example 

of the failure of free unions. Those attacking the argument, such as Jane Hume 

Clapperton's  'Miss Chapman' s  marriage reforms: A criticism', referred to 

Linton's article 'The Philosophy of Marriage ' (Universal Review, September 

1 888) in which she described marriages based on benefit as legal prostitution. 
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have to be kept in subjection . . .  Security develops her evil qualities and when not 

under restraint she is rampantly tyrannical (Linton, 1 888, p.3a1 ). Her bitter remarks 

Linton recommended divorce to avoid children the impact of an 'atmosphere of 

dissention' and 'mutual hatred' describing divorce as better than domestic 

unhappiness (Linton, 1 888, p.35) .  

Her liberal, open-minded views reached a climax when she weighed the pros and 

cons of the communist ideal and questioned how things would be if the marriage 

institution were to be dissolved and the State becomes the mother and father of the 

child. Linton did not rule out the advantage of this setting because, 'The pleasure 

of the individual would then be the one sole good, and morality would not suffer, 

because the family having ceased to exist, there would be no need for 

restrictions .. . ' Cautious not to overstep the limits she reconsidered that radical 

change is not the solution and we should: 'content ourselves with smaller and 

more tentative measures, legislation of the bit by bit kind, compromises granting 

here and withholding there . . .  ' She stressed that the 'illogical and conservative way 

of doing things' was better 'than wholesale changes ' (p.37). Linton's argument, 

similar in context to Mathew Arnold's notion of the importance of achieving 

general good, stressed that 'the individual must suffer for the preservation of 

society' (p.37) but did not dismiss the fact that things may change by time and the 

' too restricted' law should take into consideration the altered conditions of society 

not just its preservation. Although her unchangeable views on marriage did not 

make her less keen to criticise women, the simplistic arguments she used in the 

same article seem to have been inserted to please a certain group rather than 

advocate a definite of reasonable philosophy: 'There are certain natures which 
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on marriage and divorce may have stemmed from her personal failure, but she did 

not apply her written views on women in her private life. 

Althou

finds that in her reaction to marriage and divorce, she was unconsciously 

defending herself. She mentions that Linton revealed her sense of failure to 

gh her marriage brought no rewards and enslaved her to a man with five 

children, Linton described life outside marriage as not worth living; Anderson 

Henrietta Corkran: saying that a single woman' s  life is often not worth living and 

society should suppress ' the woman who thinks that marriage is a failure, and 

leaves her husband in order to live her own life . . .  It would be a grand thing to put 

them all under a big pump and give them iced shower-baths ' (Anderson, 1 987, 

p .t1 1 8). 

Linton' s  views on mamage continued to be realistic and impartial ; in 'The 

Marriage tie: Its Sanctity and its abuse '  (The New Review, February 1 892) she 

criticizes both marriage and the divorce law, stressing that the indissolubility of 

marriage paved the way for infidelity. Linton allowed three reasonable causes for 

of obligation, but that she found those causes necessary to end a marriage, 

advising readers to distinguish between the higher passion of love and that of 

desire (The New Review, February 1 892, pp.2 1 9,220,228). 

divorce, namely drunkenness, madness and felony, and assured her readers that 

she did not mean to loosen the strictness of the marriage tie or weaken the sense 
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4.13 Linton's Anti-Suffrage Campaign 

In Linton's view, women' s  movements did more harm to women than good 

(Linton, 1 889a, p.5 9 1 ). By the mid- 1 880s English women secured a number of 

rights in Educational, professional and legal spheres but they were yet to achieve 

parliamentary suffrage. As they increased their efforts, Linton intensified her 

attacks against them. Her admission to George Bentley that she 'dipped my pen in 

gall' (cited in Anderson, 1987, p.a1 90) reflected a deliberate intention to thwart 

women's suffrage. Her articles opposing their political participation leaned 

heavily on the Empire argument, warning that to grant women a political role 

would end the British Empire. However Linton was not interested in the poor 

working women, which strengthens the metropolitan-periphery notion of analogy 

and sameness and consolidates the parallel between the British working classes 

and the natives in the colonies. To her those women were unsexed and lacked 

prevalent imperial notion of preserving the superior race needed to rule the 

colonies. Unlike the upper and middle classes, the sons of the working classes had 

no access to decision-making and no actual influence on Empire policies, thus 

Linton dismissed them as ineffective and ranked them with the savage races. 

Another reason for ignoring the working classes may have been that they were not 

among her readers. What seems to strengthen the notion that she acted in service 

of the ruling aristocrats is the fact that many of her articles and works of fiction 

emphasised the importance of lineage: "She had good blood in her veins, which 

sensitiveness, so it was reasonable if they became masculine. Upper-class women 

on the other hand risked losing their femininity; an argument corresponding to the 
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every one [sic] has not, and had a right to toss up her head' (Linton, 1 865, part I, 

p .41 ). 

Despite the relaxation of some restrictions,  a Parliament majority continued to 

oppose most of the bills that dealt with women. With the increasing number of 

MPs in support of the vote, Linton was aware that public opinion was changing 

and that it was impossible to reverse progress or silence the growing calls for 

women's emancipation. Her late 1 8 8Os and early 1 890s articles reflect change in 

her writing tactics; to please the opposing ruling aristocrats. With no objective 

argument to present, her attacks show naivety and lack foundation. In 'Our 

Illusions ' (Fortnightly Review, April 1 89 1 ), Linton employed the simple but crude 

tactic of openly turning men against women and planting doubt in the heart of 

every male reader. She warned men against being fooled by women and 

confirmed that youth, love and friendship are but an illusion and doubted the 

worthiness of women. Her approach brings to mind the words of Henrietta 

Corkran: ' I  often heard her make bitter remarks in a soft but intense tone of voice. 

Sometimes I thought she resembled a bird of prey- a vulture. '  To prove her 

argument Linton doubted history, describing ' saints and heroes are but men 

judged of without the testimony of their valets . . .  ' She employed harsh natural 

truths to plant doubt in men over the reality of love. She overlooked that the 

biological truths she emphasised also apply to men; she emphasised unattractive 

changes a woman undergoes as she grows older and how she becomes 'many

fleshed, with pendulous cheeks, and fingers bulging over her rings ' (p.588) .  

Linton fiercely attacked wives, doubted love planting suspicion in every man' s  

heart over the fidelity and integrity of their wives :  
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No husband suspects his own wife. The wives of his friends are 

different. They may fall l ike ninepins -and do; but his own is as firm 

as a rock. The wish to find it so creates the illusion. The clatter and 

turmoil of the ruin that would come were it found otherwise is too 

great to be willingly encountered. Not only let the sleeping dog lie, but 

let it be assumed that no dogs are lying there at all, asleep or awake. ' 

(Fortnightly Review, Apr. 1 89 1 ,  pp.588-589) 

Linton shows women as susceptible to be fooled by appearances, describing love 

as an illusory human relationship: 

What is it that makes us love that inferior A and turn an 

unsympathetic shoulder to B. ,  in all other things the superior? What 

made that well-conditioned wife and mother desert her handsome 

husband and dear children for that dried-up, monkey-faced man of 

learning-for that showy, coarse, and vulgar groom? .. . It is all maya-all 

delusion. Only when old age has couched our eyes of the blindness 

(Fortnightly Review, April 1 89 1 ,  p .59 1 )  

Linton's attacks on  women's suffrage i n  the 1 890s used the same arguments she 

had employed in her Saturday Review essays but with fiercer vigour. Her bias 

towards the mling aristocrats is quite evident when she employed culture-based 

wrought by passion, and experience has cleared the tangle created by 

ignorance and belief, only then do we see the thing in its true shape. 

differences between the sexes to belittle women and portray them as weak, biased, 

disinterested in knowledge and with little regard for the law, thus paralleling them 
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with the natives in the colonies. Her attacks parallel the colonialist' argument that 

those inferiorities are what keeps the two worlds separate; 'What is actually a 

sociological point becomes labelled as being biological '  (Memmi, 1 967, pp. 7 1 -2). 

Her argument, clearly voicing the imperialist point of view, emphasized the 

catastrophic impact of women's enfranchisement on the country because they 

'would swamp the men,' influence decisions and lead the country to accept 

shameful peace rather than war (Linton, 1 889b, p . 582). She described supporters 
i •  

of the cause as ' doing their best to bring about one of the greatest social and 

national disasters that could befall us (Linton, 1 892, p.455). Linton accused the 

France' (Linton, 1 892, p .45 8). 

Her articles in the Fortnightly Review angered women rightists ' ,  causing suffrage 

leader Mill icent Fawcett to refute Linton' s  claims that women's enfranchisement 

emasculates men (Fortnightly Review, April 1 889) .  Fawcett turned the argument 

against Linton, maintaining that the nations which suppressed women 's equality 

and independence were the most effeminate (Anderson, 1987, p. 1 9 1 ) . Mona Caird 

also rebutted Linton ' s  claims in 'A Defence of the So-Called Wild Women' 

(Nineteenth Century, May 1 892). Caird highlighted the contradictions in Linton' s  

argument, pointing out that Linton who had at one point supported emancipation 

enjoyed insulting women 'as if it pleased her to add another insult to those which 

the l iterature of centuries . . .  has never tired of flinging at the defenceless sex' ( also 

see Anderson, 1 987, p . 1 92). Critics such as George Paston and others never 

leaders of women' s  emancipation of lying, doubted their patriotism because they 

'would give the keys of our foreign possessions into the hands of Russia or of 
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ceased to remind readers of Linton's inconsistencies, cleverness and her hostile 

views over women's emancipation. 

Linton continued her attack on women. Between 1 887 and 1 889 she published 

nine articles on the failure of women throughout history. In ' Italian Women in the 

Middle Ages' and 'French Political Women', she mentioned all the failures in 

which women had played a role, warning England to avoid similar mistakes 

because women's rulea' is the sign, of general decay' (Linton, 1 889a). 

Linton doubted the sincerity of the counter press, accusing those papers of lending 

a hand to loosen the bonds and encourage disrespect for law. This strongly 

suggests that Linton might have well been the member of an organised 

government-backed counter campaign because she questioned the motives of the 

Press and accused them of profiting from 'moral crookedness' (Linton, 1 892, 

p.463) .  The doubts she directed at the press confirm her good knowledge of how 

the press aims to 'pence and profit' to promote sales. In another contradictory 

statement she described women's fame as 'barren' and that she 'would rather have 

been the wife of a great man than what I am -famous in my own person' (Linton, 

1 89 1a, p.82) . 
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4.14 'An Appeal Against Female Suffrage' (1889) 

What seems to strengthen the argument that Linton joined anti-suffrage to further 

her career is that she did not fit among the aristocratic and upper middle-class 

ladies who signed the 1 889 'An Appeal Against Female Suffrage, '  published in 

the June issue of the Nineteenth Century. Linton stood out from the rest for two 



living and secondly; her fierce attacks lacked objectivity and were unreasonably 

significant reasons: firstly; she was one of two women who worked for their 

biased. Anderson compares the obstructive attitudes in Mrs Creighton's  essay in 

support of the Appeal to that in Eliza Linton' s  writings on the same topic. 

Anderson finds that Mrs Creighton was concerned with keeping women in their 

sphere to preserve women ' s  influence, whereas Eliza's intent was ' to protect men 

from the emasculation of women's  influence' (Anderson, 1 987, p . 1 93) .  Linton' s  

attitude parallels the subjugated person who idolised the subjugator or the 

colonised who idolised the coloniser, defended and justified his actions and 

i !  

adopted his theories, without necessarily being convinced. This, contrary to 

previous interpretations, may be detected in her argument; had Linton not 

believed in the strong mental powers of women she would not have feared that 

their enfranchisement would effeminate men. Her warnings to men indirectly 

emphasized that women were either equal or more powerful than men and should 

thus be feared. 

4.15 Subaltern Tactics 

Her signing 'An Appeal ' may also be seen as part of an aim to strengthen her 

social connections. Her social attitude suggests that she had strongly valued, good 

connections. Since her early days in London she was keen to maintain 

acquaintance not just with important people but also with promising ones .  

Victorian society was open to climbers of good upper- and middle-class 

backgrounds because they believed that quality remains despite financial 

difficulties (Routledge, 2009). 
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Not from a prominent background herself, she relied on her 'tower of strength, '  

her 'grandfather the Bishop and my uncle the dean' (Linton, 1 885, Vol. I, p.277) 

to mix with people influential in her sphere such as ' leaders of thought already 

established' and also ' some who were still preparing for the time when they too 

should lead and no longer follow (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 1 ,  p.278). 

Her comments on her days in London during 1 850s reflect much ambition and 

determination to become famous; 'My social place was that which naturally 

belongs to a youngster of good birth, who, if he has not quite won his spurs, may 

yet some day do great things--who knows?' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol . 1, p.277 ; ,  also 

cited in Layard, 1 90 1 ,  p .64). Among the people she met around that period were 

some notables such as Miss Jane Porter, Miss Pardoe, Mrs Trollope, Lady 

Morgan, Harrison Ainsworth, Alaric Watts and Shirley Brooks. Through her 

friendship with Thornton Hunt, the liberal editor, joumalist, writer and launcher of 

the radical weekly The Leader and son of Romantic essayist Leigh Hunt, she 

became acquainted with members of the 'family Agapemone ' (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  

p.64), an English religious community o f  men and women. 

Another example of Linton's  useful friendships was with renowned poet and 

classical scholar Walter Savage Landor. The way Linton introduced herself to him 

shows that her subaltern tactics had not changed since childhood. Her exaggerated 

reaction to one of the 'great spiritual masters; one of my most revered intellectual 

guides '  is similar to the flattery she used in her letters to Richard Bentley. Linton 

remembers how she 'dashed up to him with both hands held out and said, 'Mr. 

Landor? Oh! Is this Mr. Landor? ' as if he had been a god suddenly revealed' 

(' Reminiscences of Walter Savage Landor' ,  Fraser 's Magazine, July 1 870, p . 1 20; 
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had irregularities but not ' licentious. ' (Linton, 1 899, p.25 ;  Anderson, 1 987, p.40). 

This trait strongly suggests that Linton could well turn a blind eye to matters of 

principle if they clashed with her personal interest. 

enthusiasm and a long friendship began between the two (Layard, 1 90 1 ,  pp. 1 r1 0- 1 24). 

Apart from it being of use in developing her career, Landor stood by her side at the 

also Anderson, 1 987, p.43 ; Linton, 1 899, p.46). The old man was touched by her 

time Realities was published, helped her with money and facilitated many useful 

literary contacts such as her friendship with Dickens, whom she had met on Landor' s 

seventy-fourth birthday in 1 849 . Her relationship however with Landor' s  family was 

not very successful. Other friendships were formed through Landor such as her 

friendship with Swinburne. Yet Linton was known to have failed in many of her 

friendships with women, such as Fanny Kemble, George Eliot, Elizabeth Browning, 

Henrietta Corkran, and the Loaden sisters who had taken her under their wing when 

she first arrived in London. 

Linton' s  personal friendships and hostilities largely governed her judgment of 

others. Her subjugated mentality assessed people according to their attitudes and 

reactions to her person and which may also be interpreted as their usefulness for 

her. She was able to overlook great moral principles for the ones she loved, liked 

or benefitted from while she made a great fuss over less significant issues from 

the ones she disliked. She, for example defended Thornton Hunt as a blameless 

figure in the breakup of George Lewes ' s marriage, whom she hated. To Linton, 

Lewes 'had neither shame nor reticence in his choice of subjects' (Linton, 1 899, 

p. 1 8), while Hunt, who had fathered two of Mrs Lewes ' s  children, was chivalrous, 
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Linton, whose articles stressed ideals and principles, was capable of misleading 

the course of justice by giving a false statement to defend Landor who had been 

sued for libel for publicly accusing a woman of stealing money he had sent to 

others, including herself; Linton lied by sending a testimony saying that there was 

no money in the envelope when it reached her (Anderson, 1 987, p.93) .  

Her admiration of  Dickens and animosity to Forster, for example, were both 

triggered by their personal reaction to her on their first meeting. Linton does not 

try to hide that her judgment was based on that first meeting, saying that unlike 

Dickens, who was kind and included her in conversation, Forster was ' cynical ' 

and bitterly 'jealous ' .  This prejudiced her relationship with him and she was much 

angered when he neglected to mention her or the poem Landor had written for her 

in his Life of Landor ( 1 869). Linton sought revenge by taking 'the skin of him' in 

her review of his book (Linton, 1 899, pp.56-57) and went a long way to get at 

1987, p.46). On the other hand, Linton' s  animosity towards George Eliot was one 

of envy among similars. Just as she betrayed her sex by highlighting their 

weaknesses, she transformed the professional competition with Eliot into an attack 

on Eliot' s private life (Linton, 1 899, pp.97-98). Her unprofessional attitude, 

reflected in her continuous appeals to Blackwood, offering him her articles and 

books to be published in Maga, further sheds light on the lengths Linton was 

prepared to go to realise ambition. Although she was never successful with 

Forster. When both Dickens and Fraser refused to publish her review, Linton tried 

to publish it in America, but it is not known if she was successful (Anderson, 

Blackwood (Anderson, 1 987, p. l 00) her letters highlight a sly subaltern tactic 

when she compares herself to her rival in a humiliating manner: 
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I am not below the successful writers in power of a certain kind-not 

below Miss Evans even, in powers of language or grasp of thought -in 

artistry yes, and in the wisdom to keep back unwelcome thoughts yes, 

a hundred degrees- but I have faculties that might be utilized to the 

making of beautiful books, and to my own good future, if I were 

befriended (Linton to Blackwood, April 2, 22, 1 863 ,  NLS, MSS ,  

quoted in Anderson, 1 987, p . 1 00). 

Linton ' s  relationships thus show extremes in dealing with others; she may on the 

one hand thrash her enemies and take 'the skin of them' or she would help friends 

get away with despicable behaviour on the other. Her insistence on maintaining 

correspondence with Blackwood supports the view that she humiliated herself in 

the hope of furthering her career by becoming a contributor to Maga. Her defence 

of Landor and Hunt suggests her ability to ignore moral issues to maintain useful 

friendships .  It is also worth mentioning that Linton was much more submissive 

and acquiescent to Landor (whose friendship was useful for her career) than she 

ever was to her father. She suppressed her own temper to avoid arousing his 

Linton' s fierce struggle for independence and literary fame led her to eliminate 

any obstacle impeding her progress. She changed her public views, made 

concessions, begged, appealed and sacrificed married life to get to the 'higher 

ranks ' she had longed for. In light of the above, her conversion to anti-feminism 

does not seem to have been sparked by a change in perception or an attempt to 
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4.16 Coercing Fellow 'Natives' :  Reasons for attacking Women 



In the Autobiography of Christopher Kirkland Linton says her marriage had left 

her penniless as she had been when she first left home twenty years ago (Linton, 

defend her sex from suffering as she had claimed, but for achieving private 

objectives. Her bitter attacks coincided with the time of her separation from her 

husband, death of her father and the departure of Walter Savage Landor to Italy. 

1 885, Vol. 3 ,  p.60). The impact of this situation left her no choice but to utilise 

her pen for the purpose of rebuilding her life and career; she was determined to 

compensate her loss: 

When my home was finally broken up and all things were swept 

away, I found myself possessed of only a few shillings as my sole 

capital. My last investment was sold to pay the last of the household 

bills; and the clearance was complete. I was just where I had stood 

twenty years ago, and had lost in my marriage the whole of my private 

means. This was the least of my troubles. I was strong and in the 

meridian of my working powers; and I could always make my way. 

But when I had to ask the most genial and friendly of my two chiefs 

for an advance of fifty pounds to float my stranded bark into 

serviceable wat en a dream, ers again, I felt as if the whole thing had be

and that I was once more a boy, with all my life to make anew. 

(Linton, 1 885, Vol. 3 ,  p.60) 

Her experience with hardship after the publication of Realities ( 1 85 1 ) and 

the difficulties she faced in publishing her works suggest that she thought 

twice before attempting to defy conventions again. The description of 

people hostile to Linton may be considered as having a considerable amount 
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of truth; she was described 'untrue '  by Elizabeth Browning and scheming 

by Henrietta Corkran. Her husband too described her as a 'traitor' towards 

the end of their marriage. Linton wrote in her Autobiography of Christopher 

Kirkland that her spouse saw her as ' caring for persons than for principles; 

not knowing what truth meant; devoted to pleasure; greedy of praise; a 

traitor to the cause; shallow rather than broad; a miserable pretence and a 

sham, not a reality (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol . 3 ,  pp.52-53) .  

Keeping in mind her early defiant and rebellious character, her radical husband's 

accusations suggest that Linton had been cautious in expressing her views to the 

point of dissimulation. Linton ' s freedom depended on her career and was thus 

more important to her than any human relationship. She admitted that joining her 

husband in America would have been very lucrative; 'Had things been different 

between us . . .  I could have written in America as well as here and perhaps with 

even better results ' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 3 ,  5 9-60; Anderson, 1 987, p . 1 1 1 ). By 

refusing to accept a 'hand-to-mouth kind of existence, '  a lack of regular and 

organised income left her in fear of the future and the marriage deteriorated due to 

the couple' s  heated discussions over money (Linton, 1 885, Vol . 3 ,  pp.44-45). 

Linton acknowledged that the marriage she had hoped for was badly calculated. 

She could not 'reform' William as she had told Landor or redirect his life ' toward 

more practical goals (Anderson, 1 987,  p .89), to the contrary 'my advice was 

tainted with the sin of worldly-mindedness. I was the enemy of truth and the 

advocate of insincerity' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 3 ,  p . 58) because Linton was ' one of 

those ascetic Bohemians who frankly prefer poverty and disorder to sufficiency 

and regularity . . .  ' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol. 3 ,  p .55) .  
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Her insistence that her separation was caused by incompatibility was cleverly 

chosen to imply a vast range of causes. In her works she presented William as a 

'jealous widow' and ' Crooked Stick' who impeded her progress .  In return 

William ceased to love her: 'you have lost your charm for me' (Linton, 1 885 ,  Vol .  

3 ,  p .62). As a step-mother Linton did not keep up her relations with the Linton 

children and failed to visit her eldest step-daughter Gyp when the girl was 

institutionalized to avoid breaking her own heart. In a letter to her stepson, Linton 

wrote, ' I  cannot think of her without tears, and I feel as if it wd. break my heart to 

see her' (Linton to Willie Linton, Nov. 20, 1 87 1 ,  quoted in Anderson, 1 987 ,  

p . t1 1 0) .  

Tracing Linton' s  personal circumstances from her faintly disguised 

autobiographical works indicates that she had well trained herself in subaltern 

tactics by allowing 'reason' to rule passion; 'When I was young I am sorry to say 

I had a most violently passionate temper when roused . . .  but I have mastered it-as 

one can master everything one really makes up one's mind to (Tweedie, 1 894, 

p .3 57) .  Linton did not waste an opportunity when she saw one; though saddened 

by her separation from her husband, she circumvented Victorian social etiquette 

and maintained marital respectability by keeping appearances. Like a subaltern 

who refused to admit being fired from his job, she, in reply to a social invitation, 

avoided mentioning her s ingle status: 'my husband is not in town, and will  not be, 

I am sorry to say, this spring . . . .  Shall I be acceptable alone? (Linton to Mrs 

Hodgson, n.d., UCLA MSS.  cited in Anderson, 1987, p. 1 03) . 

Theoretically, Linton a victim of harsh social and financial circumstances was 

doubly exploited; firstly by her unbalanced marriage to William whose attitude 
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was drastically different from her idea of a husband as a 'protector' ' lover' and a 

'caretaker' (Linton to Mrs Hartley, cited in Layard, 1 90 1 ,  pp.2 1 8- 19) . Secondly. 

Linton was exploited by the State; her harsh circumstance drove her to relinquish 

her principles to advocate marketable ideas . She knew deep down that her essays 

resulted as much in infamy as in fame and that her success had been at the 

expense of many good friendships; in reply to Bentley, who had asked her to 

review a book by Rhoda Broughton, which she gladly accepted out of j ealousy of 

George Eliot, Linton commented ' . .  .I did not know however, that she had been 

spurned by the press. I thought I was the only friendless one of the woman 

writers ' (Anderson, 1 9 87, p. 1 82). Her attacks on women created many enemies 

who criticized and doubted her intentions .  Among these was writer Elma Stuart of 

Wokingham who described Linton in a letter to her friend on 11 September 1 895, 

as a 'most despicable travesty of a woman, calling itself Mrs Lynn Linton . . .  My 

contention is this -her articles will in a short time die-as all foul things die-and be 

forgotten' (Van Thal, 1 979, p .200). 

Yet those who knew her well held benevolent views of her. Many of them were 

impressed by her warm, kind nature and blamed her essays for the reputation she 

held. Anthropologist, Edward Clodd ( 1 840- 1 930) described her as 'more heart 

than head when pouring out what grieved her soul . . .  she was all tender, winning 

you by the softness of her smile, ' adding that she ' she brought on herself torrents 

of misrepresentation and abuse  by her articles '  (quoted in Van Thal, 1 979, p.202). 

Critic and playwright J .  Comyns Carr who had first met her at the height of her 

notoriety just after publication of 'The Girl of the Period' ( 1 868) wrote, ' I  got to 

know her well, and learnt to discover in her earnest, enthusiastic nature, qualities 
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that struck much deeper than the superficial satire which she had exercised in this 

series of papers exploiting the foibles of her s ex (Van Thal, 1 979). 

Although Linton admitted in a private letter towards the end of her life that she 

hated women as 

directed at the race because women were exploited and degraded and therefore 

cannot be taken to be her sole motive. Although Linton pretended that she had 

little regard for wealth, it is clear that her financial circumstances, and the 

a race but not as individuals ,  (Anderson, 1 987, p. 1 2), many of her 

actions seem to reflect a hatred for the injustices inflicted on women as a race. Her 

statement justifies the fierceness of her attack, but also explain that her hatred was 

famous (Anderson, 1 987). Thal ( 1 979) quotes a leading lady to have said after her 

death; that Linton found it 'more profitable ' to attack rather than defend. 

competitive literary environment, motivated her actions. Although she told 

Bentley in 1 888  that she no longer expected to earn more that 'just enough to live 

like a lady of limited means, '  in reality she continued to drive hard bargains and 

get a good price for her work long after she had become well-established and 

4.17 Conclusion 

number of life-long difficulties that had shaped her character. Each episode in her life led 

The fact that Linton wrote Amymone ( 1 t848), Realities ( 1 85 1 )  and defended Mary 

Wollstonecraft in 1 854 confirms her early feminism. Her adherence to the major 

principles of the feminist cause all her life and her defence of women's rights to divorce, 

education and child custody as well as her opposition to anti-feminists like Froude 

indicate that she had not changed in essence. Linton as a victim of her circwnstances 

side of the Cause was not an act of conviction but the effect of necessity created by a 

demonstrates the subaltern mentality of the subjugated groups. Her defection to the other 
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to another. Her marginalised existence in childhood led her to leave 

impress her father and family triggered the desire to prove her worth. The backlash of 

home, her attempts to 

Realities was a severe punishment leading to years of depression, poverty and infamy that 

cost her readership, social connections, publishers' approval and job. Her infonnal 

education on the other hand made her less confident about her writing skills. Linton 

realised that it was futile to stand against a society hostile to her progressive ideas and 

turned towards marriage to gain the support she needed. Her miscalculated marriage over

burdened her, leaving her penniless and struggling to preserve her self-respect. To 

guarantee publication she had to comply with market requirements even if it meant 

im ogres' awaiting unsupported women. This ischanging her views to avoid the 'tgr 

largely supported by the fact that her novels were moderate and presented both sides of 

the argument. The general atmosphere on the other hand welcomed articles advocating 

anti-feminist thought that were written by women. Similar to the collaborating intellectual 

and members of the native elite, Linton collaborated to steer public sympathy away from 

the Cause to make the 'best thought' prevail for the 'general good' of the nation. Her 

coercion of fellow women guaranteed her own survival and brought her fame she would 

It also  secured a regular income that kept her self-sufficient 

and independent. Although Linton put up with 

not have achieved otherwise. 

setting the difficult life to pursue a career 

through the long and gradual development of her misogynistic articles, I found that 

Linton was not totally against emancipation, but the collaborating 'Mr Hyde' within her 

traded with cause to fulfil her ambition. 
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in conformity with social expectations . In her career she was the first professional 

female staff correspondent of The Times, the highest paid British woman 

journalist in 1 895, and the first Colonial Editor of The Times in1 890. Her 

professional ism earned her the support and respect ofher male colleagues and her 

Chapter 5 :  Useful Subalternacy: The Case of Flora Shaw 

(1852-1929) 

Flora Louise Shaw was a British journalist and a strong advocate of imperialism. 

She became Lady Lugard after her marriage in 1 902 and was honoured as Dame 

Flora Shaw in 1 9 1 6 . Her articles influenced the views of both the public and 

politicians on the colonial policy ofthe British Empire. 

Shaw represents many of the Victorian-Edwardian professional women whose 

subaltern position led them to mask their views over women's emancipation and 

suppress their capacity for independent thinking by agreeing with views of the 

influential imperial figures of the Empire, and whose aptitude and enthusiasm was 

exploited to serve patriarchal and imperialist objectives. In return Shaw utilised 

her gender to gain entry to people of power, maintain a profession and climb the 

career ladder. Like many women of her time, Shaw did not advocate views 

encouraging women ' s  suffrage although she encouraged their right to education. 

However she openly opposed suffrage after she married an imperial administrator 
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efficiency made her stand out in the work market. Throughout her career she 

relied on the advice of many establishment figures and professional j ournalists. 

The writing style she adopted camouflaged her gender and on writing 

anonymously she was mistaken for a man; Moberly Bell, Assistant to the 

Managing Director of The Times ( 1 890- 1 9 1 1 )  told her how the founder of The 

Times, John Walter, praised the papers' correspondent not realising that she was a 

female :  'That was a most excellent letter in The Times of this morning from South 

Africa . . .  The man who wrote that is a man who not only thoroughly knows what 

he i s  writing about, but how to write it ' (Bell, 1 947, p . 1 1 9) .  

Shaw's  articles did not voice opinions on the emancipation of women and were 

mainly concerned with issues of the British Empire, but records show that she was 

a member of clubs that included women on both sides of the suffrage question; 

her membership of the Women Writers' Club,  for example, put her in touch with 

progressive women writers like Isabella Banks, who campaigned for women's 

rights 1 • (Shaw was also in contact with other politically and intellectually active 

women l ike Alice Stopford Green, an ardent supporter of Irish Home Rule, also 

interested in the particular contribution of woman in the world of letters (Holton, 

2002) and the unconventional Anne Isabella Thackeray Ritchie ( 1 837- 1 9 1 9) 

whose work concentrated on exploring the female literary tradition (Aplin, 20 1 1) .  

In a letter to his cousin Agnes Garrett, 9 June 1 897 in the Garrett Papers, F .  

Edmund Garrett mentions that Shaw befriended and dined with the British 

suffragist and reformer, Millicent Fawcett before sailing to Africa and had ' sent 

Records of the clubs are available from: www.aim25.ac.uk/cats/65/ 10597.htm . Also from The 
Archives Hub: archiveshub.ac.uk/data/gb 1 066wcw?page=l#id626060 
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Fawcett a ticket to listen to her read a paper on "Colonial Expansion" at the Royal 

Colonial Institute in November 1 894' (Shaw, 1 894, p.95) . On the other hand, her 

membership of the Society of Authors in 1 889 introduced her to Anti-Suffrage 

figures like Eliza Lynn Linton, Mrs Humphry Ward, and Charlotte M. Yonge, yet 

her name was not among the signees of the original 'An Appeal Against Female 

Suffrage' in the Nineteenth Century (June 1 889). This, in my view, suggests that 

up to the age of 42 Shaw had no clear-cut attitude towards the suffrage question. 

Shaw did not l eave behind detailed evidence of her private life and a large part of 

is characterised by inconsistency. Although she overlooked Victorian conventions 

by taking up a profession, this phase of  her life though long in time span, was 

temporary because it took place between two phases of conventional living. In 

both her pre-career and post-marriage phases, Shaw complied with the 

feminist and her anti-suffrage attitude; firstly her father's second marriage that 

2 Dr Kenneth. J. Oroz, personal communication, message to the author. 22 March 20 1 1 .  'Her 
husband ignored that wish to a point. He gave some material to Enid Moberly Bell for her 
biography; the rest of Flora's materials were folded into Sir Frederick Lugard's papers (also in 
Rhodes House) where they became the basis for Margery Perham's 2 volume biography of Lord 
Lugard. The real problem, however, is that Sir Frederick made his brother Edward the executor of 
his wil l  and asked him to cull the material. Edward was rather ruthless at this - some letters 
literally have sections cut out with a razor, excerpts of others were typed for Perham's use with the 
original having been destroyed.' (Permission to quote granted 29 December 201 1 )  

what is left of her correspondence with her husband, for example, has been 

severely edited, especial ly private comments to her husband or about her private 

life .  Dr Kenneth J .  Oroz mentions that Shaw did not thi nk her life was worthy of 

being recorded, and had requested in her will that her papers be destroyed2 . 

Shaw's life, l ike many other middle-class anti-feminist and anti-suffrage women, 

conventions of her time, yet her unconventionality and career may not be regarded 

as a measure of  absolute necessity because her earlier work and some of her 

actions indicate otherwise. Two major turning points in Shaw's life led to both her 
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eventually led her to take up a career and secondly her marriage to Sir Frederick 

Lugard for which she gave up that remarkable career; she did not seek a new 

position in the month separating her resignation from The Times in September 

1 900 and Lugard's proposal in October nor after her marriage in 1 902. On a more 

general level, her life may be divided into four different periods; the first is that of 

her girlhood and conventional upbringing till her father's remarriage in 1 872, the 

second begins with her leaving home to build a life for herself in domestic 

positions accompanied by her efforts to become a novelist, the third begins with 

her employment as a j ournalist for the Pall Mall Gazette, Manchester Guardian 

then a successful Colonial editor for The Times, whereas the fourth marks Shaw's 

return to live, though not wholly conventionally, but within the bounds of the 

conventions of her class on her marriage to Frederick Lugard. 

Tracing events in Shaw's  life and her opinions over issues of class and the 

position of women in society, lead to two paradoxical points; her eagerness to 

preserve class hierarchy, and her dissatisfaction with the position of women in 

society. Her private correspondences with her sister during her career as Miss 

Shaw reflect an interest in the unconventional activities carried out by other 

women. In a letter her sister Louise mentions an incident regarding a lady who did 

not hesitate to deliver a speech that won over a group of Australian miners, 

highlighting the woman's  view that her sex would not deter her from voicing her 

views; 'You think because I am a woman you can frighten me into silence' ( 1 1 

August 1 892). Shaw herself was no less bold when she asked a group of shearers 

on her visit to Australia the following year 'why they allowed themselves to be 

led by individuals so evidently inferior to themselves ' (Bell, 1 947, p . 14 1 ) . The 
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letter also reflects family support when Louise  informs Shaw that 'The Daddie' is 

'most proud' of her letters published in The Times. Louise also points out, in what 

( 1 c1 August 1 892). 

Shaw explains to her sister how a man had been paying her attention for the past 

matter. A letter from Shaw dated 6 December 1902 for example, informed Lugard 

of her meeting with Sir Montagu Ommaney and Joseph Chamberlain and her 

suggestion that they should not offer Lugard a post in Australia. She stressed that 

her efforts were 'not with the faintest notion of dictating or even suggesting an 

opinion on you' .  The letter is cut at that point indicating it contained what Ned 

thought were unsuitable details (MSS  Lugard 4-7) .  
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seems like a feminist remark, that Shaw· 's work had been mistaken for a man's ·' 

' They of course call you He, they can't imagine She 's  doing anything so good' 

Shaw's  letters to her sister Louise also reflect a natural female interest in the 

opposite sex; The similarity between the restrictions on the modem Arab woman 

and the Victorian social restrictions on women allows the interpretation that the 

parts taken out from her letters among the Lugard collection, may have contained 

details regarded as unsuitable by her brother-in-law, who was left in charge of her 

papers. The assumption I make, though not conclusive, is based on an unedited 

letter within the Brackenbury collection (now officially called the Flora Shaw 

papers) which for example, contains a diagram of a seating arrangement in which 

six months (MSS Brit. Emp, s .590). Shaw's tendency to give detailed description 

of events and people strongly backs the assumption, explaining her brother-in

law's  editing. Shaw ' s letters to her husband (in the possession of Ned Lugard) 

were cut where she seemed to be either instructing him or tackling a private 



5.1 Cautious Feminism: Shaw's Novels 

Although Shaw's attitude to female emancipation is not defined in her j ournalism, 

her careful presentation of the female characters in her novels hints at her 

dissatisfaction with the role of women in society. Shaw's biographer E. Moberly 

Bell and Frederick Lugard's biographer Margery Perham present Shaw from two 

different perspectives : Bell tends to perceive Shaw as faultless, while Perham, a 

friend of Frederick Lugard, defends and justifies her shortcomings (Bell, 1 947; 

Perham 1 960). However, both biographers agree that Shaw had excellent 

professional skills and had not been defiant or a rebel throughout her life. To the 

contrary both depict her as a committed Victorian upper middle-class woman. 

Shaw's novels on the other hand, reflect a cautious attitude, stemming from her 

awareness of the restrictions and inequalities upon her gender 

(Carrington, 2009). Her keenness to reinforce the general attitude of female 

subordination, while at the same time making her point, highlights the desire to 

avoid the backlash of expressing liberal views. Her views were thus expressed 

indirectly through portraying her female characters as efficient as men and 

sometimes more brave, but she restricts their roles to support and companionship 

till circumstances require their intervention. In Castle Blair ( 1 877), for example, 

Winnie is courageous and provides practical assistance to Murtagh, the eldest of 

the Blair children but male superiority is emphasised by Winnie's subaltern role 

(Carrington, 2009, p.277). Shaw's theme of class hierarchy is also vividly 

expressed when Winnie objects ' [W]e're not stealing! [W]e're ladies and 
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in heaven (p. 1 79) while he retorts that 'Gentlemen don 't tell lies

p.50; Carrington, 2009, p.277). The discussion of women' s  

Although Shaw's male figure Murtagh emphasises the maternal and domestic role 

of women, it also hints that Shaw was aware that women tend to use sly 

' subaltern' tactics to get their way when Murtagh comments on 'a sneaking 

woman's way' (Shaw, 1 878, p . 148) and his hope that no women are to be found 

' (Shaw, 1 878, 

use of tact to 

overcome the brute in man seems to have been discussed between Shaw and her 

sister; Louise comments that 'with women tact counts for a lot of man' s brute 

force ' ( 1 1 August, 1 892). 

Hector on the other hand reflects subaltern passive resistance. Apart from 

portraying her deep interest in titles, there is the possibility that it expresses an 

unconscious longing for her father to acquire a title; the position in which she 

placed Hector seems to resemble both her situation and that of her grandfather 

who had inherited the title on the death of his elder brother; Hector (like herself) is 

banished from home. He goes to France because his grandfather, like her father, 

was passive. Shaw solves the problem by killing the uncles to enable Hector to 

return as the sole heir to his grandfather' s estate. However, in reality, Shaw had no 

access to the title or to her grandfather ' s  estate, but her father as a second son did 

if his elder brother were to die. Shaw's father Captain George Shaw had to rely on 

his income to make a living. Although he rose to become Major-General, he 

struggled (along with Shaw's mother Marie Junot Desfontaines, allegedly 

daughter of the French Governor of Mauritius and a descendent of Louis XV) to 

maintain their large household of fourteen children (Bell, 1 94 7). Some formal 

schooling was given to the boys but most of the education was done at home and 
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the girls were taught the accomplishments by a governess and French by their 

mother. The tight financial circumstances can thus explain her keen interest in 

social hierarchy and class. Hector seems to reflect her concealed wish for 

acquiring a title. Her novels also suggest that Shaw had experienced an inner 

feeling of expatriation after she left the family home; Castle Blair, Hector and A 

Sea Change ( 1 885/6) all portray a child having left home for some time. In Phyllis 

Browne ( 1 a883)  Shaw reflects Phyllis's longing for a mother figure; 'I do wish I 

had a mother, to talk to me nicely as you talk!a' (Shaw, 1 883, p.3 84). Shaw 

stresses the importance of having a mother or a good stepmother in the growing 

up of an adolescent female; 'I think I might grow much better then' (p.384). 

Motherless herself with an unwelcoming stepmother, Shaw seems to be reflecting 

on how different things would have been, had she felt comfortable to stay home 

after her father's second marriage. Her male characters on the other hand, are 

superior by birth right, while the females are subaltern and adjusting to their 

views. 

Although Shaw's portrayal of her female characters highlights their subordinate 

position, it also sheds light on the more competent sides of womanhood. Shaw did 

not deny women a mental capacity equivalent to man's, but she made clear that it 

was their duty to make the effort to accommodate to man's views. However, the 

issue may have been seen from a different angle when Louisa confirms to her 

sister in 1 892 that man can be trained to accommodate; 'Man is certainly a 

creature of habit and if you train them into thinking of you before themselves it 

gradually becomes a habit' (MSS Brit. Emp, s.590). Louisa's letter seems to 

reflect that the sisters shared and exchanged views on overcoming the 
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conventional subjugation of women. This also suggests that if Shaw agreed with 

her sister's argument then her public compliance with the Victorian conventions 

in her novels was for the readership. Carrington points out that through Murtagh's 

comments, Shaw defined women' s  role as 'a domestic and maternal one' 

(Carrington, 2009. p .287), yet Murtagh' s  mention of ' a  sneaking woman's way' 

and his wish that ' there are no women in heaven'  (Shaw, 1 878, pp. 148, 1 79) apart 

from suggesting Shaw' s  knowledge of the misogynist remarks made by 

adolescent boys, also suggests her awareness that women tend to achieve their 

goals through careful planning, a trait which may be noticed in the ambitious 

members of a subaltern group. In real life, Shaw achieved her goals through 

cultivating her ' immense power of affection and sympathy . . .  and her genius for 

friendship ' (Perham, 1 960, p .56), in addition to the effect of her good looks, 

refinement and industriousness. These traits gained her the support, admiration 

and friendship of influential men throughout the course of her career. Her 

In A Sea Change ( 1 885/6) Shaw's reasons for refusing to marry are detected. By 

the time the novel was written Shaw was already thirty-three years old. Her 

refusal to become man-dependent is portrayed in her suggestion that education 

may be a better alternative than marriage. Shaw makes one of the Trevelyan girls 

in the novel think that it could be ' [m]uch better not marry at all, but - go to 

Girton' (p. 1 33 ) .  The remark parallels Shaw's real life attitude and explains why 

she had preferred taking up a profession instead of a conventional loveless 

intelligence and capacity for hard work and her compliance seem to have made 

her more employable than many, presumably emancipated, women graduates of 

Lady Margaret Hall, Girton and Newham. 
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marriage. Although Shaw lacked formal education at a time when opinions 

towards women's education were already shifting, her attitude suggests that she 

may have been influenced by articles encouraging women to be particular in their 

choices of husbands rather than marry for a home and financial support. 

5.2 Marginalisation: Loss of Position 

1 872. The arrival of a new mistress marginalised Shaw to the extent of wanting to 

leave home. The Shaw account book reflects genteel poverty concealed under 

Victorian middle-class appearances. The loss of position and the marginalisation 

experienced by her on her father's marriage thus shaped Shaw's mentality and her 

views towards life; her life-long poverty-consciousness and the way she 

overworked herself indicate a desire to evade a recurrence of poverty, 1.e. 

marginalisation. Shaw did not only fend for herself but for those members of her 

family who were in need. Her Irish background made her familiar with the 

repercussions of the Irish famine which had lasted well into the 1 870s and her 

contact with members of the working classes in her area also gave her insight of 

what poverty might entail. However, Shaw's family in Ireland were not affected 

and the grandchildren were generously hosted during their holidays. The family 

account book also shows donations she received from her grandfather. 

Shaw's need to work stemmed from two interdependent factors; her need to leave 

the family home after her father's marriage, and an income to meet that need. 
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Control over household finances gave Shaw power within the family structure. 

Her management of the household accounts from April 1 87 1  (Family Account 

Book, MSS.  Brit. s.590) lasted just less than two years till her father remarried in 



Before setting foot in the world of journalism in 1 886- 1 867, for fourteen years she 

undertook subordinate positions available for women of her class. She became a 

travel companion then a housekeeper for friends and relatives. 

Although her leaving home created financial difficulty, she refused to take the 

short-cut of matrimony, rejecting several good marriage offers, among them an 

offer from Charles Younghusband who later died in India (Bell, 1 947, p.25). This 

suggests the existence of a feminist tendency that resisted female dependency and 

sought to control her legal existence and future finances. Shaw did not gain full 

independence till she moved out of the Brackenbury home at the age of thirty and 

took up residence in Abinger in 1 883 . During her subordinate years Shaw 

improved her writing skills and in 1 877 she published her first novel Castle Blair 

(Bell, 1 947, pp.30,39) .  The course of Shaw's progress is slow but steady and 

shows that she benefitted from the help and guidance offered by friends to rise 

above her subordinate position. This chapter will demonstrate how Shaw's 

subaltern tactics benefitted and helped her gain skills and improve her 

employability, and how at each stage in her life, she examined her options and 

chose what she believed was suitable for each phase. 

Shaw's earlier choice to become a novelist supports the assumption that she did 

not seek to defy conventions and had sought the traditional route. Her novels 

abided by the norms of her time. Shaw, like many Victorian women writers, wrote 

from the comfort of home and did not endeavour to 'be talked about', like Eliza 

Linton for example. Her works, mostly for children, highlighted conventional 

themes of class and social hierarchy and her feminism was expressed without 

provoking public opinion. In the first years of her novel-writing, Shaw was a 
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permanent 'visitor' at homes of friends and relatives and many of the themes in 

her five novels parallel events in her private life such as expatriation, need for a 

good stepmother, and the preference of education to marriage as well as issues of 

social rank. The way she portrayed her women characters point to fear of 

criticism; Shaw ' s  women were supportive and understanding, but dissatisfied with 

their passivity. Shaw restricted her female characters intervention to times of need 

to reflect the view that, given the opportunity women are as able as men. 

Although she allows them independent thinking at times, their positions remain 

secondary. 

Shaw's  views largely depended on her circumstances. This is clear in the different 

attitudes she adopted towards poverty at different stages of her life. Although she 

expressed interest in issues of poverty and exploitation since the 1 880s and 

exposed in her l etters to The Times, the suffering of the lower classes in the 

colonies, she admired administrators, who treated the natives as fellow humans, 

though less equal 

the sight of shabbily dressed women (Bell, 1 947, pp. 1 4 1 , 1 54). 

What seems to indicate that Shaw's interests and devotion depended on her 

personal circumstances is the change in her attitude and performance after she 

became Lady Lugard; The hardships of her life made her, for example, 

conscientious and efficient in her work and led her to sympathise with the poor; 

according to her biographers she had also had a similar interest in the poor when 

in civilisation. She also identified the display of wealth in San 

Francisco with vulgarity and self-centredness and asked Australian shearers why 

they put up with leaders who were inferior (Bell, 1 94 7, p. 1 4 1  ). Shaw was 

interested in the human side of issues and to her 'human dignity' was restored at 
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designed by Nature. Women's colleges remained part of her interest even after her 

marriage to Lugard; in a letter obviously replying to a question as to whether he 

she was young and had started a co-operative shop and a saving scheme. 

However, as Lady Lugard in World War I, Shaw became a member of the War 

Refugee Committee and established The Lady Lugard Hospitality Committee. 

Both her efficiency and attitude changed, she became, as is demonstrated later in 

the chapter, sensitive and prone to making mistakes and her work with Belgian 

refugees clearly reflected class-prejudice in favour of those she considered as 

better class refugees, which suggests that she no longer needed to put that extra 

effort to prove her skills . 

By the time Shaw was seventeen, a woman' s  college in Hitchin (later Girton 

College) was established in 1 869 with the aim of preparing female students to sit 

cause, many liberal middle-class families allowed the education of their girls in 

these formal establishments. On the other hand the majority of families thought 

female education unnecessary and believed in preparing them for the role 

intended to start a girls ' college in Hong Kong, Lugard says, 'No I don ' t  propose 

the examination of Cambridge University. Shaw's longing for a formal education, 

particularly Girton, is voiced in her novel A Sea Change. Despite middle-class 

commentators warning that men would rarely choose a wife from the ranks of 

educated women and the counter campaigns launched in papers hostile to the 

to start a Girton or Newham for girls in H.K.a' but says he awaits plans for 

establishing a university (F. Lugard to Flora Lugard 10  September 1 909). 

The press  attacked the educated professional 'New Woman ' and advocated the 

urgent need to prepare females for motherhood rather than for university. Papers 
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such as the Saturday Review, anti-feminist throughout the century, advocated anti

suffrage as a patriotic goal aimed at the welfare of the Empire, emphasising the 

country' s need for women to produce the imperial race needed to rule the 

colonies. The Shaw family supported Empire politics; therefore it would seem 

natural for the granddaughters of the influential Irish Conservative politician Sir 

Frederick Shaw to receive their education at home and to be taught the 

accomplishments considered suitable for girls in those days such as music, 

singing, drawing, and languages. Low income may also have contributed to the 

family' s negligence to provide formal education because, as her biographer 

records, the Shaw family had to struggle with the budget ( Bell, 1 947) . Although a 

family account book among Shaw's papers shows that at the age of eighteen 

( 1 87 1 - 1 872), Shaw was responsible for a household that included a Cook, 

Housemaid, Schoolroom Maid, Manservant and a Music Mistress, yet an £ 18  coal 

bill led to a cut down on Butcher and Canteen expenses and left the Fish bill 

unpaid (Flora Shaw papers account book MSS Rhodes House). 

suggests that she had also wanted to ' save three or four shillings ' on groceries 

herself to overcome her 'marked tendency to exceed the [household] credit' (Bell, 

1 947, p.23). 

This suggests that Shaw's efforts 'to make ends meet' had not only 'directed 

Flora 's  attention' to the needs of her poorer neighbours but led her to seek a 

solution for her household expenses too; the co-operative shop she had started 

However a close examination of the accounts book indicates that Shaw was 

actually capable of managing a large household on £35 a month and had always a 

pound or two carried over from the previous month. This suggests that her 
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efficiency in household management had been the basis of her efficient journalism 

but it also raises the question as to why she became more erroneous in her work 

for the Refugee Committee as Lady Lugard. Her household management 

experience was immediately followed by her need to leave home at Woolwich 

after her father' s  second marriage in 1 872 . 'The old lady' ,  as the Shaw daughters 

called their stepmother, was described as 'fiendish' ,  'awful' and ' slightly cracked 

but might be worse' in many of the letters from Shaw's sister Louisa to her. 

Problems with the second Mrs Shaw did not end by Shaw's leaving the family 

home. Her sisters kept her well-informed of events. The cold war was constant 

between the Shaw sisters and their step-mother; 'Allie and I were quite civil but 

simply ignored her' (Louisa Shaw to Flora Shaw April 20, 1 892). Leaving the 

family home could well be seen as a relief for Shaw and ' a  way to freedom' (Bell, 

1 947, p.25) ,  but it must have also ignited a feeling of insecurity and subalternacy. 

5.3 Survival Tactics 

Most of the women who advocated suffrage and attended its early meetings were 

unmarried and attempting to pursue a career in education or medicine. A group, 

the Kensington Society, that included Barbara Bodichon, Jessie Boucherett, Emily 

Davies, Frances Power Cobbe, Francis Mary Buss, Dorothea Beale, Anne Clough, 

Louisa Smith, Alice Westlake, Katherine Hare, Harriet Cook, Helen Taylor, 

Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy and Elizabeth Garrett, signed and presented a 

petition for woman's suffrage to MPs Henry Fawcett and John Stuart Mill, who 

supported universal suffrage. Although Mill added an amendment to the 1 867 

Reform Act requesting the same political rights as men, it was defeated by 1 96 

votes to 73 . What seems to highlight the difference between women of passive 
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attitude, like Shaw, and active feminists, for example, is the fact that most of the 

latter were financially independent and probably did not need to please a 

dominant figure in their lives; this is still common among unemployed women 

and subjugated groups around the globe. 

Shaw's position in her father' s  household was destabilised at the arrival of a new 

mistress 'not very congenial ' to her husband's 'elder daughters ' (Bell, 1947, 

p .25) .  To avoid any embarrassment, Shaw frequently stayed with friends and 

relatives as a 'visitor' who performed the duty of either a travel companion or that 

of managing the household and teaching her host's young children. Her position 

mention of 

remained dependent till she was able to break free by getting a permanent 

residence .  Shaw's first attempt to leave home took place in 1 873, when aged 

twenty-one, she accepted the position of a Lady's companion, travelling with a 

magnate 's  young wife to the 'Vienna Exhibition. '  Her final departure from home 

took place when family friend and cousin by marriage Mrs Brackenbury 

suggested that she should stay with them and Shaw 'gladly accepted' . She became 

responsible for managing the household and teaching the Brackenbury children 

till they went to school in 1 88 1  (Bell, 1 947, p .33) .  There is no 

payment in return for her services, so it can well be assumed that her work was in 

return for her lodging and board because it was humiliating in those years for a 

woman of the upper classes to work for a wage. Bell also mentions other incidents 

where Shaw was called to help out when a child fell ill or when some friends 

wanted her as their travel companion. Shaw managed to make herself very much 

in demand and succeeded in winning the hearts of her friends and relatives; this 

may be interpreted as an act of survival through which she managed to get the 
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support she needed. Not much welcomed by her stepmother, Shaw became 

indispensable for the Brackenburys and other family friends like the 

Y ounghusbands, whom she stayed with and travelled for a long period of time. 

This subaltern position, though difficult, proved successful in the end; the support 

she received from friends enabled her to gain high professional skills that led anti

feminist professionals like John Walter, proprietor of The Times to acknowledge 

her excellence (Bell, 1 947, pp. 1 1 9- 1 20). Her professional reputation eventually 

allowed her to become the first female Colonial Editor of The Times. 

Nowadays the state of being oppressed would be defined as having to experience, 

for example, subordination, fear, marginalisation, dependency as well as 

inferiority and powerlessness; Shaw was likely to have experienced many of these 

factors . Her early experiences of managing on an insufficient income, nursing her 

mother and teaching her younger siblings highly suggest that she had become well 

trained in coping with strain and difficulties. However having to relinquish her 

superior position in the household on the arrival of her stepmother had most likely 

generated feelings of marginalisation. Having to assume a secondary position in 

other people' s  homes also suggests a feeling of inferiority and dependency and by 

the time she became more skilled in her survival tactics and more able to 

gradually build up her skills. 

Her female 'tact' ,  subaltern perseverance and compliance, rather than resistance 

and rebellion, paved the way for her success and provided a smooth access into 

the world of Journalism. Yet it seems that she was not really satisfied with her 

overcome marginalisation. Her first three novels were written when she had taken 

a subaltern position in other people ' s  homes and had relied on their support to 
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achievements and had evidently sought to help her sisters avoid the same hardship 

and unhappiness she had experienced; Shaw worked extra hard to pay for her 

sister Allie ' s  education. And on her father' s  death pledged to help provide for her 

sisters : 

The only one thing I absolutely will not allow is that Nelly should 

martyrise everyone, including herself . . .  If she feels it anyway a 

grievance to keep you, I do not . . .  I don't care how we work it out but' 

I intend when I get home that your lives shall be happier, not 

unhappier, in the future than they have been in the past (Flora Shaw to 

her sisters, quoted in Bell, 1 947, p. 143) .  

It is thus more likely that she found it hard to tolerate subaltemacy and the 

difficulty of having to achieve an entity relatively late in her life. In the Oxford 

Dictionary of National Biography, Helly and Callaway say Shaw had a 'deep 

romantic attachment' with Colonel Charles Brackenbury (Helly, 2012, n.p.) 

whereas E. M. Lloyd's entry on Brackenbury, revised by Steam, describe her as 

becoming Brackenbury's  'quasi-filial close friend' (ODNB Brackenbury). Helly, 

and Callaway' s interpretation of the relationship seems more realistic because it 

explains why Shaw found it difficult to remain in a dependent position within the 

Brackenbury household and sought to live independently after years of living with 

them. It is most likely that Shaw found it was much easier to accept male 

professional hegemony than to continue living under Mrs Brackenbury's  roof. 

Accepting male dominance was and still is natural in a patriarchal society, thus it 

would have been natural to tolerate the conventional subaltemacy to male 
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superiors to achieve social and financial independence, than to remain m a 

dependent position and tolerate living in the household of a married man whom 

she loved. This vulnerable position may well be the reason behind her cautious 

attitude towards unconventional ideas such as the emancipation of women. 

Although most of Shaw's male supporters supported the emancipation of women 

and their right to have a career, the general atmosphere and the journalistic sphere 

in particular, were still very much against. Therefore, we can infer that she did not 

voice her support for the cause for the fear of losing readership and the support of 

the influential politicians and newspaper proprietors who were impressed by her 

journalism. Shaw at that phase could not risk losing an income much needed to 

pay for her living and cover the expenses of her dependent members of her family. 

Bridget Carrington in Paths of Virtue (2009, p .237) argues that in Phyllis Browne 

'Shaw depicts Phyllis as a typically adolescent girl, tom between duty and 

exasperation at parental restraint. '  Phyllis, Carrington says, is angered by her 

aunt' s  directions that she should not talk to her male cousin Lal about 'his 

exploits.a' Shaw prevents Phyllis from defying these instructions despite the urge 

comparison she makes between poverty and wealth reflects knowledge of and 

sympathy for the underprivileged classes. As part of her caution, the heroine's 

anger is thus undeclared to the adults as she grumbles: ' [t]alk of men! .. . Talk of 

men and what they do ! '  Phyllis voices Shaw's  view that women need to be of use. 
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for rebellion (Carrington, 2009, p.237) .  When Phyllis Browne was written and 

published in 1 883 ,  Shaw was on her way to gaining full independence and had 

moved out of the Brackenbury household in the same year. Phyllis Browne not 

only suggests Shaw's awareness of the pressures imposed on women but also the 



In a straightforward remark the heroine says: ' I 'm sure there's nothing one 

thousandth part as hard as to sit at home and eat your heart out when you might be 

of use' (Shaw, 1 883, p . 1 34) . Shaw seems to have very well experienced the 

longing to be ' of use' but knew that the patriarchal structure of society thwarted 

such ambition in women. This is evident when Phyllis is prevented from going out 

with her father and cousin and is asked to keep the house warm for them when 

they returned. Phyllis' s dissatisfaction and the need to be ' of use' seem to parallel 

what Shaw had managed to do up to that point of her life. Her careful depiction of 

the heroine strengthens the notion that she had feared losing readership were she 

to express her real views. Therefore her heroine is kept silent, suppressing any 

desire to be useful. Shaw's depiction of the issue emphasised her intention to 

show that these feelings do exist within Victorian upper middle-class females, but 

they had to be restricted to honour conventions. However in Phyllis Browne Shaw 

tackled the issue symbolically to challenge the conventionally useless position of 

women, when she emphasised that women can actually be more competent than 

men at difficult times; when Lal steps in to defend a poor girl named Katie against 

a bully, Shaw mentions that Lal's strong blow sent the bully 'spinning' . This she 

said might have ended 'for good his career of woman-beating' (p.70). Shaw's tone 

expresses a half wish that the bully had broken his neck but he doesn't, and the 

rough bully and his companion beat Lal. At this point Shaw allows Katie, the little 

coarse commoner, to step in; Katie jumps in to defend Lal 'banging on their arms 

and legs, pulling vigorously at their hair . . .  scratching any uncovered piece of skin' 

(p.70). The reference to 'woman-beating' suggests that Shaw was not isolated 

from real life and was aware of such violations but she restricted those violations 

to the lower-classes. When Lal steps in to rescue Katie he does so because he is a 
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strength, 

: 

. 

therefore it is necessary for Katie to step in to help Shaw depicts Katie as a 1ittle 

'But do not think that the woman has less to train herself for than a man' 

gentleman, but the lower class boys are stronger than he is and are also anned, 

1 

figure to emphasise her inadequacy. As a female she steps in to support Lal but as 

a commoner she must not be allowed to save a gentleman. Shaw then involves 

Phyllis to bring the matter to an end; unlike Katie, the bullies are 'only a little 

bigger than herself (p.74) Shaw here gives her females forthright courage and 

depicted Phyllis as stronger than the common boys despite the slight size 

difference to stress two points; firstly she provided her readers with the 

satisfaction that a woman of higher class was not, even fictionally, beaten by 

commoners, secondly; she emphasised that women are more able and can step in 

to resolve problems when necessary. As females both Phyllis and Katie are 

physically smaller than the boys but they are more courageous and quite strong. In 

allowing Phyllis to win the fight, Shaw put across her ideas without provoking 

anti-feminist readership. Shaw does not rule out the need for a woman to train 

allowing them to fight and defeat those coarse male bullies. Shaw 

herself

(p.3 84)

Women are depicted as generators of strength with natural virtuous elements 

when she likens them to 'flower-edged streams which tum the mills ' .  It is the 

motivate and support the men who go out 'to make noise in the world' (p.384). 

What seems to suggest that Shaw had emphasised the conventional SUPP0rtive 

role of women to comply with prevalent ideas, is that in her private life she had 
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gentleness of the women who are ' left behind' ,  Lady Alicia says to Phyllis, that 



taken the unconventional action of going out to 'make a noise' and had 

successfully generated public and a political reactions . 

The publication of her first three novels - Castle Blair ( 1 877), Hector ( 1a882) and 

Phyllis Browne ( 1 883) - took place in the years she lived with the Brackenbury 

family and during her stay with her relatives in France. In those years Shaw 

worked hard to rise above her subordinate position. She set her mind to become a 

novelist and was actually listed during her stay with the Brackenbury family, in 

the 1 8 8 1  Census, as a 'visitor' and ' authoress novel ist '  (Helly and Calloway, 

2004, p.3) . By the time she moved out at the age of thirty-one; she was already an 

authoress of three successful novels 

an ' authoress novelist' 

for children. If we were to keep in mind her 

lack of means, Shaw' s  becoming must have largely 

depended on the support of more able and experienced professionals . Her 

friendship with Ruskin, for example, not only improved her education and 

brought her success, it also introduced her to other writers l ike Thomas Carlyle 

lifelong correspondence with Norton that ended with his death in 1 908 (Helly and 

Callaway, 2004, pp.3 , 1 0). Shaw also  benefitted from her stay with the 

Brackenburys; because Charles Brackenbury ' in the 1ater 1 880s used his contacts, 

including Spenser Wilkinson-to whom he described her in 1 889 as 'not only 

clever, but graceful and womanly' (Spenser Wilkinson MSS, 90 1a1 -42- 1a33- 1 7)

to try to advance her career in journalism' .  

( 1 795 -1a8 8 1 )  and Charles Elliot Norton, Harvard Professor of Literature and 

secretary to the American Loyal Publication Society during the Civil War 1 861-

1 865, who had helped her publish her novels in the United States. Shaw had a 
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Helly also mentions that Colonel Charles Brackenbury 'wrote on military subjects 

for the Times ' and that it was at his ' dinner table' she was introduced to the 

novelist George Meredith (Helly, forthcoming 20 1 2, n.p.) . This led to a friendship 

with Meredith, whose works, ' especially in its last two decades, revealed a 

profound sympathy for women and their struggles to realize their desires and 

ambitions both inside and outside the home' (Bell, 2008). This makes it highly 

l ikely that they may have enj oyed similar viewpoints on the topic, keeping in 

mind her implicit dissatisfaction with the position of women in society. As one 

friendship ultimately paved the way for another she was introduced to 

professional men nearer her age like the Scottish novelist, poet and travel writer 

Robert Louis Stevenson ( 1 850  - 1 894) and through Meredith she met W.T. Stead 

( 1 849 - 1 9 1 2) ,  who believed that the new women were the ones who 'besides 

their sex, have developed brains , consciences, and a sense of individuality as a 

thing in itself (Stead, 1 909, pp.468, 469). 

5.4 Empathy for Women's Emancipation 

Shaw's  observations in Egypt in 1 888 also depict an interest in and empathy for 

subjugated Arab women. In her diary Shaw wrote that houses in Cairo lacked 

windows to prevent women from looking outside, quoting her servant Ahmet that 

society kept 'them safe in cages just like birds ' (Bell, 1 947, p.66). Shaw's diaries 

cannot be found and have most l ikely been destroyed. Her observations also 

included her own experience in Egypt when she recorded the disapproving look 

she had received from the father of the Egyptian Justice Minister for being 'a  

woman in the men ' s  room' (Bell, 1 947, p.66). Shaw's support for the changing 

Apart from the implicit dissatisfaction over women's position in her society, 
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role of women i s  shown clearly in her approval of the defiance shown by the 

Egyptian Minister 's  fourteen-year old daughter whose grandfather was pressing 

her to marry. She attributed the difference between the three generations to the 

influence of the West. The grandfather, Shaw said, rejected the ways of the West, 

whereas the son, evidently one of the collaborative elite, had 'gone the step further 

of learning our language and of paying our ideas the compliment of at least 

pretending to imitate them' (Bell, 1 947, pp.66-67). 

Shaw' s remarks reflected her understanding of the subaltern tactics applied by the 

collaborative elite and seem to parallel those of many Victorian subaltern 

professional females. However Shaw' s attention and enthusiasm was for the 

granddaughter who in my view was a manifestation of Macaulayism. 

The girl was educated at a French school in Egypt which makes her a 'New 

Woman' in her society. Shaw admired the girl 's refusal to comply with 

conventions, describing her as 'passionately, genuinely, anxious for the light and 

liberty of civilisation ' (Bell, 1 947, p.67) . Shaw's remarks suggest that at the age 

of thirty-six in 1 888- 1 889, she was not at all against the emancipation of women. 

Shaw also ridiculed a reception given by the wife of the Khedive describing it as 

'comically dul l '  and 'a round game of follow-my-leader, ' but her comments were 

more observations of the colonial elite than criticism of women. Shaw doubted the 

seriousness of protocol in ' little places ' like Egypt where women were 'caged like 

birds' with no actual role or say in political matters. The reception for Shaw was : 
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the imperial administrator friends influenced her later anti-suffrage attitude 

bookstore in London, (Bell, 1 947, pp.20,23) and whose review and pra 

did not rule out her need for male support. Her achievements largely depended on 

because it was expected ofher to do so. All her contacts were useful in one way or 

'Comically dull .  The Vice Reine sat on a hc air m t e centre of a circle 

When she stood up to receive a new-comer 

we sat down

we s oo up, when she 

It was like a round game of follow-my-leader. 

It is difficult with the best intentions to take royalty au seneux m 

little places l ike this '  (Bell, 1 947, p.67). 

Shaw's independence in 1 883 enabled her to freely entertain male friends like 

George Meredith, Charles Elliot Norton and others and to benefit from their 

knowledge in the art of writing, literature and to follow their advice on how to 

improve her knowledge (Bell, 1 947, pp.40,46). Within three years Shaw ha d 

published two other novels that were not as successful as the first three. This 

emphasi ses the point that her earlier success was largely due to the patronage of 

friends l ike John Ruskin, who had even allowed her to order books free at his 

first novel Castle Blair ( 1 877) paved the way for its success in Britain and 

Shaw's refusal to become financially dependent on a husband through marriage 

the support of her male friends, which suggests that the support she received from 

another and the men around her influenced many of her articles and actions

in her career
Journalists l ike Moberly Bell and W.T. Stead played a crucial part 



though she later differed with Stead over his style of journalism (Bell, 1 947 , p.9a1 ;  

Helly andCallaway, 2004) . S tead in tum admired her judgment and the clarity of 

her writing but did not think that she was an excellent journalist because her 

writing did not 'bring a lump to the throat' (Bell, 1 947, p.9 1 ;  Helly and Callaway, 

2004). 

Shaw strongly supported the views of her colonialist friends like Sir Alfred Milner 

and Mr Joseph Chamberlain, Cecil Rhodes, Colonel Frank Rhodes, and Sir 

Leander Starr Jameson. Stead on the other hand opposed those who 'were all my 

own personal friends and i t  is not too much to say that they owed no small 

measure of their position in public esteem to the way in which I had written about 

them in past years' (Stead, 1 90 1 ,  pp.609-620). 

The difference between Shaw and Stead may serve to explain the difference 

between the subjugated and the un-subjugated frame of mind; Shaw became 

deeply involved in the case and took sole responsibility to acquit her 'friends ' and 

also her superiors at The Times, while Stead and other writers maintained the 

Colonial Secretary' s  complicity in the plot' (Miss Shaw's Telegrams, The Speaker 

July 1 0, 1 897). On the other hand Bell (p.9 1 )  mentions that Shaw criticised 

Stead's 'The Maiden Tribute to Modem Babylon, ' published in the Pall Mall 

Gazette in 1 885 in which he exposed in detai l how some of the underprivileged 

girls were forced into prostitution, accusing parents of selling their daughters for 

as little as £5 to white slave dealers. Stead portrayed the girls as the victims of two 

parties ;  the poor parents who sold their daughters for money and the upper classes 

Shaw stopped writing for Stead in 1 89 1 ,  and their relation further deteriorated in 

the late 1 890s over the ' British policy in South Africa' (Helly, forthcoming 20 12). 
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whose lust required a constant supply of those girls: ' If the daughters of the 

people must be served up as dainty morsels to minister to the passions of the rich, 

let them at least attain an age when they can understand the nature of the sacrifice 

which they are asked to make' (Stead, 1 885). Shaw differed with Stead about the 

role of the 

casts doubt on the objectives behind her relatively recent philanthropic work in 

the East End; however she does employ the topic of fallen women in Phyllis 

upper classes in flourishing this profession, which may to an extent 

Browne and Rose of Blackboy Alley - An East End Story, a short story published 

in the Sunday Magazine (September-October 1 883) (Helly, forthcoming 20 12, 

n.p .) . 

Journalism allowed Shaw to establish friendships with imperial administrators 

like Sir George Goldie, Lord Cromer, Frederick Lugard and other influential men 

in West Africa. Those friendships benefitted her career and infused her articles 

with new inside information of the Empire. In return she propagated the 

achievements and the views of the men who supported her. In 'The British South 

Africa Company' for example, she admires Cecil Rhodes 'who takes the 

important position of chairman . . .  , is known in South Africa as a man of most 

remarkable energy and ability' advertising ' his success in the amalgamation of 

the diamond mines at Kimberley' (Shaw, 1 889, November, p.662). 

It can thus be inferred that Shaw' s success had largely depended on the support of 

colonialist figures to secure it. Margery Perham (l 960, p .6 1 )  stresses that, 

'Through her close friendship with Chamberlain and other public men, her 

[Shaw's] ideas about the possibilities for the Empire, including the latest 

acquisitions in Africa, were built up and widely communicated' (Perham, 1 960, 
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p.6 1 ). Shaw used her influence on one administrator to support another. This 

seems to suggest that she applied her earlier tactic of 'being useful' to her 

professional relationships too; she, for example, supported Rhodes by ·writing 

about him in The Times and utilised her acquaintance with Chamberlain to assist 

Cecil Rhodes and Frederick Lugard (Perham, 1 960, p.6 1 ) .  In return for her efforts, 

Shaw received news and views from both Lugard and Rhodes to write her articles . 

In 1 898 ,  four years before their marriage, Shaw advised Lugard that a person must 

suffice with the little he can achieve in this life because 'we have all of us to be 

content if we can do a part of what we dream' (Flora Shaw, 4 March 1 898, quoted 

in Perham, 1 960, p. 62) . What Shaw emphasised in her letter sheds light on the 

idealistic way she presented her friendship to Lugard. Her words 'Don't waste 

your work in friction one scrap more than can be helped. Don't break your heart 

in striving for the impossible but accept the legitimate joy of service rendered' 

reflected a practical, detached, duty-oriented set of mind. This may also serve to 

clarify how she had put up with being in a secondary position till the 'impossible' 

became possible. Like a collaborating member of the native elite, Shaw realised 

that there were things impossible for women to achieve and she would have to 

accept the gender restrictions no matter how efficient she might have been, 

therefore heartbreak would not be a practical solution but a waste of time. This 

brings to mind Mary Kingsley's comment on her : ' She has got imperialism in 

place of ordinary human feelings or religion or sympathy or chivalry' (Orosz, 

1 999)� a comment most probably triggered by Shaw's refusal to publish 

Kingsley's  works in The Times. 
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Kingsley' s comments seem overly harsh as there are indications that Shaw was 

not as imperialistic as Kingsley portrays her to be. Shaw, for example, admired Sir 

Marshall Clark's policy with the native workers and his treatment of the African 

' as a man fully responsible for his acts, behind the white man in civilisation but 

subject to precisely the same laws of human development' (Bell, 1 947. p. 1 1 1) .  

Shaw agreed that a native was not an equal in civilisation with the white man but 

did not see him as ' a  child irresponsible for his acts and dispossessed of his 

personal rights' (Bell, 1 947, p. 1 1 1 ) .  The fact that White Man civilisation and 

skills can be merely acquired through training, raises the question of whether it 

had crossed Shaw's mind in the 1 890s, to perceive intellectual and educated white 

women as men's equals (with a different biological function) since they were 

equal in civilisation? Would she have had a different viewpoint on women's 

interference in politics, had she remained in her colonial editor post at The Times? 

Shaw was keen on conveying the voices of other subordinate groups like miners. 

When she was sent by The Times in 1 898 to cover the topic of goldmines in 

Canada, she reported that the official was not handling their claims justly and 

highlighted the corruption of the local officials. This on publication in the 

Canadian Press, led to a full government investigation. Her progressive and 

humanitarian views regarding the colonised Africans makes it more likely that she 

had believed in the emancipation and wellbeing of humanity in general, but 

professionally she avoided direct reference to women's emancipation, yet did not 

rule out her right to grant them more opportunities to make a living. Unlike issues 

of the colonies, the issue of women was still largely discouraged by society and 

the Press. 
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Shaw's  friendship with the progressive literary men and journalists shaped the 

course of her j ournalistic career; Meredith and Stead, Editor of the Pall Mall 

Gazette encouraged her to find a career in Journalism (Bell, 1 947, p .48). Their 

encouragement suggests that she was having a difficult time when her fourth and 

fifth novels failed to bring an adequate income. It may thus be assumed that 

driven by necessity, Shaw entered the sphere of Journalism and turned her back 

on Victorian conventions. Tracing the sequence of events in Shaw's life allows us 

to infer that her journalism was the route to secure an income; 'for though indeed 

the salary of my Journalism seemed to me always secondary, it was at the same 

time quite necessary' (MSS Flora L. Lugard to Frederick Lugard, November 

1 904) . 

travel to W. T. Stead, who did not hire her but offered to consider any letters 'she 

thought it worthwhile to send him' (Bell, 1 947, p.48). Her first step to fame was 

achieved with the publication of 'The Story of Zebehr Pasha' .  This she wrote after 

a series of interviews with a political prisoner she had come across during her 

wanderings around Gibraltar. The story of Zebehr offered good material for the 

Pall Mall Gazette and the information she published managed to obtain Zebehr's , 

release (Bell, 1 947, p .5 5) . Her approach reflects a highly intelligent mind; to 

overcome the Pall Mall 's hostility to Zebehr (Bell, 1 947, p. 54); she began her 

article by emphasising how isolated and confined he had been, carefully setting 

facts to clarify the misunderstandings around him. She also depicted him as a 

realistic character and a white man's  equal through highlighting his intelligence 

Shaw's  first opportunity came about in 1 886, when she travelled with her friends 

the Y ounghusbands to Gibraltar (Bell, 1 94 7). Shaw proposed her intention to 
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and ability to challenge the European mind 'your European maps are all wrong' . 

She also highlights his noble birth and the extraordinary circumstances he had 

experienced. 

Her cautious handling of Zebehr' s story brought her success and became the 

founding base of her journalistic profession. Being a travel companion to the 

Y ounghusbands also allowed her to visit other places too .  In 1 887 she 

accompanied them to Tenerife and in 1 8 88  to Cairo, where her position as a 

journalist made her useful to influential administrators like Lord Cromer; this 

parallels the attitude of intellectuals who utilise their skills in order to survive. The 

mutual benefits smoothed progress towards a well-paid profession and financial 

independence. 

In Egypt Shaw was the ' accredited correspondent of both the Pall Mall Gazette 

and the Manchester Guardian' (Bell, 1 947, p.64). She 'was given an introduction 

to C .P.  Scott, ' who was familiar with her work for the Pall Mall Gazette and also 

a pro-suffrage character, unlike his anti-suffrage Editor, John Taylor. Scott 

commissioned her to write regularly from Egypt and she, determined to succeed, 

armed herself with the necessary information before embarking on the journey. 

She evaluated her sources realising that the most useful information came from 

The Times correspondent in Egypt, Moberly Bell, and decided to get in touch with 

him when she arrived there. This decision proved one of the best in her life; she 

and Moberly Bell became lifelong friends and he was the one who provided her 

with support and the opportunity to work for The Times. He published her work 

without revealing her identity as a female to his boss; till he became certain that 

she had established a solid professional background to convince the Paper' s 
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proprietor who was much against the appointment of women (Bell, 1 847, pp.63 -4, 

1 1 9-20) . 

Scholars Dorothy 0. Helly and Helen Callaway's ( Western Women and 

Imperialism, 1 992, pp. 79-98) and Shaw's biographer E.M Bell ( 1 947) attribute 

Shaw' s imperial interest to her 'military' background, yet her early experiences 

makes it more likely that her interest in the Empire came with her need to pursue a 

career to combating her own poverty. The co-operative shop she started in 1 87 1 -

1 872, highlighted as an act of goodness to help the workers in her area, took place 

when she was in charge of her father' s  household facing the need 'to make ends 

meet' . hBell and Margery Perham bot describe Shaw's life as financially strained. 

Therefore the co-operative shop she started to help the workers seems more likely 

to have been an indirect solution to keep appearances and overcome feelings of 

subaltemacy and embarrassment generated by lack of means. This becomes 

especially significant if we 

social and class hierarchies . Her second interest in philanthropic work did not take 

place till 1 88 1  when she took an interest in rescuing women from prostitution 

(Bell, 1 947, pp. 37-38 ;  Helly, forthcoming 20 12, .n.p.) . 

Her work lasted only two years and she gave it up on movmg out of the 

Brackenbury home in 1 883 . This short period in charitable work and her short

term interest in 'rescuing' prostitutes and saving the orphans suggest that her 

were to keep in mind the Victorians' obsession with 

actions were merely part of a traditional Victorian upper-middleclass activity and 

an opportunity for finding a new theme for her novels because her philanthropic 

effort came to an end when she entered the work market. Bell is of the view that 

Shaw's interest in rescuing prostitutes had subsided because she realised the 
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immensity of the problem and had looked for a solution through the Empire, yet 

she advocated the emigration of the ' cultivated middle-class women, not the urban 

poor'(Helly, forthcoming 20 12, n.p.) .  After she became a renowned journalist and 

moved in aristocratic circles. Shaw also opposed Stead 's  'Maiden Tribute ' in 

which he accused the upper-classes of providing a market for prostitution. She did 

however use her experience in her next novels because she refers to this 

experience in her not very successful Phyllis Browne ( 1 882) and in a short story 

Rose of the Black Boy Alley -An East End Story ( 1 8 83) (Helly, forthcoming 2012 ,  

see also her notes in references). 

5.6 Subjugation to Power 

The conflict between what subjugated women think and desire may be totally 

adverse to the social requisites they have to comply with. Survival tactics 

necessitate that they comply at least publically with the social norms of society. 

This may explain why women like Shaw refrained from voicing their real views. 

Her rej ection of marriage till late in life and insistence on financing the further 

hide her admiration for Cecil Rhodes ' evident power' (Bell, 1 947, p. 80). Rhodes, 

administrators who supported the British expansionist policy, she feared the 

exploitation of the native labourer by the British in the colonies (Bell , 1 94 7 ,  

p . r1 1 3 ). Shaw' s  admiration for financial and physical power reflects her feeling of 

inadequacy and a need to be backed by a strong figure; she, for example, does not 
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education of her sister shows her support for women to become independent, 

while her support and acknowledgment of men's superiority and excellence 

suggests that she realised that without their support there can be no real success 

for her or many other women of her time. Although Shaw supported the colonial 



whom she met through W.T. Stead, was another imperial figure who sought to 

promote his views on the pages of the Pall Mall Gazette. The friendship between 

Shaw and Rhodes brought about mutual benefits for both; he gained her as a great 

ally to publicize his views and she found in his inside knowledge good material 

for 

the imperial cause, advising Lugard to get to know him personally to overcome 

his prejudice towards him. She also highlighted Rhodes 's traits, who she believed 

her imperial articles. In a letter to her friend and later husband Captain 

Frederick Lugard (Bell, 1 94 7, p . 1 73)  she explained that Rhodes' was devoted to 

had 'not renounced himself but had 'passed beyond himself (Bell, 1 94 7, p. 1 73 ), 

to Chamberlain, who was reported to have been hostile to him (Bell, 1 946, p . 1 74). 

Shaw admired strong men and to her Rhodes was a man whom other men ' seemed 

like thread-paper beside him' (Bell, 1 947, p. 80). 

5.7 A Subaltern Mentality 

Subjugation to power or a hegemonic force is evident in Shaw' s willingness to 

take sole responsibility for The Timesg' scandal over the Jameson Raid, involving 

Rhodes and Chamberlain. Her attitude is more duty-bound and stemming from her 

loyalty to the institution on which she depends for her living than an 

acknowledgment of complicity with two major political figures, and The Times ; 

this parallels with Adam's ( 1 995 ,  p . 1 9) argument that 'welfare assistance' is 'one 

of the most effective ways of controlling the oppressed who represent a threat to 

society.g' The dependency created as result will make it hard for the dependent to 

break away from the provider. Bel l ' s  comment that Shaw was 'hurt' (Bell, 1 947, 

p. 1 88) but nevertheless went the whole way suggests that Shaw knew too much 

and her knowledge threatened the paper and the senior officials' but she could not 
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afford to break away from a good-paying and prestigious j ob. The fear of losing 

her income had most likely made her subservient to the wishes of the 'master' 

represented by The Times Editor and the colonial administrators who supported 

her career. She voluntarily accepted the responsibility, knowing that they were the 

only side she would have to answer to. Her situation may also be compared with 

that of the poor making sacrifices for the rich or the peasant for the king. She may 

also be compared, probably to a lesser degree; with the survival tactics exercised 

by the intellectuals, in many modem dictatorships, whose financial dependency on 

the regime lead them to voluntarily comply to maintain their jobs. 

Shaw's  agreement to become the scapegoat for The Times scandal was an effort to 

please her boss Buckle who wanted to 'keep the paper 'above violent controversy' 

(Bell, 1947, p . 1 86), and to save the reputation of her influential male supporters. 

Shaw's stance was interpreted as an attempt to protect Chamberlain who was ' in it 

to the hilt ' and also Rhodes and was largely criticised by the Press: 

'Miss Shaw by her telegrams has placed her Majesty' s Government 

and the Secretary for the Colonies in particular, under an odious 

foreign critics. ' (Miss Shaw's Telegrams, The Speaker, July 10, 1897, 

pp.32-33) .  

Her ' ludicrously inadequate' statements and explanations of the telegrams 

'deprives them of the significance which they would otherwise possess '  (Miss 

Shaw's  Telegrams, 1897). On the other hand the way in which The Times handled 

suspicion from which her explanation of those telegrams will not 

relieve them-at all events in the eyes of  our watchful and jealous 
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the enquiry suggests that Shaw's gender had been very useful for the paper 

because it would fit the general notion on the inefficiency of women especially in 

politics. 

'With regard to the Paper and your cables ; the way I think the matter 

should be put is :  that you sent them on your own responsibility and at 

The Editor, Mr Buckle, gave her detailed instructions as to what she 

should do and say before the Parliamentary committee: 

your own expense, that you had no instructions to do anything of the 

kind . . .  [you can add] that the Editor only discovered what you had 

done in April . ' (Bell, 1 94 7, p . 1 87) 

Buckle ' s  attitude suggests that he wanted to clear the paper from responsibility 

and save the politicians involved by implicating Shaw. For Buckle, who strongly 

opposed the emancipation of women, the implication of Shaw was useful since it 

was more acceptable at the time for a woman to make a wrong political judgment 

than for any male editor or politician. Shaw tried to object and expressed her 

desire to tel l  the truth, but was sternly warned by Buckle against offering too 

much information and demanded that she restricted herself to answering direct 

questions :  

Chamberlain seems to me also important. ' (Bell, 1 947, p . 1 88) 
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'You are quite right, I am sure, in  your view that you should be  quite 

frank about your personal actions, but that you should refuse to 

disclose confidential communications between yourself and the 

Ministers, and yourself and your chiefs in The Times office. . .  The 

negative statement that you never discussed . . .  in your talks with Mr. 



The goal was achieved and the Parliamentary committee was unable to prove that 

Shaw only acted as an intermediary between Rhodes and Chamberlain . Shaw 

pleased her 'masters ' but l ike the elite among subjugated subjects it was achieved 

at the expense of her fellow women. The Anti-feminist Saturday Review depicted 

her as an ' incompetent mind' and a proof of 'the incapacity of women' (Herbert, 

1 897, p.28) . 

The Press also emphasised her subaltern position through pointing out that 

Rhodes as a 'master' had used 'the weak shallow woman with many potent wires 

in her hand. '  (Herbert, 1 897, p.28) 

Shaw was also described as 'mere pawn in the game' and a 'frog seeking to inflate 

itself to the proportion of an ox ' (Herbert, 1 897, p.28). Vivian Herbert in his 

comments that Rhodes had found Shaw useful, ( 'The Lady in The Case ' ,  1 897) 

supports the notion that Shaw may be paralleled with the collaborative indigenous 

elite. As a woman 'with many potent wires in her hand' who was under the 

influence of her 'master' she not only complied with the wishes of her superior 

male ' chiefs in The Times ' (the colonisers) but also saved them the embarrassment 

and Chamberlain (Bell , 1 947, p . 1 89). 

Shaw did not fool the observers and she was described as a 'mere pawn in the 

and the responsibility because the whole issue would have been treated differently 

had the committee proved that she was merely an intermediary between Rhodes 

game ' (Herbert, 1 897, p.28). Her action was interpreted as an act of loyalty 

towards her employers ' I  have given Miss Shaw credit for discretion, and I see no 
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reason to dispute the fidelity of her intentions towards her employers ' (Herbert, 

1 897, p .28). 

When she was questioned in May 1 897 about the telegrams between her and 

Rhodes in 1 895 the committee failed to get from Shaw anything implicating the 

government so they re-examined her again in July when the texts of the cables she 

had sent were found to imply that Chamberlain was related to the incident (Bell, 

1 947, p . 1 92). Shaw managed to evade such accusations and insisted that what 

they were suggesting was a misinterpretation, thus acquitting Chamberlain and 

raising her reputation (Bell, 1 947, pp. 1 92 ,  1 94). 

Shaw's consent to be exploited, by the influential 'chiefs ' and politicians, may be 

interpreted as subaltern compliance to please her superiors . Her being 'hurt' 

because as a subordinate she knew that her success was dependent on the approval 

of her superiors. Her gender facilitated her exploitation by The Times to acquit her 

indicates that as a subjugated being she had little choice but to accept being used 

employers . This way they also ensured that her knowledge no longer threatened 

the reputation of Chamberlain, R11odes and others . The ' secondary' but 

'necessary' salary of her Journalism compelled her to subservience. Unlike Stead 

and other male journalists it would have been much harder for Shaw as a woman 

to find a similar prestigious position in another paper if those influential figures 

turned against her. Instead Shaw received congratulations and was commended 

for being ' the most straightforward, credible and satisfactory witness ' (Bell, 1 94 7, 

p 1 9 1 ). 
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It is highly unlikely for an oppressed intellectual who cooperates with a dictatorial 

regime to be convinced with all the ideologies of that regime. Although she 

worked hard along with the colonial administrators to further the interests of the 

Empire, her being 'hurt' suggests an element of unhappiness; the warning she 

received from Buckle also emphasises that there had been fear that she may 

proffer more information than is permitted. Her compliance on the other hand 

suggests an inclination to comply with the ruling figures over other sensitive 

issues l ike, for example, the emancipation of women. The professional reputation 

she had worked hard to obtain was tainted as she was criticised as inefficient and 

typifying the incompetent female brain. Shaw was used by the political opponents 

who used her gender to call into question her actions using gender stereotyping. 

Through her compliance Shaw betrayed women and consolidated their 

stereotyped inferiority. Like the collaborative native elite, Shaw may not have 

loved her coloniser' s ideology but complied and dedicated efforts to their service 

to maintain her personal achievements. Shaw's support for the imperial cause and 

its administrators can thus be seen as part of her survival tactics to secure a 

lucrative profession. 

5.8 The Backlash of Female Confidence 

Shaw's  fame and success encouraged her to openly criticise the government 

policies. The positive impact of her journalism since her first successful article on 

Zebehr Pasha and the effective run of her articles advocating expansion and 

emigration as a solution for poverty gave her confidence to freely express her 

views. Her articles on the Boer War in The Times, for example, were reprinted 'at 

the request of the Foreign office, ' and circulated in America and 'translated for 
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the Continent' (Bell,, 1 947, p .228) because they served the imperial interest but 

her article on the Klondike caused a lot of embarrassment for the Canadian 

institutions; her exposure of the facts pointed a finger of accusation at the 

government and led the Opposition papers in Canada to demand a full 

investigation (Bell, 1 94 7, p2 l 1 ) . Shaw seems to have been exposed to a lot of 

pressure as result; in a letter to her sister Lulu, Shaw described 'the corruption 

among Canadian officials '  as ' absolutely scandalous ' and 'a  shock to my faith in 

British institutions ' (Bell, 1 94 7,  p .2 1 1 ). Although the Canadian officials failed to 

prove Shaw inaccurate, however, ' It has all been painful to me and disagreeable to 

report. ' She admitted that her talks with the Ministers were 'fatiguing' and had 

left her 'doubtful ' (Bell, 1 947, p .222), whereas her doubt suggests there were 

sides that disapproved her disclosure. Since the Jameson Raid scandal, Shaw felt 

less at ease to 'discuss matters of policy' with Buckle and 'easy cooperation 

impossible' (Bell, 1 947, p.229). 

It is  more likely that the emotional pressure and not fatigue, as she had claimed, 

that led to her resignation in 1 900 at the age of forty-eight despite the difficulties 

at home. Shaw told Moberly Bell that her 'doctors warned that she was risking a 

serious breakdown' (Bell, p.229). Using the excuse of it being inconvenient for 

her family is rather unconvincing and continued to be so even in 1904; 'There 

remains the tiresome secondary question of money which my family still requires '  

(Flora Lugard to  Frederick Lugard, November 1 904, n.d.) . Her description of  the 

resignation as 'wisdom to withdraw in time. ' (Bell, 1 94 7, p.229) suggests a lot 

more than she or her friend Moberly Bell had disclosed. 
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Another probable factor contributing to her resignation may well be her 

disappointment in Sir George Goldie. Perham noted that Shaw was shattered 

when Goldie did not marry her after his wife's  death in 1 898 and had ' seemed all 

of a sudden to be broken down with health impaired and happiness destroyed' 

(Perham, 1 960, p.64). Yet the fact that Shaw gave up her job at a time her family 

needed her income, makes it more likely that it was the accumulated professional 

tension that began with the J arneson Raid scandal in 1 897 and her constant 

interference in the political affairs of the British Empire against the wishes of Mr 

Buckle (Bell, 1 947, p.229) that led to her leaving The Times . 

Bell also mentions that Shaw was prevented from travelling to Africa, when she 

suggested that she preferred to go to Africa for The Times (Bell, 1 947, pp.224-

225); and that Moberly Bell, Lord Kitchener and Colonel Lugard were against the 

idea leading Shaw to turn her interest to updating an edition of the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica (Bell, 1 947, pp.224-226). It is not clear whether their refusal was due, 

as Frederick Lugard had assured her, to her being 'very urgently required for far 

more difficult and important work' (Bell, 1 947, p.225) or whether it had been a 

sign of her subsiding popularity after the Klondike issue. Shaw did not provide 

other reasons and merely asked to be excused from work due to ill health, 

resigning from permanent staff of The Times in September 1 900 (Orosz, 1 999, 

p.2 1 8) .  

5.9 Subaltern Tactics 

Shaw' s  kill in drawing out the confidences survival tactics gave her ' supreme s of 

the least responsive' (Bell, 1 947, p.69). Bell does not rule out Shaw's use of her 
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femininity, stressing that her eagerness to learn made her all the more attractive in 

the eyes of men who were only too ready to fill in the missing information she 

required: ' There are after all, very few men who are not susceptible to the flattery 

of being given the whole attention of a cham1ing and intelligent young woman' 

(Bell, 1 947, p .69) .  The other tactic applied by Shaw was that she 'never took 

notes '  but relied on her good memory to later write a ' comprehensive resume [sic] 

of the talks ' because ' to do so would have spoiled the informal and intimate 

atmosphere of her conversations' (Bell, 1 947, p.69). She was treated with 

hospitality by the male officials on all her travels and thus she gained the privilege 

of travelling in special compartments and using conveniences provided by 

governments . Shaw knew this and admitted that 'people themselves are most 

kindly at my disposal ;  one man organises the times of my trains, another is 

telegraphed to meet me and drive me wherever I want' (Bell, 1 947, p. 128) .  She 

kneVv· that she was treated differently and confessed, ' I  should be ashamed to 

accept it all ' (Bell, 1 947, p. 1 28) .  Each official she met tried to help in one way or 

another: 

I have gone, to help me if necessary' (Bell, 1 947, p . 1 27). 

Evidently Shaw used her feminine appeal to smooth the progress of her 

journalistic work and had not just sought to 'disarm active prejudice of her male 

colleagues and transform it into a relationship based on professional character' 

(Perham, 1 960, p.69). 
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them has telegraphed his subordinates in the different places to which 



As her early friendships paved the way for her career as a novelist, her later 

friendships secured her career in journalism. Her friendship with Moberly Bell, 

The Times correspondent in Egypt, proved very useful too, because he knew all 

the important people there, and was on 'terms of friendly confidences ' 

British Administrator in Egypt, Sir Evelyn Baring (later Lord Cromer) (Bell, 

with the 

1 947, p .70). 

Similar to her other contacts, the benefit of knowing Baring was mutual; Shaw, 

working then for the influential Pall Mall Gazette, was useful to him; Sir Baring 

was aware that the British foreign policy largely depended on public opinion 

(Bell, 1 947, p .70) .  Thus people like Moberly Bell and Flora Shaw were the tools 

he needed to influence the people into accepting that the 'possible rehabilitation 

[of Egypt] depended entirely on the continued occupation of the country' by the 

British (Bell, 1 94 7, pp.69-70). 

Baring put all the information at Shaw's disposal, allowing her to make a realistic 

judgment of affairs in Egypt and thus influence The Pall Mall Gazette, under 

Stead, to urge policies on emotional grounds (Bell, 1 947, p .70). Baring succeeded 

and Shaw's articles adopted a more realistic approach towards the Egyptian 

question (Bell, 1 947, p.70) .  In return Shaw bene:fitted from furnishing politicians 

and public with all the interesting and realistic information to make success of her 

articles. 

Part of the Victorian middle-class women' s  ambition was to marry 'up ' into the 

upper classes for social prestige and wealth. For Shaw, a forty-nine year old 

woman, facing a lot of emotional and financial pressures, Frederick Lugard was 
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an excellent opportunity. Nothing in Shaw's letters to Lugard before their 

marriage in June 1902 seems out of the ordinary, but a private letter to Lugard's 

brother Edward suggests her use of a defensive mechanism. To evoke his 

sympathy, her letter carried a humble tone, expressing deep gratitude to Lugard 

for wanting to marry her. She described him as unselfish and deserving the better 

opportunity of marrying a younger woman. Shaw, six years older than Lugard and 

past the normal age of  childbearing, sought to evoke Edward's  sympathy to avoid 

probable opposition; she portrays Lugard as her saviour by mentioning how 

unhappy she had been all those years with the wearisome professional life she 

had, adding: ' I  only feel, and feel very deeply, that he should have had a fresh 

young life to make his own, not one which the strain and sorrow of life has worn' 

(Perham, 1 960, p.68). Whether she wrote to gain Edward's sympathy or not, her 

tactics proved successful . What is left of Shaw's private letters to Lugard carry a 

similar note; had Shaw not continuously intervened in Lugard's  work, her letters 

reflect the conventional attitude of a Victorian wife: ' I  would not have you shirk 

your man 's  work because you have married me, ' (Flora Lugard to Frederick 

Lugard, November 1 8  1 905) and ' I  felt so sorry for you that I could hardly feel for 

myself (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, May 1 1, 1 905). 

out that Lugard asked for her hand in marriage to ' rescue' her. It is highly likely 

that her unhappiness at work along with her resignation and Goldie's rejection 

By the time Shaw married Lugard she had experienced many difficulties and 

setbacks and had also resigned from her work. Perham mentions that Shaw felt let 

down by Sir George Goldie 's  refusal to marry her; evidently biased to Lugard, 

Perham refutes the possibility that Shaw had proposed to Goldie but does points 
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shattered Shaw and forced her to give up her struggle; Shaw and Lugard had 

agreed to marry as 'friends' but her letters to Lugard six months before their 

marriage shows that she might have hoped for more as Shaw hopes that she would 

'win' his love as he had hoped to win hers. Shaw emphasised that friendship was 

the way to a successful marriage: ' I  hope you look upon our marriage as I look on 

it, that is as a loyal friendship made absolute for life by the public tie, ' reminding 

him of Sir Phillip Sydney's  lines that a well-matched couple are 'friends without 

change, play fellow without strife . . .  counsel without pride' (Perham, 1 960, p.68), 

and the couple entered the relationship as great friends and chose to make Shaw's 

two cottages in Abinger their English home (Bell, 1 94 7, p.242). 

Perham says that both Lugard and Shaw have exhausted love in an earlier 

relationship (Perham, 1 960, p.67) as Sir Lugard had also had an exhausting love 

experience with a woman called Celia. The couple did not keep secrets from one 

another and when Celia tried to wreck the marriage by sending Lugard letters, the 

couple faced the problem with the frankness of devoted friends (Perham, 1 960, 

p .67). Shaw's marriage to Lugard offered her what circumstances had deprived 

her from and the financial security she had lost since her father's second marriage 

5.10 Miss Shaw vs. Lady Lugard 

Shaw's more conservative attitude following her marriage parallels to an extent 

with her attitude in the years that preceded her career. In her years as a working 

twenty-nine years earlier. The position of a governor's wife meant deliverance 

from striving to keep up a career. Shaw's lectures and other activities were done 

without the pressures of salaried employment. 
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woman she did not hesitate to criticise the vulgar display of the newly rich on her 

visit to America and attached it to shallowness and self-centeredness. She attacked 

the San Francisco 'women of apparently the upper classes, ' describing them as 

' outrageously dressed' and ' covered with diamonds ' to the point of making one 

resent that valuable stone (Bell, 1 947, p. 1 54). She also described the rich men as 

shallow, stressing that they read newspapers 'presumably edited to suit their 

taste, ' because there was ' scarcely a paragraph of serious news or political 

information ' (Bell, 1 94 7, p . 1 54 ). Her criticism of the nouveau riche in San 

Francisco would have been justified had she not made the comparison between 

was puzzled by the shearers ' subservience to an ignorant superior during her visit 

to Australi a  in 1 893 reflected her sympathy for them whereas her thoughts that if 

she were ' a  politician and free to give my life to it, I should like to try' (Bell, 

1 94 7 ,  p. 1 4 1 )  suggest that gender stood in the way of her becoming a politician. 

Both attitudes depict a woman different from the class-conscious Lady Lugard. 

Shaw's relief to see women in shabby clothes (Bell, 1 947, p . 1 54) also contradicts 

her later insistence on preserving class hierarchy when she urged Gladstone to 

the wealthy women in San Francisco and poor women in Portland. The way she 

provide better finances and accommodation for World War I refugees of the upper 

classes. Shaw worked hard to get extra finances for 'better class ' refugees, 

assuring the Ottawa Women's  Canadian Club in a letter dated 17 August 1 9 1 5  

that their donations would go to the large number o f  'better class' refugees who 

cannot be dealt with on the strict lines of government relief (Letter from Flora L. 

Lugard, 1 9 1 5  to Mrs W. T. Herridge, Library and Archives Canada/Ottawa 

Women's  Canadian Club. 



Her snobbery is evident in her assurance that in the houses provided for the upper

class refugees, lower-class refugees can be used as servants and cooks ' to 

organize life on a moderately comfortable and dignified scale for upper-class 

refugees ' and spent £600 per month in excess of the government grant to make 

found dignity in the shabbily dressed people, may also be detected in the way she 

travelled; Shaw travelled with as little luggage as possible; 'I have not another 

petticoat nor another thin dress' (Bell, 1 947, p. 1 32), whereas Lady Lugard 

travelled with forty-six boxes containing furniture and furnishing for her new 

Government House and an English Lady's maid (Perham, 1960, p.75). 

5. 1 1  The Benefit of Both Worlds 

Shaw's  'promotion' to the position of Lady Lugard had ' in a sense prevented 

from writing publically' (Perham, 1 960, p.82, Letter to Chamberlain) . This time 

Shaw's 'promotion' was permanent and unlike her career in The Times, where she 

had to answer to superiors and comply with policies; Lugard did not merely 

accept her ' achievements and qualities . . . He admired them with humility not easy 

to credit in a man' (Perham, 1 960, p .66). Shaw's role parallels the role of the 

her 'better class '  refugees more comfortable. The contrast between her statuses as 

the wife of a governor and the professional breadwinner, of this Miss Shaw who 

efficient trusted subaltern who would negotiate, weigh all options, come out with 

a conclusion before reporting to his superior. Her constant interference in her 

husband' s  political work indicates a feminist attitude that resented stepping into 

the background. Lugard welcomed her interventions, appreciating her capacity to 

influence the right people; 'Mr. Chirol arrived to-day and was dreadfully 

disappointed not to see you' Lugard admits that it was she whose opinion was 
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very much sought; ' I  don' t  think he regards me as a substitute whatever or that he 

attaches any value to my opinion' (Frederick Lugard to Flora Lugard, 1 2  May 

1 908, MSS. Lugard Box 4 File 1 Rhodes House). 

Shaw maintained the privilege of the two worlds; in a private letter to 

Chamberlain, she suggested to him that he 'may like . . .  to have a private letter' 

telling him how Nigeria interested her. 

role and contacted senior colonial officials on behalf of her husband, briefing 

She did not restrict herself to the domestic 

Lugard with the outcome of her activities. A telegram titled 'Australia Impossible' 

clearly indicates that she had already refused his appointment in Australia; Shaw 

briefed Lugard how Chamberlain and Sir Montague Ommaney at the Colonial 

Office proposed that he should 'consider a post in Australia. '  She told her 

husband how ' immensely interested' they had both been in her letter because it 

'had given them a picture of the Protectorate, as it appears there is no room for 

official reports to present. . . '  From the title of her telegram 'Australia Impossible' 

it may be easily inferred that she had already made the decision yet she was 

careful not to openly exceed the limitations of her position by openly making a 

decision on his behalf. Shaw's manipulative attitude is very clear when she 

informs Lugard how she had expressed her opinion to Chamberlain and 

Ommaney with 'her usual freedom', her 'opinion of petty governorship in general 

and discussed the respective merits of Jamaica, Ceylon and Hong Kong' (Flora 

Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 6 December 1 902). Shaw convinced Chamberlain 

and Ommaney to give Lugard Hong Kong 'if he wished, ' ironically asking 

Ommaney to 'understand that from the ordinary domestic wife's point of view' 

she did not wish ' to refuse any appointment' because 'it was for a man to make 
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his own decision' (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 6 December 1 902) .  Shaw 

usually convinced Lugard that she had 'not the faintest notion of dictating or even 

suggesting an opinion' (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 6 December 1 902) 

Shaw's  apparent modesty highly contradicts with her twelve foolscap pages of a 

typescript letter to Chamberlain, written a few months after her marriage, to 

convince Chamberlain, undoubtedly indebted to her for not mentioning his 

connection with the Rhodes case, of the work achieved by her husband in Nigeria. 

Her letter, 'more like a despatch' went to the extent of providing Chamberlain 

with the argument 'which might help him to extract funds from a grudging House 

of Commons' (Perham, 1 960, p .8 1 ). She persuaded him of the personal glory he 

would receive because ' it will remain your work that the estate was kept within 

the Empire ' (Perham, 1 960, p.83) .  Shaw's manipulative approach is also evident 

Nigeria; ' Imagine in her attempt to convince Chamberlain to visit the 

astonishment of Europe if you were to give us such a pleasure' (Perham, 1 960, 

p .83) .  

Shaw exploited the press to promote her husband' s  career. In a letter on December 

2, 1 905 she told Lugard that she was 'not a little vexed' to receive a letter from 

Mr Lyttelton telling her that the 'Communique' about Lugard's change had been 

' sent in without sending it as agreed to me first. ' Shaw told Lugard that since she 

been extracted but it is clear that Shaw managed to modify her article and send ' it 

up on Sunday by hand' (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 3 December 1 905). 

had 'not seen the Communique' ,  she cannot modify her 'article to suit it' (Flora 

Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 2 December 1 905) .  Many parts of Shaw's letter have 
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5.12 Anti-Suffrage for Propriety 

Although most of Shaw's  letters to her husband maintained the conventional tone, 

in a letter dated November 1 904, Shaw admitted her political activeness, 

describing her Journalism as ' active politics without the fame. '  This strongly 

contradicted her strong opposition of women ' s  suffrage and her belief that women 

were politically uneducated to influence political decisions and they must not take 

part till they were able to carry arms and defend their country (The Times, 

Obituary, January 28,  1 929). In this particular letter Shaw's aim to maintain her 

active journalistic work is expressed in an evidently manipulative tone; although 

she admitted to Lugard that he was her safe haven and 'the lee-side, ' stressing that 

she was prepared to 'quietly curl up there' if he preferred her to do so; she 

immediately reconsidered that she could not possibly burden him with the things 

she has to bear for her 'family' s sake' whom she described as 'helpless beings to 

be educated and provided for' (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, November, 

1 904). Shaw's  tone clearly indicates that she had no intention to stop work and 

write a book as she had agreed with her husband to do so; ' and then I think that, 

as between two means of using my faculties, perhaps I ought to choose that which 

keeps me more in touch with the active world' (Flora Lugard to Frederick Lugard, 

November 1 904). 

By the time World War I broke out, Shaw, like many upper class ladies became 

involved in charity work. She was influential in creating the War Refugee 

Committee and settl ing Belgian refugees . However, the Committee was 

questioned for the techniques they used to operate, and so she founded a Refugee 
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Committee that carried her name; Lady Lugard Hospitality Committee. It is worth 

noting that no record has yet been found to confirm her involvement in any other 

charity or philanthropic work since 1 883 .  

Her letters to  Lord Gladstone regarding refugee work reflect a side of her 

character that appeared after she became a governor' s  wife and a trusted friend of 

influential colonial administrators l ike Chamberlain . Shaw's letters to Gladstone 

are demanding and nothing like the letters he received from other people; Shaw, 

for example, did not end her letters to Gladstone with sentences such as 'Your 

humble servant' or begin them with 'My Lord' like most of his other 

correspondents, but she ended them by 'Yours very sincerely. ' The content of her 

Cardiff and asks with doubly underlined sentence 'Can you get this done?' 

(Gladstone, Correspondences. British Library, Add. MSS 46078) 

In another letter to Gladstone Shaw asked for the reward of a dubious Mr 

Campbell (Report 14 March 1 9 1 5 , Gladstone Papers) ; 'I should heartily require if 

you see . . .  to procuring for him by and by some appointment which should 

adequately recompense him for his service . . .  I should greatly like him to be 

rewarded. ' (Gladstone, Correspondences. British Library, Add. MSS Add.4608 1 ) .  

Shaw's letters also portray a tendency to make herself an equal to Gladstone: The 

part of your letter which interests me . . .  I don't quite know all that you know 

about his method but I am struck with this similarity in form . . .  of your criticism 

letters also depict Shaw as dominant person. In a letter dated September 1 9 14, 

Shaw asked Gladstone to use his ' energetic action' to get them a special train to 
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with my own. '  (Gladstone, Correspondences. British Library, Add. MSS 

Add.4608 1 )  

On another level Shaw's  letters to Gladstone disclose a sensitive attitude toward 

aristocratic ladies of the War Refugee Committee .  Although she was in charge of 

Refugee Hostels, she, for example, was unable to directly ask Lady Gladstone and 

Mrs Lyttelton why they had excluded her from their discussions. She complained 

to Gladstone in a letter ( 1 8  November 1 9 1 4) ' . . .  Yesterday Mrs Lyttelton and 

Lady Gladstone both discussed a Hostel scheme of which no word reached me. ' 

She reminded him that it was his decision the two women had ignored: 'You 

asked me last week to take charge of the Hostels. ' Shaw then requested Gladstone 

to interfere; 'Will you be so good as to give instructions that all correspondences 

and proposals regarding Hostels be referred to me. ' What seems to suggest that 

she had been over sensitive to those 'Ladies ' was a same-day reply she received 

from Gladstone in which he corrected that; ' on the general point' she was right 

but 'my wi fe and Mrs Lyttelton were referring to a scheme some three weeks 

ago, ' and asked her to deal with the matter herself; 'Perhaps you will talk to your 

colleagues . . .  as I do not interfere in their arrangements ' (Gladstone to Lady 

Lugard, 1 8  November, 1 9 1 4) .  

Shaw also seems to have lost the practicality and professional efficiency she had 

had before acquiring the title; a letter from Gladstone emphasised her lack of 

competence: •From what Major Legett tells me and also judging by the reports of 

the Hostel Committee, you do not seem quite to realise what constitutes a War 

Refugees Committee Hostel . ' He went on to explain what a WRC Hostel was and 

corrected the in fbrmation she had provided in her report: 'of these there are three 
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not five as you stated in one of your reports'. This suggests that she no longer put 

the effort to arm herself with the necessary information as she used to do as Miss 

Shaw. 

Shaw as Lady Lugard seems to have lost interest in the poor. In her WRC work 

she insisted on providing a higher allowance for the housing of better class 

refugees .  

shi llings, h e  was not sympathetic with her second request for a further raise. He 

directed her attention that differentiation could only be granted to some of the 

Although Gladstone granted her request, raising the allowance to 1 0  

important refugees who 'may have to be kept in London and treated rather 

special ly' stressing that the British government must safeguard itself against 

"making contributions to host in the absence of some special object which has to 

be served'  and refused to advise the Local Government Board to raise the 

allowance. He told Shaw that differentiation in treatment must stop at this point: 

· we trust therefore that by strict economy you will be able to carry on your good 

work for a considerable period ' (Gladstone to Lady Lugard, 8 July 1 9 1 5). Her 

activities as Lady Lugard depict the colonised, subaltern attitude who on 

promotion identifies himself with the coloniser. Similar to a rising subaltern, 

Shaw was not interested in the poor or the ordinary (natives) who represented 

"human dignity' and concentrated on preserving classes even among refugees. 

Apart from her gentle letters to Lugard, nothing seems to have been left of the 

'gentle attractive' Miss Shaw whose ' unfailing sympathy and quick 

understanding' attracted friends and supporters; Shaw's work at the Refugee 

Committee though successful, vexed a number of her colleagues (Bell, 1 947, 

p.28 1 ). 
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Miss Shaw, who praised the shabbily dressed women in Portland, criticised the 

shallowness of the rich and was appalled by the condition of fallen women and 

orphans became a successful hostess and a governor 's  wife who found it natural to 

differentiate among classes of Belgian refugees and to voice opposition for 

Women's  Suffrage. Keeping in mind the Victorians' obsession with social 

hierarchy, her sensitivity towards her aristocratic colleagues; Mrs Gladstone and 

Lady Lyttelton, even if unjustified, suggests her lack of self-confidence and she 

concentrated her efforts on gaining the trust of the Belgian refugees. This in turn 

with her (Bell, 1 947, p .28 1 ) . 

Her adjustment to her aristocratic milieu seems to have made her 'more royalist 

than a king. ' By the time she returned to England in 1 9 1 2  Shaw had forgotten the 

years of hardship and was keen to enjoy the new financial security and 'entertain 

royally' (Bell, 1 947, p .274) . Her interest luxuriously furnishing the house she 

leased in Rutland Gate 'was the first time she had been able to let herself go on 

furnishing a house of her own' (Bell, 1 947, p .273) . Shaw did not relinquish her 

roles in the literary and civilian sectors led the government to recognise their 

efforts and grant them the right to vote, Shaw's  backing of the upper-class Belgian 

refugees, her Anti-Suffrage attitude, reflect her adherence to the requirement of 

the aristocratic Lady' s role. Shaw now on equal footing with her colonial 

superiors was no longer obliged to succumb to their ideologies. Her desire to play 

led the Belgians to favour her judgment and ignore the advice of those working 

political interest but directed it to the Home Rule Bill of 1 9 1 2  and tried to arouse 

public awareness on the importance of keeping Britain united. 

Although Britain' s  whole social structure was changing by 1 9 1 8  and women's 
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their role seems to have been an effort to identify herself with that class and 

parallels with that of the subordinate' s  recognition of the ideology of the dominant 

as his own. She l egitimised the ideologies of the dominant and adopted their 

conduct. Tracing back the path of her life shows how Shaw had always longed for 

a high social status. Her ambition for aristocracy, evident in her novels, was 

finally achieved in 1 928  when Sir Frederick was honoured with a peerage. Her 

delighted remark; 'This i s  the kind of present I like, one which has taken a life

time to win' (Bell, 1 947, p .300), suggest that all her former attitudes and stances 

were part of her accommodation process and had depended on her social and 

financial positions .  This parallels with the situation of the native who when 

granted certain social and financial privileges, becomes the replica of his 

coloniser. 

Shaw was a victim of her circumstances. She l ived at a time when gender 

governed and triumphed over success, efficiency and fame. Her survival tactics 

left l ittle choice but to accommodate and comply with conventions to maintain a 

l iving. Her refusal to marry in the early years suggests the existence of a feminist 

incl ination stemming probably from her need to leave home and establish a life of 

her own. Her financial circumstances and lack of formal education lowered her on 

the social scale and obliged her to accept subordinate positions in other people 's  

homes. To escape subalternacy Shaw employed sly subaltern tactics to gain the 

support of  experienced men of letters and journalists to guide her through. This 

made her the victim of the professional hegemonic power of the time. Her 

experience with The Times during the Jameson Raid enquiry seems to have 

awakened her old dream of class rise and increased her awareness that success and 
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fame had made her no less subordinate than she had already been. Her gender 

encouraged The Times, she had worked so hard for, to make her a scapegoat to 

avoid responsibility. When her journalistic role subsided she was made 

George Goldie ' s  refusal to marry her was 'a blow which had broken her down 

mentally'  (Frederick Lugard to Mrs E Lugard, 1 2  October 1 90 I ,  quoted in Perham 

1 960, p .65) then Frederick Lugard' s  offer to 'rescue' her at the age of forty-nine 

was the only way to recover her lost hopes . 

As a young ' authoress '  she reflected dissatisfaction with women' s  position in 

society but did not develop the issue to ensure readership. As a working woman, 

Shaw sided with the poor and criticised the rich, while as Lady Lugard she 

stressed the difference between the upper and lower classes. Her life journey 

seems to have quelled any hope of changing women' s  position in society, 

especially her own: 

'The girl on the contrary is from the beginning taught that the sweet 

and nice thing for her to do is to put herself and her tastes on one side 

and to hold herself at the disposal of anyone who wants her. . .  

Inevitably in  her case the habit grows of. . .doing things just as well as 

may be convenient not as well as she could. ' (Shaw to Lugard, 

January 25 ,  1 902) 

The impact of her experiences made her sensitive over issues of class and she 

sought to avoid any negative attention. Despite her influence and efforts for the 

uncomfortable and obliged to have the 'wisdom to withdraw in time. ' It would not 

be unusual if Shaw had harboured an ambition to marry into aristocracy and since 
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War Refugees Committee, she readily withdrew to avoid criticism when the 

'Committee was questioned for the techniques they used to operate' (Gagnon, 

n.d.) . 

5.13 Conclusion 

As Lady Lugard, Shaw became absorbed in the role that 'has taken a life-time to 

win ' before her husband was officially knighted and thus her support for Anti

Suffrage was clearly part of her role as a Lady. Despite her great achievements, 

her loyalty and devotion to the Empire, Shaw was betrayed by patriarchal 

institutions; The Times did not hesitate to scapegoat her to protect the paper and 

and her untimely resignation suggest that she was exposed to more pressure than 

she had cared to admit. The change in her attitude after becoming an imperial 

administrator' s  wife suggests that the sense of failure she may have experienced 

turned her focus towards becoming ' like ' the coloniser. By becoming part of the 

hegemonic class, she lost interest in the 'natives ' ,  i .e .  subjugated women and the 

less privileged. This is made evident in her support for anti-suffrage and her class

conscious interest in the better class Belgian refugees which allows us to infer that 

her compliance with anti suffrage was part of her efforts to avenge herself through 

the senior politicians involved in the Jameson Raid scandal . Her typical subaltern 

tactics as demonstrated were a life-time practise magnified and confirmed by her 

agreement to take sole responsibility for an issue she was not totally responsible 

for to protect her 'masters . '  By her action Shaw betrayed her sex and consolidated 

the views against women. Although her career granted her social and financial 

independence, her dependency on her salaried work required subservience on her 

part. Her subaltern position made her an instrument in the hands of her superiors 
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her aristocratic position. Despite the renown she received as a journalist of the 

Empire, and her role in shaping public attitudes She was able to come to terms 

with the gender restrictions through becoming a professional journalist and a role 

model encouraging other women to follow suit in various aspects of life, but the 

long-time economic and social pressures had already shaped her character and 

thus she was obliged to agree with the ruling aristocracy that woman' s  suffrage 

posed a threat to vital imperial policies . 

The description by Henry Du Pre Laboucher (who questioned Shaw during the 

Jameson Raid investigation 1 897) in his congratulatory telegram to Frederick 

Lugard on their marriage throws light on how she evaded any statement that may 

hold her responsible :  

'A more difficult lady to induce to say what she did not want to it 

would be difficult to find. Her manner was most charming. When 

asked a question, she went off at a tangent, and made a clever speech 

on things in general . If I mildly suggested . . .  I had not got a very clear 

answer to my question, she smilingly expressed her regret, and did it 

in such a pleasant way, that everyone thought that it was due to my 

abnormal density of apprehension. ' (Perham, 1 94 7 ,  p .  73) 
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Chapter 6: Escaping to the Desert: The Case of Gertrude 

Bell (1 868-1 926) 

PART I 

Gertrude M argaret Lo�1hian Bell was the first British female diplomat and the 

first female intel l igence officer, who left home to l ive in faraway lands and broke 

Victorian conventions though advocating them. This chapter throws a fresh look 

at Bel l  paral lel ing her to the collaborative elite in the sense that she joined the 

coloniser not only to serve in the colonies but on the domestic front too, to further 

the colonisat ion of her sex. Unl ike several professional anti-suffragists, Bell was 

fonnal ly educated and financially secure, and therefore was not driven to join 

Anti-Suffrage by her need for an income or a social status. Evidence shows that 

own race' ( El l is, 1 9 1 s1 ) . Her active involvement with anti-suffrage began in 1 908 

and ended around 1 9 1 2. Her name remained among members of the National 

League for Opposing Women 's Suffrage (NLOWS) unti l  both the League and the 

Anli-St{/lrag<� Review closed down fc)liowing the enfranchisement of women. 

Bel l was regarded as a role model by the conservati ve ·Antis ' ,  who did not seem 

to mind at the time that she travelled unaccompanied 'by man or woman of her 
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Bell remained in touch and contributed to their activities :  'Tell Father I sent the 

Anti Suffrage office £ 1 03 out of his cheque for their entertainment scheme, so if 

they ask him for a subscription I don' t  think he need give one' (Bell to Florence, 8 

Jan, 1 9 1 5) .  After the vote was granted, Bell immediately embarked on 

emancipating women in Iraq. As a female intellectual, Bell is a clear example of 

the colonised intellectual elite who, l ike Gramsci ' s  subaltern, sought to profit 

through identification with the coloniser against 'her people' to escape her own 

colonisation. To achieve such personal privilege, Bell acted in subservience to the 

coloniser and adopted his ideology whilst simultaneously collaborating for the 

coloniser' s benefit through her anti-suffrage activities. This can also be seen as an 

attempt to survive as it parallels Margaret Atwood' s basic victim position. 

Atwood argues that this victim category denies the existence of a problem through 

disparaging the disadvantages suffered by the rest of the group. These victims take 

their success as an indication of the laziness or stupidity of the remainder of the 

group (Atwood, 1 972). This is evident in Bel l ' s  approach, as will be demonstrated 

through her attitude to women and her response to certain social restrictions. 

Bell ' s  biographer, H. V. F. Winstone, emphasised that Bell 'both acknowledged 

and breached the conventions of her age, '  and doubted the concept of equality, 

' but only a very brave man would dare to deny her right to an equal place in his 

midst' ( 1 9 80, p .8 1 ). Until 1 9 1 6  Bell lacked a separate income of her own and her 

3 character encoding error in online source corrected, AO 1 0  for £ 

Atwood explains that thi s  position is usually occupied by those fearing to lose 

their privileges and requires denial of the fact that one is a victim. It also requires 

considerable energy to keep up that facade (Atwood, 1 972). 
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social and financial status depended on her father's approval of her actions. This 

along with her filial love may serve to clarify why she was so keen to impress him 

and to gain his consent at all times .  It also serves to explain her sustained 

correspondence with her stepmother - a conformist who exercised Victorian 

domestic authority over the family. 

return home despite suffering health and psychological pressures which eventually 

Empire and not out of personal conviction: calls for the emancipation of women in 

the colonies were advocated in other parts such as India and Egypt. Lord Cromer, 

a prominent anti-suffrage figure and British Consul-General in Egypt 1 883- 1 907 

stressed, as part of the colonial 'ografting process' to transplant its spirit in the 

colonies, that the Egyptians should be 'persuaded or forced' to become ' civilized' 

by disposing of the women's  veil . Although the calls for emancipating Arab 

women lacked a valid social and ideological basis to create a lasting impact, it was 

Like many anti-suffrage women of her time, Bell ' s  public face contradicted her 

private persona. From the age of 3 1 o, she enjoyed independence not available to 

other women and refused to ever give it up. At the end of her life she did not 

led to her untimely death. As the Oriental Secretary to the High Commissioner in 

Iraq, Bell encouraged women ' s  emancipation in the colony when British policy 

required. It seems that Bell ' s  anti-suffrage attitude and her later emancipation 

activities were both carried out in compliance with the policies of the British 

advocated to inflict change and stir conflict among the natives to draw their 

attention away from the coloniser. The attempt to replace an eastern style of life 

by a western one also created an incomplete native image of the Coloniser. 
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Bell di smissed most women as 'uninteresting, '  but did not rule out women' s  right 

to the vote. Her view that they should develop their mental and intellectual 

capaciti es before taking part in governing the nation seems merely a reiteration of 

the conventional views voiced by members of parl iament l ike S ir Compton

Rickett, who said ' i s  there a natural right for women to vote '? His answer was no: 

. . .  Is anyone prepared to say that they would give a vote to every soul in 

India at the present time? Would an un-educated class of people endowed 

with the right of representation serve the cause of l iberty or Government in 

any Constitution? Certainly not. Hardly anyone in thi s  House will get up 

and say so. We have taken care in this  country to prepare by privi leges of 

education and otherwise those who have the vote. (Hansard HC Deb 06 

May 1 9 1 3  Vol. 52 cc l 888) 

Bel l  had both privi leges and education. Tracing her l ife chronological ly suggests 

that, l ike many of the subjugated col laborators, she had not been totally convinced 

of tht.: righteousness of women 's subordination and had privately broken those 

conventions herself. Her publ ic reiteration of those viev..:s suggests that she not 

only attempted to meet the social and political requirements of her class but to 

uti l ise them to escape her own subordination. Shaw util ised the anti-suffrage 

argument to escape to the colonies through gaining the admiration and trust of 

influential men like Lord Cromer, Lord Curzon and Lord Asquith. Bel l ' s  social 

and financial hackground faci l i tated her escape from the very conventions she 

urged other women to preserve. Her travels, for example, gave her wider freedom 

and involved hn:aking many conventions; she influenced pol itics, manipulated 
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native Arab politicians, fell in love with two married men and slept in one tent 

with members of the opposite sex. 

This chapter looks at how Bell 's life, social milieu and background were 

restrictive tools, rather than privileges. It also shows how she utilised those very 

restrictions to gain a prominent position despite nineteenth century discrimination 

against women. The chapter will also examine why, as member of the colonised 

sex, she acted as the coloniser's tool to both oppress and liberate women 

according to the requirements and policies of the British Empire, assisting the 

woman exploited her femininity to control and manipulate influential men and 

heads of tribes in the Arab Peninsula, whose cultural conventions made them 

incapable at that time (and also today) of ignoring sexual differences. As she 

wrote of her experiences: 'On this theme we had a terrific discussion - during 

which he [King Faisal I of Iraq] kissed my hand at intervals, which is is [sic] very 

disconcerting' (Bell, [to her father] , 4 June 1 922, Bell Archive) . 

An evaluation of Bell 's attitude towards women before and after the vote was 

rebellion or an escape from a world as bad as she repeatedly described, her denial 

of the fact that she was a victim of unjust conventions led her to join the 

coloniser ' s  ranks to gain pseudo-independence through identifying herself with 

the opposite sex and adopting their policies as a means of survival. 

subjugation of British women on the one hand and emancipating Arab women on 

the other. A new reading of Bell's letters sheds light on how an abominator of 

granted shows that Bell 's fervent anti-suffrage attitude and her later enthusiasm to 

emancipate Iraqi women reflected no initiative of her own but were that of a 

subordinate subaltern. Whether Bell's long service of the Empire was a form of 
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6.1 Colonised-Colonisers: The Price of Elitism 

Bell was from a steel-industrialist family, whose business flourished with the 

growing demand on the iron and steel industry to fuel the expansion of the railway 

across the Empire . The well-being of the state was of utmost concern to the Bells 

and other families of the rising industrialist middle classes, and thus their patriotic 

duty to the Empire had a basis in economic self-interest. The issue may not have 

occurred 

state of mind colonised by common interests with the Empire. Bell, like any 

nineteenth century woman and before acquiring a career, would have suffered a 

double colonization; patriarchal and social . Her violation of the social conventions 

in private and her public compliance suggests that extrinsic motives may well 

have been behind her inconsistent attitude. Bell may also be paralleled with 

to Gertrude in this overt way, but it was most likely one of the 

fundamental ideals she was brought up to believe. It can therefore be inferred that 

the imperial argument advocated by most members of her social milieu reflected a 

Gramsci ' s  urban-type intellectual, whom he compares to the subaltern officer 

As most people in the present day are unaware of the extent of domination 

exercised by the state or the influence of the media over their lives, the Victorians 

and Edwardians were also unaware of the domination and impact of the Empire 

mentality on their lives. The domination of the state was achieved through those 

who Mathew Arnold called the 'men of culture' whose function was (and still is) 

to make the 'best' culture and thought prevail for the benefit of society as a whole 

(colonised-coloniser) who lacks 'autonomous initiative' and therefore restricts his 

function to articulating the relationship between the entrepreneur and the masses 

to facilitate the state ' s  domination and hegemony over the people. 
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(Said, 1 994, pp .2 1 -22) .  The doubly-colonised British women unconsciously 

succumbed in 'Macaulay's Children' fashion to their male superiors and those 

who dared to question the prevalent views were branded as 'fast' . 

Although Bell understood and complied, she sought a way out of what she 

perceived as a predicament. To evade restrictions she, like the colonised subaltern 

officer, identi fied herself with the coloniser and refused to be caught in the double 

bind of society which affirmed on the one hand her human status and at the same 

time prevented her from exercising its inherent functions . Unable to openly rebel, 

subservience was thus applied to overcome marginality. Although T. E. 

Lawrence 's  criticism of Bell as a ' slave of some momentary power' and a 'bad 

judge of men and situations ' who 'had no great depth of mind' and 'changed her 

direction like a weathercock' (University of Newcastle booklet, 1 994, n.p.) reflect 

patriarchal prejudice on his side because Bell, who attained a first-class degree in 

Modern History from Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, could not have lacked depth of 

mind; but it clarifies how, as a woman, she had to maintain her position in a 

highly prejudiced environment. 

manipulate and censor the press to outdo opponents : 'The editor said if I didn 't 

want it to be published he would suppress the whole issue . . .  And we have now 

purchased the best of all weapons to use against the French consul if he complains 

again' (Bell to her father, 6 August 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive). 
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she, colonised by her male superiors , became a coloniser of the native people of 

Iraq. She employed similar tactics to shape the minds of the people, and 



As an editor of Al 'Arab newspaper, Bell did not hesitate to employ 'rogue' 

j ournalists to serve the goals :  

I am beginning some nice new jobs .  One is the taking over of the 

editorship of Al 'Arab, the vernacular paper we publish. I 'm full of 

schemes for making it more alive . . .  the sub-editor comes weekly to read 

me leading articles which I censor. He ' s  a jolly monk . . .  straight out of 

Chaucer . . .  with a clear eye fixed on the main chance . . .  in spite of his 

cloth, I 'm persuaded, a rogue. (Bell, to her father 9 November 1 9 1 7 , Bell 

Archive) 

A comment by Bell also supports the notion that she exercised the role of the 

coloniser by actively intervening in the freedom of the Iraqi press - to prevent 

Bolshevik ideology from spreading in the country, Bell invited to dinner at her 

home ' the editor of the advanced Nationalist newspaper here which is going 

Bolshevist fast ' to influence his paper ' s  policy. On this meeting Bell commented: 

' It remains to be seen whether the editor learnt any wisdom; if he didn't the 

moment is near when we shall have to suppress the paper' (Bell, to her father, 29 

November 1 920, Bell Archive) . 

6.2 Anti-Suffrage for Recognition and Propriety 

It is doubted that Bell would have succeeded in getting the recognition and the 

trust of the imperial administrators had she openly been a 'New Woman' or a 

suffrage activist. Like many subordinate individuals, Bell gained the trust and 

support of influential men like her father and Lord Cromer through the tactic of 
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supporting their issues. Her enthusiastic involvement in anti-suffrage activities, 

her education, 

doubt on the sincerity of Bell ' s  attitude towards anti-suffrage and strongly 

and privileged background allowed her to become the Honorary 

Secretary of the Women' s  National Anti-Suffrage League Executive Committee 

in 1 908 .  Bell ' s  public face as an anti-suffrage advocate, strongly contradicts her 

unconventional , independent and adventurous nature. This  inconsistency casts 

suggests that she had outwardly adopted the argument to achieve self-interest 

rather than being actually convinced. Although Bell ' s  father S ir Hugh was an 

active member of the Men ' s  League for Opposing Woman Suffrage ( 1909- 1 9 1 0) 

and National League for Opposing Women's  Suffrage ( 1 9 1 0- 1 9 1 8), neither Bell 

nor her stepmother Florence signed the initial 'An Appeal Against Female 

Suffrage ' published in the Nineteenth Century even though it was signed by most 

Oxford, was more inclined towards female emancipation than against it. British 

society in the 1 880s witnessed the gradual loosening of emotional ties between 

mothers and daughters and female teachers replaced the mother as a role model, 

thus inspiring young middle-class female students to pursue a career. Also the 

atmosphere, though not quite openly, was charged with feminism: in 1 883,  for 

example, Queen 's  College and other girls' schools witnessed fervent feminist 

members of their social circle, such as Lady Asquith, Lady Churchill, Mrs 

Humphry Ward, Louise Creighton and Mrs John Talbot, mother of Bell ' s  best 

friend Mary Talbot. This  strengthens the assumption that anti-suffrage was 

adopted in accordance with the political tendencies of the time and that the Bells 

had not been very enthusiastic about anti-suffrage. 

It seems more likely that Bell, who in 1 889 had recently completed her studies at 
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activities when Olive Schreiner' s book The Story of An African Farm was 

published with its unorthodox views on religion and marriage. By 1 890 several 

headmistresses were among the suffragettes (Purvis, 1 99 1 ,  p .90). 

What seems to support the view that Bell had no interest in anti-suffrage is that in 

Bell ' s  letters or diaries there is  no reference to or criticism of feminist activities of 

the time. Another point casting doubt on her anti-suffrage attitude is her apparent 

satisfaction over the criticism directed at the anti-suffrage novelist Mrs Humphry 

Mrs . Ward 's  reputation as a novelist . . .  Isn ' t  that comic ! (Bell to Florence, 8 

February, 1 892, Bell Archive). 

Bell ' s  amusement over Henry James ' s  criticism of Mrs Ward highlights that Bell 

to perfection and in 1 9 1 2, for example, she managed to prevent a meeting for the 

'Church League for Women' s  Suffrage '  (a small Anglican suffragist organisation 

founded 1 909) by s l ipping a word to the Archbishop of York and preventing the 

Ward ' s  The History of David Grieve in which Ward expressed her ' anti-feminist' 

characteristics of a satisfactory marriage. A letter from Bell to her stepmother 

amusedly described the critic Henry James as 'moderate and just' when his ' every 

sentence hit the right nail on the head, and every nail ran down into the coffin of 

suffrage question from coming up at the Middlesbrough Church Congress 

(Harrison, 1 978) .  Bell ' s  insincerity is reflected through writing in two different 

attitudes about joining anti-suffrage in two different letters to her parents. This 

suggests that Bell conformed to the general atmosphere mainly to impress her 

anti-sufiragc father and his social circle. Her letter to her father enthusiastically 
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was not impressed by Ward's anti-feminist novel . This lack of interest she 

successfully concealed when she joined anti-suffrage in 1 908. She played the role 



recounts anti-suffrage activities and events, expressing belief in the validity of the 

cause : 

Then I flew off to an anti suffrage Council meeting- very well 

attended, very encouraging and very good speeches . . .  Lady Jersey 

made the best of good speeches and Lord Curzon was genial to the 

point of wit. It ' s  wonderful what a good cause can do . (Bell, to her 

father, [no date] 1 908 .  Bell Archive) 

honorary secretary which is most horrible . . .  (Howell, 2007, p.76) 

Bell ' s  anti-suffrage may have also been consolidated by the horizontal hostility 

she had acquired on her early realization of women's  subordinate position in 

stressed the risk of the growing suffragist danger: 

A letter to her stepmother on the other hand, expressed Bell ' s  resentment for 

having to take up a formal position in the Anti-Suffrage League: 

. . .  We had our first committee meeting this morning and all went well. 

We have Lady Jersey as chairman. I have been obliged to become 

society. This hostility is usually directed to the self or towards similar selves who 

mirror one's  deficiencies (Bartky, 1 99 1 ;  Atwood, 1 972). Her letter to a notable 

local historian and banker from Newcastle upon Tyne, Dr Thomas Hodgkin, 

I know you are in thorough sympathy with the work of the Anti Suffrage 

League . .  . I do not think we can afford to lose time . . .  if we leave the 

Suffragists a free field now they may in the end be too strong for us . . . .  
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Horizontal hostility may also be detected in her keenness to involve as many 

'capable ' women like herself in anti-suffrage which suggests an attempt to justify 

her own involvement and convince herself before others that anti-suffrage was the 

right course intelligent women should follow: 

(MSS Robinson Library Newcastle, Bell to Dr Thomas Hodgkin, 7 

September [no year]) 

Her hostility towards other women parallels that of a senior subaltern towards 

prospective competitors. Unable to acknowledge that a certain woman employee 

could be as efficient as herself, for example, Bell makes clear that it is 'they' and 

not she who 'think' that she is going to be suitable: ' the central committee has 

found a woman who will, they think, be very suitable for this purpose . . .  ' (MSS 

Robinson Library Bell to Dr Thomas Hodgkin, undated). 

I went straight to the office and had an interview with a very capable 

spectacled lady who used to be the organising sec. of one of the 

Suffrage societies and has seen the error of her ways and wants to 

work for us . I fancy she will make an excellent and very sensible 

Another indication of Bell ' s  hostility to her sex is shown in the flaws she always 

speaker and I intend to follow the matter up . (Bell to Florence, 

postmarked 5 October, 1 908) 

found in other women; although she described a Mrs Broadbridge she 'enlisted' 

for the 'Antis '  as intelligent and well-travelled, she also called her ' little' : 
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My travelling companion was a Mrs Broadbridge, an intelligent little 

woman, wife of an engineer who is now on the W coast of Africa. She 

had been all over the world. We talked of the suffrage and I enlisted 

her among the Antis .  (Bell, Diary entry, 2 1  January, 1 909, Bell 

Archive) 

Despite her feeling 

more 

of superiority towards other women, Bell ' s  anti-suffrage 

attitude seemed of a facade; her amused and detailed account of a 

' Suffragette ' incident to her father, emphasised the humorous side of the story 

rather than criticising the suffragettes: 

Dearest Father . . .  Asquith was interpolated by 3 suffragettes, one of 

whom shook him on the stairs, taking him by the shoulders .  He was 

furious and Mrs Asquith was so angry that she hit one of them with 

her fan . . .  Sir Meiklejohn was so raging about the suffragettes that he 

could scarcely speak! Everyone asked why you were not there. (Bell, 

to her father, (n.d.) June, 1 9 1 2, Bell Archive) 

Pointing out that everyone was asking after him after telling him of the funny 

incident suggests that Bell attempted to arouse his interest and emphasise the 

significance of his presence by her side among those highly influential figures. 

Her father ' s  membership of the Men's Committee for Opposing Female Suffrage 

in 1 908, and the National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage in 1 9 1 0  may 

explain why she needed him to be 'there' and explains why a woman of feminist 

tendencies initially joined anti-suffrage (Harrison, thus1 978, p.83). Her letter may 

be seen as paralleling with that of a subaltern or a colonised person who, 
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consciously or unconsciously struggles to gain the favour of the powerful. Her 

need for the presence of her father would have strengthened her position and her 

adoption of the colonisers' ways of thinking, language and reasoning also granted 

her the opportunity to be heard by them. Her attempt to adopt the anti-suffrage 

men ' s  viewpoint reflects a desire to transcend her oppressed status without 

realizing that her position was in fact was closer to the three ' suffragettes ' than to 

her father and his influential friends. Her depiction of Asquith as furious and 

shaken by the shoulders with his courtly wife losing temper and retaliating is 

more of caj olery on her part than actual criticism of the suffragettes to make him 

attend the next event. Her amused attitude reflects no conviction in anti-suffrage 

on her part and allows a parallel with that of the indigenous collaborator who 

works with the coloniser without being convinced but to achieve self-interest. 

Through her association with the influential colonialist figures, Bell solidified her 

reputation among her social circle because her opposition to the vote was not 

2002, pp . 1 -5) . 

What seems to prove that Bell only complied with the requirements of the 

imperialist policy was her capacity to befriend an illiterate Iraqi farmer to 

indirectly access infonnation as part of her intelligence work: ' I  went to tea with 

my friend Haji Naji, the farmer who takes no interest in politics as long as he is 

restricted to the enfranchisement of women for lacking intellectual abilities; she 

also opposed the involvement of the uneducated in politics regardless of their sex. 

This stresses the assumption that Bell had merely reiterated the British imperialist 

argument and its metropolitan-periphery analogy and sameness which compared 

the workers (lower classes) to the dark-skinned natives overseas (Cannadine, 
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travell ing independently, roaming the Arab desert and living years abroad. Bell 

reflected the image of the modem Briti sh 'New Woman '  of the late Nineteenth 

assured that we won 't go ' [ withdraw from Iraq] (Bell to her father, 1 3  December, 

1 9  I 8, Baghdad, Bell Archive). 

Bel l ' s  interest in politics makes her a feminist rather than an anti-suffrage 

advocate. Her influence on Empire politics was far greater than was actually 

permitted to other women. Her unconventional style of life and dress  in 

comparison with the women of her class in England or British women in the 

colonies made her stand out among her contemporaries. She also practiced most 

of the feminist trends of the time like cycling and smoking in addition to 

Century. Although the restrictions on the conduct of women had relaxed to some 

extent by the end of the century, women ' s  smoking was not actually 

acknowledged unti l the 1 920s (Tinkler, 2006, pp.4 1 -53)  and women who smoked 

in public were critici sed. 

In Iraq · anti-suffrage ' Bell smoked, rode horses and ponies at dawn, dined with 

and manipulated members of the Iraqi government, received male guests and 

attended exclusively male gatherings . She has been generally described as not 

having employed her femininity to gain success. This is particularly true in her 

dealings with her British male colleagues, but cannot be applied to her contacts 

with Arab men in general; she was fond of ordering fashionable clothes from 

home when she was in the Middle East and her manner of dress, though not 

classical for a lady of her social background, but for a Western woman in the 

Middle East whatever she wore was more revealing than anything worn by Arab 

women simply because she was unvei led. Although she final ly succeeded in 
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' I 've been wholly cut off from them because their tenets forbid them 

meeting with senior Shia clerics, Bell found difficulty in making contacts with 

them at first: 

to look upon an unveiled woman and my tenets don't permit me to veil ' (Bell to 

Florence, 14  March, 1 920, Bell Archive). 

The freedom to visit or receive men visitors on her own also had its impact on 

Arab prominent figures and her female influence even charmed a strict Iraqi cleric 

into losing his reserve: ' [The] gentlemen . . .  I had in today who was so holy that he 

couldn 't look an unveiled woman in the face ! l' (Bell to her father, 1 8  May, 1 9 1 7, 

Baghdad, Bell Archive). However, Bell was amused by the impact of her sex on 

Arab men whether holy or otherwise, noting this :  ' didn 't prevent him from 

desiring to have a long talk with me on his private affairs and . . .  tipped me a 

casual wink or two, just enough to know me again ' (Bell , 1 9 1 7, [ 1 8  May, 1 9 1 7] 

Baghdad, ' May 1 8  Darling Father' ,  Bell Archive Letters) . 

T. E. Lawrence ' s  criticised her dress as Jacking in taste which may perhaps be 

attributed to her attempt to dissociate herself from sexual obj ectification in the 

eyes of her British colleagues. Although his comments reflect his opinion and are 

not necessarily correct, they do indicate that her manner of dress had caught his 

attention; 'you know they make much of her concern in dress :  but the results ! . . .  

Her clothes and colours were always wrong' (University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

( 1 994). 

Bel l ' s  obsession with dress and her continuous demand for new attires : 'I shopped 

3 hats, a most necessary step! ' (Bell , to Florence, 30 June, 1 903, Bell Archive) 

may have not appealed to the eyes of Lawrence or British administrators but she 
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certainly stood out as womanly in a region where women, if seen in public, looked 

like featureless phantoms clad in black. 

Bell ' s  actions suggest that she found her profession abroad the best route to 

freedom and that becoming a servant of the Empire legitimised a salaried 

independence, professional status and admiration without drawing too much 

attention to the rules she broke, which otherwise she would have been considered 

mediation (The Free Dictionary, 'Gertrude Bell ') . 

To become a colonial administrator was a position no woman dared to dream of, 

yet Bell was officially appointed three years before the passage of the 1 9 1 9  Sex 

Disqualification (Removal) Act which opened professions to middle-class 

women. 

6.3 Overcoming Subalternacy 

Her dislike for what she regarded as the shortcomings of femininity led her to 

seek a way out not only through taking a male profession but also through 

adopting the false conception, of seeing herself, when occasion invited, as sexless .  

Bell ' s  anti-suffrage attitude granted her both social and material gains; the trust 

she gained allowed her freedom of travel and an army position through which she 

was able to move freely under the guise of duty. Although Bell did not openly 

revolt and supported traditional theories, her rebellion was expressed through 

a rebel. Although her efforts and hard work were the basis of her success, the role 

played by her family in shaping her career cannot be ignored. Her efforts to obtain 

a Middle East posting would not have been successful without her father' s  
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being constantly away travelling or on duty. Her passive rebellion began when she 

was forced to break her engagement with Henry Cadogan, a low ranking secretary 

of the English delegation whom she met and fell in love with during her first visit 

to Persia in 1 892 . The man Bell intended to marry was financially unreliable due 

to accumulated gambling debts . She did not openly object or rebel when her 

parents, for example, disapproved of her relationship but revolted on paper in her 

sensual translation of the Sufi Persian poet Hafiz. She concealed her resentment 

over gender restrictions in a manner similar to the way she strapped a pistol to her 

calf under the 'Victorian lady's silk petticoats and dresses of lace ' (Howell, 2007, 

Preface p.x) . 

Georgina Howell is  of the view that Bell lacked mission and had been influenced 

by her stepmother to carry out her anti-suffrage activities (Howell, 2007, p.76), 

adding that the love of Hugh Bell had always set stepmother and the daughter 

apart (p .44 1 ) .  

Florence Bell seems to have permitted the father and daughter to carry out some 

activities together. Her name does not appear among the names published in the 

Anti-Suffrage Review of people who attended the anti-suffrage meetings. This  may 

suggest that Florence was either too conservative to attend those meeting or she 

had other interests than anti-suffrage and did not favour attending those meetings. 

The fact that her name does not exist among the anti-suffrage crowd makes it 

more likely that Bell had joined anti-suffrage to please her father. Florence Bell 

described Bell ' s  love for her father as the 'foundation of her existence' (Howell 

p.44 1 )  which seems to raise two questions; firstly why did Bell not comply with 

the notion of womanly sacrifice and please her father by getting married the 
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conventional way instead of falling in love with unsuitable men? Secondly, had 

she chosen to remain single like many of her contemporaries, why did she not take 

to teaching or any of the other careers that had become available for women from 

the 1 890s, l ike her friend Janet Hogarth as demonstrated in chapter seven, or 

occupied herself with the various social and intellectual activities, as other women 

in her circle? Her escape to the desert suggest not only a silent form of rebellion 

against conventions restricting the freedom of women, but also an undisclosed 

complex feeling towards Florence which she apparently overcame during her last 

visit home in 1 925 .  In a letter to Florence, Bell indirectly admitted the complexity 

of the relationship : 'Mother, dearest, I carry away such an exquisite memory of 

our weeks together. I feel as if I had never known before how much I love you 

(Bell, to her stepmother, 2 October, 1 925 ,  Bell Archive). 

Nineteen days later she wrote again expressing similar feelings : 

You know I feel as if I had never known you really before, not in all 

the years . . .  Whatever it was I feel certain that I have never loved you 

so much, however much I may have loved you . . .  and I am thankful 

that we were together this last summer. (Bell, to Florence, 2 1  October, 

1 925 , Bell Archive) 

In her efforts to maintain her privileged career, Bell managed to convince her 

male superiors that she was worthy of the post and an exception to the female 

stereotypes they knew. To achieve this she had to think like a male or at least 

pretend to do so to dissociate herself from the oppressed group. Had Bell been a 

genuine conventional woman, as she had chosen her public image to appear, she 
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would not have, for example, dared to dine at the age of 26, while on holiday in 

Italy ( 1 894) in a cafe 'full of men where I am sure no women were ever seen 

before (Bell, [26 January 1 894] , Bell Archive Diaries) or considered climbing a 

mountain with men without a female companion and having a man help her 

change her clothes; 'I was now in rags, so I put on my skirt for decency - at least 

Mathen did, for I couldn't feel at all with my fingers (Bell, to her father, 4 

September, 1 899, Bell Archive Letters). 

What seems to support the notion that Bell behaved as a calculating subaltern to 

overcome 

away from home. This sheds doubt over the reasons behind her anti-suffrage 

attitude. Anti-Suffragists, including Bell also argued that giving the franchise to 

women may cause clever women to reject marriage ties and thus society will be 

her subordination is the fact that her membership of the Anti-Suffrage 

movement in 1 908 came after many years of independence and travel. Bell 

advocated the traditional theory that votes for women were against the natural 

order and that politics would survive without women, but they were indispensable 

at home, while she herself influenced politics, chose the king of Iraq and lived 

deprived of important male figures. This view was part of the imperialist 

argument which Julia Bush says was 'admirably repeated' by imperialist ladies 

like Gertrude Bell, Violet Markham, Lady Margaret Jersey, Ethel Colquhoun, 

Mary Kingsley and Flora Shaw (Bush, 2007, p. 1 08). 

Bell and the other imperialist ladies did not want to risk their positions by outward 

rebellion so as not to lose their privileges and may thus be paralleled with 

Atwood's  basic victim position or with the subaltern seeking the approval of his 

superior. Bell 'admirably repeated' the argument to rise above other women and 
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escape her own subordination. Her attempt to identify herself with the ' superior' 

sex is evident in her comment that: 'He [her mountaineering guide] 'is as pleased 

as punch and says I 'm as good as any man . . .  and from what I see of the capacities 

of the ordinary mountaineer, I think I am. '  (Bell, to Florence, 1 2  August, 1 900, 

Bell Archive Letters). 

Bell ' s  interest in meetings, including anti-suffrage, seems to have subsided by 

1 9 1 3 .  In a letter to her father, dated October of the same year, she is determined 

not to go to a Miss Moses ' meeting: 'No, I shan't go to Miss Moses ' s  meeting. I 

think it very good of you to go ' (Bell, to her father, [ [n.d.] October, 1 9 1 3 ] ,  [On 

second to last page of 1 907 album] , Bell Archive). 

The letter does not clarify who Miss Moses was but it gives an indication that Bell 

had lost interest in attending meetings, as the rest of the letter talks about 

arranging a tour with Thomas Cook. 

the 'tribe' and Like the subaltern native, Bell did not think of the rest of seems to 

have seized the opportunity of a 'promotion' to gain further privileges and 

abandon the ' sex' she already resented; ' If I were a boy I should go [ to the British 

Museum] every week. ' Like many educated women of her generation, Bell also 

identified h female accomplishments . subordination wit The fact that she found 

expected womanly duties hard also seems to reflect her unconscious resentment of 

the tools of subjugation: ' I 'm particularly obliged to Mother for sending me her 

article about Lisa . . .  and still more for the article on women which is admirable. 

Oh dear I wish that all the things expected of one about which she talks weren' t  so 

difficult to perform! '  (Bell, to her father, 4 July, 1 920, Baghdad, Bell Archive) . 
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For Bell education, not womanly ' accomplishments, '  facilitated her 

transformation and her rise to an upper stratum. Bell dismissed cookery and 

needlework as a ' pure waste of time' (Howell, 2007, p.3i1 )  and regretted having to 

spend time on piano: 'Fancy the amount of books I could read in the practising 

hour' she wrote to her stepmother, asking pennission to stop piano lessons after 

already giving up embroidery (Howell, 2007, p.32). Bell's childhood also shows 

tomboyish characteristics such as riding and climbing heights. Her determination 

anusually got her what she wanted whether directly or through indirect, 

manipulative style. 

6.4 Denying the Problem: 'Dearest Mother' and the Need to leave 

Home 

To deny the existence of a problem is a means of survival. Bell thought it foolish 

I 'm unburdening my soul,to reveal anxieties unless very necessary; 'There! 

' (Bell, to 

Bell established a home for herself in Iraq and refused to return home even when 

her role there had subsided. Unlike what she or the Bells preferred outsiders to 

bel ieve, some of her surviving correspondences suggest the existence of a 

complex relationship with her stepmother. Although many of the correspondences 

were edited, unpublished or had names removed in conformity with the prim 

traditions of the time, there are indications that family relationships were not as 

ideal as her biographers tended to reflect. Only a relatively small number of Bell's 

letters or her diary from her years in Oxford 1 8  86- 1 889 are available, which 

which is never very wise; but the truth is I am hurt, angry and surprised

her father, 9 October, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive Letters). 
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seems to suggest that details of this particular period had been deliberately 

unpublished. Bell did not confide in others and on many occasions her 

wrote: 

her way to be disobliging and snubby' .  (Howell ,  2007, p.27) 

please public opinion to secure an income, this also made her the victim of class 

and the privilege of being the granddaughter of one of the first group of steel 

industrialists, because it required full compliance with social and family 

seems more probable to think that Bell complied with public conventions to cover 

up the deliberate breach of the less obvious ones. Although she did not need to 

traditions. Bell appreciated the value of money (Richmond, 1 93 7, p.96) and was 

aware that the financial wealth she enjoyed did not come from an income of her 

own. Keeping in mind that most women who called for change enjoyed an 

independent income, we may infer that her financial dependence denied her the 

courage to openly voice rejection or to attempt to inflict change. Her dependence 

on the family's financial support explains to an extent her subservient attitude 

despite the strength of her character and clarifies why she was keen on 

indifference suggests a defence mechanism to avoid admitting her weakness. 

However, some of her earlier letters reflect, apart from anger and defiance, that 

scenes had been common within the family; as her half-sister Molly Trevelyan 

'Gertrude is being rather thorny and I shall have to have another scene 

with her soon- she contradicts everything mother says and goes out of 

In adulthood Bell cut discussions short. She seldom rejected an issue openly, but 

she always made clear that she would comply only when necessary; therefore it 
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maintaining a good relationship with both her stepmother and her father despite 

their obj ection to her engagement to Henry Cadogan. 

Even when Bel l  became financially independent in 1 9 1 6, she stil l needed her 

father' s support to maintain her post. Bell, who lost her mother at the young age 

of three, had most probably trained herself to make concessions to the new lady of 

the house five years later. Oddly, Bell, aged eight, does not show any outward 

hostil ity towards her stepmother as is common among children to feel threatened 

must do for you and Grandmama' (Bell, to  her father, 23 November, 1 874, Bel l 

Archive) to call Miss Oll i ffe 'Mother' five days after the marriage. Although 

Florence sent her gifts to win her affection, the manner in which Bell immediately 

and affectionately responded is somewhat surprising. In the following letter 

written on the day preceding her father's marriage, Bell cal led Florence Miss 

by the taking over of the new spouse: However, it seems rather unusual for a child 

of eight who can write to her father; ' I  have not time to write another letter so thi s  

Oll iffe: 

[9 August 1 876] 9 August Harlsey Hall My dear Miss Olliffe I write 

this letter for you to have on your wedding day to send you and Papa 

our best love and many kisses. Thank you for the dol l ' s  frock which 

fits beautifully. Miss Hughes sends her kindest regards to you From 

your loving Gertrude 

Five days later Miss Olliffe becomes her 'dear Mothere' and she reports to her the 

events taking place within the household: 
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[ 1 5  August 1 876] 1 5  August Harlsey Hall My dear Mother It has been 

boiling hot, when it is cool we have a very nice game we call it Fox 

and Hens. We have not been yet to Mount Grace. We have our lessons 

every day. Thank you very much for the lovely locket. I could not 

write to you before because I did not know the address. Maurice and I 

send our love and kisses to you and Papa 

From your loving child Gertrude 

Although Bell ' s  letters to Florence are mostly polite, a close examination reflects 

an indirect provocative tone. Taking charge of her brother and sisters at the age of 

twenty-one, Bell minimizes Lady Bell 's importance as a mother: 

The children and I played the race game in the nursery. They have a 

great plan . . .  I left them discussing it and their supper very happily. 

They have expressed no regrets as to your absence. [italics mine] 

I wonder if you are amused ! 

Ever your very affectionate daughter 

Gertrude. 

(Bell, to Florence, 30 October, 1 889 Bell Archive) 

Apparently the reasons behind Bell 's abandonment of her comfortable life in 

England were quite powerful. In a letter to her father Bell says, 'I don't believe 

that anyone could have staked their life and salvation on the fortunes of the ' Iraq 

more than I have. ' Bell, who usually felt ' so tired of sitting up and behaving' 

(Bell, to Florence, 8 May, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive), seems to have realized that 
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Florence had the final word in family matters and preferred a dignified retreat. 

The colonies were thus a very suitable place to start a new life. Although her love 

for her father had evidently prevented open rebellion, she was unable to fully 

comply with the suffocating restrictions. It is therefore more likely that her 

perilous journeys to the Middle East were a route to escape not only social 

restriction but also the constant interference of her parents in many aspects of her 

l ife, such as her choice of books and friends; at the age of twenty-three Bell wrote 

to her father : 

Mrs Creighton asked me to stay with her at Worcester some time [sic] 

this autumn. I should like to very much, though I don't think Mother 

really approves. You see she doesn't like Mr Creighton and she is 

afraid that I may be influenced by him. I don't think it is the least 

likely however, I am not that kind of person and I have seen too many 

folk to be engulphed [sic] in Mr Creighton's personality. '  (Bell, to her 

father, 2 1  June 1 889 Bell Archive) 

However, little did Bell know that her father was regularly info nned by others 

about her activities. R. Pope Hennessy reported in two letters to Sir Hugh, dated 

27 September 1 9 1 6  and 27 January 1 9 1 8, on Bell 's health and general being. The 

letter clearly reflected that he had regularly informed Sir Hugh of her situation: ' I  

am glad to  be  able t o  give you a satisfactory report of Gertrude -at last ! '  (R. 

Hennessy Pope to Hugh Bell ,  27 January, 1 9 1 8, MSS item 1 7, Gertrude Bell 

Archive). 
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Her Victorian upbringing and her conservative stepmother may have made her 

familiar with the ideas in Mrs Ellis '  Wives of England ( 1 i843) and William 

Thayer ' s  The True Woman ( 1 i893) enabling her to appreciate that a woman' s  

subservient attitude paid off far better than obstinacy or inflexibility. Susan R. 

Gorsky and Nina Auerbach are of the view that to be accepted by society, women 

had to hide their personal ambition from themselves and society, adding that 

independent women should not be forthright about their objectives (Gorsky, 1 973, 

pp.68-85 ;  Auerbach, 1 978,  p .24). 

Bell understood this attitude too well and was determined to succeed without 

creating much fuss or attracting gossip. This characteristic also seems to support 

the notion that a woman of Bell's strength and later political power should not 

have been afraid to openly rebel unless there were more worthy reasons . This is 

indicated in her child-like keenness whilst in England to show her observance of 

conventions to her parents, while she found no trouble in breaking Victorian codes 

of conduct on her journeys and in Iraq. There, her pursuance of success was 

neither hampered by the insufferable weather nor the robbery and kidnapping she 

encountered at the hands of the Bedouins in the Arab desert. 

Indeed Bell appears to have been a shrewd and calculating operator in whichever 

society she chose to move, recognising the efficacy of the subtle approach. Her 

comments on the attitude adopted by the wife of Mustafa Pasha, an Iraqi 

dignitary, indicate that Bell was aware; 'A bold, forward, presuming woman 

destroys her own defences ' (Thayer, 1 893, p .8 1 )  and that modesty ' is essential to 

the attainment of the highest controlling influences' (Thayer, 1 893 , p.8 1 ) .  
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Her comments reflect awareness of the futility of defiance; ' I  expect she will get 

her way - she usually does, by the simple process of saying she' s  entirely at the 

orders of the Pasha! Wise woman - she knows her part' (Bell, to her father, 9 

May, 1 920, Bell Archive). 

Bell was intelligent enough to realise that it was sometimes necessary to put up 

with people to achieve goals ;  'We had last night an extraordinarily interesting 

evening at Mr Stead ' s  house ( editor of [The J Times - I don't like him but he was 

very useful.) ' (Bell, to her father, [n.d.] March, 1 9 1 9, Bell Archive) . 

Tracing her inconsistent approach suggests that she chose to adhere to 

conventions for her own ends . Her dislike of social restrictions i s  evident from her 

early 

letters, Bell complained to her stepmother about having to be chaperoned and 

sometimes, to her stepmother' s  disapproval, broke away from her chaperone, as 

when she accompanied Mary Talbot on her rounds in Whitechapel (Howell, p.49). 

school days at Queens College and later Lady Margaret Hall. In many 

necessity of compliance. 

On another occasion she wrote to Florence admitting that she visited an exhibition 

with a certain Captain X. The man, Bell says, had hoped for some ':flirtation ' but 

was disappointed (Howell, p .50) .  Bell shows a good understanding that these 

conventions were pure appearances. In reply to Florence ' s  reprimanding letter, 

Bell disarmingly admits her mistake, going straight to the point; ' I  don't think 

She was also made to pledge on her honour 'to behave well ' after flirting with her 

cousin Billy Lascelles (p .50) .  Bell resented the conventions that restricted her 

movement and on many occasions Florence had to draw her attention to the 
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many of our watchful acquaintances saw me on Sunday, it was a streaming 

afternoon. I felt sure you wouldn't like it, but you know I didn' t  either! '  (p. 50). 

Bell was excited about going to a Harley Street school in London but soon the 

rigid Queen' s  College rules made her long for the relative freedoms of home. 

Queens College was an Anglican foundation established in 1 848, for general 

female education, and for granting to governesses certificates of qualification 

(Jackson, n.d.). 

usually received domestic education, needlework and home management. Bell 

From Lent term (January to March) 1 884 to Lent 1 886, Bell was at Queens 

College (Bell ' s  record card at Queens College Archives) . In such schools girls 

who saw these skill s a waste of time, disliked the oppressed state of being a 

female and also hated to be chaperoned wherever she went. She longed for 

personal freedom to go alone to places and to be as privileged as she saw the other 

sex to be: ' I  wish I could go to the National [Gallery] But you see, there is no one 

to take me. If I were a boy I should go every week' (Howell, p.29). 

As she grew into adulthood and commenced her travels as an independent woman, 

Bell continued to feel that men had more privileges and freedoms even when 

those men were colonized natives. In addition to her colonised belief that the 

English and Americans were ' . . .  the people most civil and understanding of ones's  

[sic] wants ' (Bell, to her father, 2 August, 1 900, Bell Archive). Men in general she 

perceived were possessed of certain strengths and qualities :  
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Our people [ the English] with their natural inclination to deal with 

men on their merits, at once establish familiar relations . . .  and charge 

them [Arab sheikhs and headmen] with their right share of work and 

responsibility . . .  the men respond wonderfully well - but then they are 

men, they've got stuff in them and that' s  all that is necessary. (Bell , to 

Florence, 1 March, 1 9 1 8 , Bell Archive) 

With time Bell learnt to hide her feelings. Her stepmother played a major role in 

instilling concepts of duty and decorum in her and may have also influenced her 

intellectual activities, but Lady Bell did not bother to discuss or explain matters 

irritating Bell if they were part of the applied social conventions. For example she 

ignored Bell ' s  complaints over having to be chaperoned, merely insisting that Bell 

should correct her use of abbreviations and advising her to refer to the National 

Gallery instead of 'National ' (Howell, p.29). Irritated and anxious to have the last 

word, Bell retaliated in a provocative tone that it had taken a great effort on her 

part to force herself to read Florence' s  letter. Expressing no intention to follow up 

the advice, Bell said that she had burned her stepmother' s  letter: 

I waded through [your letter] which I consider a great act of self

discipl ine-but I avenged myself by burning [it] promptly . . .  My life is 

not long enough to give everything its full title (Howell, p.30) .  

After Queens College, Bell was sent to Lady Margaret' s  Hall ( 1 886) and not to 

the usual one-year finishing school for young ladies. The finishing school trend 

persisted among the upper middle classes until World War I. In the almost 

exclusively male world of Oxford, Bell discovered that women needed to be 
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chaperoned whenever they attended mixed classes, went to men's  colleges or 

mixed in male society; only thirty-three female students attended Lady Mary Hall 

(LMH) in 1 886 (LMH Archives). Howell (2007, p .38) mentions that Bell 

'bicycled everywhere ' ,  swam, rowed, played hockey and spoke in debates but she 

was still expected to undertake needlework and be accompanied by chaperones 

(Howel l ,  2007 ,  pp .38-39) .  

However her Oxford (LMH) friend Janet Hogarth recounted that during their 

Oxford years there were no bicycles and those who were well-off hired ponies 

(Courtney, 1 926, p . 1 5 0) .  On her graduation in 1 888,  Florence Bell recommended 

sending Bell away, this time with the Lascelles to Bucharest to rid her of her 

'Oxfordy manner' . (Howell ,  2006, p.43) 

Bell ' s  early life had probably paved the way for her later attitudes and decisions. 

Whilst known to have been on good and friendly terms with her stepmother 

throughout her life, her exaggerated affection sheds some doubt over this 

relationship, indicating it may have been of the calculating, manipulating type. 

Bell many a time signed her letters with declarations like 'your particularly 

affectionate daughter Gertrude' (Bell, to Florence, [n.d,] 1 899, Bell Archive). 

Yet her statements sometimes echoed a double meaning or at least an artificial 

manner worthy of bringing to light; a letter to her stepmother from Bucharest 

1 889 shows Bell was probably playing with words when she said that no one can 

be as kind as one' s mother. She fawns her stepmother by saying she would never 

think of leaving home again followed by a contradictory note that she was 

enjoying her trip ' immensely' :  
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'nobody can be like one' s  mother however kind they are . . .  I feel as if 

I should never want to go away from home again and never see any 

other people . . .  Still I am enjoying this immensely and I think it rather 

a good plan to see places and people. ' (Richmond, 1 937 ,  p.202) 

In another letter Bell seems cautious of offending her stepmother, saying that the 

only person she wished for was her father, she immediately expands 

Bell not only denied the predicament of being a woman but also denied the 

existence of a complicated relationship with her stepmother. Both Bell and 

Florence made an effort to maintain good relations. Florence Bell, a moralist and 

very much keen on decorum, made sure that her stepdaughter complied with the 

norms; Bell had been as her sister Elsa Richmond described; a 'high-spirited, not 

to say naughty child' (Richmond, 1 937, p . 5 )  who was l ikely to have been quite 

defiant and the two operated under tremendous pressure to maintain a good 

ingratiatingly; ' I  really I want to talk to you, Mother, but not in a tent' (Bell, to 

Florence, 1 1  May, 1 900, Bell Archive). 

relationship. Lady Bell explains in an article for the Monthly Review, that ' smooth 

family intercourse can be attained only by incessant watchfulness, by deliberate 

and sustained effort' . (Bell, F., Monthly Review, July 1 90 1 ,  pp. 1 00- 1 0 1 ). 

Bell was not easy to deal with and Florence must have been very 'watchful ' and 

'deliberate ' in handling her. In an earlier letter in 1 885 ,  Bell asked her stepmother 

if she thought it 'very good of me to write so often or if you are like Maurice [her 

brother] and think I write too much' (Richmond, 1 937,  p . 59). 
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It is evident that her brother was stating a fact that Florence was unable to 

acknowledge or had thought of as an indirect way to monitor Bell 's  activities and 

thus Bel l continued to write these long and detailed letters to both her parents . 

Bell ' s  long letters in adulthood reflect not only her need for her father ' s  support to 

back up her professi on, but also the fear of losing her position as the elder 

<laughter with in the fami ly; she wrote detai led letters about her life away from 

home and demanded s imilar details in return. Finances are also mentioned 

togdher with her requests for books, clothing and even gifts for her friends in 

Iraq. This reflects her intention to maintain a presence even when she chose to be 

away. 

Bel l was keen to maintain her position in the family; while at Lady Margaret Hall, 

Bel l wrote a very harsh letter in 1 886 demanding Florence's  attention :  'Are you 

al ive or are you dead [?] , or is it that you can't tear yourself away from Mrs. 

Green and Mrs. Richie [?] ' (R ichmond, 1 937,  p. 1 1 3 ). On the other hand she 

neglected to write when she herself was having a good time. In a letter from 

Bucharest in 1 888 Bel l explained that she was having such a good time that she 

could not write for three days (Richmond, 1 937 ,  p . 1 86). 

In less than one month Bel l apologized twice for neglecting to write to her 

stepmother. Her excuse was more insulting than her actual deed : ' I  have no 

excuse to make for I knew your address and had plenty of time' (Richmond, 1 937, 

p.22 ) . 
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Bel l ' s  earl i er l etters to her stepmother though polite were also challenging as she 

clearl y observes that Florence had the last say. In a letter dated 1 88 1 ,  Bell 

apologizes for unintentional ly  injuring a cousin: 

I am dreadfully sorry. Nurse is so frightened . . .  and refuses to let me 

have him to play in the l ibrary . . .  I f  you think I may wil l  you write to 

nurse, but if  you think I may not of course I won 't have him . 

(Richmond, 1 937 ,  p.9) 

Florence Bel l presumably fearing to compl icate matters al lowed Bell to play with 

Hugo. Lady Bell acknowledged the difficult character of her stepdaughter, 

describing her as a chi ld of ' spirit and initiative' who led her brother ' into most 

peri lous adventures, such as commanding him, to his terror, to follow her example 

in jumping . . .  or she would l ead a cl imbing expedition on to the top of the 

greenhouse' (Bel l .  F., 1 927, p. l ) . Lady Bell also stressed that Bell almost always 

succeeded, but Maurice (her hrothcr) ' very seldom did '  (p. l ). 

The above seems to consol idate the idea that a strong woman like Bell could not 

have been as subservient as she chose to appear. Her private face does not match 

her public conservative statements regarding women's suffrage or fit with her 

cultivated publ ic image. The difiiculty her parents encountered in raising her to 

the expected norms of Victorian society must have made the idea of sending her 

to have been 

to school very attractive. Miss Klug, the nurse, was also constantly offended by 

the indifferent behaviour of her charge. Sending Bell to school, a progressive 

the 

att itude un her pan:nts' part, also seems an attempt to keep her out of 

way. especially as by the time Bel l reached adolescence, her stepmother had 
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three chi ldren of her own and was busy with writing her own articles and stories. 

What seems to strengthen this  assumption i s  that Lady Bell was a typical 

conservative woman who bel ieved that girls should not be overstrained with 

education but trained to be good wives and mothers . This she did not apply in 

Bel l ' s  case despite the fact that home education remained typical for the wealthy 

middle classes in the l 880s and 1 890s and was only modified by the tum of the 

century, and even then many families of l iberal views still preferred to keep their 

daughters at home (Dyhouse and Carol , 1 98 1 ,  p.4 1 ) . 

Although Florence Bell sent her two daughters to Queen's, she did not focus on 

the serious side of  education;  Molly Trevelyan wrote later : 

. . .  the more serious side of education did not take any part in the plans 

my mother made for us. Science, Mathematics, political economy . . .  

there was no need for any of those. (Howel l, 2007, p.25 ) 

lSending Bel to school then to Oxford University, then away with the Lascelles to 

gt!t rid of her • ()x fr)rdy manners ' emphasise a strained relationship with her 

stepmother. because in Bel l 's situation, Florence abandoned her conventional 

'non-negotiable' views on female education. Bell presumably was too much to 

handle and a troublesome exception. Her years at Queens were spent under the 

care ()f a  Miss Croudacc., a long-time friend of Bel l ' s  deceased mother. At first she 

l ived at her stepmother's family home in London then she 'boarded entirely in 

Harley Street ' (R ichmond, I 937, p. 1 7) .  
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Other probable reasons for sending Bell to school could have been that Lady Bell 

sought to limit Bell ' s  influence on the rest of the household and to also prevent 

her from continuously demanding her father' s attention when he was home, 

especial ly since Bell managed to invalidate her stepmother' s dictates of 

appropriate conduct through persuading her father, when home, to take her side 

(Howell, 2007, p. 1 8) .  This indulgent-daughter relationship with her father 

remained until the end:  

November, 1 920, Bell Archive) 

Although Gertrude Bell and her stepmother regularly exchanged letters, Bell made 

clear that ' the one person I often wish for is Papa' (Bell, to Florence, 1 1  May, 

1 900, Bell Archive). 

Bell also got her way through preventing further discussion. This ostrich-head-in

the-sand approach remained with her to adulthood. She wrote from the Middle 

East to her parents in the same manner: 

Would you mind my being away so long? You see as I am 

here it wd [ would] be so wonderfully interesting and what 

I shd [should} particularly like is to get away for a long 

stretch with no one but Arab speaking people. That, on top 

of my time here, ought to make me comparatively fluent -

Dearest Father. . .  But what I loved in you [sic] letter was your 

understanding of how much I had been troubled and your wish to 

comfort me whether I had been right or wrong. (Bell ,  to her father, 1 
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and the fun of it !  (Bell to her father, 1 1  Feb, 1 900 Bell 

Archive) 

She to ld her father that she would have asked his permission but evidently she had 

already arranged things : 

I ' m  going on to Petra . . .  I have got pennission and a 

soldier from the Governor . . .  I can ' t  but think that the 

finger of Providence points southwards. I wd [ would] 

telegraph to ask your permission but there is no telegraph 

nearer than Jericho (Bel l ,  to her father, 25 March, 1 900, 

Bel l Archive) 

Bel l ' s  determinat ion to stay away is evident when she expressed that learning 

Arabic was more appeal ing to her than to return home: 

If you don 't mind, I 'd  rather do thi s  than he in London - i t ' s  more 

worth whi le [sic] on the whole. I am very sorry but one can 't do 

everything and I would rather get wel l hold of Arabic than anyth ing in 

the world. (Bel l ,  to her father, 1 1  February, 1 900, Bel l  Archive) 

With 

(Bell ,  to 

Lady Bel l she was more courteous: 'My dear, dearest Mother - I 

wi:-h l wen: with you and sharing your troubles. Mind if  you want me, 

telegraph for me and I wil l  come at once: Flnrence, 5 

January, 1 900, Bel l  Archive) 
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same unti l  the end. It is also clear that her father financed her j ourneys: 
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Bel l ' s indulged-daughter relationship with her father continued more or less the 

'Dearest 

Father! You are a perfect angel to let me do al l thi s !  I don't see that the Palmyra 

journey ought to be much more expensive than all the others ' (Bel l ,  to her father, 

1 1  May, 1 900, Bell Archive). 

Heirs attachment to her father is evident from the letters she wrote to him·' at 

t imes she \vTote him l etters of over 5 ,700 words. Her letter of 9 November' 1 92 1 ,
. 

for example, described a wide variety of i ssues from broken door handles to a 

detai led account of Kurdish vil lages. In other letters Bell asked his advice on 

pol it ical matters and sent hirn drafts and copies of her work. 

6.5 Peaceful Rebellion 

The first turning point that led to Bel l ' s  resentment for her subordinate position in 

l i fe was her parents ' disapproval of her relationship with Henry Cadogan. This 

disapproval led her, despi te her belief that it was unwise to show one' s  feelings, to 

sec-k other people's advice, but her father's rejection was final . Her return home in 

1 892 \Vas fol lo\1,,·ed, nine months later, by news of Cadogan's death. Although 

Bell mourned him fi)r a number of years, she did not show outward bitterness 

t{)\vards her family. lier si lence thus marks that Cadogan ' s  death in 1 893 ignited 

Bel l 's ' peaceful n.:bell i()n '  against subjugation . To overcome her sorrow over 

Cadugan. Lady Bell suggested that she should write a book on her travels in 

Persia. In Ju ly 1 894 she anonymously published her first travel narrative, Safar 

Persian Picnu·(1s, A Book <�( Travel and embarked on the translation of lv't:1m1.,h 

Poems .fh1m the Divan <�/ Hafiz, a fourteenth-century Sufi Persian poet. Her 



sensual translation of Hafez reflects her rebellion against Victorian conventions 

and a sense of bitterness over the loss she had encountered: 'Where is my ruined 

Cadogan with the poet ' s  loss of his wife and son. 

Following the publication of Divan (June 1 897), Bell began a six-month round

the-world tour with her brother Maurice in December of the same year. From that 

date onward Bell shows l ittle tolerance for staying home for long periods. She 

went on several short trips with members of her family until she left England in 

1 899 on her first trip alone to Jerusalem to be immediately followed by her 

journey to the Arabian Desert in 1 900 .  

Like most of secret service agents, Bell was a former Oxford University student 

who showed interest in archaeology and in time came to operate with the British 

Secret Service. Bell worked with John Philby ( 1 885 - 1 960), who headed the 

finance branch of the British administration in Baghdad, published and edited the 

Arabic-language newspaper, Al 'Arab. She also worked with other Secret Service 

archaeologists like David Hogarth ( 1 862- 1 927) and T. E. Lawrence ( 1 888- 1 935)  

who, in 1 9 1 0, abandoned postgraduate research in medieval pottery to become a 

practising archaeologist (Wilson, 1 989). 

These agents of the British Empire roamed the Arab Peninsula as archaeologists 

and provided military intelligence with valuable information. They published 

life, and where the fame of noble deeds? '  (Bell, 1 897, p .85) .  On comparing Bell ' s  

translation with the relatively recent translation of the Sufi bilingual native Persian 

Shahriar Shahriyari (2000) the translation gave a different meaning: ' Where is my 

sensible action and my insanity? 'This shows that Bell identified her loss of 
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books and studied the social, geographical and demographic features of the Arab 

Peninsula, providing valuable information for the Empire. Their mission 

concentrated on two main objectives: firstly, they organized the Arab Revolt 

against the Ottoman Turks; secondly, they were keen to protect the oilfields near 

Basra and the Shatt al Arab, which was the only source of oil for the Royal Navy 

(ODNB, ' St John Philby'). 

It is not clear if all of these people, and others, were actually recruited before 

embarking on their journeys, but they all began their archaeological interest in the 

Arab Region at approximately the same time. Many of Bell 's letters were passed 

on by her father to men in government. This is easily detected in letters where she 

asked her father to show or not to show certain details to certain people. It is also 

worth mentioning that when World War I broke out, Bell 's request for a Middle 

East posting was at first denied and she instead volunteered with the Red Cross in 

France (Pettinger, 2006). 

as to why prominent Anti-Suffrage men praised her 

efforts, and why her father encouraged and financed journeys that both 

j eopardised her life The Anti-Suffrage 

Review also 

This in turn raises questions 

and broke the conventions he advocated. 

lauded her efforts, drawing attention that Bell was one of their best 

members: 'Miss Bell is one of the most accomplished women of our day, and 

suffragists might do well to ask themselves why she is also one of the strongest 

Anti-Suffragists of our day' (Anti-Suffrage Review, February 1 9 1 1 ,  p.23). 

Although the late Victorian and the early Edwardian eras witnessed change in 

attitudes towards women's emancipation, those freedoms were nothing in 
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comparison to the extent enjoyed by Bell. This is especially relevant if we take 

into consideration that neither of her younger half-sisters, Molly and Elsa, enjoyed 

similar freedoms because their mother saw that Bell was different (Howell, 2007, 

p.25) .  

Changes taking place in society were much rejected by the Victorian 

traditionalists (supposedly anti-suffrage advocates), yet they were imposing and 

unavoidable. Although rules guarding the relationship between the sexes were 

becoming less strict, society still disapproved and the fear of 'censorious tongues ' 

and 'watchful acquaintances' still existed. Bell transcended her generation, 

roamed the Arabian Desert, entertained and operated in an exclusively male 

environment, while the restrictions limiting other women were slowly and 

afternoon tea at the houses of friends without a chaperone but unchaperoned 

evening theatre and concerts remained unacceptable (Porter, 1 974). 

Anti-Suffrage advocates like Mrs Humphry criticised the relative freedom enj oyed 

by both men and women. In Etiquette for Every Day ( 1 902) Mrs Humphry said 

that it is ' extremely disagreeable' to go against conventions of society and be 

' talked about ' ,  describing the ' so-called emancipation' as an exchange of 'a gentle 

and kindly protection for an implacable tyranny, that of the world's malevolent 

gossip ' (Humphry, 1 902, p.86). Bell ' s  escape to the desert also be parallels the 

escape of members of the upper classes to the colonies to avoid the restrictions of 

privileged birth and society. Her travels and her later administrative role in Iraq 

provided her with the chance to become active, rise in stratum and enjoy freedom. 

gradually slackening; it was not until 1 9 13 that it became acceptable for young 

ladies to attend morning concerts, have a walk, attend classes, go to luncheons or 
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This  change resulted in a voluntary diasporic existence that gave her a break from 

the conventions of home with a continued sense of belonging which she 

maintained through her letters. 

Despite the extensive correspondence she maintained with her family, Bell seems 

to have intentionally over-worked herself in Iraq to avoid family occasions. She 

went on annual visits to England but mostly seemed to have missed out 'family

centred occasions like Christmases and weddings ; ' this is the 8th Christmas that 

I 've been away' (Bell, 8 December, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive Letters). 

6.6 Siding with the Coloniser 

Bell ' s  admiration for men in general and the strong colonial figures in her social 

circle in particular, along with her inner rejection of female weaknesses, led her to 

idealise the male administrators. This suggests that she might have seen them as 

saviours who could pave the way for her escape from home and the repressive 

society; 'They are wonderfully good, our Englishmen. I 'm lost in admiration of 

their patient understanding . . .  . '  (Bell, to Frank [Balfour] , 1 7  December, 1 92 1 ,  Bell 

Archive). 

Bell immensely enjoyed her role in the colony as it raised her to a new stratum 

and gave her powerful influence. She became a prominent figure and a 

' somebody' in the Middle East as she had repeated on many occasions. Her use of 

the word ' a  person ' to describe herself shows that she was immensely satisfied by 

her self-realisation. Her existence among the Arabs granted her privileges she 

would never have enjoyed at home: 
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Faisal [King of Iraq] has promised me a regiment of the Arab army -

the Kha tun's [ term used in Iraq to refer to a Lady] for Own. I shall 

presently ask you to have their colours embroidered. Nuri [ the Prime 

Minister] proposes that I should have an army corps ! 

Oh Father, isn't it wonderful. I sometimes think I must be in a dream. 

(Bell, to her father, 6 August, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive) 

The influence Bell exercised on Arabs was two-fold; most importantly she was a 

woman who moved freely in a country where women were 'strictly secluded' and 

only older desexualised females of prominent position in a tribe were sometimes 

allowed to mix with men. Secondly; Bell represented authority and was thus 

highly regarded. Both her sex and authority gave her an upper hand in managing 

affairs .  

Her feminine influence on King Faisal I of Iraq is quite evident; raised according 

to restricted Muslim traditions, he must have been fascinated by conversing with 

Bell, her light skin colour and aristocratic gentility, to readily succumb to the 

British government 's instructions passed on to him by Bell. Amusedly Bell 

acknowledged that, ' I  was different and perhaps the King does hold my hand 

more though he embraces Mr Cornwallis oftener - we compare notes ' (Bell, to her 

father, 1 6  July, 1 922, Bell Archive). 

Bell 's utilization of her femininity largely contributed to her success with the 

Arabs. Amidst the glory of her achievements she seemed to have failed to 

recognise that femininity was behind that success, yet an effortless remark by a 
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simple Arab sheikh, placed her, though temporarily, back in the 'right place. ' His 

admiration for Bell meant that if the English female or ' inferior by sex' was as 

good as Miss Bell, what would the superior sex be like? This comment Bell said 

immediately 'restored me to my true place'a: 

' I  summoned my shaikhs' he wound up (I feeling more and more of a 

person as he proceeded) ' I  read them your letter and I said to them Oh 

Shaikhs'  - we hung upon his words - 'this is a woman - what must the 

men be like !a' This delicious peroration restored me to my true place in 

the twinkling of an eye . . .  Oh my dearest ones it' s  so wonderful here - I 

can't tell you how much I 'm loving it. (Bell, to her father, 1 June, 

1 9 1 7, Bell Archive) 

Her success led her to assume the false conception of being sexless .  Her male 

colleagues understood and dealt with her accordingly. Although being an officer 

did not make her a man but it gave her the sense of not being a 'womanly' 

woman: 'I am an officer and sexless '  (Bell, to her father, 1 6  February, 1 922, Bell 

Archive) . 

She was invited to exclusively male gatherings; 'We had a great function later in 

the afternoon - the opening of an Anglo-Arab club . . .  It's a man ' s  club but I was 

asked to the party though I'm not a member' (Bell, to her father, 1 6  July, 1 922, 

Bell Archive). 

Keen to prove herself a man's equal she sarcastically commented on the press 

finding her memorandum on British-Arabian relations remarkable; ' It seems to be 
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escape. I also argue that Bell j oined British Intelligence long before the known 

date of  1 9 1 6 . Her resentment for conventions, feminine accomplishments and her 

breach of social norms is set against the pressures she had to face and had 

that it ' s  most remarkable that a dog should be able to stand up on its hind legs at 

al l- i .e .  a female write a white paper. I hope that they'll drop that source of wonder 

and pay attention to the report itself . . .  ' (Bell, to her parents, 1 7  January, 1 92 1 ,  

Bell  Archive) . 

Her absorption in her role theseemingly convinced her that she could transcend 

gender differences and gave her hope that she may succeed Sir Percy Cox, but 

despite the franchise this was still not encouraged by the British government: 

I 'm second choice for High Commissioner here, so I'm told! What 

would all Permanent Officials say if we suggested it? It' s  really just as 

much a female job, however, as a male, because it' s  mainly concerned 

with the handling of people individually. 

Your very affectionate High Commissioner Gertrude. 

(Bell, to Florence, 5 December, 1 9 1 8, Bell Archive) 

PART II 

In this part I will examine the factors that drove Bell to escape the gender 

predicament and assess the impact of the social and emotional restrictions on her 

eventually led to her final escape. 
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6.7 Seeking a Way Out 

Bell failed to find a suitable husband within three years after her debut in society 

and her visit to Bucharest to stay with the Lascelles in 1 888 .  However on a second 

visit to the Lascelles, this time in Persia in 1 892, Bell fell in love with a British 

diplomat, Henry Cadogan. Their outings, horseback rides, their readings of the 

Persian poet Hafiz (also known as Hafez) and the freedom from social restrictions 

of home paved the way for a strong romance followed by their engagement and 

also initiated Bell ' s  passion for the East. However she broke the engagement at 

romantic attachments with married men, she remained single for the rest of her 

life (Furst, 2005) . 

6.8 Early Association with Intelligence 

Bell ' s  famous travels to the Middle East began in 1 900 .  Although she is not 

earlier travels suggest an early connection with them. The interesting 

circumstances of her journey to Jerusalem in November 1 899 allows us to assume 

that her visit, in response to an invitation by Nina Rosen, wife of the German 

Consul in Jerusalem, was more likely an undercover training expedition, because 

apart from it taking place at the same period as other secret service archaeological 

her father' s disapproval and returned home. When Cadogan died of pneumonia 

nine months later, Bell suffered for a long time afterwards, busying herself with 

writing her book of travels Safar Nameh, published in 1 894 and the translation of 

the Hafez Divan published in 1 897. From that year onward Bell travelled 

extensively, spending less time at home. Although she later developed two 

recorded to have formally joined the British Secret Service until 1 9 1 6, those 
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expeditions in the region, it also came about after a meeting in Italy earlier in the 

year with David Hogarth, who later became her secret service mentor, secondly 

Bell did not stay with her friends, the Rosens, who had invited her, but in a hotel. 

H. V. F .  Winstone, rather unrealistically, presumes that the German Consul ' s  

house lacked space to accommodate Bell (Winstone, 1980, p.53) .  Bell also hinted 

at her earlier connection with the British Secret Service in a letter to her father in 

which she mentioned that learning Arabic was necessary at a ' time of trouble ' and 

that ' an absorbing occupation' was a best asset: 

When I think that if all had gone well , we should now have been 

together in Egypt ! however [sic] it' s  no good regretting things . Arabic 

is a great rock in time of trouble! If it were not for that, I think I 

should have packed up and come home, but that would have been 

rather a silly proceeding and I don't much see what I should do when I 

got there. { As far as I am concerned} An absorbing occupation is the 

best resource. (Bell to her father, 25 January 1 900, Bell Archive) . 

Apart from clarifying why she was permitted to go to Jerusalem on her own and 

her risky j ourney to Petra and Jabel Druze, southwest Syria, against the wishes of 

the Turkish authorities, her connection with Intelligence also explains her 

keenness to master Arabic; ' I  would rather get well hold of Arabic than anything 

in the world' (Bell, to her father, 1 1  February, 1 900, Bell Archive). 

The letter also shows her discontent at having to go home. Although she said she 

would if her father wanted her to, she made clear ' I  don't much see what I should 

do when I got there { As far as I am concerned} '  (Bell, to her father, 25 January, 
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Damascus [Dimashq (Esh Sham, Damas)] Nov 29, 'Dearest Father' ,  Bell 

Archive). The above strongly suggests there had been a link with the British 

1 900, Bell Archive) . In another letter to her father in 1 9 1 3  spe admitted that 

'things are working out much better than I expected they would, but don't talk 

about Nejd  to outsiders in case it does not come off (Bell, [29 November 1 9 1 3] 

Secret S ervice long before she was officially appointed in 1 9 16 .  

She also mentioned being given letters of  introduction 'to the 'Anazeh shaikhs. 

These last I shall certainly take . . .  but I never tell anyone of the Nejd plans except 

Muhammad al Bassam'  (Bell, [29 November 1 9 1 3] ,  Damascus [Dimashq (Esh 

Sham, Damas)] , Nov 29, 'Dearest Father' ,  Bell Archive). 

In another letter to her father dated March 1 9 1 9  about her army salary, Bell 

mentions that she was not paid for her earlier services; 'I only began to be paid in 

July 1 9 1 6 '  (Bell, 1 9 1 9, [March 1 9 1 9] ,  [Paris] , ' Wed Dearest Father' ,  Bell 

Archive), which clearly indicates that she had been working for the British Secret 

Service (maybe as an amateur) much earlier than 1 9 1 6  without being paid. 

6.9 Horizontal Hostility 

Bell resented both fellow students and the rigid discipline of Queens College. This 

in school .  She looked down on her schoolmates and described them as 

'uninteresting' .  She also hated being 'no better than of the common run ' and did 

not ' like it at all '  (Howell, 2007, p .30) .  

part of her life may well mark the start of a horizontal hostility towards her sex. 

During her first year in Queens College she acknowledged that she was unpopular 
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In her second year, she sought to improve her relationship with her school friends 

but this was met by her family' s heavy censorship. No invitation was to be 

accepted before her parents thoroughly checked the suitability of the homes she 

was to visit (Howell, 2007, p.3 1 ) .  

This constant interference in her attempts to make contacts with other females 

must have created an inner conflict and a deep undeclared opposition to social 

conventions and consequently for Florence ' s  un-negotiable rules. 

For a girl of Bel l ' s  strong character, it may be inferred that she suffered emotional 

strain when, for example, she had to turn down three already accepted invitations . 

Although her reply to Florence expresses gratitude her proud tone can also be 

sensed : 'I never thought that such good luck was possible as that you would 

object ' ,  ' I  can 't tell you how relieved I am' (Richmond, 1 937 ,  p.3 8). 

Florence usually forbade Bell without giving reasons and Bell did not ask 

(Birkett, 1 99 1 ,  p . 1 1  ). Howell on the other hand explains that the homes to which 

Florence obj ected were mostly the ones in which girls were not strictly 

chaperoned and alcohol was consumed (Howell ,  2007, p.30) .  Whichever the 

reason may be, a young girl of fifteen or sixteen could not have possibly approved 

her parent' s  refusal since it would make her look small before her friends. To 

decline an already accepted invitation for no explained reason meant that Bell had 

expected being permitted, otherwise she would have asked for it before accepting 
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the invitations in the first place. Bell, who knew that Florence had the final word, 

was also sure that her request to be excused from taking piano lessons would be 



refused. Although ' horribly bored' her proud tone makes it clear that: ' if you think 

I had better go on' ,  then I will 'resign myself to my fate' (Richmond, 1 937, p .39) .  

Bell ' s  dismiss ive attitude to women is clearly detected in her disparagement of her 

sex; most women to her were less intelligent, 'uninteresting' and even 'perverse. ' 

Throughout her l ife she was either sharp or very cutting to women and only 

expressed pity towards those she thought were benign or simple and might not in 

any way compete with her. In a letter to her father of 9 October 1 92 1 ,  she 

commented on the death of Rosalind Lady Carlisle; ' if only it had happened 20 

years ago ! I do wonder what her will is like - as perverse as she was? ' Her very 

someone I liked to stand with'  (Bell, [recipient unspecified] , 5 January, 1 922, Bell 

Archive). 

The barrier created between herself and her sex, since childhood, intensified her 

desire to escape into the world of literature, consequently widening the mental gap 

between herself and her female acquaintances and further increasing her 

unpopularity. Irritated by the feeling of isolation she apparently camouflaged it 

with a show of superiority and professionalism. Identifying herself with the 

superior and working men, Bell wrote: 'These idle women here have nothing to 

observant and harsh remarks against post-war British wives in Baghdad show 

contempt for the less talented spouses of British officers of whom she described; 

'A collection of more tiresome women I never encountered ' .  She further referred 

to them as 'the dreadful second rate l ittle minxes of which Baghdad society has so 

far mostly been composed' (Bell, [recipient unspecified] , 5 January, 1 922, Bell 

Archive). She admits to being caustic and thus lonely; 'I know I am inelastic, but I 

simply can't  bear that sort and I just stand out all the time wishing there were 
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do all day and expect me to call and be called in the one hour of the day when I 

can get out and think of nothing. '  She then dismissively adds; 'They can think 

what they like about me but I won't bother anymore' (Bell, to her mother, 4 

February, 1 920,  Bell Archive) . 

Bell wanted to be liked by everybody (Tibble, 1 95 8, p.29). To say she will not 

'bother anymore' emphasises that she was 'bothered' and aware of her 

unpopularity: ' I  don't want to antagonize the whole feminine world, with which I 

stand badly enough already. Im grossen und ganzen [on the whole] damn 

women ! '  (Bell, to her father, 1 November, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive). 

Bell was not entirely without female friends, but her friends had to have specific 

qualities. Firstly, they had to be intelligent. Secondly, they had to cope with her 

need to be able to be as frank as she wanted when conversing with them. Women 

lacking these traits were branded by her as either inefficient or stupid. Bell 's 

description of women always contained an element of uncertainty; even when she 

admired Lady Cromer, for example, she did not confirm but presumed that the 

'splendid sort of creature ' was 'very intelligent I should think' : 

Lady Cromer paid us a long call yesterday and was most charming. 

She is an extraordinarily attractive, splendid sort of creature and very 

intelligent I should think. (Bell, to Florence, 1 5  January, 1 907, Bell 

Archive) 

Her isolation and limited friendships can be detected in missing her friend Aurelia 

Tod: 
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She is the only intimate friend I have here; there isn't one of the other 

women whom I care about or can talk to with completed frankness . 

It' s  such a comfort to have someone to whom you can say everything! 

. . . .  (Bell ,  to Florence, 8 May, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive) 

In the same letter she harshly criticises Lady Cox's inefficiency and her 'many 

negative qualities . '  Although Lady Cox's  fault on that particular occasion was 

unrealistic judgment, Bell stripped her of good qualities, saying that she only put 

up with her for her amiability. This last comment on Bell ' s  part may have also 

stemmed from the fact that Lady Cox was the wife of Bell 's boss, Sir Percy Cox: 

All she had done was to have most of the chairs moved out into the 

sun where people couldn't  sit on them - I surreptiously [sic] had most 

of them moved back half an hour before the party began. However, 

though she is no use for functions she has many negative qualities, as 

well as the positive one of being always extremely amiable to me. 

1 923 King' s  Birthday Honours : 

We three strolled off under the wonderful trees leaving Lady Cox and 

the others to sit still, which is Lady C. 's  conception of enjoyment 

(Bell, 1 March, 1 923, Bell Archive) 

(Bell, to Florence, 8 May, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive) 

Bell ' s  view of Lady Cox did not alter much over the years although Lady Cox 

was appointed Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire (DBE) in the 
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And: 

. . .  You need not mind what you say about Lady Cox as far as I 'm 

concerned! I think her an infernal woman. But I am a pattern of 

moderation about her compared with Lionel Smith. (Bell, [25 

February 1 925] ,  February 25 ,  Baghdad, 'Dearest Mother' ,  Bell 

Archive) 

Her unfriendly manner towards women in general must have been obvious to all .  

In  a letter to  her father 1 924 Bell wrote : 

. . .  Then I had a curious little dinner party, Professor Langdon (Kish), 

Mr Cooke, the Hedgcocks . . . and a Miss Davids, an American 

journalist whom I had been asked to be kind to. She is quite 

innocuous. (Bell, 1 924, [ I  April , 1 924] April 1 ,  Baghdad, 'Dearest 

Father' ,  Bell Archive) 

Bell did not seem much bothered with the quieter, plain or stupid type of women 

whether British or Oriental . For Bell they were dismissively mostly ' creatures' 

and at best 'human' who are mostly ' common' ,  ' l ittle' ,  ' dull ' or ' colourless ' ;  'Mr 

C .  has recently married again, a widow . . .  kind little woman but quite colourless ' 

(Bell, to Florence, 3 0  June, 1 903 ,  Bell Archive), while men were generally 

faultless; ' My fellow passengers are Prof Macalister and his wife and daughter . . .  

the father i s  an intelligent person, very Scotch, the Mother and Daughter dull and 

rather common ' (Bell, to her father, 2 December, 1 899, Bell Archive). 
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For Bell these 'wonderfully good' men were mostly victims of unsatisfactory 

wives; 'But their women are, with a few exceptions, damnable little minxes, or 

alternatively agreeable minxes - seldom however, anything but minxes . . .  ' (Bell, to 

Frank [Balfour] , 1 7  December, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive). 

Even the women Bell professed to like had, according to her, one fault or another. 

Commenting on the engagement of a mutual acquaintance she wrote to her father 

criticising the woman in a manner similar to Linton's  'The Girl of the Period' 

( 1 e886): 

The first and chief (news] is Frank' s engagement to Phyllis Goschen. 

I 'm very glad about it. I like her - and should like her better doubtless 

if I could catch a glimpse of her face through the paint . . .  he is so 

radiant, darling creature. (Bell, to her father, 9 May, 1 920, Bell 

Archive) 

Florence, 1 2  June, 1 899, Bell Archive). 

This is supported by the tone of pity in which she describes the unintelligent or 

plain: 
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Bell most probably expressed affection for stupid women because there was no 

competition involved or effort required and she may well have thought that they 

proved a foil to her own superior intelligence: 'Mrs Wellesley and I looked at 

photographs together . .  . She is a stupid woman, but I rather l ike her' (Bell, to 



I am getting to have a great affection for Charlotte. She is such a nice 

creature, not intelligent, except in a way quite her own, but most 

l ikeable. ( [January 1 900] , Jerusalem [El Quds esh Sherif, 

Yerushalayim] , January 1 ,  1 900, 'Beloved Mother' ,  Bell Archive) . 

Fifteen years later Bell ' s  disparaging tone was pretty much the same; 

the women were still dismissed as little 'hurnourous ' and 'human' 

though ' large ' in size and plain' ;  'We had Miss Theresa Buxton to 

dine - she is a daughter of Edward North, a large, plain, hurnourous, 

human (Bell, to Florence, 1 January, 1 9 1 5 , Bell Archive) . 

Five years l ater ( 1 920) Bell admits that there was an 'agreeable' woman with 

whom she picnicked and who she found 'unlike most' but Bell ' s  words this time 

lack vigour for she seems less interested in life. Bell did not seem to mind if the 

wind did her good or killed her: 

The Hambros asked me to go and picnic with them at Ctesiphon and I 

went, feeling that a long day in a cold north wind would either do me 

good or bring me to a sudden end - I didn't much mind which. I think 

on the whole it' s  produced the former result. Mrs Ham bro is agreeably 

unlike most whifes [sic] and we had a very pleasant day (Bell, to 

Florence, 1 February, 1 920, Bell Archive). 

Bell admired defiant women even among the double-colonized women of the 

Middle East, as clearly illustrated by her comment on a strong-wil led Persian 

princess who had come to settle in the Iraqi religious city of Al-Najaf ( 140 km 

south of Baghdad, Iraq, in which society remains very closed and restricted up to 
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the present) . Bell ' s  admiration for the Persian woman and other women who stood 

against the conventions of their society suggests a desire on her part to perceive 

women as she wishes herself to be perceived and seems to strengthen the 

assumption that her efforts to recruit intelligent women to join anti-suffrage was 

to convince herself more than others that it was the right path to follow: 

And then we talked of her design to endow a hospital at Najaf and of 

her rogues of sons who are trying to seize her property. She is an 

1 920, Bell Archive) 

6. 10 The Colonized Emancipator 

British Office of Intelligence in Cairo during the First World War was quoted as 

saying that T. E. Lawrence ' s  'revolt in the desert' would not have been possible 

without the intelligence provided by Bell (Furst, 2005) .  

Her position as a colonial administrator serving the Empire - sometimes more 

efficiently than her male counterparts - gave her satisfaction and enabled her to 

In Iraq Bell was a powerful woman held in great esteem and referred to as the 

'Khatun' (a title equivalent to that of a Lady). David Hogarth, who worked in the 

prove her worth away from all the social restrictions she detested. Bell wrote to 

her stepmother from the Middle East, ' I  shall be sorry to leave this wonderful 

Freedom and to be back within walls and gardens. ' In Iraq, unlike the oppressed 

women of the country, Bell influenced, persuaded, hassled and controlled 
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Najaf scarcely veiled. (Bell, [recipient unspecified] , 5 December, 



influential Arab political and religious figures as part of her job to secure the 

interest of the British Empire. Being a woman opened doors for her in a strongly 

male-dominated society. Arab societies still look at women as benign and so she 

easily gained access to all the information she needed to write her reports. She 

was permitted into households and befriended by the male heads of those 

household. Although she disliked admitting her womanhood, it was her position 

as a woman that really gave her prominence and made her mission a success. The 

winks she received, for example from a prominent cleric who could not look at 

unveiled women, and King Faisal ' s  ( 1 92 1 - 1 933)  :frequent 'disconcerting' kisses 

turned her conversation over serious issues of the Kingdom into a ' terrific 

devotion and sincerity to him. He said he could not doubt it . . .  I said 

in that case I could speak with perfect freedom and that I was 

extremely unhappy; I had formed a beautiful and gracious image and I 

saw it melting before my eyes . . . On this theme we had a terrific 

discussion - during which he kissed my hand at intervals, which is is 

[sic] very disconcerting. (Bell, [to her father] , 4 June, 1 922, Bell 

Archive) 

Her general disregard for women, along with her high admiration for men, clearly 

indicates a colonized state of mind. She had been trained to love and admire the 

superiority of men (the colonizers) . This in tum led her to tum her back on the 

discussion, ' emphasising the impact of her femininity on Iraqi men: 

I went to tea with the King, by invitation, determined to tell him once 

and for all what was in my mind. I wish I could give you a picture of it 

. . . I began by asking him whether he believed in my personal 
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sisterhood, in an effort to dissociate herself from the oppressed group. Through 

backing the ideas voiced by influential imperialist men and politicians, she 

maintained that she gained the reputation of having a sound judgment before her 

father as well as his circle of friends and acquaintances such as Lord Cromer, 

Lord Curzon and others . This victim position, according to Atwood, is usually 

taken by those who fear losing their privileges (Atwood, 1 972, p .36) .  

Bell echoed, like most of her social circle, that vociferous feminism, symbolized 

by the outrageous calls for the right to vote, hindered the progress of women in 

English society. This attitude also fits Harrichand Itwaru's  description of the 

Oriental Secretary in Iraq, she gained the prestige she dreamed of without having 

to compete with Florence or become exposed to gossip because of her wayward 

independence. Although she professed doubt in her wisdom because she belonged 

to the emotional sex, this doubt appears to have been used as a manipulative 

subaltern female tactic merely to gain her father's continual reassurance of her 

ability: 

colonized mind where the admiration and love of the colonizer is accompanied by 

a general negation of the self (female sexing this instance) and pride in being 

identified with the colonizer (Itwaru, n.d, pp . I 0- 1 3 ) .  

In identifying her colonized self with the colonizer Bel l  can be doubly paralleled 

with Albert Memmi' s  concepts of the colonizer who accepts (Memmi, 1 967, p.47) 

and the colonized who profits. As a woman, holding the title of the British 

Oh darling, isn 't the human equation immensely interesting and 

wonderful. I feel as if I and all of us were playing the most magical 
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and he gave me back my rifle . . .  He loves me more than a sister, he 

tunes on their heart strings . . .  Poor children of Adam, they and we ! 

I 'm not sure (but perhaps that ' s  because of my sex) that the emotional 

link between us isn't  the better part of wisdom, but I wish I had a little 

more real wisdom to offer. However, Sir Percy has plenty. (Bell, [to 

her father] , 4 June, 1 922, Bell Archive) 

Her professional success enabled her to deny her gender problem and granted her 

a feeling of equal footing with men, which she enjoyed very much. Thus the 

colonial system provided Bell with the identification she needed. This stance 

allowed her to discuss her status as a female official in a 'man to man' manner 

with a British Official: 

I said that I thought, as a high official in his office, I was sexless and 

that I ought to come and would. Nigel, Bernard and Ken all agree with 

me. Sir Percy, on these occasions (levies and so on) always treated me 

simply as an official and I don' t  think there's any other way. So I 'm 

going, ' uniform and orders' ;  no, not uniform. But then most of the 

ministers haven' t  got either. (Bell, to her father, 3 1  December, 1 923, 

Bell Archive) 

For the Arabs a woman with male characteristics was [and still is to some extent] 

highly regarded and very much praised. Bell understood the implication in Hajji 

Na'muk Bey's  statement and played on this . She was undoubtedly proud to be 

considered a man rather than offended: 

I was writing letters when in came my friend Hajji Na'muk Bey . . .  
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says, because I am a man - if you understand this confused statement. 

(Bell, to her father, 1 8  March, 1 9 1 1 ,  Bell Archive) 

She was also keen to inform her family that she was gaining the confidence and 

praise of imperialist male figures working in Iraq: 

. . .  But it has been interesting to be in the very middle of all this and 

(this is for the private ear of my family) Mr Lorimer says that he has 

never met anyone who is in the confidence of the natives in the way I 

am, and Mr Lorimer, I should wish you to understand, is an 

exceptionally able man! (Bell , to her father, 1 8  March, 1 9 1 1 ,  Bell 

Archive) 

Her delight in being seen by the natives as the High Commissioner's equal is 

obvious : 

The word *Kokus is rapidly passing into the Arabic language not as a 

name but as a title. You are a Kokus, just as once upon a time you 

were a Chosroes or a Pharoah, I 'm currently described as a Kokusah, 

i.e. a female Chosroes. Isn't it delicious ! ([8 June 1 9 1 7] Baghdad, 

June 8 ,  'Darling Father ' ,  Bell Archive) 

* the native Iraqi pronunciation of Sir Percy Cox 's family name 

Bel l ' s  pro-male (pro-oppressor) arguments were evidently part of her effort to 

survive. Through maintaining Victorian standards she was able to establish and 

maintain status before her father and his influential circle which facilitated and 
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offset her later breach of conventions. The colonisation of Bell ' s  mind is clearly 

detected through a simple comparison between her pre- and post-vote attitudes 

towards female suffrage and emancipation. Bell adopted the ideas, expanded by 

anti-suffrage men l ike Lord Curzon and Lord Cromer and other influential 

imperialist figures (Bush, 2007, p. l 08), and then abandoned them when the vote 

was granted and it was no longer of any use or necessity to her to be seen to object 

to emancipation. It is also probable that her imperialist and anti-suffrage stance 

paved way for her later success as an intelligence officer and a colonialist 

administrator. It is very much doubtful that Bell would have enjoyed the trust and 

appreciation she did had she been a suffragette or a suffragist, and her 'New 

Woman'  image did not seem to concern the politicians as long as she loyally 

voiced their viewpoints. Bell ' s  way out of the gender predicament was to be 

identified with men rather than with the oppressed group to which she belonged 

by birth. This stance was hard to achieve at home. She was obliged to maintain a 

public face of the daughter of the man who 'remained a Liberal through it all ' 

influential friends; Lord Cromer, Sir Winston Churchill and Lord Asquith were 

against female suffrage as were members of the Liberal Party, of which she was a 

member. Their families were naturally obliged to hold the same views as their 

men as part of Victorian decorum. Her admiration of those men or her calculating 

mind encouraged close contact with female members of their families .  Although it 

appears odd, Bell socialised with those women and shared their attitude towards 

issues of the day: 
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Such a man Bell could not disappoint, yet she needed an escape. Her father' s  



is the best. ' So  they are thinking. The immediate result was that they 

arranged that we should see the Azhar today. (Bell, to Florence, 1 

January, 1 907, Bell Archive) 

Dearest Mother. . .  I lunched with the Cromers and went to see Blanche 

Lloyd at 4. Blanche is very happy about her baby. Now I'm going to 

see Moll ,  but since we dine with the Stanleys at 7 .45 (to go to a Music 

Hall, abase[?] ! )  I may not have time to write when I come' .  (Bell, to 

Florence, 1 5  May, 1 9 12, Bell Archive) 

Her social mil ieu evidently influenced her attitude towards anti-suffrage. It is also 

l ikely that her amateur intelligence activities were encouraged by the British 

establishment from as early as 1 907 or before that date. The attention with which 

was very eager to know if there was anything I wanted and when I 

said I wanted to have a good talk with a learned sheikh, he was much 

concerned about it and kept saying to Mr Machell across the table 

' Look here Machell, you must find her a good sheikh. Just think who 

Also: 

her request to meet and talk to a learned Arab sheikh in Egypt was received by 

Lord Cromer seems to support this notion: 

We dined with the Cromers - Lady C . ,  Lady Valda and I were the only 

women so I sat on the other side of Lord C. and had a quite enchanting 

talk with him. He is the nicest person in the world, without doubt. He 
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Lord Cromer wrote me the most charming letter of many pages - I 

hope your discretion did not prevent you from reading it when you cut 

it open. (Bell, to Florence, 1 February, 1 9 1 1 ,  Bell Archive) 

Nine years after his death Bell was still deeply influenced by him: 

What you said to the Chancellor of the Exchequer was also very good. 

I am reminded of Lord Cromer's dictum that finance is merely 

common sense - but then how rare is common sense ! (Bell, to her 

father, 1 8  February, 1 925,  Bell Archive) 

6.1 1 A Condition to Independence 

Bell ' s  anti-suffrage role assisted in gaining her the confidence of the necessary 

figures that facilitated her peaceful and legitimate escape from the restrictions of 

Victorian society. Since Bell was neither a conservative nor financially insecure, 

but her financial security largely depended on the approval of her family, 

therefore it may be assumed that she utilised her advocacy of anti-suffrage to 

demonstrate her efficiency, and through this she gained a legitimate escape from 

conventions and achieved personal independence. She legitimised this freedom 

thus with the help of her family. Barbra Furst and others say Bell gained entry to 

the Foreign Office and the Indian Civil Service through her father' s  connections 

felt responsible for her spinsterhood and wanted to assist in finding her another 

after he passed on her letters to influential people in London (Furst, 2005 ) .  

Remaining single after the death of Cadogan makes it more likely that the family 
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objective in life. Bell continued to be emotionally and to a large extent financially 

dependent on them. 

Despite her success in climbing the Alps and her powerful role in creating the 

state of Iraq and choosing its King, Bell's letters home carried a naive need for 

recognition and approval; ' I 'm glad you both think I ought to stick to it' (Bell , to 

her parents, 1 5  July, 1 9 1 i6, Bell Archive). 

Bel l ,  described by Fuhrer, a professional Swiss mountaineer, as a fearless woman 

who did not lose her courage even under the most hazardous conditions (Furst, 

elder daughter, she also needed to assure herself that her stay abroad was 

justifiable, approved and funded. Her biographers, H. V. F. Winstone ( 1 980) and 

Georgina Howell (2007), are of the view that Bell's letters home were a sign of 

her observance of conventions. Yet it seems more convincing to believe that Bell 

probably thought that the only way to free herself from the duties of a 'dutiful

daughter' was to send those long letters home while staying away in person. 

Although she sent detailed accounts of almost all that went on in her, she made 

clear that she preferred to stay where she was. 

6. 1 2  Aborted Dreams 

She did not break away from it until after the death of Cadogan in 1 892. From 

2005 ) wrote over sixteen thousand letters home. This exaggerated number of 

letters seems to portray that apart from her attempt to maintain her position as the 

1 893 onwards a gradual change took place; encouraged by her stepmother she 

embarked on writing her Persian Pictures and translated verse from the Hafez 
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Divan. Apart from that her activities over a period of the three years 1 894- 1 897 

were restricted to social engagements along with a trip to Switzerland and Italy 

with her friend Mary Talbot (Winstone, 1 980, p.45). What seems to consolidate 

the assumption that Cadogan ' s  death had been the major turning point in Bell ' s  

life i s  that despite her resentment of  the stifling life of  a Victorian woman, Bell ' s  

life, carried no definite anti-suffrage or colonial attitude; her 1 890s letters and 

notebooks merely reflect the experience of a happy sharp-witted young woman 

(Marzolph et al., 2004). 

Although Bell complied with conventions, it remains odd that a woman of her 

character should not blame her parents. This suggests that she was convinced that 

' . . .  beyond love and sympathy he [Cadogan] could not give her what she wanted' 

(Winstone, 1 980, p .3 6). 

Her letter to her friend Chirol (S ir Valentine Ignatius, 1 852- 1 929) also admitted 

that if she were to marry Cadogan, her father would have to finance another 

whose ideas of the East were romantically influenced by her reading of the 

Arabian Nights, which had greatly influenced the English reference to the Orient 
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household (Howell, 2006, p .5 7) .  Her attempts to convince other people into 

influencing her father disclose that her need for financial independence prevented 

her from having her own way. Unable to blame them for opposing the marriage 

Bell sought their support; ' I  don't really want anybody but her, except you . . .  ' 

(Bell, letter to her father, in Winstone, 1 980, p .37) .  

This statement may be puzzling unless it is compared with one from her earl ier 

school days; ' I  never thought that such good luck was possible as that you would 



object' (Richmond, 1 93 7, p.3 8), which indicates that she had again camouflaged 

her feelings or probably sought to convince herself that the loss she suffered was 

for her own good. 

' Nancy V. 

In her freely translated Hafez verse she reflected how her heart had been freed; 

'from monkish cell and lying garb released, oh heart of mine.

Workman stressed that Bell 's self-expression was neither political nor colonial 

(Workman, 20 1 0, p. 1 97) but was an 'indirect rebellion against family strictures' 

(p. 1 85 ), adding that her secular interpretation of the poems became 'an act of art 

in which a beloved is acknowledged and immortalized' (p.i1 85) .  

Bell's reverence of her love in this way can thus be seen as a silent retaliation to 

commemorate her disapproved love. There are references that it had been 

Cadogan who had first introduced her to Hafez and that her first attempts to read 

and translate the poems were in his presence (Workman, 20 10, pp. 1 89-1i90). 

Workman says that in her translations of Hafez; 'Bell felt her surroundings echoed 

with the places we were in . . i. .  ' (pp. 1 89- 1 90) . 

With the loss of Cadogan, Bell fully realized what it meant to be a Victorian 

female. Her high social standing, her love for her father, and the way she had been 

the verses she was studying' . She quotes Bell as saying: ' I  read some poems of 

Hafez with the Nawab, poems about gardens and nightingales which fitted in well 

brought up banned her from open rebellion. As a person who thought unburdening 

the soul was ' never very wise' ,  Bell could not show any weakness ; 'you know the 

deeper one feels a thing, the less one likes to talk about it'(Richmond, 1 93 7, p.20). 
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Unable to admit that she was a victim of oppression, Bell j oined the ' enemy 

camp' and identified herself with the victimizer 

6.13 The Colonized Emancipator 

In 1 9 1 8  the British Parliament granted women over the age of thirty the right to 

vote on the condition that they were either householders or married to a 

householder or if they held a university degree. From this date onward Bell ' s  

letters noticeably begin to mention the emancipation of Iraqi women, marking a 

sharp tum from an anti-suffrage stance. 

Whether Bell ' s  role was part of the colonial administration' s  scheme to 

emancipate women in the colonies or a personal one, the fact that it coincided 

with the enfranchisement of women in Britain makes it clear that Bell voiced the 

metropolis 's point of view. The British Empire worked on the replication of 

sameness and similarities that originated from home. The imperial administrators 

worked on comprehending and reordering of the foreign in parallel and analogous 

terms thus the rest of the Empire was made part of Britain (Cannadine, 2002, pp. 

xvii, 1 -5) .  

Around the same period Bell began to act as a Britain's cultural missionary 

through encouraging Iraqi female vanguards to move forward. She gave lectures, 

held social events and introduced the closed society of Baghdad to modem life 

through cinematography. The women welcomed the new horizons opened to them 

by Bell; 'On Monday I lectured . . .  On Tuesday I had a terrific evening - the 

Ladies ' night at the Cinematograph. Not very many of the veiled women came, 
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but those who came were all of great families, so I hope it will make a beginning 

. . . They laughed and chattered the whole time and my part of explainer was not 

difficult ' (Bell, to her father, June 7, ( 191 8] ,  Baghdad, 'Dearest Father' ,  Bell 

Archive). 

Bell did not directly interfere with but encouraged the younger generations; 

' afraid of all the prejudiced old tongues' to rebel against the old traditions. She 

encouraged young Iraqi couples to visit her ' . . .  these new men bring their wives 

to see me which is an unexpected departure from Baghdad customs . . .  I welcome 

everything which tends in this direction . . . .  ' (Bel l , to her father, 1 5  May, 192 1 ,  

Bell Archive) . 

It is more likely that Bell ' s  efforts were part of the colonial design for Iraq and 

similar though more cautious (due to cultural differences) in tone with Lord 

Cromer's  call that Egyptians must be 'persuaded or forced' to become 'civilized'. 

Her previous hostility to women, though still existent, became less apparent. She 

continued to move in ' that direction' ,  but did not hide her dislike for keeping 

regular contacts with women. Bell 's businesslike tone and her complaint about 

having to see those women consolidates the assumption that she was acting 

according to instructions; twice in less than a week she complained to her father 

about having ladies' tea parties; 'Today I'm waiting for a number of the ladies of 

Baghdad-I've got one lot today (Monday) and another on Wed. One must get 

these things over before Ramadhan [as spelt by G.B.] which begins May 8 '  (Bell, 

to her father, 2 May, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive) . 
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Six days later, she wrote; 'On Wed. I had second tea party [for Iraqi] ladies; about 

25 came and it was very friendly and pleasant. . . ' .  Her relief to see a temporary 

stop to these parties is evident; 'This week Ramadhan begins which will put an 

end to tea parties, a thing I shan't regret' (Baghdad, May 8, [ 1921 )  'Darling 

imperial policy of instilling the coloniser's ideals: 

Do you know, the emancipation of the female sex is going forward. 

Women . . .  rebel against Baghdad standards of feminine behaviour. 

Last week I dined with Sir Aylmer to meet Ja'far Pasha and Nuri 

Pasha and their wives. But think of it in Baghdad! I 

developments. (Bell, to Frank [Balfour] , 1 7  December, 192 1 ,  Bell 

Archive) 

await 

From her experience in a similar yet less strict society and her vast knowledge of 

Arab traditions, Bell realised the delicacy of the situation in a volatile country like 

Iraq and could not risk pushing the matter too far; encouraged by the British, 

'They must work out their own salvation and it wouldn't help them to be backed 

by an infidel, even if the infidel were I who am permitted many things here ' (Bell, 

to her father, 1 5  May, 1 92 1 , Bell Archive). 

On opening a women's club in Baghdad in 1924, Bell commented that British 

efforts were paying off; 'Esme and I went on Sunday afternoon to the opening of a 

Women' s  club - yes, indeed. Aren't we [the British] advancing Moslem women 

Mother' ,Bell Archive) . Her eagerness to see the results 'developments' of the 

British experiment in Iraq confirms that Bell was acting according to the British 
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[?] There's a quite considerable women ' s  movement going on (Bell, to her father, 

26 November, 1 924, Bell Archive). 

Bell seemed to have been under two opposing forces in her attitude towards the 

on the 

emancipation of Iraqi women. This may be seen to parallel the duality of the 

native as a victim and a victimizer. She herself a victim, worked 

emancipation of the doubly victimized women of Iraq. Apart from the impact of 

colonial rule on both sexes, those women were also victims of the males in their 

society. Her horizontal hosti l ity towards her sex and her belief in the inferiority of 

the natives made it difficult for her to make up her mind whether to support the 

cause or oppose it; ' I  am wholly [sic] in favour of it -it' s  the first step in female 

emancipation here - and yet wholly against it' (Bell, to her father, 22 January, 

1 924, Bell Archive). 

Her mixed feel ings towards the issue of women's emancipation in Iraq makes it 

evident that she complied in fulfilment with the requirements of her post; her duty 

as 

she was in favour of the issue or not, whereas her hostility towards her sex, 

stemming from her own colonization, rejected the process. This conflict was 

intensified by her bel ief in the inferiority of the Arabs. Bell commented that Arab 

a colonizer required her to work on the emancipation of Iraq women whether 

men 'drank more coffee and smoked more cigarettes. It ' s  my private conviction 

that that ' s  all they ever do' (Bell, [recipient unspecified] , 4 May, 1 907, Bell 

Archive). Her comments over the doubly colonized Middle Eastern women 

wercn 't any less sarcastic; a comment in her diary on a Palestinian female clarifies 

the point; 'she was no good as a guide . . .  though she has lived all her l ife here ! 

That 's  typical of them. I knew my way, however, as every English woman would-
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i t 's as simple as possible' (Bell, to Florence, 1 January, 1900, Bell Archive). Bell 

acknowledged that the female members of lraq's royal family were oppressed and 

watched with interest the changes taking place in their lives: 'just think of the life 

they've all led, imprisoned in the Mecca palace with a pack of women and slaves! 

Just to sit on the balcony and see the Tigris flowing must be wonderful to them' 

(Bell ,  [to her father] , [23 December, 1924] , Baghdad, Bell Archive) . 

Like other imperialists she ranked her race highest on the scale of civilization and 

achievements ' (Cannadine, 2002, p.5). As the racial hierarchy placed white 

women in second position to white men, the male 'subject races' came third on 

the scale of ' civil ization' whereas native females occupied yet a lower rank. This 

is evident in Bell ' s  surprise when the wives of two senior Iraqi officials, who 

came at least fourth in British civilized people ranking, had; 'complete absence of 

sel f-consciousness giving them a natural distinction which many greater ladies 

might envy' (Bell, to her father, 8 December, 1 92 1 ,  Bell Archive). She described 

the incident as 'a great step forward' stressing, in another l etter, the British 

influence on bettering mankind, 'the opening of a Women 's club - yes, indeed. 

Aren 't we advancing Moslem women. [?]e' (Bell , to her father, 26 November, 

1 924, Bell Archive). 

6. 14 A Subaltern Coloniser vs. Subjugated Existence 

Neither Bel l ' s  enthusiastic anti-suffrage work nor her role in Iraq secured her the 

position she felt she deserved and would have gained if she were to live in our 

days. Although her work was highly appreciated and much depended upon she 

was never a decision-maker even in the affairs of the country she knew 
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exceptionally well. Her role was restricted to giving advice to the people in 

charge. This parallels indirectly with the Algerian modernist, novelist, poet and 

playwright Kateb Yacine's  ( 1 829-89) statement that when a native (the colonized) 

between us isn' t  the better part of wisdom' (Bell ,  [to her father] , 4 June, 1 922, 

Bell Archive); secondly, she did not dare to adopt an independent view lest she 

would lose the privileges of her position. She had always sought and depended on 

the advice of male superiors; 

. . .  I 've turned to him so many times this last year since I left England 

for advice and help, and got them always in full measure. He [Lord 

Cromer] and Sir Alfred were the two wise counsellors to whom I 

is promoted to a higher army rank he will be assigned to degrading jobs . Bell was 

not assigned to degrading jobs but remained in secondary position despite her 

important contributions to the Empire. Apart from the gender barrier that 

prevented her further progress, she as colonised mentality was unable to challenge 

the decisions made by men for two reasons ; Bell by birth was conditioned to feel 

inadequate even in her position as a coloniser: 'Poor children of Adam, they and 

we! I 'm not sure (but perhaps that's because of my sex) that the emotional link 

never went in vain; now they're both gone and I can't replace them. 

(Bell, to her father, 2 February, 1 9 1 7, Bell Archive) 

Despite T. E. Lawrence's chauvinism, this statement of Bell ' s  justifies his 

criticism of her changeable views : 

Gertrude was not a good judge of men or situations and 

was always the slave of some momentary power: at some 
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time Hogarth, at another Wilson, at another me, at last S ir 

Percy Cox. She changed her direction each time like a 

crisis after crisis of that sort . . .  A wonderful person. Not 

very like a woman. . .  She was born too gifted perhaps .  

(University of Newcastle booklet, 1 994) 

Though exhausted in the Middle East, Bell dreaded going back home. In an 

undated letter home in April 1 9 1 4, she expressed nothing more than fatigue; but in 

a letter to her friend Valentine Chirol, around the same time ( 5 April, 1 9 14 ), Bell 

admitted that her mind had been altered: ' the me they knew will not come back in 

the me that returns, ' not knowing whether she could bear with England after that. 

weather cock: because she had no great depth of mind. But 

depth and strength of emotion-Oh Lord yes. Her life had 

Her letter also shows that she had no close relationships in England: 'perhaps they 

will not find out' (Bell, to Valentine Chirol, 5 April, 1 9 1 4, Baghdad, quoted in 

Burgoyne, 1 958 ,  p. 1 43) .  

Bell admitted to  her friend Janet Courtney (Hogarth), on her last visit to Britain in 

the summer of 1 925 ,  that she did not know what to do if she were to return home. 

Courtney wrote to Bell a few days later, suggesting that she should stand for 

Parliament. Bell wrote back dismissing the idea and saying that she was not suited 

for politics. She informed her friend that she was thinking of slipping back to the 

'comfortable arena' of archaeology and history (Bell, 2006, p.222). 

This incident suggests once again that Bell was not revealing her thoughts because 

at that particular time she had been diagnosed by doctors as suffering great 
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nervous and physical fatigue, which makes archaeological work in the difficult 

Middle East climate easier said than done. Bell also mentioned that apart from it 

making her miserable, the doors to Parliament were closed before her; ' I  know 

that I could not enter the lists ' (Bell, F. ,  1 927, p.222). Not being able to 'enter the 

lists ' of electoral candidates meant that Bell was unable to take that route even if 

she wanted to. This suggests that in the absence of really close family 

relationships and a suitable career there was nothing to encourage her return 

home, as did other Victorian women travellers who returned home to settle among " 

friends and family. Bell ignored the advice to return home and insisted on staying 

in her post in Baghdad despite the fact that her role and power had significantly 

diminished (Birkett, 1 99 1 ,  p.260). 

Her 

distinct position. The long years of separation from family inevitably meant that 

she had missed out on most developments, weddings and births that had taken 

long absence deprived her of the opportunity to be equally productive or 

prestigious at home. Therefore the change of stratum she would have had to face 

at the age of fifty-seven would place her in a position similar to that of an 

intellectual in exile who suffers the loss of his professional future and his former 

place. This in tum made it hard to slot herself back within the family. The 

glorious past, the privileges she enjoyed as the one 'Khatun' ( 'Lady') of Baghdad 

and the freedoms she had been allowed in the strict society of Iraq would make it 

hard for her to accept the idea of returning to the secondary position of a spinster 

aunt whose services and sacrifices to other members of the family would be seen 

as a natural part of her role in the household. That is if she still enjoyed any 

position, other than symbolic, among the family. 
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It is also worth mentioning that both Hugh Bell 's daughter Gertrude and his son 

Maurice from his first wife Maria Shield died unmarried; while his children from 

Florence Olliffe; Mary (Trevelyan), Elsa (Richmond) and Hugh (Hugo) had 

reasonably settled family lives (Mosley, 2003). This also seems to suggest that 

both Bell and her brother Maurice underwent more complex circumstances at 

home than their half-brother and -sisters . 

The issue of Bell 's return home cropped up once more in 1926. In a conversation 

with writer, novelist and traveller Vita Sackville West ( 1 892 -1 962) in Baghdad; 

Bell explained; ' I  can' t  pick up the thread where I dropped it' (Birkett, 1 99 1 ,  

p.260). She knew that l ife at home was not going to be easy; ' I  can't. And it 

becomes more, not less difficult. ' Bell was unhappy with her life in Iraq too; ' ,  

I 'm so tired of struggling on alone. ' Her refusal to return home seems to suggest 

that there were dreads of memories of past incidents or unresolved situations; 'Oh 

if I could look forward and see a time when thought should stop, and memory, 

and consciousness' (Birkett, 1 99 1 ,  p.260). Yet she knew she would have to return 

one day. 

Two months before she died, Bell wrote to her stepmother that she did not want to 

leave Iraq and find herself ' really rather loose on the world' .  She knew she would 

have to eventually leave because she had become 'not at all necessary in the 

office' (Bell, to Florence, 26 May, 1926, Bell Archive). 

This went hand-in-hand with her declining political reputation in Britain after the 

outbreak of Ath Thawra al Iraqiyya al Kubra, or the Great Iraqi Revolution of 

1 920; Bell had ignored the warning of the British Civil Commissioner in Baghdad 
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in 1 9 1 8- 1 920, Sir Arnold Wilson, on the possible outbreak of trouble which cost 

the British several hundred lives and millions of pounds and aborted the objective 

of direct colonial control. Her role as advisor to the Iraqi monarch also faded 

because after gaining independence, King Faisal I was no longer tied to her 

stay here forever ' (Bell, to Florence, 26 May, 1 926, Bell Archive) . 

most collaborating subalterns, realised she was unpopular with her people 

(women) but did not mind so much because they represented the oppressed group 

she so much wanted to abandon. Her privileged background and intelligence made 

her different and more able than most; thus she camouflaged her horizontal 

hostility behind an artificial feeling of superiority towards other women whether 

advice. Despite her no longer needed existence in Iraq, the decision to return 

home was very hard to make; ' I  don't see . . .  what I shall do but of course I can't 

Her refusal to return home seems to support the idea that the long-term, hard-won 

escape was coming to an end. She still loved her family; 'It isn't because I don't 

immensely want to see you and father' but justified not going home on her 

holidays by the need to work on her antiquities. In turn Florence encouraged her 

to stay for that year too (Bell, to Florence, 26 May, 1 926, Bell Archive) . Bell also 

retreated from the expanding colonial community in Baghdad but maintained the 

habit of writing regularly. 

In effect Bell was neither an emancipator of Iraqi women nor a genuine British 

anti-suffrage figure, but a victim of circumstances seeking a way out . Both her 

attitudes were adopted in sheer strategic compliance with the decision-makers of 

the time. She changed her views accordingly when it became part of the Empire' s 

policy to anglicize the colony through emancipating women in Iraq. She, like 
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native or British. Apart from two hopeless love affairs with Henry Cadogan and 

the married Major Charles Doughty Wylie (1868-1 915) who died in Gallipoli, 

and a third, one-sided infatuation, Bell seems to have only used her femininity 

with the influential natives as part of an effective method to build up her 

professional reputation and secure her position among the male administrators of 

the Empire. 

A subordinate existence drove Bell to escape from her luxurious life in England 

but the alternative did not grant her a superior position. Although she had an 

independent personal life in Iraq, career-wise Bell was transferred from her 

military position to a subordinate civil post serving under Sir Percy Cox, then the 

Chief Political Officer, and his successors for ten years (Ridley, 1943, p .129). The 

independent life away from home placed her in an in-between position where she 

was a colonised subaltern for the British colonial chief officers and a coloniser of 

Iraqi natives. Bell was the underdog who did all the work and provided advice to 

decision-makers but never made a decision herself; ' . . .  

Commissioner Sir Percy Cox] a brief outline of the article and he decided that it 

I gave him [the High 

had better be suppressed' (Bell, to her father, 6 August, 1921, Bell Archive) . The 

timing in which she undertook both her anti-suffrage activity and her later 

emancipation efforts in Iraq lead us to believe that both were exercised in 

compliance with the policy of the British Empire. To facilitate her own escape she 

resorted to cajolery which eventually raised her stratum in the colony and granted 

her privileges and freedoms unavailable at home or for other women. But her 
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gender and thus a subaltern made her a less proficient political officer for example 

than T. E. Lawrence and other male colleagues and prevented her from becoming 



a maker of decisions or realising pennanent independence for herself. Her 

untimely death from an overdose of sleeping pills in 1 926 coincided with the time 

she had to return home. Whether her death was accidental, intentional or planned 

by others, it put an end to her dilemma and paved the way for her final escape. 
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Chapter 7 :  Anti-Suffrage as a 'Jumping Place' : The Case 

of Janet E. Hogarth, Mrs Courtney 

Janet Hogarth ( 1 865- 1 954) was an anti-suffragist who rose to a position of 

prominence after converting to suffrage. Hogarth rose from a 'half-time' teacher 

at Cheltenham Ladies College in the 1 880s to an adviser on staff welfare to the 

Ministry of  Munitions in 1 9 1 6- 1 9 1 7 . She was also awarded the order of chivalry 

OBE ( Order of the British Empire), and appointed Justice of the Peace and board 

member of the Executive Committee of the Carnegie United Kingdom Trust from 

1 9 1 3 .  

not provide her with university education. Social connections however 'won' her 

a scholarship as a favour from a friend and she was educated at Lady Margaret 

Hall, Oxford and awarded a first class degree in Philosophy. Hogarth's pride in 

her Scottish grandmother' s family which 'had won academic distinction in 

Scotland ' s  Universities ' instigated her ambition to gain distinction (Courtney, 

1 93g1 , pp.3 , 1 2) .  

Born in Barton-on-Humber in 1 865 to a modest clergyman's family of thirteen 

children, of which eight survived to maturity, Janet Hogarth's background could 
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Her successive leaps and changes from one line of profession to another led to her 

finally becoming the acting Editor of the Fortnightly Review from November 

1 928 to June 1 929, following the death of her husband W. L. Courtney in 1928. 

Hogarth was also the first superintendent of female clerks at the Bank of England 

before taking a j ob at The Times Library, and becoming a member of the editing 

team of the Encyclopaedia Britannica eleventh and twelfth editions 1906- 19 14  

and 1920-22 respectively, where she moved among the upper class and 

professional lady contributors to the Britannica Eleventh Edition, including Lady 

Victoria Welby, Gertrude Bell, Eleanor Mildred Sidgwick (sister of one Prime 

Minister, Lord Salisbury and niece of another, Arthur Balfour), and middle class 

Flora Shaw, Mrs Humphry Ward and others of the same mainly anti-suffrage 

social network. 

Although not much information is available on Hogarth's life, her significance 

lies in the fact that she typifies a common characteristic among many Victorian 

female intellectuals who did not or would not speak but had tacitly employed their 

subaltemacy to 'jump over' it through securing a position of control over fellow 

women or masking their actual views until the right moment came along. Her 

reasons for converting to Suffrage serve to explain why some of the Victorian 

professional women took to anti-suffrage as a jumping place until they found a 

better alternative. 

In Recollected in Tranquillity ( 1926) she attributed her earlier anti-suffrage 

attitude to the fear of losing ' all that I and others, had worked for in professional 

life' if resentment over militant tactics was to prevail . She also justified her 

conversion to suffrage to the fact that she objected to women's loss of their legal 
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status upon marriage. This would be ascribed to her efforts for the general good of 

women, had she not admitted that she had long known this fact in theory. Hogarth 

seems to have converted to suffrage when she became personally affected. Upon 

her marriage, Hogarth said that she ' at once' became ' incapable of paying her 

own taxes. ' This 'finally toppled me off the fence into the suffragist camp' 

prospect in life. Even though her name was listed among members of the 

and printed Executive Committee of the Anti-Suffrage League on the front page 

of the Anti-Suffrage Review until the end of 1 9 1 0, there seems to be no anti

Review or other papers of the time. This suggests that her connection with anti

suffrage was more of a survival tactic practised by a subaltern to secure a position. 

I will argue that Hogarth used anti-suffrage, though for a relatively short period, to 

suffrage statements or articles openly published by her in the Anti-Suffrage 

acquire a better and a more prestigious career and had invested in her relationships 

(Courtney, 1 926, p.25 0) . 

What makes Hogarth worthy of examination is the fact that she would have 

benefitted from the enfranchisement of women for she neither belonged to the 

upper classes who did not need the vote, nor to those whose interests were 

affected if the vote was granted to women. On the contrary she was a hard

working individual for whom the franchise would inevitably create a better 
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with the Victorian and Edwardian elite who were against women's suffrage to 

achieve that goal . 

An examination of her life suggests that anti-suffrage initially helped in advancing 

her career in the patriarchal institutions she worked for like The Times . This is 

backed by the fact that her books, presenting liberal and advanced views on 



women, were not published until after the vote was partially granted to women in 

19a1 8 . Her later defence of women's work and education point towards a feminist 

attitude that had been concealed until the environment was more accommodating. 

Her conversion 

: 

to suffrage also serves as an example of several women who 

converted from anti-suffrage to suffrage and vice-versa for an extrinsic motive 

rather than beliefa

Alas ! I found this enterprise 

Too small for my ambition; 

An 'Anti ' will not advertise, 

Or probate about her mission; 

And as she does not seek for fame, 

The papers hardly heed her 

So Mrs. Fawcett soon became 

My prophetess and leader 

(J.A.P., Anti-Suffrage Review, April 1 9 1 1 ,  p.49) 

7.1 The Colonised-Coloniser 

Intellectual Victorian anti-suffragists, like many subaltern groups, succumbed to 

the cultural hegemony of the ruling male groups in a fashion similar to that of the 

native intellectuals who collaborated with the coloniser and coerced their people 

to please the coloniser and achieve personal advancement or a financial reward. 

Such methods are also used by some of ambitious intellectuals, seeking 

recognition in oppressive environments .  Whilst at the Encyclopaedia Britannica 

in 1 906- 1 9 14 and 1 920- 1 922, Hogarth fully demonstrated the ambitious subaltern 
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attitude. As a joint-editor for the indexing of the eleventh and twelfth editions and 

apart from her 'radical reorganisation of the indexing procedure, ' she supervised 

other women, but was always under the domination of her stressed boss, 

Chisholm, who used her 'as a listener, to help himself clear his mind' until he was 

able to work again (Courtney, 1 926, p.229; Thomas, 1 992, p.24). The function of 

calming her boss enabled her to exercise a subaltern approach to her superior, 

native army subaltern who, on gaining a higher army position, is assigned to 

'clearing the European officers' cigarette butts or coercing his own people' 

(Acheraiou, 2008, p .50). 

Gillian Thomas, in A Position to Command Respect, emphasised that women 

supervisors and superintendents 'represented the highest position to which a 

woman clerical worker could hope to rise' (Thomas, 1 992 p.24). Women in 

supervisory posts, like Hogarth, who 'were set over such "women's divisions"' 

operated in a 'curiously bicameral mode ' in which their 'main allegiance was 

necessarily to her male superior' and with 'little feelings of solidarity with the 

women she had been "set over" ' (Thomas, 1 992, p.24). Working as a clerk herself 

for the Royal Commission on Labour, 1 892-94, Hogarth knew how important the 

clerical job was for the women working under her supervision due to the lack of 

opportunities available for women and utilised this knowledge to calm down 

'general revolt on the part of the indexers.a' Similar to members of the subaltern 

while reigning over the Britannica women clerks. This is similar to that of a 

elite, appointed by the coloniser to coerce and abort revolt and in conformity with 

Edward Said's interpretation of Mathew Arnold's argument, stating that the 

intellectuals were needed to 'quieten people down' (Said, 1 994, p.22). Hogarth 
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generated consent among the women clerks which corresponds in this case with 

the general native population. To prevent revolt, Hogarth psychologically 

intimidated her juniors to meet the deadlines set by the male superiors (Thomas, 

1 992, p.25 ;  also see Courtney, 1 926, p.230). The team of women working on the 

Britannica did a very good job and accomplished a highly accurate index which 

was relied upon by the editors for final fact-checking and eliminating inaccuracies 

(Thomas, 1 992, pp.24,25) .  Despite her excellent role, Hogarth was not really 

happy with her post. Hogarth' s  feminism is evident in the views she expressed in 

her contribution to her college year book where she records with pride that ' she 

and no less than five members [ of Lady Margaret Hall] have penetrated into the 

sacred precincts' ( quoted in Thomas, 1 992, p.23 ), yet in her Recollections 

published many years later she described clerical work as ' soul destroying' 

(Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 39 ;  also see Thomas, 1992, p.23). This consolidates the idea 

that Hogarth put up with positions she did not enjoy out of necessity to maintain a 

living. Her failure to become a successful journalist through her own efforts in the 

early years may well be another reason for spending long 'numbing years' in 

clerical work: 'Miss Hogarth's paper is one of those which oppress you like a dull 

headache ... that the sensitive reader is almost driven to feel that the only thing he 

can do to mend matters is to commit suicide' (Stead, 1 897, p.598). Hogarth was 

disappointed when in 1 896 W. L. Courtney (only a friend at the time) rejected the 

post of the Pall Mall Gazette Editor because she 'was eating her heart out just 

then in the monotony of the Bank' and was expecting a position on the Pall Mall 

Gazette staff if he accepted the position (Courtney, 1 930, p.60). 
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later declaration in the Fortnightly Review that by joining anti-suffrage she had no 

intention to thwart the franchise and 'no desire to stop women's  movement' 

(Courtney, April 1 93 1 ,  p .509). The argument that Hogarth remained with the 

'Antis '  in pursuit of a personal advantage i s  also supported by the fact that 

Hogarth ' s  name was not among the 1 23 signatories of 'The Anti Woman Suffrage 

Appeal ' ,  published by the Anti-Suffrage Review in August 1 9 1 0. Consequently it 

may be inferred that her participation was substantively a means to serve a 

personal end. Hogarth later admitted to siding with Mrs Humphry Ward against 

Although she was described as being suitable for the superintendent post, she did 

not enjoy her positions at the Bank of England or the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 

which clearly indicates that she had been patiently waiting for the right 

opportunity to present itself. Her comments that at the age of forty that she, like 

William Courtney, was given the chance to grasp her opportunity in the world of 

journalism and ' correct earlier mistakes,g' demonstrates my point (Courtney, 1 930, 

p.42). 

As a marginalised woman or a subaltern, her recollections clearly point to a 

pragmatic approach that allowed her to change from one job to another until; she 

'grasped' her ' opportunity' (Courtney, 1 93 1 , p .42). The lack of any significant 

contribution on her part during her work with the Anti-Suffrage League, backs her 

the Parliamentary franchise for fear of losing privileges granted to professional 

intellectual women (Courtney, 1 926, p .50). 

The publication of her liberal views after 1 9 1 8 , and in later years, emphasises the 

point that she preferred to remain silent until society became more tolerant -

between 1 9 1 8  and 1 928 when the vote was fully granted to women. Her works 
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called for mixed education and for the woman's  need to have a 'glimpse of the 

world outside school, ' and an ' 

(Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 32). In 

'understanding of the ways and thoughts of men

explanation she argued that a male mind is neither 

better nor worse than the female mind but different (Courtney, 1926, p. 1 07). 

Hogarth, a victim of her financial circumstances, was unable to voice her real 

7.2 Resenting Subalternacy 

representative of the aristocratic county families through 'flaunting new-found 

Radical views in his presence '  (Courtney, 1 926, p.78). This she said angered the 

man to the point of telling her father that she harboured 'very dangerous opinions' 

(Courtney, 1 926, p.78). The 'dangerous' views, of her teens, suggest an early 

dissatisfaction with her social rank and vulnerability to influence. Her teenage 

attacks on the class the man represented, unconventional for a teenage Victorian 

female, should be seen in the context of her long-term friendships with members 

of the aristocracy and her description of them as 'equals in education' ,  also her 

wish for a diplomatic or a prominent government post for both her brother and her 

husband. Therefore it is probable that her childhood outbursts were a reaction to 

her subaltern social position which she managed to conceal in maturity. 

views about suffrage. She remained silent, utilizing her education and social 

networking to secure a living, which in tum required her to know when 'to yield' . 

Hogarth's modest background and her sex placed her in a subordinate position, 

which her rebellious nature, resented. Her unconventionality is clearly detected at 

an early age when she, for example, took every opportunity to annoy the 
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Like other professional anti-suffrage women, Hogarth's inconsistent attitude may 

have been triggered by an inner struggle to achieve self-realisation therefore it is 

highly likely that she had masked her true character to survive the socially 

oppressive conditions and may thus be regarded as an example of individuals who 

' act outg' roles, whether by choice or necessity to relief themselves from a certain 

situation by appearing different from what they truly are, i.e. their interests and 

emotions differ significantly. 

Hogarth' s  association with anti-suffrage is highly contradictory with the attitude 

of the woman who at twenty raised so much criticism by entering an all-male 

lecture hall unchaperoned. Her Recollected in Tranquillity ( 1 926) though 

published, many years later, sheds light on the inconsistency between her public 

anti-suffrage face and her private life and suggests her ability to mask reality; 

Hogarth, for example, accommodated to socially prescribed nonns when she 

emphasised the suitability in age and education between married couples, but did 

not adhere to what she advocated when she herself married W. L. Courtney, a 

widower fifteen years her senior (Courtney, 1 926, p. 80). Hogarth also 

contradicted herself when she emphasised the importance of taking a profession 

which the individual liked, criticising a mother 'who could not conceive of him 

[her son] preferring any other profession than patronage. ' She drew attention to 

the impact of such actions on the psychology of any person taking up a career he 

does not like (Courtney, 1 926, p .80), while lamenting how her brother David 'was 

left largely to mould himself and his own future' (Courtney, 1 93 1 ,  p.g1 7) . 

Hogarth also mentioned that she herself considered the teaching j ob in London in 

1 89 1  as a 'jumping place ' (Courtney, 1 926, p . 127) when she followed W. L. 
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Courtney who had taken a job at the Daily Telegraph in October 1 889. Her 

emphasis that she only took a half-time teaching post at Cheltenham in 1 888 

because j obs were scarce may serve to reflect her subaltern expediency which she 

described as the person ' s  ability to be 'masterful ' ,  ' strong enough, and big 

enough, to know when to yield '  until a better opportunity came along (Courtney, 

1 926, p. 1 1 6) .  

Like other colonised Intellectuals, Hogarth utilised education and knowledge to 

Gramsci argued that subaltern groups are always subject to the activity of ruling 

groups, even when they rebel (Gramsci, 1 97 1 ,  p .55), and attributed the calming 

down of radical tendencies in the Italian South to the influence of the intellectuals, 

who may also be classified among the subaltern groups. Those intellectuals, 

Gramsci said, perpetuate the interests of the dominant classes. Thus Gramsci ' s  

analysis allows us to infer that intellectual Victorian anti-suffrage women of 

middle-class backgrounds were subalterns under a double hegemonic force; 

firstly, the limitations of gender and secondly, the restrictions of their social or 

financial class . This double hegemony had most probably led Hogarth to 

perpetuate the interests of the influential group of The Times, for example, to 

escape her own subjugation. 

overcome subaltemity. She successfully adapted to fit the opportunities offered by 

life in order to survive. Her next 'better alternative' ,  which followed teaching, was 

that of clerk at the Royal Commission of Labour 1 892- 1 894, then Superintendent 

of women clerks at the Bank of England 1 894-1 906. Although she remained in 

that post for twelve years, described as suitable for her character, she was glad 

that she was 'bold enough . . .  to forsake the safe shelter of the Bank of England for 
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the uncertainties of the book trade and journalism' (Courtney, 1 930, p.42). It is 

worth noting that subalternacy is adverse to ambition; therefore ambitious 

subalterns resort to all kinds of means and pursue any available opportunity to get 

out of their predicament. This, for example, explains why Hogarth and other 

ambitious Victorian women who turned against feminism and suffrage joined the 

other side and vice-versa. Hogarth' s  anti-suffrage, for example, may easily be 

paralleled with that of Eliza Lynn Linton' s  conversion to misogyny in 1 86 1  due to 

financial need. Both her class consciousness and her need for an income played a 

pivotal role in both her anti-suffrage and her later conversion to suffrage. 

Her anti-suffrage affiliation seems odd and contradictory unless it is put into 

context with her resentment of her comparative poverty: 'only those who grew up 

in large families and cramped houses can possibly appreciate the joy of having a 

bedroom to one ' s  self' (Courtney, 1 926, p . 1 08). The bitterness of her comment 

carries a clear-cut resentment of poverty and an implicit intention to change her 

situation. Like Linton and Shaw, Hogarth used her contacts and pride in her 

prominent or successful ancestry to gain a better position for herself. The financial 

shortage that prevented her brother David from studying Law and necessitated his 

search for a j ob even with low pay, may have also driven her to make similar 

professional compromises . Extracts from David Hogarth' s  diary show his serious 

concern over finances and his need to find employment. The entry also mentions 

the expenses needed for his sister Janet: 'Oct. 1 4  -Don't feel very bright as to 

future; I ought to read Law but how about loans, etc., and Janet? Brit.Mus [British 

Museum] rather recommends itself, if I could l ive on £ 1 20.  I must try and get 

something definite at Christmas ' (Courtney, 1 93 1 , p . 13). 
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Social connections played a positive role in advancing Hogarth's  education; 

through her friendship with Miss Wordsworth, the eldest daughter of the Bishop 

of Lincoln, Hogarth gained a ' generous benefactor, ' and was able to afford the 

expenses of Lady Margaret Hall. The Hogarth family' s priority was to finance the 

more ' essential' education of David at Oxford. Hogarth admitted that the 

scholarship she 'won' had been ' invented' by Miss Wordsworth for the sole 

purpose of enabling her to take residence at Lady Margaret Hall. She also recalled 

that her sole competitor at the time 'was told, by Miss Wordsworth, not to get it ' 

and that no other scholarships were offered or competed for by any later students 

which seems to confirm that social connections played a significant role in 

providing her with university education. 

Like many other clergymen' s  daughters ,  Janet Hogarth's father would not have 

allowed her to go to Girton or Newham because they were seen as 'advanced' and 

therefore dangerous (Courtney, 1 926, p.93) . The presence of Miss Wordsworth, 

the daughter, niece and sister of three Anglican bishops, reassured conservative 

parents like Hogarth' s  with the security they needed when they contemplated 

educating their daughters. Clergymen ' s  daughters, including Hogarth, saw 

themselves as equal in education with the daughters of the upper classes, but such 

a parallel did not extend much further because they lacked the financial means and 

similar milieu and thus they were deprived of similar marriage opportunities. 

Hogarth complained that; 'The Lincolnshire clergy suffered from isolation more 

than from poverty. The decay of the squirearchy denied them wide opportunity to 

mix with equals in education and from living with farmers and labourers they 
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slipped down to a bucolic level' (Courtney, 1 926, p.74). To overcome the 

limitations of her position, education was her route to self-realisation. 

7.3 Escaping Subalternacy 

Hogarth's first attempt to step out of her subaltern position was in 1 894- 1 906 

when she became the first superintendent of women clerks of the Bank of 

England. This post of a colonised-coloniser fitted her character and partly 

remedied her subaltern status: 'It takes a woman to super intend a woman' 

(Courtney 1 926, p.273, and in Saturday Review, 1 0  April 1926, p.479). Edith 

Langridge, a Lady Margaret Hall contemporary, recalled that her father always 

said, 'that if he ever had a roomful of girl-clerks she [Janet Hogarth] was just the 

person he would like to set over them' (Brown Book, Lady Margaret Hall, 1 893, 

cited in Thomas, 1 992, p.23). 

This comment was proved right because Hogarth successfully remained in this 

post for twelve years, thus occupying the third position of a colonised-coloniser 

who led fellow subalterns and reported back to superiors: 'In every office there 

should be a woman in charge of the girls ' work as well as their welfare'(Courtney, 

1 926, p.273). Apart from being conscious of the fact that the range of employment 

for women was limited and she had waited for a better opportunity, her long stay 

in her in-between position suggests that it had given her satisfaction to exercise 

power over lower-rank female employees but not the point of fulfilling her 

ambition. This also explains her disappointment when William Courtney, in 1 896, 

rejected editorship of the Pall Mall Gazette, in which he had promised her a 

position were he to accept the offer. 
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Hogarth's (by then Mrs Courtney) Recollections ( 1 a926) suggest that she was keen 

to hold on to any useful connection which might provide a future opportunity. 

She, who had wanted 'a door to the wider world', perceived the extent of support 

she would have from this relationship or that. She, for example, knew that the 

'door' she needed, her teacher Fanny Levien ' could not open to me except at 

second-hand' (Courtney, 1 926, p.94), whereas her friendship with Miss Beale of 

Cheltenham College and Victoria, Lady Welby ( 1 837-1 9 1 2), god-daughter of 

Queen Victoria and later Maid of Honour, to whom she had been introduced 

during a one-week visit at the age of eighteen to Cheltenham Ladies College, 

proved quite useful. Welby, a self-educated English philosopher of language, and 

a believer in women's latent talents, later helped provide the Hogarth family with 

accommodation: 'when my father was failing in health, Sir William Welby gave 

him the tiny parish of Harston ... with spacious rectory house' (Courtney, 1 926, 

p. 1 26). Hogarth' s connections suggest that a subaltern's friendship with the right 

kind of people can bring about beneficial results. Her friendship with Miss 

Wordsworth, for example, benefitted her the LMH scholarship, whereas her 

earlier friendship with her teacher W. L. Courtney greatly assisted in getting her 

access 'to other lectures [at Oxford] on subjects which were not his own' 

(Courtney, 1 930, p. 5), sent her books to review, and eventually opened 'a  door to 

the wider world' of journalism and the security of a marriage. 

Hogarth admired all her wealthy and influential friends who had assisted her and 

maintained lasting relations with them. The position she secured with Miss Beale 

at the Cheltenham Ladies College, may have also provided some useful contacts 

with parents who belonged to the 'snobbish section of the community to be found 
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anywhere' ( Courtney, 1 926, p.i127). Whereas her connections with anti-suffrage 

and The Times proved valuable in gaining her an offer from the publisher of the 

Encyclopaedia Britannica Horace Everett Hooper to take over the Britannica 

index in 1 909' (Thomas, 1 992, p.23) .  

Hogarth's decision to escape her subaltern position is associated with her years at 

Oxford. Her access to LMH marks a major turning point in Hogarth's life because 

it provided her with wider experience and many connections in comparison with 

her life at the remote country parsonage. Very much impressed by her 

surroundings, Hogarth described Oxford as the 'best in the world, ' and most 

probably contemplated abandoning altogether the subaltern existence of 

parsonage life, along with the double subaltemacy of marriage, bearing children 

and facing various financial hardships like her mother. Oxford introduced her to 

the intellectual side of life and the atmosphere brought her into contact with 

'men's minds ' and ' famous men' (Courtney, 1 926, p.95). 

For a woman who had 'met hardly any men except country clergy, ' Oxford 

consolidated her intention to improve her position. Hogarth's ambition is evident 

in her keenness on education; after leaving school at seventeen she did not spend 

the two years ' time that preceded LMH in the conventional waiting for suitors, but 

took a course on Plato by correspondence. This system she said was devised and 

adapted to suit ' feminine limitations ' .  

Hogarth continued her efforts to  overcome her 'limitations ' at Oxford by adjusting 

to the accessible until better opportunities came by. At first she was unable to 

fulfil her desire to study 'Greats, ' not among the regular topics allowed to women 
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first to insist on beginning with the ancients, overcoming the obstacle common in 

the 1 880s of having to face teachers ' rejection to a female student's attendance in 

the lecture rooms (Courtney, 1 926, p.98) . Her persistence obliged the university to 

grant her access but not a degree because women in the 1 880s were only allowed 

at that time, and had to be taught by her brother David, later Gertrude Bell ' s  secret 

service mentor, who had just obtained his 'Greats ' (Courtney, 1 926, p.97). 

Her determination eventually obtained her what she wanted, despite the attacks 

from women' s  classical tutors, who urged her to 'work on her Latin and to read 

for Honours Mods [Moderations] with possible vista of 'Greats. '  Her friendship 

with her tutor W. L. Courtney helped get her access to some of the men ' s  lectures. 

Although not the first to study Philosophy, Hogarth with Courtney's help was the 

access to public examinations and awarded certificates on the result (Courtney, 

1 926, p.99). 

Hogarth' s early years show strong will and determination; she was prepared to 

achieve what she wanted even if it meant stirring up criticism and breaking 

conventions. When she got beyond the pre-Socratics, she was allowed to attend 

the expanded exclusively male lectures on Plato . Attending lectures at the time 

required a chaperone. Hogarth did not defy the rules, but the absence of her 

chaperone on one occasion did not deter her from attending the lecture of 

Professor Alfred Robinson. This suggests that a woman, prepared to risk her 

reputation to achieve her goal, could not have been conventional or conservative 

to the point of becoming an advocate of anti-suffrage. Hogarth recollected that she 

hesitated for a while then boldly entered the lecture Hall, expecting a strong 

reaction but there was none and she was able to listen to the lecture. Her action 
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was not appreciated by the Oxford traditionalists, who criticised her for ignoring 

the 'necessary' presence of a chaperone. 

Her unconventionality also stirred reaction among the directors at Oxford, leading 

them to deal cautiously with her situation when she insisted that she be tutored in 

the 'Greats.' This led to much discussion about the need for a chaperone when she 

visited her brother in his room at Magdalen Oxford. After much controversy, the 

officials at Oxford finally decided that their case was 'an exception' but the 

University insisted that this exception was not on 'any account to create a 

precedent' and that David only met his sister using a certain route and walked her 

out again the same way (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 03) .  

Her consciousness of the more privileged female students also suggests that she 

was very much aware of class differences between herself and the more privileged 

students at LMH. This is evident in her description of Gertrude Bell as an 

'auburn-haired girl of seventeen ... [who had] confidence in herself and her 

belongings' (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 04). 

For Hogarth to mention Bell's pride in her 'belongings' seems to suggest that she 

had fully noticed the luxurious luggage Bell brought with her to LMH. For 

Hogarth, who had never had a bedroom to herself before (Courtney, 1926, p.a1a08), 

the Oxford scholarship offered her equality with upper middle-class girls like 

Bell, Mary Talbot and others. This calls to mind her teenage defiance to the 

representative of the aristocratic county families. Her relative financial hardship 

not only made her aware of Bell's 'confidence' in her 'belongings' but also drew 
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her attention to the fact that Bell cited her father as 'a final opinion on every 

question under discussion' (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 04) . 

Her association with daughters of the upper middle-classes probably triggered a 

wish to achieve similar privileges for herself, justifying her pragmatic approach 

and tendency to mask her convictions until she realised her goals or they became 

more acceptable. 

The strain of Hogarth's lower financial position seems to have made a long_a

lasting impact on the way she remembered her years in Oxford. Her tendency to 

stress the life of leisure she had, evident in her description of how she crowded all 

her work into the morning to 'laze away in the long afternoons in the Park and 

near the river, ' is not very realistic. Her admission that her surroundings took a 

how Gertrude Bell, very intelligent, had to do her prescribed six-hour daily study 

to gain her first-class degree, whereas Hogarth said that she got up in the morning, 

stronger clutch on her than her studies (Courtney, 1 926, p. l 08), suggests an 

attempt to compensate the feeling of social inferiority by highlighting her 

excellent mental ability. This is highly likely if we were to take into consideration 

'pretend[ed] to do two hours' work' before breakfast 'so as to feel I had got 

through the six hours daily grind prescribed for students at Lady Margaret Hall ' ,  

while in fact she would be looking out of the window (Courtney, 1 926, p. 108). If 

her statements were to be taken at face value, they would mean that her interest in 

knowledge was much less than her interest in her setting, but her first class degree 

in philosophy sheds doubt on the credibility of her statements. She also recalled 

that the towers, spires, trees and other features of the city remained in her memory 

more than companionship, college societies, picnics, theatres and other attractions 
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of college life. This again raises doubt, suggesting that her keenness to obtain a 

degree was solely in pursuit of a subaltern' s  ambition to achieve an end rather 

than mix with fellow students and enjoy university life. Hogarth's acceptance of a 

half-time teaching position, one she did not like, at Cheltenham Ladies College 

again shows her ability to accommodate to achieve long-tenn goals. This is 

evident in her acknowledgment that she took to teaching in 1 89 1  as 'jumping off 

place unti l she ' could establish' herself in some other profession (Courtney, 1926, 

p. 1 29) .  

7.4 Subaltern Tactics : Anti-Suffrage 

Hogarth remarked that, apart from 'the great mass of the unthinking, '  there were 

'women engaged in professions and making headway by tact and conciliation' 

who did not engage in suffrage (Courtney, 1 934, p. 1 64) . This remark emphasises 

her awareness of the 'tend and befriend' tactic and suggests that her invisible role 

during her years of anti-suffrage was the 'tact' she employed to advance within 

the circles of those she described as the ' imperialists' (p. 1 64). 

Hogarth l ike the many professional women did not fit in the anti-suffrage milieu. 

Apart from her financial difficulties, unconventionality and career, she was also a 

member of the Broad Church, that interpreted Anglican doctrines in a broad, 

l iberal sense, which also sheds doubt on her anti-suffrage attitude because it is 

unlikely for a broad-minded person, who accepted the liberal interpretation of the 

sensitive issues of rel igion, to harbour rejecti(m for less crucial ones like the 

Parl iamentary franchise. Her resentment of the social and financial limitations in 

her l ife also consol idates the assumption that there might have been a personal 
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advantage in her siding with anti-suffrage, keeping in mind that she would have 

benefitted from the general improvement in women's working conditions. Her 

keenness to mix with the influential aristocracy through work and friendships 

suggests that her ambition for social and professional advancement had presided 

over her convictions probably to avoid slipping to ' a  bucolic level ' (Courtney, 

1 926, p .74). 

Hogarth believed in perseverance to achieve improvement: ' if a 'Lady' has the 

courage to persevere in forcing an entrance, those bad offices ' conditions will not 

long survive' (Courtney, 1926, p.249). This characteristic suggests how she had 

been able to put up with contradictory views until she was properly armed to 

voice them. 

Nothing in Hogarth's life, background or her insistence on breaching conventions 

has any relevance to anti-suffrage, yet her name appeared on the front page of the 

Anti-Suffrage Review as member of the Women' s National Anti-Suffrage League 

Executive Committee together with that of Gertrude Bell and Mrs Humphry Ward 

and others. From 1906- 1 9 10  she also worked as a Librarian for The Times Book 

Club and on the editorial staff of the Encyclopaedia Britannica 1 906- 19 14. From 

January 19 1 1 her name was permanently removed from the Anti-Suffrage Review 

Executive Committee. This took place immediately after the amalgamation of the 

Women' s  National Anti-Suffrage League with the Men's National League for Opposing 

Women' s  Franch ise in December 1 9 1 0. The ASR January issue of 191 1 shows Lord 

Cromer as President and Lady Jersey as Deputy President along with other 

members including Mrs Humphry Ward and her MP son Arnold Ward. 
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Hogarth's few articles 

arm 

on women lack the misogyny common in the writings and 

speech of other anti-feminist and anti-suffrage women. To the contrary she called 

on women to themselves with training in their competition with men 

(Hogarth, 1 897). Hogarth pointed out that she initially joined anti-suffrage 'to 

prevent a noisy minority from bringing us all into discredit' , admitting that from 

the beginning she had 'seen the contrary stated in semi-official suffrage 

publications. ' (Courtney, 1 93a1 ,  p.509). Her reflections on her past anti-suffrage 

days, expressed regret over the way the 'Antis' handled the suffrage issue, 

describing anti-suffrage failure as an intellectual 'Hari Kari' (self-destruction) and 

the ordained 'fate of all who try to rally enthusiasm for a negative creed. ' (p.509). 

Hogarth 's comments on the way the anti-suffrage campaign dealt with the 

suffrage issue explain, not only why she 'toppled' to the other side in 1 9 1 1 , but 

her subaltern tactics in general: 'Perhaps even we should have smiled on the 

Suffragettes. After all ... when you want a thing very much it does not always 

answer to be too squeamish about methods ' (p.5 1 0). Hogarth's mention that 

Gertrude Bell was 'surprisingly' the first Secretary of the Women's National Anti

Suffrage League in 1 908, not only emphasises Gertrude Bell 's lack of conviction 

but hers too. Hogarth also mentioned that Bell had enlisted both Lord Curzon and 

Lord Cromer 'who were ready to make common cause with anyone sharing their 

fear of allowing feminine influence to sway imperial policy' (p.509). 

It is also worth noting that in 1 9 1 a1 Hogarth both married W. L. Courtney and 

' topple[ ed]a' to the other side of suffrage. Her comments over the marriage 

decision depict her expediency; she reflected that she was 46, 'the age of full 
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maturityc• · ·  of conscious recognition of one' s  place in life . . .  [where you are] given 

insight to see your opportunity and courage to grasp it' (Courtney, 1 930, p.42). 

7.5 Grasping Opportunities 

Hogarth saw in her marriage an opportunity to also grasp 'book trade and 

j ournalism, '  which she had, in 1 897, discouraged other women from taking as a 

career: ' If they only knew a little more of the position and prospects of the 

average woman-journalist' which she was at the time and 'the desperate struggle 

to make both ends meet' (Hogarth, 1 897, p.928). Marriage to the editor of the 

Fortnightly Review and chief dramatic critic and literary editor of the Daily 

Telegraph, offered her an excellent opportunity to express her views instead of 

helping to edit the Anti-Suffrage Review with Mrs Ward. 

Hogarth justified her tendency to grasp opportunities by highlighting or 

demeaning parts of reality in accordance with her interests. Her partial review of 

Courtney' s  life and career and her criticism of his first wife, Cordelia, shed light 

on this  other side of her character. According to Hogarth, William Courtney was a 

man who stood in an ' intellectual desert' after he lost his sister Minnie (The 

Making of an Editor, 1 930). In her attempt to defend her long-term existence in 

his life and justify why her 'longings ' turned 'Londonwards' after he took a post 

in London (p.42), Hogarth depicted that her presence was important in Courtney' s 

life: ' I  think that our meeting, though on the surface only that of a kindly tutor and 

fortuitous pupil, came to have for him a very special significance' (p.2). She 

justified that she had filled the intellectual gap left by his sister, through 
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emphasising that ' though [Courtney was] very happy in his domestic relations . . .  

intellectually he stood alone ' (Courtney, 1 93 0, p.2). 

This unrealistic justification reflects another subaltern characteristic and that is 

Hogarth' s  tendency to escape blame and avoid being accused of using Courtney at 

Oxford to advance her career in later years . The way she justified her existence in 

a married man ' s  life is somewhat similar to the way she justified both j oining and 

leaving anti-suffrage and thus her unreasonable comments against his first wife. 

Hogarth emphasised that although they, Courtney and his wife, shared 'a love of 

acting and dancing and entertaining, ' Cordelia was an incompetent match for him. 

Hogarth criticised that Cordelia, at the age of twenty, ' could think of no better 

way of trying to impress parents with her competence than to run upstairs and don 

a long black silk skirt' (Courtney, 1 930, p . 1c1 ) . Hogarth' s  partial assessment of 

Courtney' s  marriage seems unlikely because an intellectual man like Courtney 

would not have been 'very happy in his domestic relations' (Courtney, 1 930 ,  p.2) 

dress of a certain headmistress. Her acknowledgment of Mrs Courtney' s natural 

beauty is a harsh sugar-coated observation that leaves nothing for the intellectual 

side of the woman who, Hogarth briefly mentioned, played Portia in The 

Merchant of Venice at Oxford in 1 883 . Arthur Brouchier on the other hand, 

recalled an 'amusing incident' that occurred while he was playing Brutus in 

'Julius Caesar' at Oxford and had taken the first wife of Mr Courtney, 'Who was 
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Gallery ( 1 93 1  ), published one year later, Hogarth deprived Mrs Courtney of taste 

and manners, commenting that she 'had an instinct for dress ' ,  and recalling what 

she described as a 'disparaging comment' by Mrs Courtney over the manner of 



then a Proctor', into his anns. Bouchier, journalist and critic, said, ' She was 

playing Portia in the conspirator's  scene when there came the three knocks on the 

Orchard Gate, one of the undergraduates in the audience shouted 'That's 

Courtney, ' and of course, there was uproarious laughter' (Western Argus, 6 

January, 1 920, p. 1 ) .  Hogarth's  brief mention of Mrs Courtney suggests an 

intentional attempt to dim her rival's intellectual capacity, sympathy and love of 

Arts. 

Hogarth makes no other reference to the first Mrs Courtney throughout the entire 

book to do her justice. To the contrary she emphasised that on his sister Minnie's 

death, she stepped in to fill in the intellectual void because William Courtney was 

' intensely dependent upon sympathy, especially feminine sympathy' (Courtney, 

1 930, p.2) .  

On the other hand, Hogarth's open admiration of Courtney; the 'imposing 

lecturer' for whom she was 'vastly over awed' (Courtney, 1 930, p.4) when she 

first met him in 1 886, suggests that she saw this popular Oxford tutor as a solid 

figure who could assist her in various ways. Although they did not marry until he 

was widowed and she was over the age of forty-five, their friendship began 

shortly after he lost his sister in what she described as the 'beautiful setting of 

Oxford summer tenn'. Hogarth did not deny her admiration, adding from that 

time onward, the college where he lectured became her 'spiritual Place ' and 

'special shrine of worship. ' Hogarth also mentioned an incident suggesting that 

their relationship may have been closer than that of a teacher-student when she 

recalled how at one time in 1 888, Courtney carrying 'a bunch of forget-me-nots, ' 

he had bought from a poor woman, invited her to tea. Not seeming to care at all 
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her brother David Hogarth reflect her bitter feelings over class limitations. Her 

comments that the lower middle classes did not stand competition for a diplomatic 

career with the rich aristocracy reflected her dissatisfaction with preference of 

for chaperones, Hogarth who described herself as 'Naturally shy' went 'down 

New College Lane to seek refuge in his study' (Courtney, 1 93 0, pp.5 ,7 .) 

Hogarth's feelings for Courtney are also evident in the words she used to describe 

Courtney. Although she admitted that her Lincolnshire parsonage background 

gave her little knowledge of men, she could not hide her admiration for the 'tall, 

dark handsome' lecturer with a 'dragoon manner' (Courtney, 1 930  p.4). Her use 

of the word 'dragoon' to describe his manner and his dignified soldier-like posture 

reflect her admiration of his high breed and good upbringing. Yet her subalternacy 

is quite evident when she also recognised that, unlike herself; William Courtney 

was not brought up in a large family and a cramped house, but in an 'atmosphere 

of seriousness and culture' (p.8) . His reputation as a leader in Oxford society 

made him more attractive for Hogarth. When Courtney chose to move to London 

around Christmas 1 889 to work for the Daily Telegraph, Hogarth did all she could 

to follow him there. This did not take place until 1 89 1 ,  during which they often 

for him. 

7 .6 Ambitious Aspirations 

As an ambitious subaltern intellectual, Hogarth longed to rise in status, but gender 

restrictions shattered her hopes and naturally she turned toward the men in her 

life. The way she discussed the careers available to both William Courtney and to 

heard from one another and he sent her books to review and manuscripts to read 
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class over efficiency and capacity and also explains her keenness to move with 

members of the upper classes. Her lamenting that Courtney attended University 

College, Oxford (Courtney, 1 930, p.9) clarifies her resentment for the limited 

opportunities available for those lacking social privileges and her detailed 

explanation of how he might have had a diplomatic post had he been of a more 

privileged background (p.9) demonstrates the point: ' If instead of going to 

University, not at that time famous for its discipline, nor troubling much about the 

future of its alumni, he had become one of Jowell ' s  young men at Balliol probably 

his whole future would have been different' (p.9), lamenting that a diplomatic 

mistress of a large household with servants. Yet her complaint that the constant 

interruptions by servants, the telephone and visitors were 'fatal' to her work, 

reflects conceit similar to that shown by a subaltern on receiving a promotion. Her 

remark, similar to many others, is also exaggerated and hinting at her superior 

mental capacity: 

career was of great interest for him but knew that such a position was most 

probably 'barred to a poor man ' s  son' (Courtney, 1 930, p .9). 

Hogarth' s  marriage to Courtney finally liberated her from her subaltern existence. 

After many years of working in busy offices to make ends meet, she became the 

The mistress of a house, who can be got at by her servants and is not 

out of hearing of the telephone, is  hard put to it to secure a morning' s  

quiet. And unless she turns her back resolutely upon the social world, 

There i s  not one in a thousand Londoners who will really believe that 

dropping in to tea with her [ as a professional writer] is fatal to her 
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evening writing. (Courtney, 1926, p.262; also cited in Thomas, 1992, 

pp .136-137) 

It is evident that Hogarth had wished for a better social rank for herself through 

Courtney or through her brother had their prospects not been curbed by social and 

financial limitations. Her similar attitude over her brother David' s drifting in 

academia, because ' no one pressed him to go for the Indian Civil ' and that he 

'was left largely to mould himself and his own future' also emphasised that he had 

deserved a better prospect because he 'was out of the common and he didn't fit 

into the picture' and the competition for academic posts (Courtney, 1931 ,  

pp. I 5 ,  1 7). Financial insecurity may be  seen as a major factor shaping Hogarth's  

attitude in life. Her marriage to Courtney opened a 'wider door' for  Hogarth, 

'toppled' her to suffrage and allowed her to express her views more freely. She 

wrote for women's emancipation and encouraged women to see life through a 

wider lens. 

7. 7 Disclosing Concealed Views 

Apart from her translation of The Modern French Drama in 1898, and her 

Education and professions ( 1903), all Hogarth's books were published after 1918 .  

Under her married name. As Janet Courtney she wrote a number of books on 

women thinkers, and advocated bold ideas in addition to writing her Recollected 

in Tranquillity ( 1926). Her ideas reflect a progressive and advanced way of 

thinking. Her description of parents ' tendency to teach their girls at home in the 

1 870s and 80s, as a movement 'back to the accomplishments of an earlier period 

clearly indicates that she had no anti-feminist tendencies qualifying her for a 
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strong anti-suffrage attitude and tends also to confirm that she had preferred to 

remain silent when it was less encouraging to voice support for women's 

emancipation or suffrage. Although Hogarth admitted to siding with Mrs Ward 

against female enfranchisement, there is not much said by her against it. This 

indicates that her anti-suffrage work was merely another 'jumping off place' that 

enabled her to maintain relations with upper-class friends until she could establish 

herself in a more suitable line of work. From 1906- 1 9 1 0  she worked for The 

Times, then mouthpiece of the influential, Anti-Suffrage conservative and imperial 

el ite, which by 1 908 was said to have been partly owned by the eminent Anti

Suffrage figure Lord Cromer, along with Lord Northcliffe and Lord Rothschild 

Hogarth ' s  silence 

(New York Times, 1 4  July, 1 908). 

over women's emancipation and suffrage further confirms that 

she merely joined Anti-Suffrage as an opportunity to secure a position among the 

influential because The Times did not become less anti-suffrage until 1 9 1 3  and by 

trained in public schools lost delicacy and charm (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 3 1  ), most of 

her views express l iberal ideas. In Recollected in Tranquillity Hogarth finds it 

necessary for girls to acquire knowledge and experience of the world as a whole, 

and to understand the thoughts of men. She also said that 'narrowing and 

that time she was already backing suffrage and married to the Editor of the 

Fortnightly Review (Crawford, 1 999, p.455) . 

Although Hogarth shows a trace of conservatism when she argues that girls 

cramping'  for both the teacher and the student may lead to sex antagonism. 

Hogarth ' s l iberal views are also evident in the fear she expressed over the impact 

of staff ' spinsterliness ' and 'schoolgirlishness' on school girls, arguing that mixed 
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staff is much more useful than just having a married headmistress (Courtney, 

The partial enfranchisement of women in 1 9 1 8  paved the way for Hogarth to 

voice her beliefs. As an intellectual subaltern her careerism and self-promotion 

1 926, p.a1 32). 

prevented her from marketing her ideas until after securing her goals. The secure 

profession and the general post-war atmosphere permitted her assessments of past 

conditions. Hogarth dismissed the notion that says loss of rigidity resulted from 

mixed schools, and had a negative impact on the Empire. To the contrary she 

argued that, 'the Empire might gain in intelligence what it lost in administrative 

firmness.' Hogarth's later views match her original liberated self at LMH and are 

unlikely to have been acquired at a later stage. Thus her silence over the question 

of women was probably kept undeclared until her liberated views became 

acceptable. This is supported by her objection to the idea that successful women 

were exceptions, arguing that the world should benefit from the brain, the training 

and the skill of a woman (Courtney, 1 926, p.254). 

Janet Hogarth supported work of both single and married women and reflected 

deep awareness of the exploitation of women in the work place and their having to 

bear with unsuitable conditions and low pay to survive. Although such an 

understanding may be obtained from books and newspapers, her enthusiastic 

defence can only stem from identification with similar life experiences: 

In my earlier professional life I was so often told that no girl with a 

father who could keep her had any right to enter profession. What 

professional life for women would have been like, if it had continued 
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on charitable basis can be seen well enough in the novels of early 

Victorians. (Courtney, 1 926, p.248) 

It is evident that hardship had taken its toll on Janet Hogarth's life; her comments 

on Gertrude Bell's confidence in her belongings and on Dorothea Beal as never 

knowing 'what it meant to be short of money' suggest frustration and resentment 

of financial shortage. She knowledgably diagnosed how financial hardship limited 

opportunities and prevented working women from going on strikes against unjust 

conditions or setting demands: 'How could the women strike, women clerks, for 

example, whose places could be filled ten times over and whose weekly wage was 

their only reserve fund?' because they not only badly needed their income, but 

also lacked financial reserve to protect them from starvation (Courtney, 1 926, 

p.249) . 

Her comments shed light on her own personal circumstances as well as those for 

other women; Hogarth drew attention that the need for work in the case of women 

facilitated their exploitation by their male or female employers: 'No doubt' they 

prefer 'girls who will accept anything' (p.249). She recalled a certain head of a 

poorly ventilated city typing office, saying to her that she didn't want to employ 

'Ladies' because 'they were too fussy.a' Hogarth believed that change comes with 

endurance ' if a 'Lady' has the courage to persevere in forcing an entrance, those 

bad offices' conditions will not long survive.a' long endurance and the time taken 

to achieve her goals seem not only to unveil her reasons for putting up with 

unfavourable conditions but also typify how subaltern individuals in general 

pursue their ambition with patience. Hogarth's in-between position allowed her to 

rise above the fully subjugated women clerks but did not prevent her and other 
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women in her position from being exploited by their male superiors in patriarchal 

institutions. It is unlikely that Hogarth could have afforded to be too fussy or 

refuse to work because she evidently lacked the financial reserve obliging her to 

accept being paid a wage equivalent to a man who was way behind her in 

education. 

As part of her tendency to avoid blame, Hogarth' s  description of the anti-suffrage 

attitude reflect that an opportunistic subaltern who simply sought to take the 

winner 's  side : 'We were on the wrong tack, I think now; we had put our money on 

the wrong horse' (Courtney, Fortnightly Review, April 1 93 1 ,  p .509). Hogarth also 

admitted that the original intention was to 'regulate' the 'noisy' pro-suffrage 

women whom they feared would discredit the intellectual hard-working women 

like herself: 'But we had no desire to stop the women' s  movement. We merely 

wanted to regulate its pace and to prevent a noisy minority from bringing all into 

discredit' (Fortnightly Review, p.509). Her description of many of the upper class 

members of the Anti-Suffrage League as incompetents suggests that to her the 

movement had deviated from its original cause :  ' It was our fate too to attract all 

the ultra feminine ' (Fortnightly Review, p.509). Her and lady-like incompetentst

membership of the Anti-Suffrage League until the amalgamation in 1 910, her 

invisible editing of the ASR, as well as her work for The Times, suggest more a 

patient subaltern tactic on her part until the right time came 'to see and seize one ' s  

opportunity. ' This tactic necessitated masking her real views to  'jump' from one 

career to another until she found the right 'niche. '  
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Chapter 8 :  Conclusion 

Before offering a summary of my findings in this research, I would like to explain 

how the similarities  between the Victorian-Edwardian era and the Modem Arab 

World particularly Iraq, motivated me into searching for the reasons which induce 

women to side against other women. I was never convinced that reactions to 

oppression differed between the sexes and believe it is part of the general 

mechanism of human survival. Nor did I believe that gender issues alone initiated 

women ' s  hostility towards other women. On the other hand I was always advised 

by the educated male members of my family not to take the issue of women' s  

rights too seriously because those rights were in essence designed to serve men's 

obj ectives. I always wondered if this was universally true and to what extent 

would the rights of  women serve men or politics in any part of the world. 

The example I will give about Iraq i s  intended to explain how oppressed 

intellectuals in general and women in particular succumb to the dictates of their 

colonisers. When the 2003 US-led Coalition Forces occupied Iraq, the Coalition 

Provisional Authority (CPA) imposed a new constitution that stipulated, as part of 

the 'newly acquired democracy, ' a positive starting point of 25 percent quota of 

women in parliament. Although the female population (like in Victorian times) is 

higher than the male, on the whole, the issue was a step forward. Parliament 
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remained generally passive during the years of direct occupation and the laws it 

attempted to annul or endorse had to be in accordance with the US policy in the 

country. When Iraq was granted ' sovereignty' on the end of military operations in 

mid-2004, the direct rule of the CPA was ended and a new 'sovereign and 

Constitution again introduced family law for religious interpretation by different 

sects .  The female advocates who had successfully fought off the religious 

authorities ' attempts (during direct occupation) in 2003 to replace the Personal 

Status law with the more strict Sharia are now being muted by these subaltern 

women MPs.  The striking similarity with the social network enjcoyed by the 

me to realise that the patriarchal social structure prevented both Iraqi and 

independent' Interim Government - the Iraqi collaborative elite - assumed the full 

responsibility and authority for the state. They assumed the role of the coloniser 

and gradually the representation ofwomen degenerated to a situation worse than it 

was before 2003 . The women representatives proved ineffective, their role 

reduced to simply to fulfilling quorum. It was noticeable that the women MPs 

were mostly close relatives of  the senior government officials and other MPs. This 

directed my attention to the fact that the women MPs were placed in their 

positions as result of the social and family networks linking them to the influential 

people in of power. In my view the Members of Parliament replaced the 

collaborative elite in that in-between position, assisting the new colonisers to 

oppress society in general and deprive Iraqi women, in particular, of their hard

won rights . Further evidence backing this assumption became forth when most of 

the women MPs did not step in to defend women when Article 4 1  in the new Iraqi 

Victorian women 'Antis '  encouraged me to probe further into the subject leading 
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Victorian women from voicing any views contrary to what the men expected of 

them. 

the world. Apart from few differences of no great impact to this particular 

argument, women and colonised natives of both sexes, for example, faced a 

number of similar oppressive measures . Patriarchy excluded women from having 

a full legal or a political identity and the laws and attitudes governing their 

position have a lot in common with those of the colonised natives. Both groups 

were seen as 'Other' ,  unfit to govern themselves, unsuitable and the majority were 

excluded from education. Women's  biological role added another burden for 

British white women seeking a professional role for themselves. At this point I 

came to realise that women are subjected to the same influences as other subaltern 

groups of society and reacted similarly towards their subaltemacy. I divided the 

women into three sub-groups; the resistance, silent majority and the collaborative 

intellectual elite. 

On comparing the Patriarchal construction of any society with direct and indirect 

colonisation, it was found that any hegemonic force seeks to maintain its 

domination of the ' other' to continue its own existence. Similarly patriarchy seeks 

to maintain the subordinate position of women to survive. The hegemonic force 

thus exercises certain policies to ensure the compliance of its subordinates. Both 

the position of women in nineteenth century Britain and women in many Arab and 

Muslim countries at present, parallel the position of other subaltern groups around 

To test my hypothesis I examined the lives of four pioneering women of upper 

and lower British middle-class ;  Eliza Lynn Linton, Flora Shaw, Janet Hogarth and 

Gertrude Bell . The results showed that although their performances were 
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influenced to some extent by gender, their tactics were similar to members of 

other subaltern groups and largely governed by social, educational and economic 

factors . I studied these women as real women whose lives and characters were 

shaped by real experiences. Each woman had her individual history and was 

subject to various forms of pressure. Studying them showed that the Victorian 

intellectual middle-class women were burdened more than women of the other 

social classes; while education intellectually equalled them with the upper classes, 

they were more oppressed by conventions and by their relatively limited financial 

resources. This raised their awareness of the hegemonic control over their lives 

and their ancillary identity and is particularly evident among daughters of the 

clergymen. Apart from Gertrude Bell, Linton, Shaw and Hogarth came from large 

families and needed an income to maintain an autonomous existence. On the other 

hand, Bell ' s  need for an independent existence was caused by her financial 

dependency. All the four women were ambitious and had intelligently succeeded 

in escaping their subordinate positions with patriarchal blessing. 

When I began to consult my secondary sources to get a good understanding of the 

position of women in the Victorian-Edwardian society and search for points to 

prove my hypothesis, I came to realise another point of similarity between third

world dictatorships and one of the long-established democracies of the world. 

Although my point may seem a bit strange from a British perspective, as a 

subaltern who had lived under thirty-five years of dictatorship, I noticed that in 

the 'democratic '  set up the State indirectly exercised the role of the patriarch or 

the dictator, imposing its control on the population. For me the silent monitoring 

cameras installed everywhere replaced the dictator's secret informers . The 
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difference lay in the fact that everyone knew where the ' informer' camera was 

installed while we had to guess which man/woman among friends and colleagues 

was appointed to monitor our actions. I also realised that the ballot instead of 

bullet was the modem citizen' s  way to revolt and I interpreted thi s  new form of 

colonisation as the result of long years of legislations to limit the misappropriation 

of power. For me the indirect control of the media was one of the tools to secure 

the higher goals of the state. Although the British notion of democracy portrays 

itself as disinterested in moulding the social and moral spheres by encouraging 

free will and liberal thinking, we find the press exaggerate threats to the British 

government to achieve public consent: the threat of Iraq' s  Weapons of Mass 

Destruction, for example, was part of a British intelligence ' s  'Disinformation 

campaign' designed to shape public opinion. 'The operation planted stories in the 

domestic and foreign media from the 1 990s through 2003 ' (BBC,  2 1  November 

or that was for the nations '  general good. 

Edward Said interpreted Mathew Arnold ' s  argument on the intellectuals '  role to 

make ' the best thoughts ' prevail to mean that the government feared granting 

further freedoms to the Edwardian people (Said, 1 994), and that intellectuals were 

needed 'to quieten people down' to prevent them from 'doing as one likes . '  I 

wanted to examine whether the Woman's  Question was handled in the same way. 

Tracing the anti-feminist and anti-suffrage arguments showed that strangely 

among those 'Antis ' were women who would have benefitted more from the 

:franchise, yet they were more enthusiastic in their activities to combat it than 

2003 ). This struck me as similar to the pre-2003 regime' s  effort to convince the 

public through a carefully constructed media campaign that war with this country 
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others . Their inconsistency betrayed lack of conviction in what they were 

advocating and their articles for the press, published non-fiction and novels 

directly and indirectly encouraged and defined the conservative' s viewpoints 

I have encountered some problems in trying to set the parallel between the 

subaltern intellectual woman and the collaborative elite, but the problems were 

overcome on realising that the differences were mainly social, cultural and 

religious and may therefore be independently applied to each society. Those 

differences do not change the main argument that the subaltern mentality in men 

and women, each in their own milieu, either complied and accommodated with 

the dictates to survive or resisted and rebelled. The intellectuals who 

accommodate tended to do so for two main reasons, firstly their intellectual 

capacity enables them to foresee and thus avoid the risk of being punished morally 

or financially or both by their social circles and/or by the authority. Secondly the 

authority' s  fear of the intellectual leads it to apply persuasive measures similar in 

context to the 'carrot and stick' reward and punishment policy. The policy feeds 

on the fear and ambition within those individuals to get maximum productivity 

and devotion to the goals required. The most commonly used method to motivate 

the intellectual is money and position. The carrot and stick theory is characteristic 

of all human action and is not affected by gender, cultural or religious differences 

although gender largely determines the performance of the intellectual. 

The other problem I had was logistical : the heavy editing of some of Shaw' s  

letters, for example, and the loss of  the women's diaries and many personal papers 

most probably destroyed in accordance with Victorian social norms and my 

restriction to travelling within the UK to visit archives. 
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Having set the parallel to and limitations of my main subject matter, a summary 

can now be given of my findings which seek to answer the question I introduced 

when I set to undertake this work: What are the reasons behind the opposition of 

successful Victorian professional women to the Feminine cause? 

The answer to this question is governed by two interdependent factors, firstly: 

women ' s  subaltern position in society. Secondly: the state's exploitation of the 

needs of the intellectual subaltern woman to serve the objectives of the coloniser. 

8.1 Subalternacy 

Apart from the conventional upbringing that trained women to become 

submissive, the coercive Victorian conventions were especially harsh towards a 

woman without a male provider and a woman seeking autonomous existence was 

mostly treated with disdain. This led women in weak financial positions to 'tend 

and befriend' to avoid being shunned. The women examined in this work 

accommodated with the conventions, worked hard for reward and complied with 

the dictates of the hegemonic force to secure a position within the limited 

opportunities available to women. To overcome the competitive male-dominated 

work market they had to put up with various forms of hegemony to maintain 

pseudo-independence. Most of these women either married late in life with no 

children or remained single. This position in part intensified their need to prove 

their worth in other aspects of life; despite all their achievements both Linton and 

Shaw described a childless woman's  life as unworthy. 
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which may also be interpreted as mild form of opportunism. Opportunism in the 

themselves. This insecurity required a 'tend and befriend' attitude on their part 

Another characteristic shared by those women was that they all felt marginalised 

or were emotionally or financially insecure. All left home to establish a life for 

Victorian age was not a negative quality and is not intended negatively in this 

context but serves to emphasise a survival mechanism; as Stanley Baldwin (three 

times Prime Minister) puts it ' I  would rather be an opportunist and float than go to 

the bottom with my principles around my neck' (Daniel Singer 1 988, p. 1 89). 

8.2 Financial and Emotional Insecurity 

Each of the intellectual women in this study had her own pressing circumstances 

that prevented her from adhering openly to her beliefs lest she 'go[ es] to the 

bottom. '  The relative social changes in the position of women during the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century had not granted women many rights and 

they were still largely governed by the conventions of the patriarchal social 

structure. All four women were placed during their lives in oppressive situations 

that drove them to escape. All resented their lives at home and three of them 

suffered from aborted love while in the milder case of Hogarth she followed her 

married tutor around for twenty-five years till they were married in 1 9 1 1 . The 

presence of a stepmother in the lives of Linton, Shaw and Bell may also be seen as 

a factor that further weakened their positions. All four women privately believed 

in women's  right to self-determination and sought independence. All were 

agnostic and ambitious, but were hampered by their social or financial 

subaltemacy from openly voicing their views and wished they were men at some 

point in their lives. While Eliza Lynn Linton, Flora Shaw and Janet Hogarth 
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experienced poverty and lacked a man provider, Gertrude Bell was weighed do\X.TI 

by her financial dependency and complied with the wishes of her parents at the 

expense of her personal satisfaction. 

Mrs Linton, an ardent feminist at the beginning of her life and career, was 

unhappy with her oppressed existence and marginalisation at home and her 

father' s  second marriage in 1 845 seemed to have been the last straw. She at the 

age of twenty-three left for London on her O\X.TI to pursue a career: ' If they had 

been kind to me at home, I should never have left for any temptation . . .It was 

because no one loved me, and thus I was in a manner thro\X.TI on myself (Linton, 

1 85 1 ,  Vol .  1 ,  p.2O5) .  Her strong feminist attitude was punished by the 

conservative Victorian society on the publication of Realities ( 1 85 1 ). Although 

she continued to write in favour of women' s  property rights, divorce and 

educational rights, she became more careful about advocating 'bold' topics and 

'more royalist than the king' in her defence of men and her exposure of the 

women' s  points of weakness. She betrayed her sex by personally benefitting from 

voicing outright condemnation of Victorian conventions. She did not fully swap 

sides till her marriage broke down as result to her husband' s  failure to provide for 

her and for his children from a previous marriage, leaving her the responsibility of 

a large family not really her own. Having consumed all her financial reserve she 

separated from her husband penniless and aiming to begin afresh at a time of 

growing competition and had to find a way to market her product. The 

environment was strongly in favour of anti-feminist voices and the success she 

received on the publication of her sensational 'Girl of the Period' ( 1 868) 

encouraged her to continue in that line. Linton who lived in an earlier period, was 
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her public opposition to emancipation although she continued to be feminist in 

private. 

Flora Shaw (Lugard) faced stronger financial pressures. Although she came from 

a considerably higher class than Linton' s, her large family depended solely on the 

father' s income. This led her to start a cooperative shop. To preserve appearances 

the shop was a project to help the workers ' families in her area but in reality it 

also helped her save some money on household expenses when she managed her 

father' s  household. Her father's  second marriage marginalised her position in the 

family home and she preferred to leave. Self-educated like Linton, Shaw was wise 

to realise that she was not skilled enough or independent to rebel against 

conventions. Her survival tactic was to utilise her subaltern position to gain 

experience and the support of influential people. Her novels hinted at her 

dissatisfaction with women' s  position in society but she was careful not to 

overstep Victorian propriety to secure readership. Her excellence in journalism 

was achieved through adopting a male writing style. Although she became the 

first colonial editor The Times her gender prevented her from rising to policy

making posts. Her financial independence, fame and her professional self

confidence, failed to protect her from exploitation because she was largely reliant 

on the income she received for her work 'There remains the tiresome secondary 

question of money which my family still requires '  (Flora Lugard to Frederick 

Lugard, November 1 904, n.d.). The financial pressures she endured prevented her 

from overcoming her subaltern position thus allowing the influential patriarchs to 

scapegoat her. By trying to maintain her career Shaw betrayed the women of her 

time by descending from the heights of a role model for women into a 'weak 
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shallow woman' and a 'frog seeking to inflate itself to the proportion of an ox ' 

(Herbert, 1 897, p.28) Her support for anti-suffrage after marriage may be 

paralleled with that of the colonised collaborative elite who on assuming authority 

or status become ' like' the coloniser. 

Gertrude Bell, in my view, was the most oppressed among the four . Although her 

outward attitude gave the impression that she was the strongest, her escape from 

social pressure was permanent. Bell demonstrated a male-like attitude to identify 

herself with men which more clearly demonstrates her collaborative subaltern 

attitude. Her upper middle-class background, social networking, compliance with 

the powerful politicians over women's  suffrage issues and her education 

facilitated her rise to a position of prominence but her gender also prevented her 

from rising to a decision-making post. The position of Oriental Secretary in 

Mesopotamia constituted taking orders from the men in higher ranks and 

also reflects this collaborative subaltemacy. Among her British superiors and 

colleagues Bell demonstrated a male-like attitude to ensure being treated on equal 

imposing them (directly or indirectly) on the colonised people of Iraq to secure the 

interests of the British Empire. The two-fold way in which she handled gender 

footing, while she used her feminine tactics to manipulate influential Arab men to 

succumb to her demands. Though Bell was socially and financially superior to the 

other three women, her dependency on her family for finances necessitated their 

approval of all her actions. This is evident from the thousands of detailed letters 

she wrote to her parents. The letters were a substitute for going home on family 

occasions: ' this is the 8th Christmas that I've been away. ' (Bell to her father 8 

December 1 92 1 ) Bell camouflaged her unhappiness because she believed that 
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expressing what one feels was never wise. She became active in the emancipation 

of the women in Iraq on the enfranchisement of women in Britain which 

demonstrates that she continued to be the ' obedient girl ' to the end. Her untimely 

death (pronounced as suicide) coincided with the time when her services were no 

longer needed by both the British Empire and the Iraqi authorities. Her subsiding 

role and her withdrawal from social circles reflect that she had become 

marginalised in the country she had established and was its 'uncrowned queen. '  

Her admission to Janet Courtney in 1 925 that she did not know what to do if she 

were to return home and her confession to the writer, novelist and traveller Vita 

Sackville West on her visit to Baghdad; 1 926: ' I  can't pick up the thread where I 

dropped it. ' (Birkett, 1 99 1 ,  p .260) reflected the agony of a marginalised 

escape from all . 

Janet Hogarth' s  case i s  the mildest among the four and may be used as 

representative of the benign opportunistic approach adopted by many Victorian 

women who due to social or financial circumstances had either remained silent or 

j oined anti-suffrage. Hogarth joined the Anti-Suffrage League with her 

aristocratic friends and worked for the Anti-Suffrage Review editing the paper with 

Mrs Humphry Ward. No anti-suffrage articles were published in her name in the 

ASR and her few articles on women in other papers encouraged women to arm 

themselves with skills to stand in the work competition with men. Her modest 

background did not give her the privilege of choosing the career she preferred and 

she had to accept work she did not like. Her years in Oxford introduced her to the 

expatriate. The fact that Bell resented having to return home one day reflected her 

descent from glory. Her death from an over dose of sleeping pills was her final 
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world of intellectual men and expanded her horizons and she refused to return to 

the conventional and difficult life of a country clergyman' s  daughter. Hogarth's 

description of a teaching job she accepted in London in 1 89 1  as a 'jumping place' 

because jobs were scarce (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 27) explains to a large extent the 

way she handled her affairs . She also believed that a person should be 'masterful 

. . .  strong enough and big enough, to know when to yield' (Courtney, 1 926, p. 1 1 6) .  

Her 'jumps '  from one profession to another eventually fulfilled her ambition of 

becoming a journalist. Her marriage to her former tutor and the editor of the 

Fortnightly Review finally opened ' a  door to the wider world' and secured her 

financially and professionally. This seems to explain her conversion to suffrage in 

the same year. Tracing her early defiance of the conventions leaves no explanation 

other than she used it as a 'jumping place' because it was from there that she 

received the offer to work for the Britannica. Hogarth's publication of progressive 

books on women after the vote was partially granted in 1 9 1 8  may well be 

interpreted as not daring to voice her views till the environment became more 

accommodating. Her positions at the Bank of England and the Encyclopaedia 

Britannica allowed her leadership over women and she performed her job to 

perfection but she was unhappy with her in-between role and was 'bold enough . . .  

t o  forsake the safe shelter of the Bank of  England for the uncertainties of  the book 

trade and journalism' (Courtney, 1 930  p.42). 

This work proves that the selected Victorian women succumbed to the wishes of 

their colonisers to achieve private goals .  Through quiet subaltern tactics they were 

able to achieve for themselves what their suffragist sisters sought to achieve 

loudly for the whole sex. We cannot really condemn them for their actions if we 
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preferred passive, indirect and opportunistic tactics to achieve their goals, not 

The intellectual under a dictatorship does the same and may have to change

keep in mind how people under any fonn of pressure seek a way out. They 

because they are women but because they are oppressed humans seeking survival

modify or mask his beliefs to fit in with the goals and the conventions of the 

Mustafa Pasha

. 

, 

dictatorial regime, as do slaves, exiles and religious minorities .  They preferred to 

play the ' obedient girl ' , 

' s  wife mentioned in the Gertrude Bell chapter. 

The subaltern anti-feminist professionals operated as the native administrators for 

the British government at home. Those women, as the native people, administered 

the programs but were not allowed to make major decisions or control finances. 

Today many refer to those native people who were given the jobs in these 

programs as the native middle class elite (Waterfall 2002). S imilar to the neo

colonialists control over finances in the colonies, funding remained in the hands of 

the male "Antis" and the Women' s  National Anti-Suffrage League 1 908 failed to 

financially support their movement and had to amalgamate with the Men's League 

for Opposing Women ' s  Suffrage in 1 9 1 0  and accept their policies. 

Linton, Shaw, Bell and Hogarth endured double and triple colonisations and are 

victims of their circumstances. Under the pretext of serving the Empire those 

women were exploited by decision-makers and the conservative imperialists who 

recruited educated women in their positions to make a more convincing counter 

campaign against suffrage. Although they earned rewards for their work, the 

tactic and were at the orders of their 'pashas' similar to 

patriarchal institutions did not hesitate dispense with their services when their 

roles ended or scapegoat them to save the patriarchal institutions' reputation. 
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From a subjugated woman' s  perspective I placed myself in their positions to try to 

understand how and why they chose to react in this way. 

8.3 Future Work 

While this thesis i s  a study of women in specific place and time, during the course 

of my research several points were raised in my mind as to how the broader ideas 

in my thesis may be expanded. When I am less under threat and have more time 

and better means, I will travel to Iraq to conduct a more thorough examination of 

the points of similarities and differences between the two cultures. This is part of a 

wider project which many feminist researchers are or might engage in: to attempt 

to define the different tactics employed by women of different races, colour and 

religions, i .e .  Arab and European women, British and Iraqi, Muslim, Christian, 

Jew and from other religions. Through such a study we could begin to see the 

impact of those factors on the mentality and tactics employed by women and by 

subaltern groups and to note how similarities bring the peoples of the world 

together. A thorough examination of thought and reaction of the subaltern is also 

required to test the common survival mechanisms between the sexes and what 

differences, other than performance, may be attributed to gender. I believe that 

cultural boundaries, borders, passports, race, colour and gender differences are all 

man-made and what has been constructed can be taken apart so we can celebrate 

the uniting factor of our common humanity. 
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